USE OF THE ARCHITECTURAL INDEX

All entries are arranged alphabetically. Articles about a specific building are indexed under the general building type and also crosslisted under “ARCHITECT or DESIGNER” and state or foreign country. Under some headings, subdivisions are made geographically or by subject. All other articles are indexed by subject and not necessarily by title. The person’s name after “by” is that of the author of the article. The name in italics is that of the architect or designer. NEWS, BOOKS REVIEWED, and NEW PRODUCTS are not indexed. RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT includes speculative and builder houses.

Example:  MUSEUM [HEADING]

Art Museum [Title or description]; Missouri, Kansas City [Location]; Steven Holl [Architect or Designer]; ph. pl. [Type of illustrations]; p. 112-117 [Page numbers]; Apr 00 [Magazine month and year]; A [Magazine]

PERIODICALS Indexed

A  ARCHITECT
Ned Cramer, Editor-in-Chief; Patrick J. Carroll, Group Publisher
Monthly, January 2007 to December 2007, inclusive

AR  ARCHITECTURAL RECORD
Robert Ivy, FAIA, Editor-in-Chief; James H. McGraw IV, Group Publisher
Monthly, January 2007 to December 2007, inclusive

ARv  ARCHITECTURAL REVIEW
Paul Finch, Editor; Jonathan Stock, Publisher
Monthly, January 2007 to December 2007, inclusive

B  BUILDER
Boyce Thompson, Editorial Director; Warren P. Nesbitt, Group Publisher
Monthly, January 2007 to December 2007, inclusive

BD&C  BUILDING DESIGN & CONSTRUCTION
Robert Cassidy, Editor-in-Chief; Dean Horowitz, Publisher
Monthly, January 2007 to December 2007, inclusive

ID  INTERIOR DESIGN
Cindy Allen, Editor; Mark Strauss, Publisher
Monthly, January 2007 to December 2007, inclusive

JAE  JOURNAL OF ARCHITECTURAL EDUCATION
Barbara L. Allen, Executive Editor; Assn. of Collegiate Schools of Architecture, Publisher
Quarterly, February 2007 to November 2007 inclusive

LA  LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE
J. William Thompson, FASLA, Editor; American Society of Landscape Architects, Publisher
Monthly, January 2007 to December 2007, inclusive

RA  RESIDENTIAL ARCHITECT
S. Claire Conroy, Editor; Michael Boyle, Group Publisher
Nine issues per year, January 2007 to December 2007, inclusive

TCS  THE CONSTRUCTION SPECIFIER
Blair Adams, Editorial Director; Ellen Kral, Publisher
Monthly, January 2007 to December 2007, inclusive

Tel: 800-609-9217  Email: archindex@archindex.com  Fax: 303-449-2960
Web site: www.archindex.com
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THE ARCHITECTURAL INDEX

ABBREVIATIONS

A - ARCHITECT
Apr - April
AR - ARCHITECTURAL RECORD
ARev - ARCHITECTURAL REVIEW
Aug - August
axon. - axonometric
B - BUILDER
BD&C - BUILDING DESIGN & CONSTRUCTION
biblio. - bibliography
bldg. - building
tea - continuing education article
tea'd - continued
cost anal. - cost analysis
Dec - December
det. - details, details
dia. - diagram, diagrams
elev. - elevation, elevations
ext. - exterior
Feb - February
ID - INTERIOR DESIGN
i1l. - illustration, illustrations
iso. - isometric
JAE - JOURNAL OF ARCHITECTURAL EDUCATION
Jan - January
LA - LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE
m. - photo of model
Mar - March
Nov - November
Oct - October
p. - page, pages
pers. - perspective
ph. - photo, photos
pl. - plan, plans
RA - RESIDENTIAL ARCHITECT
ref. - references
sec. - section, sections
sel. det. - selected detail
Sept - September
Suppl - Supplemental Issue
TCS - THE CONSTRUCTION SPECIFIER
univ. - university

ACCESSIBILITY
See HANDICAPPED DESIGN

ACOUSTICS

3-D Virtual Courtroom Design; Arup; by David Barista; ph. ill.; p. 54-57; Feb 07; BD&C
Acoustic Control in Healthcare Design; by Robert Marshall; ph. chart; p. 42-52; Sept 07; TCS
Effective Sound Solutions; by No author listed; ph. ill. table tea; p. 163-167; July 07; AR
New Acoustic Technologies; by Brian Kubicki; ph. chart; p. 54-60; Sept 07; TCS
Perforated Metal as Sound-Absorptive Surfaces; by William Stewart; ph. chart graph table; p. 64-70; Feb 07; TCS
Reducing Acoustic Reverberation; by Steven Udolph; ph.; p. 78-84; May 07; TCS
Tennessee, Nashville; Schermerhorn Symphony Center; David M. Schwarz; by Dan Daley; ph. sec. dia. pl.; p. 76-83; Feb 07; A

AIR CONDITIONING
See ENERGY; HEATING, VENTILATING, AIR CONDITIONING

AIRPORT

China, Beijing; Suvarnabhumi Airport; Murphy & Jahn and AQT; Structural Design by Werner Sobek; by John Morris Dixon; ph. pl. sec.; p. 108-116; Aug 07; AR
Illinois, Chicago; North Air Traffic Control Tower; DMJM H&N; by Jay W. Schneider; ill.; p. 35; Oct 07; BD&C
Oregon, Salem; McNary Field Modular Terminal; Mead & Hunt; by David Barista; pl. ill.; p. 76-77; Apr 07; BD&C

ALABAMA

Greensboro; Recreation/Sports Facility; Lions Park Baseball Field; Rural Studio; by No author listed; ph.; p. 79; Nov 07; A
Greensboro; Residence; DESIGHnabitat 2 House; AIA Housing Award; Auburn School of Architecture; by Christopher Kieran; ph.; p. 206; July 07; AR
Gulf Shores; Landscape Architecture; Profile of Firm; WAS Design; by Susan Hines; ph. pl. ill.; p. 70-77; May 07; LA
Hale County; Animal Shelter; Hale County Animal Shelter; Rural Studio; by No author listed; ph. pl. sec.; p. 74-77; Nov 07; A
ALABAMA (cont’d)

Hale County: Hospital; Hale County Hospital Courtyard; Rural Studio; by No author listed; ph.; p. 78; Nov 07; A

Hale County: Housing; Twenty-Thousand Dollar Houses; Rural Studio; by No author listed; ph.; p. 81; Nov 07; A

Mobile: Hotel; Battle House Hotel Restoration; Smith & Dalia and TVS; by Peter Fabris; ph.; p. 26-28; Sept 07; BD&C

Perry County: Observatory; Birding Tower; Rural Studio; by No author listed; ph.; p. 80; Nov 07; A

ALASKA

Fairbanks: University/Museum; Museum of the North; University of Alaska; GDM and Hammel, Green & Abrahamson; Original Design by HOK; by Weld Royal; ph. pl. sec.; p. 66-71; Jan 07; AR

Palmer; Health Care, Health Center; Mat-Su Regional Medical Center; Ascension Group; by David Barista; ph.; p. 36-41; Apr 07; BD&C

ANIMAL SHELTER

Alabama, Hale County: Hale County Animal Shelter; Rural Studio; by No author listed; ph. pl. sec.; p. 74-77; Nov 07; A

APARTMENT

See RESIDENCE

APARTMENT BUILDING

Bangladesh, Dhaka; Apartment Block; Shatotto; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pl. sec.; p. 70; Dec 07; AR

California, Emeryville; Green City Lofts; Builder’s Choice Award; Swatt Architects; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph. pl.; p. 94-95; Oct 07; B

California, Los Angeles; Eastern California Lofts; Killefer & Flammang; Interior Design by Kelly Wearstler; by Jenny Sullivan; ph.; p. 124; Nov 07; B

California, Los Angeles; Met Lofts; EnterActive building lighting; Johnson & Fain; Lighting Design by Electroland; by David Sokol; ph.; p. 176-177; Aug 07; AR

California, Los Angeles; NoHo Lofts; Builder’s Choice Award; van Tilburg, Banvard & Soderbergh; by Jenny Sullivan; ph.; p. 158; Oct 07; B

California, San Diego; The Lofts; Public Architecture; by Meghan Drueing; pl. ill.; p. 24; Jan 07; RA

California, San Francisco; One Rincon Hill; Solomon, Cordwell & Buenz; by No author listed; ill.; p. 64; Jan 07; BD&C

APARTMENT BUILDING (cont’d)

District of Columbia, Washington: 1247 Wisconsin Lofts; Builder’s Choice Award; McInturff Architects; Landscape Design by Gregg Bream; by Jenny Sullivan; ph.; p. 132; Oct 07; B

Florida, Ybor City; Box Factory Lofts; Lord, Aek & Sargent; by Peter Fabris; ph.; p. 30-32; Sept 07; BD&C

Germany, Hamburg; Market Hall; Bolles & Wilson; by Rob Gregory; pl. ill.; p. 72-73; Jan 07; AR

Illinois, Chicago; 340 on the Park; Solomon, Cordwell & Buenz; by Robert Cassidy; ph.; p. 53-54; Oct 07; BD&C

Illinois, Chicago; Near North Apartments; Helmut Jahn; by Jay W. Schneider and Jeff Yoders; ph.; p. 66; Oct 07; BD&C

Multifamily Report; Beating the cost crunch; by Robert Cassidy; ill. ph. elev.; p. 48-61; Jan 07; BD&C

Netherlands, Amsterdam West; Andreas Ensemble; Tony Fretton; Master Planning by Gierz & Schulze; by Rob Gregory; pl. ill.; p. 78; Jan 07; AR

Texas, Austin; Austin City Lofts; Page, Southerland & Partner; by Robert Cassidy; ph.; p. 65; Jan 07; BD&C

Texas, Dallas; W Dallas Victory Hotel and Residences; HK5; Interior Design by Bentel & Bentel; by David Dillon; ph. pl.; p. 146-149; Oct 07; AR

Texas, Houston; Gables Upper Kirby Lofts; Builder’s Choice Award; Looney, Ricks & Kiss; by Jenny Sullivan; ph.; p. 156; Oct 07; B

Virginia, Falls Church; Yorketown Square; Green roof retrofit; Building Logics; Landscape Design by Emory Knoll Farms; by Linda McIntyre; ph. ill.; p. 60-65; Dec 07; LA

HIGH RISE

Australia, Sydney; Portico Scots Church Redevelopment; Tankin, Zulalikha & Greer; by David Sokol; ph. pl.; p. 230-232; May 07; AR

Growth of High-Rise Apartment Building; by John Caulfield; ph. ill.; p. 186-194; Jan 07; B

Illinois, Chicago; 156 West Superior Residences; Miller & Hull and Studio Dwell; by Blair Kamin; ph. pl. sec.; p. 226-229; May 07; AR

Illinois, Chicago; Ten East Delaware; Lucien Lagrange; Landscape Design by Daniel Weinbach; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 102; Sept 07; B

Netherlands, Rotterdam; Montevideo Tower; Mecanoo Architects; by Penelope Dean; ph. pl. sec. det.; p. 150; Aug 07; AR

New York, New York; 165 Charles Street; Richard Meier; by Sarah Amelar; ph. pl.; p. 218-221; May 07; AR

New York, New York; Trump SoHo Condo Hotel Critique; Handel Architects; by Michael Sorkin; ph.; p. 51-52; Dec 07; AR

Singapore; —; Moulmein Residential Tower; Aga Khan Award; WOHA Architects; by Chris Abel; ph. pl.; p. 74; Nov 07; AR

www.archindex.com
APARTMENT BUILDING (cont'd)

INTERIORS (cont'd)

New York, New York; Loft Renovation; NArchitects; by Marc Kristal; ph.; p. 179-182; Sept 07; ID

New York, New York; Paul Rudolph Penthouse Renovation; Delia Valle & Bernheimer; Original Design by Paul Rudolph; by Suzanne Stephens; ph. sec.; p. 116-121, 230; June 07; AR

New York, New York; Penthouse Renovation; Decorati; Original Design by Cesar Pelli; by Charlotte Druckman; ph.; p. 211-216; Sept 07; ID

Switzerland, Lucerne; Glacier Loft; Gus Wustemann; by Diana Lind; ph. pl. ill.; p. 128-131; Sept 07; AR

LOW RISE

Colorado, Denver; Museum Residences; RA Design Award; Daniel Libeskind and Davis Partnership; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph. pl.; p. 54-55; May 07; RA

Georgia, Atlanta; Element Atlantic Station; Preston Partnership; Landscape Design by Park Landscape Services; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 102; Sept 07; B

Ghana, Accra; Augustino Neto Condominiums; Kannor Architects; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ill.; p. 24; Apr 07; RA

Massachusetts, Cambridge; Loft 23; RA Design Award; DiMella & Shaffer; Landscape Design by Halvorsen Design Associates; by Cheryl Weber; ph. pl.; p. 50-51; May 07; RA

Virginia, Charlottesville; Wertzland Square; Builder's Choice Award; Mitchell & Matthews; by Kathleen Stanley; ph.; p. 106; Oct 07; B

MIDDLE RISE

California, Oakland; 200 Second Street; Builder Award; David Baker; by Carolyn Weber; ph.; p. 134; June 07; B

California, San Francisco; Plaza Apartments; AIA Housing Award; Leddy, Maytum & Stacy; by Christopher Kieran; ph.; p. 206; July 07; AR

Colorado, Denver; Museum Residences; Daniel Libeskind and Davis Partnership; by Beth Broome; ph. pl.; p. 222-225; May 07; AR

District of Columbia, Washington; Ventana Condominiums; RA Design Award; Schalom Baranes; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph. sec.; p. 56-57; May 07; RA

Illinois, Chicago; 156 West Superior; AIA Housing Award; Miller & Hull; by Christopher Kieran; ph.; p. 205; July 07; AR

See also APARTMENT DEVELOPMENT, MULTIPLE BUILDING GROUP; ELDERSLY HOUSING/ TOWNHOUSE; RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT, SPECULATIVE HOUSING/TOWNHOUSE; SHELTER; UNIVERSITY/RESIDENTIAL

APARTMENT DEVELOPMENT, MULTIPLE BUILDING GROUP

Nevada, Las Vegas; C2 Lofts at Summerlin; by Jenny Sullivan; ph.; p. 122; Nov 07; B
APARTMENT DEVELOPMENT, MULTIPLE BUILDING GROUP (cont'd)

HIGH RISE
Colorado, Denver; Glass House Condominiums; Preston Partnership; by John Caulfield; ph. pl. ill.; p. 59-62; Jan 07; B

AQUARIUM
Canada, British Columbia, Vancouver; Vancouver Aquarium; Living wall system; Clive Grout and Stantec Consulting; Landscape Design by Sharp & Diamond; by Joann Gonchar; ph.; p. 149; Feb 07; AR

ARBORETUM
Mississippi, Picayune; Ecological Design and the Crosby Arboretum; Fay Jones; Landscape Design by Edward L., Jr. Blake; by Robert F. Bruszsek and James Clark; ph.; p. 78-85; May 07; LA
See also BOTANIC GARDEN; GARDEN; RECREATION

ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER

20 BELOW STUDIO
Office Building/Interiors; 20 Below Studio; Minneapolis, Minnesota; by Bradley Lincoln; ph.; p. 76-80; June 07; ID

24H ARCHITECTURE,
Residence; Dragspelhuset; Arjang, Sweden; by Beth Broome; ph. pl. sec.; p. 132-135; Jan 07; AR

3 GATTI ARCHITECTURE
Office Building/Interiors; Italia Servizi Office Conversion; Shanghai, China; by Josephine Minutillo; ph. pl.; p. 246-247; Oct 07; ID

360 DESIGN STUDIO
Kitchen; Open Kitchen; Seattle, Washington; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph. pl.; p. 30-31; Mar 07; RA

3DELUXE
Showroom; Leonardo Glass Cube; Bad Driburg, Germany; by Andreas Tzortziz; ph. pl.; p. 260-267; Nov 07; ID

A/R ENVIRONETICS
Office Building/Interiors; Corcoran Group Headquarters; New York, New York; by Liz Arnold; ph.; p. 94-96; May 07; ID

ABAKANOWICZ, MAGDALENA
Art; Agora Sculpture in Grant Park; Chicago, Illinois; by Jeff Huebner; ph.; p. 126-131; Oct 07; LA

ABE, HITOSHI
Museum/Art; Kanno Museum; Shigomega, Miyagi, Japan; by Naomi R. Pollock; ph. pl. sec.; p. 110-115; Feb 07; AR

ABK
Government Building; City Hall Extension; Cork, Ireland; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl. sec.; p. 58-61; Apr 07; ARRev

ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont'd)

ABRAMSON & TEIGER
Kitchen; Kitchen Remodel; Encino, California; by Sam Lubell; ph.; p. 196; July 07; AR

ACANTHUS, FERGUSON & MANN
Bathroom; Brewhouse Bathroom; Devon, Plymouth, England; by Cheryl Weber; ph. pl.; p. 32; Apr 07; RA

Kitchen; Brewhouse Kitchen; Devon, Plymouth, England; by Cheryl Weber; ph. pl.; p. 30-31; Apr 07; RA

ACT
Airport; Suvarnabhumi Airport; Beijing, China; by John Morris Dixon; ph. pl. sec.; p. 108-116; Aug 07; AR

ACXT
Residence; Atika Concept House; Madrid, Spain; by Marisa Bartolucci; ph.; p. 100-104; Nov 07; ID

ADAMSON ASSOCIATES
Office Building; Hearst Tower; BW/AR Award; New York, New York; by Christopher Kieran; ph.; p. 114; Nov 07; AR

ADAMSTEIN & DEMETRIOU
Bathroom; Architect's Bathroom; Washington, District of Columbia; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph. pl.; p. 32; Jan 07; RA

Kitchen; Architect's Kitchen; Washington, District of Columbia; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph. pl.; p. 30-31; Jan 07; RA

ADAO DA FONSECA, ANTONIO
Bridge; Footbridge; Coimbra, Portugal; by Suzanne Stephens; ph. sec. pers.; p. 82; Aug 07; AR

Bridge; River Mondego Bridge; Coimbra, Portugal; by Rob Gregory; ph. ill.; p. 70-72; Feb 07; ARRev

ADLER, JONATHAN
Store/Clothing; Trina Turk Boutique; New York, New York; by Heather Hodson; ph.; p. 66-70; Apr 07; ID

ADVANCED STRUCTURES
Wall; Glass Facade; Spertus Institute of Jewish Studies; Chicago, Illinois; by David Barista; ph. ill. dia.; p. 47-53; Mar 07; BD&C

AGOOS & LOVERA
Residence; Butman Barn; Builder's Choice Award; New Canaan, Connecticut; by Sarah Whitman; ph.; p. 130; Oct 07; B

AIDLIN & DARLING
Kitchen; New Kitchen and Bath; Sonoma County, California; by David Sokol; ph.; p. 192; July 07; AR

Rural Design; Sonoma Barn; Sonoma County, California; by John King; ph. pl.; p. 82-83; July 07; AR
ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont'd)

AK DESIGNS
Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Charleston Park; South Lyon, Michigan; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 98; Mar 07; B

ALBERT, RIGHTER & TITTMANN
Entrance; Stable House and Courtyard; Builder's Choice Award; Columbia County, New York; by Kathleen Stanley; ph.; p. 166; Oct 07; B

Library; Lakeside Library; Builder's Choice Award; Squam Lake, New Hampshire; by Megan Lane Patrick; ph.; p. 168; Oct 07; B

ALFORD & YOUNG
Studio; E. 12th Street Studios; Austin, Texas; by Ingrid Spencer; ph. pl.; p. 86-88; July 07; AR

ALLFORD, HALL, MONAGHAN & MORRIS
Arts Center; Barbican Arts Center Renovation; London, England; by Kenneth Powell; ph. pl. axon.; p. 56-61; Mar 07; ARev

ALLIED WORKS ARCHITECTURE
Museum/Art; Seattle Art Museum; Seattle, Washington; by Jeff Yoders; ph. pl.; p. 30-33; Aug 07; BD&C

Office Building/Interiors; Offices of Wieden & Kennedy; Portland, Oregon; by Jen Renzi; ph. ill.; p. 182-187; Aug 07; ID

ALLIES & MORRISON
Observatory; Royal Observatory; Greenwich, England; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl. sec. ill.; p. 40-41; Sept 07; ARev

Performing Arts Center; Royal Festival Hall Refurbishment; London, England; by Dean Hawkes; ph. pl. sec. ill.; p. 58-67; Nov 07; ARev

Performing Arts Center; Royal Festival Hall Renovation; London, England; by Fred A. Bernstein; ph.; p. 168-169; Aug 07; ID

Planetarium; Peter Harrison Planetarium; Greenwich, England; by No author listed; ph.; p. 105; Oct 07; ARev

ALLISMA, TOM
Interior Design; Profile of Designer; Omaha, Nebraska; by Murrye Bernard; ph.; p. 44; Dec 07; AR

ALPINE LANDSCAPING
Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Parkview; Redding, California; by Jenny Sullivan; ph. pl.; p. 118; Aug 07; B

AL-RADI & AL-NASIRI
Religious Building; Restoration of Amiriyah Complex; Aga Khan Award; Rada, Yemen; by Chris Abel; ph. pl.; p. 75; Nov 07; ARev

ALTERSTUDIO
Bathroom; Bathroom Renovation; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph. pl.; p. 24; June 07; RA

Kitchen; Kitchen Renovation; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph. pl.; p. 22-23; June 07; RA

ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont'd)

AMATUREN
Bank; Mitsubishi UFJ Financial Group Branch Bank; Tokyo, Japan; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. 268-275; Nov 07; ID

AMBERCROMBIE, PATRICK
City and Regional Planning; A Vision for Plymouth; Plymouth, England; by Jeremy Gould; ph. pl. dia. ill.; p. 78-83; Mar 07; ARev

AMENTA/EMMA
School; School Overhaul in New Haven; New Haven, Connecticut; by Jay W. Schneider; ph.; p. 43-46; May 07; BD&C

AMES DESIGN
Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Forest Park; Springfiel, Massachusetts; by Jenny Sullivan; ph.; p. 125; Nov 07; B

AMES STUDIO
Residence; Frick Mansion Interior Renovation; Baltimore, Maryland; by Vernon Mays; ph. elev.; p. 130-132; Feb 07; ID

ANAGRAM ARCHITECTS
Office Building; Office for South Asian Human Rights; New Delhi, India; by Rob Gregory; ph. ill.; p. 80; Dec 07; ARev

ANDERSON, CHARLES
Recreation/Park; Olympic Sculpture Park; Seattle, Washington; by Clair Enlow; ph. ill.; p. 100-109; Aug 07; LA

Recreation/Park; Olympic Sculpture Park; Seattle, Washington; by Clifford A. Pearson; ph. pl. sec.; p. 110-117; July 07; AR

Recreation/Park; Olympic Sculpture Park; ASLA Award winner; Seattle, Washington; by Paul Burkhardt; ph.; p. 114; July 07; LA

ANDERSSON & WISE
Residence; Niland Residence; Austin, Texas; by Laura Fisher Kaiser; ph. pl.; p. 276-283; Oct 07; ID

ANDO, TADAQ
Museum; 21_21 Design Sight Museum; Tokyo, Midtown, Japan; by Rob Gregory; ph.; p. 66-73; Aug 07; ARev

Museum; 21_21 Design Sight; Tokyo, Japan; by Naomi R. Pollock; ph. pl. sec. ill.; p. 130-135; Nov 07; AR

ANDRAMATIN
Residence; Winfred River, Nine Mile Run Restoration, Washington, District of Columbia; by Russell Fortmeyer; ph. sec. dia. cea; p. 149-157; July 07; AR

ANDROPOGON ASSOCIATES
River, Waterway; Nine Mile Run Restoration; Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania; by Peter Harnik; ph. map; p. 62-71; Nov 07; LA

School/Junior High, Middle; Sidwell Friends School Constructed Wetland; Washington, District of Columbia; by Russell Fortmeyer; ph. sec. dia. cea; p. 149-157; July 07; AR
ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont’d)

ANGELIL, GRAHAM, PFENNINGER & SCHOLL
Transportation; Portland Aerial Tram; Portland, Oregon; by Randy Gragg; ph. pl. sec.; p. 126-131; Aug 07; AR

AOKI, JUN
Religious Building/Chapel; White Chapel; Osaka, Japan; by Naomi Pollock; ph. pl.; p. 84-85; July 07; AR

APARICIO, JESUS ANGELIL, GRAHAM, PFENNINGER & SCHOLL
Residence; House of the Horizon; Salamanca, Spain; by Raul Barreneche; ph. pl.; p. 138-145; Feb 07; ID

APPLIED IMAGINATION
Landscape Architecture; Garden Landscapes For Model Trains; by Susan Hines; ph.; p. 84-89; Jan 07; LA

ARAD, RON
Office Building; D&G Headquarters; Milan, Italy; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. 200-207; Apr 07; ID

ARAVENA, MURRAY, MONTERO & TORREJON
University/Research Facility, Laboratory; Centro Tecnologico; Pontificia Universidad Catolica; Santiago, Chile; by Jeanette Plaut; ph. pl. sec. det.; p. 122-127; Dec 07; AR

ARC/ARCHITECTURAL RESOURCES
School; Carroll School Modular Classrooms; Lincoln, Massachusetts; by David Barista; ph. ill.; p. 67-68, 75; Apr 07; BD&C

ARCHIMANIA
Parking, Garage; Front Loaded Garage Ideas; by Todd Walker; pl. elev.; p. 77-78; May 07; B
Residence; Orange House; Harbor Town, Tennessee; by Jenny Sullivan; ph. pl.; p. 102-104; Mar 07; B
Studio; Architect’s Studio; Memphis, Tennessee; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph.; p. 112; Apr 07; RA

ARCHITECTURAL COLLABORATIVE
Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Symphony Village; Centreville, Maryland; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 204-206; Jan 07; B

ARCHITECTURAL RESOURCES GROUP
Government Building; Pasadena City Hall Restoration; Pasadena, California; by Barbara Horwitz-Bennett; ph.; p. 34-35; Sept 07; BD&C

ARCHITECTURE & LIGHT
Office Building/Interiors; Edmunds.com Headquarters; Los Angeles, California; by Edie Cohen; ph. pl.; p. 160-167; Jan 07; ID

ARCHITECTURE & URBANISM
Bathroom; Bathroom Renovation; Batesville, Virginia; by Vernon Mays; p. S22-S24; Jan 07; ID

ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont’d)

ARCHITECTURETM
Office Building/Interiors; Offices of Clarium Capital Management; San Francisco, California; by Laura Fisher Kaiser; ph.; p. 102-108; May 07; ID

ARCHLAB
Store/Clothing; Tibi Boutique; New York, New York; by Annie Block; ph.; p. 84-88; Apr 07; ID

ARCHTYPE
Store/Clothing; Stussy Boutique; Tokyo, Japan; by Benjamin Budde; ph.; p. 94-96; Apr 07; ID

AREA ARCHITECTURE
Office Building/Interiors; Cohen Brothers Headquarters; New York, New York; by Jen Renzi; ph.; p. 258-265; Sept 07; ID

AREP
Hotel; Sports City Tower; Doha, Qatar; by Sam Lubell; ph. pl. sec.; p. 146-149; Aug 07; AR

ARMSTRONG, WILLIAM
Store/Clothing; Tibi Boutique; New York, New York; by Annie Block; ph.; p. 84-88; Apr 07; ID

ARONSON, SHLOMO
Garden; Ben Gurion Airport Garden; Tel Aviv, Israel; by Leehu Loon; ph. pl.; p. 28-34; Mar 07; LA

ARQUITECTONICA
Office Building/Interiors; Related Group Headquarters; Coral Gables, Florida; by Beth Dunlop; ph.; p. 76-80; May 07; ID

ARQUITECTURA IOA
Winery, Vineyard; Wine-Tasting Pavilion; Lopez de Heredia Winery; Haro, Rioja, Spain; by David Cohn; ph. pl. sec.; p. 116-119; Feb 07; AR

ARQUITECTURA X
Residence; House 3; AR Award; Quito, Ecuador; by Rob Gregory; ph. sec.; p. 77; May 07; AR

ARROWSTREET
Community Center; Artists for Humanity Epi-Center; Boston, Massachusetts; by Gideon Fink Shapiro; ph.; p. 44; June 07; A

ARTEC
University/Music Building; New Music Building; McGill University; Quebec, Montreal, Canada; by Sarah Amelar; ph. pl. sec.; p. 118-123; July 07; AR

ARTECH INC.
Office Building/Landscape; Lite-On Headquarters; Taipei, Taiwan; by Graham Johnston; ph. pl.; p. 22-33; June 07; LA

ARTECHO ARCHITECTURE
Residence; Lunada Bay Residence; ASLA Award winner; Palos Verdes Peninsula, California; by Paul Burkhardt; ph.; p. 120-121; July 07; LA
ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont’d)

ARTENGO, MENIS & PASTRANA
Convention Center; Magma Arts and Congress Center; Tenerife, Canary Islands; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pl. sec.; p. 52-59; July 07; AR

ARUP
Bridge; Nesciobrug; Amsterdam, Netherlands; by Suzanne Stephens; ph. pl. sec.; p. 80; Aug 07; AR
Bridge; River Mondego Bridge; Coimbra, Portugal; by Rob Gregory; ph. ill.; p. 70-72; Feb 07; AR

City and Regional Planning; Zero-Carbon City Model; Dongtan, China; by Sara Hart; ill. map; p. 162-164; Mar 07; AR

Computer; 3-D Virtual Courtroom Design; by David Barista; ph. ill.; p. 54-57; Feb 07; BD&C
Hotel; Sports City Tower; Doha, Qatar; by Sam Lubell; ph. pl. sec.; p. 146-149; Aug 07; AR

Transportation; Second Avenue Subway; New York, New York; by Sara Hart; ph. sec. ill. cea; p. 159-166; Aug 07; AR

ARUP ADVANCED GEOMETRY UNIT
Art; H. Edge Installation; New York, New York; by John Gendall; ph.; p. 102-106; Sept 07; AR
Bridge; Footbridge; Coimbra, Portugal; by Suzanne Stephens; ph. sec. pers.; p. 82; Aug 07; AR

ASCENSION GROUP
Health Care, Health Center; Mat-Su Regional Medical Center; Palmer, Alaska; by David Barista; ph.; p. 36-41; Apr 07; BD&C

ASD
Government Building; Navy Federal Credit Union; BW/AR Award; Pensacola, Florida; by Christopher Kieran; ph.; p. 88-91; Nov 07; AR

ASSEMBLAGE+
Architecture; Profile of Firm; Los Angeles, California; by Ingrid Spencer; ph. ill.; p. 33-34; Jan 07; AR

ASYMPTOTE.
Store; Alessi Flagship Store; New York, New York; by Suzanne Stephens; ph. pl. axon.; p. 138-141; Sept 07; AR

ATELIER DYJG
Recreation/Park; Park and New Town Upon the Fishponds; ASLA Award winner; Xiamen, China; by Paul Burkhardt; ill.; p. 121; July 07; LA

ATELIER SOUKUP
Religious Building/Monastery; Our Lady of Novy Dvur; Bohemia, Czech Republic; by Joann Gonchar; ph. pl. sec.; p. 132—137; Sept 07; AR

ATELIER TEKUTO
Residence; Concrete House; Tokyo, Japan; by Kurt Handlbauer; ph.; p. S11-S14; Jan 07; ID

ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont’d)

ATELIER ZUMTHOR
Religious Building/Chapel; Bruder, Klaus & Feldkapelle; Mechernich, Germany; by Mack McMenamin; ph.; p. 220-221; July 07; ID

ATKINS
Bridge; River Usk Footbridge; South Wales, Newport City, Australia; by Suzanne Stephens; ph. pl. sec.; p. 84; Aug 07; AR

ATKINS, J.A.
Recreation/Recreation Center; Pronghorn Clubhouse; Builder’s Choice Award; Bend, Oregon; by Cheryl Weber; ph.; p. 146; Oct 07; B

AUBURN SCHOOL OF ARCHITECTURE
Residence; DESIGNhabitat 2 House; AIA Housing Award; Greensboro, Alabama; by Christopher Kieran; ph.; p. 206; July 07; AR

AUSTIN & ASHLEY
Observatory; Griffith Observatory Restoration; Los Angeles, California; by Russell Fortmeyer; ph. pl. sec.; p. 154-158; June 07; AR

AVANTO ARCHITECTS
Religious Building/Chapel; Cemetery Chapel; Vantaa, Finland; by Catherine Slessor; ill. pl. elev. pers.; p. 54-55; Jan 07; AR

AVOKINETIX
Lighting; The Clinic Night Club; —, Singapore; by Ruth Altchek; ph.; p. 289-290; May 07; AR

AWA ARCHITECTURAL LIGHTING DESIGNERS
Lighting; Profile of Designer; by John Peter Rudulski; ph.; p. 160-162; Feb 07; AR

AYERS, SAINT & GROSS
Recreation/Visitor Center; Monticello Visitor Center; Charlottesville, near, Virginia; by Thomas Fisher; ph. ill. sec. pl.; p. 37-40; Aug 07; A

University/Master Plan; Campus Development; University of Arizona; Tucson, Arizona; by Vernon Mays; ph.; p. 64-65; July 07; A

B3 ARCHITECTS
Residential Development, Speculative Housing; The Park Houses at Playa Vista; Builder’s Choice Award; Playa Vista, California; by Pat Curry; ph. pl.; p. 136; Oct 07; B

Urban Design, Multi-Use Project; Club Casa Mina; Santa Barbara, California; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 98-99; Apr 07; B

BAEZA, ALBERTO CAMPO
Residence; Casa Guerrero; Zahora, Spain; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pl. sec.; p. 60-63; May 07; AR

School/Early Learning Center; Nursery/Pre-School; Treviso, Italy; by Rob Gregory; ph. m.; p. 56; Jan 07; AR

School/Early Learning Center; Nursery/Pre-School; Treviso, Italy; by Rob Gregory; ph. m.; p. 56; Jan 07; AR

School/Early Learning Center; Nursery/Pre-School; Treviso, Italy; by Rob Gregory; ph. m.; p. 56; Jan 07; AR

School/Early Learning Center; Nursery/Pre-School; Treviso, Italy; by Rob Gregory; ph. m.; p. 56; Jan 07; AR
ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont'd)

BAKER, DAVID
Apartment Building/Middle Rise; 200 Second Street; Builder Award; Oakland, California; by Carolyn Weber; ph.; p. 134; June 07; B

BAKEWELL & BROWN
Government Building; Pasadena City Hall Restoration; Pasadena, California; by Barbara Howitz-Bennett; ph.; p. 34-35; Sept 07; BD&G

BALL & NOGUES
Architecture; Profile of Firm; Los Angeles, California; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. 152-156; Nov 07; ID
Exhibition, Exhibit; Rip Curl Canyon; Museum of Fine Arts; Houston, Texas; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. 126-127; Dec 07; ID

BALLINGER DESIGN STUDIO
Health Care, Health Center; Wellington Greenberg Center; New York, New York; by Deborah Wilk; ph.; p. 108-109; Dec 07; ID

BALMOND, CECIL
Art; H. Edge Installation; New York, New York; by John Gendall; ph.; p. 102-106; Sept 07; AR
Bridge; River Mondego Bridge; Coimbra, Portugal; by Rob Gregory; ph.; p. 70-72; Feb 07; AR

BALSLEY, THOMAS
Recreation/Park; Riverside Park South; New York, New York; by Alex Ulam; ph. pl. sec.; p. 154-165; Oct 07; LA

BAN, SHIGERU
Office Building; Swatch Headquarters; Tokyo, Japan; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl. sec. ill. axon.; p. 52-53; Jan 07; AR
Residence; Free-Form House; Shelter Island, New York; by Rob Gregory; pl. sec. m.; p. 71; Jan 07; AR
University/Library; Library; Seikou University; Tokyo, Japan; by Michael Webb; ph. pl. sec.; p. 60-64; Feb 07; AR
Urban Design, Multi-Use Project; Swatch Retail and Office Tower; Ginza, Japan; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pl. sec. dia.; p. 82-83; Aug 07; AR

BAR ARCHITECTS
Residential Development, Speculative Housing/Townhouse; Victoria Green; Hercules, California; by Jenny Sullivan; ph. pl.; p. 135-136; July 07; B

BARNES, SHALOM
Apartment Building/Middle Rise; Ventana Condominiums; RA Design Award; Washington, District of Columbia; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph. sec.; p. 56-57; May 07; RA

BARCLAY & CROUSSE
Religious Building/Church; Community Church; Cruz de Asia, Peru; by Catherine Slessor; ph. sec. m.; p. 57; Jan 07; AR

ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont'd)

BARCLAY, MICHAEL
Exhibition, Exhibit; National Cold War Exhibition; Cosford, England; by Rob Gregory; ph. ill. dia.; p. 32-33; Feb 07; AR

BARGMANN, JULIO
Landscape Architecture; Profile of Designer; by Susan Hines; ph.; p. 132-139; Oct 07; LA

BARKOW & LEIBINGER,
Industrial Building; Industrial Campus Dining Hall; Ditzingen, Germany; by Catherine Slessor; pl. ill. sec.; p. 45; Jan 07; AR
Office Building/Middle Rise; DMC B6/2 Building; Seoul, South Korea; by Christian Breshing; ph. pl. sec.; p. 62-67; Apr 07; AR

BARNES, EDWARD LARRABEE
Architecture; Profile of Architect; AIA Honor Award; by Fred Bernstein; ph. ill. pl.; p. 167-173; May 07; AR

BARON GURNEY INTERIORS
Apartment Building/Interiors; Ontario 301; RA Design Award; Washington, District of Columbia; by Cheryl Weber; ph. pl.; p. 106-107; May 07; RA

BARTELUCE ARCHITECTS
Religious Building/Temple; Temple Emanu-el Restoration; New York, New York; by Sara Hart; ph. pl. elev.; p. 150-153; June 07; AR

BASSENIAE & LAGONI
Kitchen; Island Kitchen Design; by Dave Kosco; ill.; p. 92-94; Feb 07; B

Residential Development, Speculative Housing/Townhouse; Three-65 at Victoria Gardens; Builder's Choice Award; Rancho Cucamonga, California; by Megan Lane Patrick; ph.; p. 110; Oct 07; B

Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Serramar at La Mesa; La Mesa, California; by Pat Curry; ph. pl.; p. 53-56; Oct 07; B

BAUHS, DRING, SEGLIN & MAIN
Residential Development, Speculative Housing/Townhouse; Eastgate Village; Chicago, Illinois; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 124; May 07; B

BAUMSCHLAGER & EBERLE
Waterfront Development; Multifunctional Building; Rohner Port, Austria; by Rob Gregory; pl. ill. m.; p. 58; Jan 07; AR

BBG ARCHITECTS
Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Casitas at Silverleaf; Builder Award; Scottsdale, Arizona; by Carolyn Weber; ph. pl.; p. 125; June 07; B

BECKMANN & N'THEPE
Architecture; Profile of Firm; Paris, France; by Sam Lubell; ph.; p. 59-60; Sept 07; AR

BEHNSCH ARCHITECTS
Architecture; Profile of Firm; by Jacob Ward; ph. ill. pl. sec.; p. 43-46; Jan 07; A
ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont’d)

BEHNSCH ARCHITECTS (cont’d)

Government Building; Chamber of Commerce Haus Im Haus; Hamburg, Germany; by Farhad Heydari; ph. pl. sec.; p. 128-133; June 07; AR

Urban Design, Multi-Use Project; Pittsburgh River Park; Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania; by Rob Gregory; pl. ill. sec.; p. 77; Jan 07; AREv

BELZBERG ARCHITECTS

Museum; Laboratory of Art and Ideas; Lakewood, Colorado; by Edie Cohen; ph. pl.; p. 174-181; Aug 07; ID

Residence; Belzberg Residence; Hollywood Hills, California; by Edie Cohen; ph. pl.; p. 276-285; Nov 07; ID

BEMBE & DELLINGER

Residence; Country House; Munich, near, Germany; by Otto Pohl; p. S45-S47; Apr 07; ID

BENNOY

Shopping Center; Triangle Shopping Center; Manchester, England; by Clifford A. Pearson; ph. pl.; p. 124-127; Feb 07; AR

BENSONS HOMES

Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Prince Street Carriage Homes; Houston, Texas; by Jenny Sullivan; ph. pl.; p. 120; Aug 07; B

BENTEL & BENTEL

Hotel; W Dallas Victory Hotel and Residences; Dallas, Texas; by David Dillon; ph. pl.; p. 146-149; Oct 07; AR

Restauran; The Modern; AIA Honor Award; New York, New York; by Diana Lind; ph.; p. 142; May 07; AR

Restaurant; Wichcraft Restaurant; San Francisco, California; by James Nestor; ph.; p. 102-106; Oct 07; ID

BERGER PARTNERSHIP

Residential Development, Speculative Housing/Site Development; Salishan Neighborhood Revitalization; Builder’s Choice Award; Tacoma, Washington; by Pat Curry; ph.; p. 134; Oct 07; B

BERGMeyer ASSOCIATES

University/Landscape; Harvard Graduate Student Housing; ASLA Award winner; Cambridge, Massachusetts; by Paul Burkhardt; ph.; p. 114; July 07; LA

BERK, MICHAEL A.

Housing; GreenMobile Factory-Built House; by Nigel F. Maynard; ill. m.; p. 57; Aug 07; RA

BERKE, DEBORAH

Hotel; James Hotel; Chicago, Illinois; by Bradley Lincoln; ph.; p. 208-214; Jan 07; ID

BERKEBIELE, NELSON, IMMENSCHUH & MCDOWELL

Museum/Art; Addition to Nelson-Atkins Museum; Kansas City, Missouri; by Michael Webb; ph. pl. sec. ill.; p. 42-51; Oct 07; AREv

ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont’d)

BESCHO ARCHITECTS

Government Building; Chamber of Commerce Haus Im Haus; Hamburg, Germany; by Farhad Heydari; ph. pl. sec.; p. 128-133; June 07; AR

Urban Design, Multi-Use Project; Pittsburgh River Park; Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania; by Rob Gregory; pl. ill. sec.; p. 77; Jan 07; AREv

BELZBERG ARCHITECTS

Museum; Laboratory of Art and Ideas; Lakewood, Colorado; by Edie Cohen; ph. pl.; p. 174-181; Aug 07; ID

Residence; Belzberg Residence; Hollywood Hills, California; by Edie Cohen; ph. pl.; p. 276-285; Nov 07; ID

BEMBE & DELLINGER

Residence; Country House; Munich, near, Germany; by Otto Pohl; p. S45-S47; Apr 07; ID

BENNOY

Shopping Center; Triangle Shopping Center; Manchester, England; by Clifford A. Pearson; ph. pl.; p. 124-127; Feb 07; AR

BENSONS HOMES

Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Prince Street Carriage Homes; Houston, Texas; by Jenny Sullivan; ph. pl.; p. 120; Aug 07; B

BENTEL & BENTEL

Hotel; W Dallas Victory Hotel and Residences; Dallas, Texas; by David Dillon; ph. pl.; p. 146-149; Oct 07; AR

Restaurant; The Modern; AIA Honor Award; New York, New York; by Diana Lind; ph.; p. 142; May 07; AR

Restaurant; Wichcraft Restaurant; San Francisco, California; by James Nestor; ph.; p. 102-106; Oct 07; ID

BERGER PARTNERSHIP

Residential Development, Speculative Housing/Site Development; Salishan Neighborhood Revitalization; Builder’s Choice Award; Tacoma, Washington; by Pat Curry; ph.; p. 134; Oct 07; B

BERGMeyer ASSOCIATES

University/Landscape; Harvard Graduate Student Housing; ASLA Award winner; Cambridge, Massachusetts; by Paul Burkhardt; ph.; p. 114; July 07; LA

BERK, MICHAEL A.

Housing; GreenMobile Factory-Built House; by Nigel F. Maynard; ill. m.; p. 57; Aug 07; RA

BERKE, DEBORAH

Hotel; James Hotel; Chicago, Illinois; by Bradley Lincoln; ph.; p. 208-214; Jan 07; ID

BERKEBIELE, NELSON, IMMENSCHUH & MCDOWELL

Museum/Art; Addition to Nelson-Atkins Museum; Kansas City, Missouri; by Michael Webb; ph. pl. sec. ill.; p. 42-51; Oct 07; AREv

BESTOR ARCHITECTURE

Showroom; Trina Turk Showroom; Los Angeles, California; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. 186-191; June 07; ID

BEYER, BLINDER & BELLE

Religious Building/Temple; Temple Emanu-el Restoration; New York, New York; by Sara Hart; ph. pl. elev.; p. 150-153; June 07; AR

University/Master Plan; Master Plan; Princeton University; Princeton, New Jersey; by Vernon Mays; ph. m.; p. 60-61; July 07; A

BILBAO, TATIANA

Architecture; Profile of Architect; Design Vanguard Award 2007; Mexico City, Mexico; by Russell Fortmeyer; ph. ill. sec.; p. 92-95; Dec 07; AR

BILDESSIGN

Architecture; Profile of Firm; New Orleans, Louisiana; by Meghan Drueing; ph. ill.; p. 53; Aug 07; RA

BING & THOM

Shopping Center; Aberdeen Center; British Columbia, Richmond, Canada; by Trevor Boddy; ph. pl.; p. 132-134; Feb 07; AR

BIOHABITATS

Landscape Architecture; Profile of Firm; Baltimore, Maryland; by Susan Hines; ph. map sec.; p. 62-71; Mar 07; LA

River, Waterway; Nine Mile Run Restoration; Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania; by Peter Harnik; ph. map; p. 62-71; Nov 07; LA

BLACKWELL, MARLON

Bridge; Art and Nature Park; Indianapolis Museum of Art; Indianapolis, Indiana; by Russell Fortmeyer; ph. cea ill. sec.; p. 149-157; July 07; AR

Residence; Arkansas House; RA Design Award; Johnson, Arkansas; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph. pl.; p. 93; May 07; RA

BLAKE, EDWARD L., JR.

Arboretum; Ecological Design and the Crosby Arboretum; Picayune, Mississippi; by Robert F. Bruszsek and James Clark; ph.; p. 78-85; May 07; LA

BLANC, PATRICK

Wall; Musee du Quai Branly; Living wall system; Paris, France; by Joann Gonchar; ph.; p. 149; Feb 07; AR

BLEAM, GREGG

Apartment Building; 1247 Wisconsin Lofts; Builder’s Choice Award; Washington, District of Columbia; by Jenny Sullivan; ph.; p. 132; Oct 07; B

BLIGH, VOLLER & NIELD

Residence; Gully House; Brisbane, Queensland, Australia; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph. pl.; p. 61-63; Mar 07; RA
ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont'd)

BLOODGOOD, SHARP & BUSTER
Residence; New American Home 2007; Orlando, Florida; by Rich Binsacca; ph. sec. pl.; p. 118-144; Jan 07; B

Residential Development, Speculative
Housing/Townhouse; Orland Park Crossing; Orland Park, Illinois; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 123; May 07; B

BLOOMER, GEORGE
Recreation/Park; Hunts Point Riverside Park; South Bronx, New York; by Linda McIntyre; ph. pl.; p. 84-97; Dec 07; LA

BLUE DOOR GARDENS
Residence; Oshry Residence; RA Design Award; Bel Air, California; by Cheryl Weber; ph. pl.; p. 79; May 07; RA

BOHLIN, CYWINSKI & JACKSON
Residence; House at the Shawangunks; AIA Housing Award; New Paltz, New York; by Christopher Kieran; ph.; p. 202; July 07; AR

BOHN, LAURA
Office Building/Interiors; Laura Bohn Offices; New York, New York; by Mark McMenamin; ph.; p. 272-175; Sept 07; ID

BOLLES & WILSON
Apartment Building; Market Hall; Hamburg, Germany; by Rob Gregory; pl. ill.; p. 72-73; Jan 07; AR/Rev
Library; Muenster City Library; Muenster, Germany; by Linn Song; ph. ill. ref.; p. 12-20; Feb 07; JAE

BOLTON, NILES
Transit Station; Athens Multimodal Transportation Center; Athens, Georgia; by Jeff Yoders; ph.; p. 50-52; Dec 07; BD&C

BONETTI & KOZERSKI
Interior Design; Interview with Designers; by Stephen Milioti; ph.; p. 170-172; Apr 07; ID

BONURA BUILDING ARCHITECTS
Residence; Kanyi West House; Los Angeles, California; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. 214-223; Aug 07; ID

BOOORA
Plaza; Brown Family Plaza; Mesa, Arizona; by Michael Bruce Dollin; ph. pl. ill.; p. 92-99; Mar 07; LA

BOOTH, CHRIS
Landscape Architecture; Profile of Designer; Art in the landscape; by John K. Grande; ph. ref.; p. 44-55; July 07; LA

BORRUSO, GIORGIO
Showroom; Snaidero; Coral Gables, Florida; by Deborah Wilk; ph.; p. 82-83; Dec 07; ID
Store/Clothing; Fornarina Store; Rome, Italy; by Sheila Kim-Jamet; p. 174-176; May 07; ID

BOTSFORD, GIANNI
Residence; Seaside Residence; — , Costa Rica; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl. sec.; p. 80-83; Nov 07; AR/Rev

ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont'd)

BOTTA, MARIO
Health Care, Health Center; Tschuggen Grand Hotel Spa; Arosa, Switzerland; by Fred A. Bernstein; ph.; p. 259-276; Apr 07; ID
Religious Building/Church; Chiesa di San Giovanni Battista; Mogno, Switzerland; by Mark McMenamin; pl.; p. 228-229; July 07; ID

BOUTIN, MARC
Community Center; Calgary Center for Global Community; P/A Award; Alberta, Calgary, Canada; by Katie Gerfen; ph. pl. ill. sec. m.; p. 52-57; Jan 07; A

BOYARSKY & MURPHY
Residence; Christ Church Tower; London, England; by Raymond Ryan and Sarah Amelar; ph. pl. sec.; p. 134-139; Apr 07; AR

BRAMARE LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE
Recreation/Park; Timberline Lodge Amphitheater Restoration; Mt. Hood, Oregon; by Richard J. Zita; ph. pl. det.; p. 68-73; June 07; LA

BRAND NAME LABEL
Exhibition, Exhibit; Materials & Applications: Bubbles; Los Angeles, California; by David Sokol; ph.; p. 25; Feb 07; AR

BRANDT DESIGN GROUP
Residence; Bradfordfield Residence; Seattle, Washington; by Lynne Meredith Schreiber; ph.; p. 47-48; June 07; B

BRICKMAN GROUP
Residential Development, Speculative
Housing; Martin Luther King Plaza; Builder’s Choice Award; Philadelphia, Pennsylvania; by Pat Curry; ph.; p. 116; Oct 07; B

BROISSIN, GERARDO
Architecture; Profile of Architect; Design Vanguard Award 2007; Mexico City, Mexico; by Beth Broome; ph. ill.; p. 108-113; Dec 07; AR

BROOKS INTERIOR DESIGN
Residence; Kinsley Place; Builder’s Choice Award; Deland, Florida; by Jenny Sullivan; ph. pl.; p. 152; Oct 07; B

BROWN, RANDY
Office Building/Interiors; Better Business Bureau Heartland Office; AIA Honor Award; Omaha, Nebraska; by Diana Lind; ph.; p. 139; May 07; AR
Residence; Brown House; Omaha, Nebraska; by Russell Fortmeyer; ph. pl. sec.; p. 112-119; Apr 07; AR
Residence; House Addition; Omaha, Nebraska; by Annie Block; ph.; p. 62-65; Dec 07; ID

Residential Development, Speculative
Housing/Spec Residence; Hidden Creek Residences; Omaha, Nebraska; by J. Michael Welton; ph. elev.; p. 68-72; June 07; ID

BROWNING, DAY, MULLINS & DIERDORF
Museum/Art; Indianapolis Museum of Art; Indianapolis, Indiana; by Adam Regn Arvidson; ph. pl.; p. 58-71; Oct 07; LA
ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont'd)

BROWNING, DAY, MULLINS & DIERDORF
(cont'd)

Museum; Museum of American Indians and Western Art; Indianapolis, Indiana; by Adam Regn Arvidson; ph. pl.; p. 58-71; Oct 07; LA

BRUCE, JEFFREY L.

Landscape Architecture; Profile of Firm; Kansas City, Missouri; by Adam Regn Arvidson; ph.; p. 44-52; Sept 07; LA

BUCHANAN, RUSSELL

Residence; Hill Country Residence; Whitney, Texas; by Amy Prince; ph.; p. S35-S38; Apr 07; ID

BUCHOLZ & MCEVOY

Government Building; Limerick County Council; Dooardale, Ireland; by Raymund Ryan; ph. pl. sec.; p. 140-143; Mar 07; AR

BUILDING LOGICS

Apartment Building; Yorketown Square; Green roof retrofit; Falls Church, Virginia; by Linda McIntyre; ph. ill.; p. 60-65; Dec 07; LA

BULTHAUP STUDIO

Kitchen; Ragavan Residence Kitchen; Builder Award; Bryn Mawr, Pennsylvania; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph. pl.; p. 234; May 07; B

BURCK, RICHARD

University/Landscape; Harvard Graduate Student Housing; ASLA Award winner; Cambridge, Massachusetts; by Paul Burkhardt; ph.; p. 114; July 07; LA

BURDEN, DAN

Landscape Architecture; Creating Walkable Communities; by Susan Hines; ph. ref. ill.; p. 92-101; Apr 07; LA

BURDIFILEK

Store; Capezio Shoe Boutique; Ontario, Toronto, Canada; by Mark Pupo; ph.; p. 80-84; Nov 07; ID

BURNETTE, WENDELL

Community Center; Palo Verde Library & Maryvale Community Center; Maryvale, Arizona; by Anne Hartman; ph.; p. 48-49; Aug 07; BD&C

BURRE & MCCALLUM

Vernacular Architecture; Nuances of Vernacular Architecture; by Ann McCallum; ph.; p. 31-32; Nov 07; RA

BURTON, PAMELA

Industrial Building; Warehouse Expansion; Los Angeles, California; by Mimi Zeiger; ph. pl. elev.; p. 76-81; July 07; A

BVH INTEGRATED SERVICES

University/Arts Center; Sculpture Building; Yale University; New Haven, Connecticut; by Jay W. Schneider; ph.; p. 49-50; Nov 07; BD&C

C&G PARTNERS

Observatory; Exhibition Design for Griffith Observatory; Los Angeles, California; by Russell Fortmeyer; ph. elev.; p. 183; June 07; AR

ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont'd)

CALATRAVA, SANTIAGO

Arts Center; Reina Sofia Palace of the Arts; Valencia, Spain; by Luis Fernandez-Galiano; ph. pl.; p. 102-109; July 07; AR

CALIPER STUDIO

Architecture; Profile of Firm; New York, New York; by Diana Lind; ph.; p. 55-56; June 07; AR

CALLAS & SHORTRIDGE

Office Building/Interiors; Peter Morton Offices; Los Angeles, California; by Edie Cohen; ph. pl.; p. 270-275; Oct 07; ID

CALLAWAY ASSOCIATES

Garden; Callaway Garden; Greensboro, North Carolina; by Susan Hines; ph.; p. 104-111; June 07; LA

CAMPBELL & CAMPBELL

Learning, Training Center; Audubon Center at Debs Park; Environmental education center; —, California; by Linda McIntyre; ph. pl.; p. 68-81; July 07; LA

CAMPBELL, NINA

Bar; Campbell Apartment Bar; New York, New York; by Fred A. Bernstein; ph.; p. 462-467; Mar 07; ID

CARBAJAL & SOLINAS

Theater; Vicar Theater; Almeria, Spain; by No author listed; ph.; p. 98-99; Oct 07; AR

CARLSON, ERIC

Store/Clothing; Louis Vuitton Boutique; Nagoya, Japan; by Christine Schwartz Hartley; ph.; p. 232-239; Apr 07; ID

CARNEY ARCHITECTS

Office Building; Architect’s Office; Jackson, Wyoming; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph.; p. 80; July 07; RA

Residence; New York Social Club Residence; RA Design Award; Pinedale, Wyoming; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph. pl.; p. 85; May 07; RA

CARUSO & ST. JOHN

Arts Center; Centre for Contemporary Arts; Nottingham, England; by Rob Gregory; ph. elev.; p. 54-57; Nov 07; AR

Arts Center; Spike Island Arts Center; Bristol, England; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl.; p. 22-23; July 07; AR

CASAS, ARTHUR

Apartment Building/Interiors; Levy Penthouse; New York, New York; by Raoul Barreneche; ph.; p. 248-257; Sept 07; ID

CASE GROUP

Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Scripps Preserve at The Estates at StoneBridge; San Diego, California; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 83; Aug 07; B
ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont’d)

CASEY TRES ENDOYMENF FUND
Stormwater Management; Benefits of Trees and Greenroofs in Washington D.C; ASLA Award winner; Washington, District of Columbia; by Paul Burkhardt; map; p. 124; July 07; LA

CASTIGLION, MONICA
Industrial Design; Profile of Designer; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. 324-326; Mar 07; ID

CASTRO, LORENZO
Recreation/Park; Parque del Agua; Bucaramanga, Colombia; by Jimena Martignoni; ph. pl.; p. 114-121; May 07; LA

CCT ARQUITECTOS
Store/Clothing; Julie Sohn Boutique; Barcelo-

ona, Spain; by David Sokol; ph. pl. sec.; p. 208-210; June 07; AR

CCY ARCHITECTS
Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Brasada Ranch; Builder’s Choice Award; Powell Butte, Oregon; by Jenny Sullivan; ph. pl.; p. 88-90; Oct 07; B

CDM
River, Waterway; Nine Mile Run Restoration; Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania; by Peter Harnik; ph. map; p. 62-71; Nov 07; LA

CEARL& ANDRULAITIS
Housing; El Carillo Housing Authority; AIA/HUD Award; Santa Barbara, California; by Christopher Kieran; ph.; p. 208; July 07; AR

CHAN, KRIEGER & SIEJENWICZ
City and Regional Planning; Trinity River Cor-

ridor; AIA Honor Award; Dallas, Texas; by

Diana Lind; Ill. sec. dia.; p. 152; May 07; AR

CHAOUNI, AZIZA
City and Regional Planning; Hybrid Urban Sutures; P/A Award; Medina of Fez, Mor-

occo; by Katie Gerfen; ph. ill. map; p. 58-63; Jan 07; A

CHAPIN, ROSS
Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Danielson Grove; RA Design Award; Kirkland, Washington; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph. pl. elev.; p. 73; May 07; RA

Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Danielson Grove; AIA Housing Award; Kirkland, Washington; by Christopher Kieran; ph.; p. 204; July 07; AR

CHARTIER, BRYAN
Residence; Home Remodel; Toronto, Can-

ada; by Mark Pupo; ph.; p. S5-S9; Jan 07; ID

CHATELAIN ARCHITECTS
Zoo; National Zoo Asia Trail; Washington, Dis-

trict of Columbia; by Linda McIntyre; ph. sec.

ill. pl.; p. 126-137; July 07; LA

CHILD, BERTMAN & TSECKARES,
Recreation/Park; Montshire Museum and Sci-

ence Park; Norwich, Vermont; by Susan Hines; ph. pl.; p. 74-83; Oct 07; LA

ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont’d)

CHIPPERFIELD, DAVID
Government Building; City of Justice; Barce-

lona; Spain; by Rob Gregory; pl. ill.; p. 46-47; Jan 07; AR

Library; Central Library; Des Moines, Iowa; by

Jay W. Schneider; ph. pl.; p. 54-56; Apr 07; BD&C

Museum; Museum of Modern Literature; Marbach, Germany; by Suzanne Stephens; ph. pl.; p. 102-109; Feb 07; AR

Museum; Museum of Modern Literature; Marbach, Germany; by Rob Gregory; ph.; p. 52-57; Oct 07; AR

CHOU, JOHNSON
Apartment Building/Interiors; Apartment

Renovation; Toronto, Canada; by Mark Pupo; ph.; p. 170-172; Oct 07; ID

Office Building/Interiors; Offices of Grip Lim-

ited; Ontario, Toronto, Canada; by Jay W. Schneider; ph.; p. 24-26; Mar 07; BD&C

CIEL ROUGE CREATION
Hotel; Ulitco Deep Sea Therapy Center and

Hotel; Muromo, Japan; by Aric Chen; ph.; p. 218-224; Jan 07; ID

CJ STUDIO
Architecture; Profile of Firm; Taipei, Taiwan;

by Annie Block; p. 178-182; Nov 07; ID

CL3 ARCHITECTS
Hotel; Shangri-La Hotel and Nishimura Res-

taurant; Beijing, China; by Andrew Yang;

ph.; p. 219-226; June 07; ID

Restaurant; Nishimura; Beijing, China; by

Deborah Wilk; ph.; p. 94-95; Dec 07; ID

CLASSICAL CONCEPTS
Residential Development, Speculative House-

ing; Eastside Walk; Atlanta, Georgia; by Pat Curry; ph. pl.; p. 45-48; Dec 07; B

CLODAGH DESIGN
Restaurant; Landmarc Restaurant; New York,

New York; by Craig Kellogg; ph.; p. 294-301;

Sept 07; ID

COCHRAN, ANDREA
Garden; Curran House Gardens; ASLA Award

winner; San Francisco, California; by Paul

Burkhardt; ph.; p. 110-111; July 07; LA

Garden; Private Residence Garden; ASLA Award

winner; San Francisco, California; by

Paul Burkhardt; ph.; p. 116-117; July 07; LA

Residence; Town House; San Francisco, Cali-

fornia; by Edie Cohen; ph. pl.; p. 180-189;

Feb 07; ID

COFFEY, DANIEL P.
Theater; Biograph Theater Restoration; Chi-

cago, Illinois; by Anne Hartman; ph.; p. 57;

Sept 07; BD&C

COGGAN, CRAWFORD & SCHAUT
Residential Development, Speculative House-

ing; 262 Bond Street Duplex; Brooklyn,

New York; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph. pl.; p. 74-77; Jan 07; RA
ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont'd)

COHEN & HACKER
Architecture; Profile of Firm; 2007 Leadership Award; Chicago, Illinois; by Meghan Drueading; ph.; p. 51-55; Nov 07; RA

COKER, SUSAN
Recreation/Playground; McNair Park and Playground; New York, New York; by Linda McIntyre; ph. pl.; p. 92-101; Sept 07; LA

COLEJENEST & STONE
Recreation/Park; U.S. National Whitewater Center; Charlotte, North Carolina; by Tim Neville; ph. pl. sec.; p. 98-105; Sept 07; A

COLLABORATIVE DESIGNWORKS
Residential Development, Speculative Housing/Townhouse; The 505; RA Design Award; Houston, Texas; by Meghan Drueading; ph. pl.; p. 66-67; May 07; RA

Residential Development, Speculative Housing; The 505; AIA Housing Award; Houston, Texas; by Christopher Kieran; ph.; p. 204; July 07; AR

COLLABORATIVE WEST
Residential Development, Speculative Housing/Townhouse; Three-65 at Victoria Gardens; Builder's Choice Award; Rancho Cucamonga, California; by Megan Lane Patrick; ph.; p. 110; Oct 07; B

COLLINS, LESTER
Garden; Innsifree Garden; Millbrook, New York; by Tovah Martin; ph.; p. 72-77; Nov 07; LA

COMMITTA, THOMAS
Landscape Architecture; Profile of Firm; West Chester, Pennsylvania; by Linda McIntyre; ph. pl. ill.; p. 50-58; Aug 07; LA

CONANT ARCHITECTS
Office Building/Interiors; Donghia/Bergamo Fabrics; Mount Vernon, New York; by Stephen Treffinger; ph.; p. 148-154; Sept 07; ID

CONCRETE ARCHITECTURAL
Lighting; The Clinic Night Club; ---, Singapore; by Ruth Altschek; ph.; p. 289-290; May 07; AR

CONSERVATION DESIGN FORUM
Office Building/Landscape; Kresge Foundation Headquarters; Troy, Michigan; by Adam Regn Arvidson; ph. pl.; p. 22-31; Dec 07; LA

CONSTRUCTS
Concrete; Pozzogiana Concrete Additive; ---, Ghana; by Katie Gerfen; ph. ill.; p. 39-41; Dec 07; A

CONZETT, JURG
Architecture; Profile of Designers; by Steven Spier; ph. sec.; p. 74-81; Feb 07; AR

COOP HIMMELBLAU
Museum; BMW Welt; Munich, Germany; by Peter Cook; ph.; p. 32; Dec 07; AR

ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont'd)

COOP HIMMELBLAU (cont'd)
Architectural Competitions; Broad Art Museum Exhibition; East Lansing, Michigan; by Joseph Giovannini; ph. ill. m.; p. 246-248; Nov 07; ID
Residence; Himmelhaus; Venice, California; by Michael Webb; ph. pl. sec.; p. 64-66; May 07; AR

COOPER/LECKEY
Memorial, Monument; Vietnam Veterans Memorial; AIA Honor Award; Washington, District of Columbia; by Clifford A. Pearson; ph.; p. 158-159; May 07; AR

COPLEY WOLFF DESIGN GROUP
Recreation/Park; Montshire Museum and Science Park; Norwich, Vermont; by Susan Hines; ph.; p. 74-83; Oct 07; LA

COPONEN ARCHITECTS
Residential Development, Speculative Housing/Marketing, Sales; The Villas at Riverton; Single floor homes; Wyoming, Michigan; by Pat Curry; ph.; p. 65-66; Feb 07; B

CORE ARCHITECTS
Residence; Home Remodel; Toronto, Canada; by Mark Pupo; ph.; p. S5-S9; Jan 07; ID

COTTAGE COMPANY
Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Danielson Grove; RA Design Award; Kirkland, Washington; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph. pl. elev.; p. 73; May 07; RA

COX, THOMAS P.
Residential Development, Speculative Housing; The Mercury Adaptive Reuse Project; Los Angeles, California; by Kathleen Stanley; ph.; p. 138; Feb 07; B

CPB
Arts Center; Barbican Arts Center Renovation; London, England; by Kenneth Powell; ph. pl. axon.; p. 56-61; Mar 07; AR

CRENSHAW, NED
Watershed; Lower Howard's Creek Corridor; ASLA Award winner; Clark County, Kentucky; by Paul Burkhardt; map; p. 123; July 07; LA

CREPEPELL, COLLETTE
University/Campus; Campus Reorganization; Tulane University; New Orleans, Louisiana; by Vernon Mays; ph.; p. 62-63; July 07; A

CRISMAN & PETRUS
River, Waterway; Elizabeth River Renovation; ---, Virginia; by Phoebe Crisman; ph. map dia. ill.; p. 84-91; Sept 07; JAE

CROXTON COLLABORATIVE ARCHITECTS
Library; Willingboro Master Plan and Library; Willingboro, New Jersey; by Gideon Fink Shapiro; ph.; p. 46; June 07; A

CSCEC
Recreation/Sports Facility; Water Cube; Beijing, China; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl. sec.; p. 52-53; Dec 07; AR
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ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont’d)

CUSHING, C.R.
Recreation; Floating Pool; Brooklyn, New York; by Beth Broome; ph.; p. 81-82; Oct 07; AR

CUTLER & ANDERSON
Residence; Ohana Guest House; Niulii, Hawaii; by Robert Ivy; ph. pl.; p. 128-133; Apr 07; AR

D.I.R.T.
Apartment Building/Interiors; School; School/High; Camino Nuevo Apartment Recreation/Park; Hudson River Park; Residence; Ghost Health Care, Health Residential Landscape Architecture; Residence; Ohana Guest Yard; ph.; pl.; 149-157; July 07; AR

ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont’d)

DAVIS PARTNERSHIP (cont’d)

Museum/Art; Frederic C. Hamilton Building; Denver Art Museum; Denver, Colorado; by Suzanne Stephens; ph. pl. sec.; p. 84-90; Jan 07; AR

DCMSTUDIOS
Store/Clothing; Louis Vuitton Landmark; AIA Honor Award; —, Hong Kong; by Diana Lind; ph.; p. 138; May 07; AR

DE STEFANO & PARTNERS
Office Building; USG Headquarters; Chicago, Illinois; by Jay W. Schneider; ph.; p. 45; Oct 07; BD&C

DE VIDO ARCHITECTS
Bathroom; Bathroom; Long Island, New York; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph. pl.; p. 24; July 07; RA

Kitchen; Kitchen; Long Island, New York; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph. pl.; p. 22-23; July 07; RA

DEAM & DEAM
Residential Development, Speculative Housing; The Village at Freedom Place; Junction City, Kansas; by Pat Curry; ph. pl.; p. 59-62; Sept 07; B

DECORATI
Apartment Building/Interiors; Penthouse Renovation; New York, New York; by Charlotte Druckman; ph.; p. 211-216; Sept 07; ID

DEGARMO, TODD
Interior Design; Interior Design Hall of Fame; by Laura Fisher Kaiser; ph.; p. 211-216; Sept 07; ID

DEL SOL
Housing; Social Housing; Madrid, Spain; by Catherine Slessor; pl. ill. elev.; p. 66-67; Jan 07; AR

DELEON & PRIMMER
Architecture; Profile of Firm; by Alan G. Brake; ph. ill.; p. 49-50; July 07; AR

DELLA VALLE & BERNHEIMER
Apartment Building/Interiors; Paul Rudolph Penthouse Renovation; New York, New York; by Suzanne Stephens; ph. sec.; p. 116-121, 230; June 07; AR

DENARI, NEIL M.
Bank; Mitsubishi UFJ Financial Group Branch Bank; Tokyo, Japan; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. 268-275; Nov 07; ID

DENISON LANDSCAPING
Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Symphony Village; Centreville, Maryland; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 204-206; Jan 07; B

DENNISUK, WILLIAM
Art; The Speed of Light; Art installation in the landscape; Dublin, Ireland; by Dorothy Joiner; ph.; p. 64; June 07; LA
ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont’d)

DENTON, CORKER & MARSHALL

Religious Building/Monastery; Our Lady of Novy Dvur; Bohemia, Czech Republic; by Joann Gonchar; ph. pl. sec.; p. 132-137; Sept 07; AR

DESAI & CHIA

Apartment Building/Interiors; Apartment Kitchen and Bath; New York, New York; by Deborah Wilk; ph.; p. 104-105; Dec 07; ID

DESIDERATA DESIGN

Residence; Kanye West House; Los Angeles, California; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. 214-223; Aug 07; ID

DESIGN ENVIRONMENTS

Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Drees Homes at Central Parke at Victoria Falls; Laurel, Maryland; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 140; Feb 07; B

DESIGN INC

Government Building; Council House No. 2; Melbourne City Council offices; Melbourne, Australia; by Catherine Sessler; ph. pl. sec.; p. 72-75; Apr 07; ARev

DESIGN LINE INTERIORS

Residence; Del Sur Ranch House; Builder’s Choice Award; San Diego, California; by Sarah Whitman; ph.; p. 164; Oct 07; B

DESIGN PLUS

Museum; Grand Rapids Art Museum; Grand Rapids, Michigan; by Vernon Mays; ph. pl. elev. sec. m. axon.; p. 86-97; Oct 07; A

DESIGN SITE

Residence; Stonington House; Builder’s Choice Award; Stonington, Connecticut; by Cheryl Weber; ph. pl. sec.; p. 92-93; Oct 07; B

DESIGN WORKSHOP

Club; Glacier Club; ASLA Award winner; Durango, Colorado; by Paul Burkhardt; ph.; p. 114; July 07; LA

Garden; Woody Creek Garden; ASLA Award winner; Pitkin County, Colorado; by Paul Burkhardt; ph.; p. 118; July 07; LA

Office Building/Low Rise; Durban Office Building; Durban, South Africa; by Matthew Barac; ph. pl. sec. ill.; p. 66-69; June 07; ARev

Plaza; Brown Family Plaza; Mesa, Arizona; by Michael Bruce Dollin; ph. pl. ill.; p. 92-99; Mar 07; LA

Recreation; Singita Lebombo Safari Lodge; Mpumalanga, Kruger National Park, South Africa; by Matthew Barac; ph. pl. sec.; p. 70-75; June 07; ARev

Residence; Beach House; East London, Iogda River, South Africa; by Matthew Barac; ph. pl. sec.; p. 74-77; July 07; ARev

DESIGNARC

Residence; Mussel Shoals House; Ventura, California; by Meghan Drueing; ph. pl.; p. 76-79; Sept 07; RA

ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont’d)

DESIGNARC (cont’d)

Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Biltmore Colony; RA Design Award; Palm Springs, California; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph. pl.; p. 71; May 07; RA

DE-SPEC

Store; Banchet Flowers; New York, New York; by Jeannie Rosenfeld; ph.; p. 111-114; Sept 07; ID

DESTEFANO & PARTNERS

Government Building; Illinois State Emergency Operations Center; Springfield, Illinois; by Joann Gonchar; ph. pl. cca; p. 159-166; Oct 07; AR

DEVORE ASSOCIATES

Residence; Mianus River Residence; RA Design Award; Stamford, Connecticut; by Cheryl Weber; ph. pl.; p. 83; May 07; RA

DEWHURST & MACFARLANE

Museum; Grand Rapids Art Museum; Grand Rapids, Michigan; by Vernon Mays; ph. pl. elev. sec. m. axon.; p. 86-97; Oct 07; A

DEWSON, WILLIAM R.

Store; Capezio Shoe Boutique; Ontario, Toronto, Canada; by Mark Pupo; ph.; p. 80-84; Nov 07; ID

DHM DESIGN

Landscape Restoration; Wildhorse Ranch; Native grass restoration; ASLA Award winner; Steens Mountain, Oregon; by Paul Burkhardt; ph.; p. 121; July 07; LA

DI ROSA, HERVE

Government Building; Municipal Hall Interior Renovation; Bobigny, France; by Ian Phillips; ph.; p. 63-66; Aug 07; ID

DIALOGUE 38

Store; Eko Jewelry Boutique; Ontario, Toronto, Canada; by Tim McKeough; ph.; p. 76-78; Apr 07; ID

DIAMOND & SCHMITT

Performing Arts Center; Four Seasons Centre for the Performing Arts; Ontario, Toronto, Canada; by Jay W. Schneider; ph.; p. 46-47; Aug 07; BD&C

Performing Arts Center; Four Seasons Centre for the Performing Arts; BW/AR Award; Toronto, Canada; by Christopher Kieran; ph.; p. 102-104; Nov 07; AR

DICICCO VINCIC ARCHITECTS

Residence; Lewing Residence; East Hampton, New York; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph.; p. 50-53; July 07; RA

DICKINSON, DUO

Housing; Hastings Housing; Hastings-On-Hudson, New York; by Jenny Sullivan; ph.; p. 99-106; July 07; B

DILLER, SCOFIDIO & RENFRO

Museum/Art; Institute of Contemporary Art; Boston, Massachusetts; by Vernon Mays; ph. sec. dia.; p. 72-79; Mar 07; A
ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont'd)

DILLER, SCOFIDIO & RENFRO (cont'd)

Museum/Art; Institute of Contemporary Art; Boston, Massachusetts; by Sarah Amelar; ph. pl. sec.; p. 108-115; Mar 07; AR

Museum/Art; Institute of Contemporary Art; Boston, Massachusetts; by Brian Carter; ph. pl. sec. dia.; p. 40-51; Feb 07; AR

DILLON DESIGN

Housing; Nuevo Amanecer; Builder's Choice Award; Pajaro, California; by Sarah Whitman; ph.; p. 154; Oct 07; B

Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Royal Court Affordable Housing; Builder's Choice Award; Morgan Hill, California; by Sarah Whitman; ph.; p. 104; Oct 07; B

DIMELLA & SHAFFER

Apartment Building/Low Rise; Loft 23; RA Design Award; Cambridge, Massachusetts; by Cheryl Weber; ph. pl.; p. 50-51; May 07; RA

DIV.A

Residence; Ski Chalet Skarsnuten; Hemsedal, Norway; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph.; p. 54-57; July 07; RA

DJUROVIC, VLADIMIR

Plaza; Samir Kassir Square; Beirut, Lebanon; by No author listed; ph. pl.; p. 38-41; Nov 07; LA

Plaza; Samir Kassir Square; Aga Khan Award; Beirut, Lebanon; by Chris Abel; p. 74; Nov 07; AR

Residence; Elie Saab Residence; ASLA Award winner; Faqra, Lebanon; by Paul Burkhardt; ph.; p. 116; July 07; LA

D.JW

Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Knightsbridge Gate; Novi, Michigan; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 84; Aug 07; B

D-LAB

Apartment Building/Interiors; Dunin Apartment; Miami Beach, Florida; by Linda Lee; ph. pl.; p. 232-239; Aug 07; ID

DLR GROUP

Government Building; Wayne L. Morse U.S. Courthouse; Eugene, Oregon; by Gideon Fink Shapiro; ph.; p. 46; June 07; A

Government Building; Wayne Lyman Morse U.S. Courthouse; Eugene, Oregon; by Clifford A. Pearson; ph. pl. sec.; p. 94-101; Mar 07; AR

Hotel; Mondrian Scottsdale Resort; Scottsdale, Arizona; by C. C. Sullivan; ph.; p. 206-214; June 07; ID

DMJM H&B

Airport; North Air Traffic Control Tower; Chicago, Illinois; by Jay W. Schneider; ill.; p. 35; Oct 07; BD&C

DMJM HARRIS

Transportation; Second Avenue Subway; New York, New York; by Sara Hart; ph. sec. ill. cea; p. 159-166; Aug 07; AR

ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont'd)

DOCKRAY, ROBERT

Performing Arts Center; Roundhouse Restoration; London, England; by Sarah Amelar; ph. pl. sec.; p. 122-127; June 07; AR

DOUGHERTY, PATRICK

University/Landscape; Landscape Art; Cornell University; Ithaca, New York; by Suzanne VanDeMark; ph.; p. 22-29; Sept 07; LA

DOXIADIS ASSOCIATES

Housing; Mass Housing; by Panayiota I. Pyla; ph. dia. pl. ref.; p. 28-39; Feb 07; JAE

DPZ

Urban Design, Multi-Use Project; The Mercado; Builder's Choice Award; Rosemary Beach, Florida; by Jenny Sullivan; ph. pl.; p. 84-86; Oct 07; B

DRESSES HOMES

Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Drees Homes at Central Parke at Victoria Falls; Laurel, Maryland; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 140; Feb 07; B

DRY DESIGN,

Residence; Lengau Lodge; Vaalwater, Limpopo, South Africa; by Meghan Drueing; pl.; p. 57-58; Mar 07; RA

DSHDA

Residence; House/Studio; AR Award; London, England; by No author listed; pl.; p. 85; May 07; AR

DU TOIT, SUZANNE

Plaza; Public Space Project; Cape Town, Philippi, South Africa; by Matthew Barac; ph. pl. sec.; p. 64-65; June 07; AR

DUANY & PLATER-ZYBERK

Residential Development, Speculative Housing; East Beach Community; Norfolk, Virginia; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 80-81; Dec 07; B

Housing; Katrina Cottages; New Orleans, Louisiana; by Cheryl Weber; ph. ill. pl.; p. 61-62; Aug 07; RA

DUBUISSON ARCHITECTES

Museum/Art; Chandeliers at Musee des Art Decoratifs; Paris, France; by Judy Fayard; ph.; p. 328-333; Nov 07; ID

DUGGAN, TIM

Street; Tulips on Troost Avenue; Kansas City, Missouri; by Joshua Gray; ph.; p. 22; Aug 07; LA

DUNNING, BRAD

Residence; Wells House; Santa Ynez, California; by Edie Cohen; ph. pl.; p. 250-257; July 07; ID

DUVALL & DECKER

Office Building; Mississippi Library Commission Headquarters; Jackson, Mississippi; by Roy T. Decker and Anne Marie Duvall Decker; ph. sec.; p. 93-100; Sept 07; JAE
ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont’d)

DWL ARCHITECTS
Plaza; Brown Family Plaza; Mesa, Arizona; by Michael Bruce Dollin; ph. pl. ill.; p. 92-99; Mar 07; LA

DWYER, LYNN
River, Waterway; Arroyo Seco Restoration; Pasadena, California; by Linda McIntyre; ph. map; p. 40-49; Aug 07; LA

E DESIGN
School/Special; Ecoh Canteen; Xiu Xiu Institute; Taipei, Taiwan; by Craig Kellogg; ph.; p. S27-S30; Apr 07; ID

EAST BEACH DESIGN PROFESSIONALS GUILD
Residential Development, Speculative Housing; East Beach Community; Norfolk, Virginia; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 80-81; Dec 07; B

ECOSISTEMA URBANO ARQUITECTOS
Street; Ecocuboveld; by Paul Finch; ph. dia. ill.; p. 36-39; Dec 07; AR

EDAW
Urban Design, Multi-Use Project; Woodland Park Landscape Master Plan; Hemdon, Virginia; by Dennis Carmichael; ph. pl. ill.; p. 54-69; Dec 07; LA

City and Regional Planning; Atlanta BeltLine Redevelopment Plan; ASLA Award winner; Atlanta, Georgia; by Paul Burkhardt; ill.; p. 122-123; July 07; LA

Shopping Center; Triangle Shopping Center; Manchester, England; by Clifford A. Pearson; ph.; p. 124-127; Feb 07; AR

Urban Design, Multi-Use Project; Tokyo Midtown; Tokyo, Japan; by Naomi R. Pollock; ph.; p. 122-129; Nov 07; AR

EHDD
Learning, Training Center; Audubon Center at Debs Park; Environmental education center; —-, California; by Linda McIntyre; ph. pl.; p. 68-81; July 07; LA

Research Facility, Laboratory; Global Ecology Research Center; Stanford, California; by Gideon Fink Shapiro; ph.; p. 44; June 07; A

University/Landscape; Dormitory Landscaping; Berkeley, California; by Alex Uliam; ph. pl.; p. 104-109; Feb 07; LA

EHRENKRANTZ, ECKSTUT & KUHN
Urban Design, Multi-Use Project; Crown Properties; Gaithersburg, Maryland; by Diana Lind; ill.; p. 150; May 07; AR

EHLICH, STEVEN
Industrial Building; Warehouse Expansion; Los Angeles, California; by Mimi Zeiger; ph. pl. elev.; p. 76-81; July 07; A

EIDLITZ, LEOPOLD
Architecture; Profile of Architect; by Kate Holliday; ph. ill. ref.; p. 32-43; Sept 07; JAE

ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont’d)

EISENMAN, PETER
Memorial, Monument; Memorial to the Murdered Jews of Europe; AIA Honor Award; Berlin, Germany; by Diana Lind; ph.; p. 132; May 07; AR

EKINCI, BORAN
Residence; Lakeside House; AR Award; Kaz Mountain, Turkey; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl.; p. 83; May 07; ARev

EL DORADO
Office Building/Interiors; Offices of El Dorado Architects; Kansas City, Missouri; by Meghan Drueing; ph.; p. 88; June 07; RA

ELECTROLAND
Apartment Building; Met Lofts; EnterActive building lighting; Los Angeles, California; by David Sokol; ph.; p. 176-177; Aug 07; AR

ELEMENT GMBH
Museum; Museum of Modern Literature; Marbach, Germany; by Suzanne Stephens; ph. pl.; p. 102-109; Feb 07; AR

ELLIOTT & ASSOCIATES
Museum; Oklahoma Heritage Museum; Oklahoma City, Oklahoma; by Deborah Wilk; ph.; p. 112-115; Dec 07; ID

Office Building/Interiors; ImageNet; AIA Honor Award; Carrollton, Texas; by Diana Lind; ph.; p. 141; May 07; AR

Recreation; Chesapeake Boathouse; Oklahoma City, Oklahoma; by Russell Fortmeyer; ph. pl.; p. 180-185; May 07; AR

Walkway: The Underground; Oklahoma City, Oklahoma; by Annie Block; ph.; p. 122-123; Dec 07; ID

Walkway; The Underground; Oklahoma City, Oklahoma; by Edie Cohen; ph. pl.; p. 194-203; Aug 07; ID

ELNESS, SWENSON & GRAHAM
Hotel; Westin Hotel; Minneapolis, Minnesota; by Jeff Yoders; ph.; p. 59; Sept 07; BD&C

EMORY KNOLL FARMS
Apartment Building; Yorketown Square; Green roof retrofit; Falls Church, Virginia; by Linda McIntyre; ph. ill.; p. 60-66; Dec 07; LA

ENDRES & WARE
Residence; Jackson Family Retreat; RA Design Award; Big Sur, California; by Cheryl Weber; ph. pl.; p. 109; May 07; RA

ENGBERG & ANDERSON
Recreation/Park; Historic Third Ward Riverwalk; AIA Honor Award; Milwaukee, Wisconsin; by Diana Lind; ph.; p. 149; May 07; AR

ENGLE, CLAUDE R.
Lighting; Pharmacy Building; University of Toronto; Ontario, Toronto, Canada; by Tim McKeeough; ph.; p. 278-280; May 07; AR

ENVIRONMENTS GROUP
Office Building; USG Headquarters; Chicago, Illinois; by Jay W. Schneider; ph.; p. 45; Oct 07; BD&C
ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont’d)

ENVISION DESIGN
Office Building/Interiors: Recording Industry Association Headquarters; Washington, District of Columbia; by Laura Fisher Kaiser; p. 318-327; Nov 07; ID

EPCON COMMUNITIES
Residential Development, Speculative Housing/Marketing, Sales; The Villas at Riverton; Single floor homes; Wyoming, Michigan; by Pat Curry; ph.; p. 65-66; Feb 07; B

EPSTEIN/ISI
Convention Center; McCormick Place West; Chicago, Illinois; by Jay W. Schneider; ph.; p. 29; Oct 07; BD&C
Office Building/Interiors: Exelon Headquarters; Chicago, Illinois; by No author listed; ph.; p. 59; Oct 07; BD&C

ESKEW, DUMEZ & RIPPLE,
Bathroom; Live/Work Kitchen; New Orleans, Louisiana; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph. pl.; p. 20-21; Aug 07; RA
Kitchen; Live/Work Kitchen; New Orleans, Louisiana; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph. pl.; p. 18-19; Aug 07; RA

ESTABLISHED
Store/Clothing: Wish Store; Atlanta, Georgia; by Georgia Dzurica; ph. sec.; p. 249-253; Apr 07; ID

ESTES & TWOMBLEY
Residence; Osprey House; Builder’s Choice Award; Jamestown, Rhode Island; by Cheryl Weber; ph. pl.; p. 144; Oct 07; B
Residence; Stonington House; Builder’s Choice Award; Stonington, Connecticut; by Cheryl Weber; ph. pl. sec.; p. 92-93; Oct 07; B

ESTUDIO.ENTRESTITO
Architecture; Profile of Firm; Design Vanguard Award 2007; Madrid, Spain; by David Cohn; ph. ill.; m.; p. 78-81; Dec 07; AR
Waterfront Development; East River Waterfront Redevelopment; New York, New York; by Alex Ulam; ph. ill.; p. 38-43; Sept 07; LA

EVANS GROUP
Residential Development, Speculative Housing/Townhouse; Providence Island at Queen’s Harbour; Jacksonville, Florida; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 84; Aug 07; B

EVANS, RICHARD HYWELL
Health Care, Health Center; Huvafen Fushi Underwater Spa; —, Maldives; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. 100-101; Dec 07; ID

F.I.R.E. LTD.
Restaurant; The Orchid; Los Angeles, California; by Russell Fortmeyer; ph. ill.; p. 202-203; Nov 07; AR

FABIANO, FERNANDO
Security; Site Security at U.S. Embassy; Montevideo, Uruguay; by Jimena Martignoni; ph. m.; p. 40-45; Feb 07; LA

ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont’d)

FACUNDO, MARTIN
Residence; New Home; Parque Leloir, Argentina; by Mario Lopez-Cordero; ph.; p. 68-72; Feb 07; ID

FAM ARQUITECTOS
Memorial, Monument; Atacho Train Station Memorial; Madrid, Spain; by Catherine Slessor; ph. sec.; p. 54-55; Dec 07; AR

FANZUN
Health Care, Health Center; Tschuggen Grand Hotel Spa; Arosa, Switzerland; by Fred A. Bernstein; ph.; p. 268-276; Apr 07; ID

FAR: FROHN & ROJAS
Residence; Wall House; Santiago, Chile; by Paul Finch; ph. pl. ill. sec.; p. 42-45; Dec 07; AR

FARR ASSOCIATES
Office Building/Landscape; Kresge Foundation Headquarters; Troy, Michigan; by Adam Regn Arvidson; ph. pl.; p. 22-31; Dec 07; LA

FATHY, HASSAN
Housing; Mass Housing; by Panayiotis I. Pyla; ph. dia. ref.; p. 28-39; Feb 07; JAE

FEENEY, WILLIAM L.
Kitchen; Kwan-Chillade Residence Kitchen; Builder Award; Washington, District of Columbia; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph. pl.; p. 230-231; May 07; B
Kitchen; Locker Residence Kitchen; Builder Award; Washington, District of Columbia; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph. pl.; p. 240; May 07; B

FEILDEN, CLEGG & BRADLEY
Exhibition, Exhibit; National Cold War Exhibition; Cosford, England; by Rob Gregory; ph. ill. dia.; p. 32-33; Feb 07; AR
Recreation/Recreation Center; Public Swimming Pool Complex; Formby, England; by No author listed; ph.; p. 104; Oct 07; AR

FEINBERG & ASSOCIATES
Residential Development, Speculative Housing; The Highlands of Glenmoor; Easton, Pennsylvania; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 98; Mar 07; B

FERRARO & CHOI
Research Facility, Laboratory; Hawaii Gateway Energy Center; Kailua-Kona, Hawaii; by Gideon Fink Shapiro; ph.; p. 48; June 07; A

FERRIS, ROGER
Office Building/Interiors; Offices of Roger Ferris & Partners; Westport, Connecticut; by John Peter Radulski; ph.; p. 178-181; Mar 07; AR

FIELDEN, CLEGG & BRADLEY
Lighting; National Trust Headquarters; Lighting in the workplace; Swindon, England; by Max Fordham; ph. pl. dia.; p. 82-83; Apr 07; AR
ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont'd)

FINN & LACZKO
Residence; Tsao Residence; Piedmont, California; by Jen Renzi; ph. pl.; p. 145-153; June 07; ID

FISHECK, THOMPSON, CARR & HUBER
University/Parking, Garage; Parking Garage; Michigan State University; East Lansing, Michigan; by David Barista; ph.; p. 75-77; Oct 07; BD&C

FISHER, FREDERICK
Residence; Wells House; Santa Ynez, California; by Edie Cohen; ph. pl.; p. 250-257; July 07; ID

FLORIAN ARCHITECTS
Bank; Hyde Park Bank; Chicago, Illinois; by Ruth Lopez; ph.; p. 424-425; Mar 07; ID

Residential Development, Speculative Housing/Townhouse; Chicago Town House Renovation; Chicago, Illinois; by Jay Pridmore; ph.; p. 192-199; June 07; ID

FOBERT, JAMIE
Residence; Farmhouse; County Clare, Ireland; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl. sec.; p. 50-55; May 07; ARev

FONG & CHAN
Museum; de Young Museum Landscape; San Francisco, California; by John Beardsley; ph. pl.; p. 24-34; July 07; LA

FORBERT, JAMIE
Store; Konditor & Cook Cake Shop; London, England; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl.; p. 76-79; Nov 07; ARev

FORDERER, WALTER
Religious Building; Saint-Nicolas, Heremence, Switzerland; by Mark McMenamin; ph.; p. 226-227; July 07; ID

FORDHAM, MAX
Lighting; National Trust Headquarters; Lighting in the workplace; Swindon, England; by Max Fordham; ph. pl. dia.; p. 82-83; Apr 07; ARev

FOREST STUDIO
Residential Development, Speculative Housing/Spec Residence; SeaCrest - White Residence (Plan 2); Builder Award; Newport Beach, California; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 130; June 07; B

FOSTER & PARTNERS
Bridge; Millau Viaduct; Millau, France; by Suzanne Stephens; ph. ill.; p. 78-79; Aug 07; AR

Conservation; Green Mountain Conservation and Development; Green Mountain Region, Libya; by Lynne Jackson; ph. ill.; p. 36-37; Oct 07; ARev

Government Building; Greater London Authority City Hall; London, England; by Lance Hosey; ph. dia.; p. 71-72; May 07; A

Lighting; Pharmacy Building; University of Toronto; Ontario, Toronto, Canada; by Tim McKeough; ph.; p. 278-280; May 07; AR

ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont'd)

FOSTER & PARTNERS (cont'd)
Office Building; Hearst Tower; BW/AR Award; New York, New York; by Christopher Kieran; ph.; p. 114; Nov 07; AR

University/Campus; University of Technology Petronas; Aga Khan Award; Bandar Seri Iskandar, Malaysia; by Chris Abel; ph. pl.; p. 72; Nov 07; ARev

FOUGERON ARCHITECTURE
Architecture; Profile of Firm; San Francisco, California; by Cheryl Weber; ph.; p. 56-64; Sept 07; RA

Residence; 1532 House; AIA Housing Award; San Francisco, California; by Christopher Kieran; ph.; p. 202; July 07; AR

Residence; Jackson Family Retreat; RA Design Award; Big Sur, California; by Cheryl Weber; ph. pl.; p. 109; May 07; RA

FOXLIN
Exhibition, Exhibit; Materials & Applications: Bubbles; Los Angeles, California; by David Sokol; ph.; p. 25; Feb 07; AR

FRANCOIS, EDOUARD
Hotel; Hotel Fouquet Remodel and Expansion; Paris, France; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pl. sec.; p. 44-47; Nov 07; ARev

FRETTON, TONY
Apartment Building; Andreas Ensemble; Amsterdam West, Netherlands; by Rob Gregory; ph. ill.; p. 78; Jan 07; ARev

FRIEDMAN & KIMM,
Architecture; Profile of Firm; Los Angeles, California; by Edie Cohen; ph. ill.; p. 160-162; Nov 07; ID

FROST & TSUJI
Residence; Town House; San Francisco, California; by Edie Cohen; ph. pl.; p. 180-189; Feb 07; ID

FRY, MARTA
Winery, Vineyard; Sonoma Vineyard; ASLA Award winner; Glen Ellen, California; by Paul Burkhardt; ph.; p. 118-119; July 07; LA

FUJIMOTO, SOU
Architecture; Profile of Architect; Design Vanguard Award 2007; Tokyo, Japan; by Naomi R. Pollock; ph. ill.; p. 102-107; Dec 07; AR

Residence; Coastal House; Chiba, Japan; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl.; p. 56-57; Dec 07; ARev

Residence; O-House; Tateyama, Japan; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl. sec.; p. 56-61; Aug 07; ARev

FULLERTON, NICK
Residence; Del Sur Ranch House; Builder's Choice Award; San Diego, California; by Sarah Whitman; ph.; p. 164; Oct 07; B

FUSIONARCHITECTS
Apartment Building/Interiors; Loft Renovation; London, England; by Bethan Ryder; ph.; p. 90-94; Nov 07; ID
ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont’d)

FUSTER & PARTNERS

Residence; Casa Delpin; AR Award; San Juan, Puerto Rico; by No author listed; ph. sec.; p. 80; May 07; ARev

FUTURE SYSTEMS

Library; National Library; Prague, Czech Republic; by Paul Finch; ph. ill. sec.; p. 26-29; May 07; ARev

Museum/Science, Technology; Automotive Museum; Modena, Italy; by Rob Gregory; ph. ill. m.; p. 38; Jan 07; ARev

GABELLINI & SHEPARD

Observatory; Top of the Rock; AIA Honor Award; New York, New York; by Diana Lind; ph.; p. 146; May 07; AR

GANGI ARCHITECTS

Museum/Natural History; Water and Life Museum; Hemet, California; by Jay W. Schneider; ph.; p. 38-42; Aug 07; BD&C

GAROFALO ARCHITECTS

Arts Center; Hyde Park Art Center; Chicago, Illinois; by Ruth Lopez; ph.; p. 434-435; Mar 07; ID

GDW

University/Museum; Museum of the North; University of Alaska; Fairbanks, Alaska; by Weld Royal; ph. pl. sec.; p. 66-71; Jan 07; AR

GDP ARCHITECTS

University/Campus; University of Technology Petronas; Aga Khan Award; Bandar Seri Iskandar, Malaysia; by Chris Abel; ph. pl.; p. 72; Nov 07; ARev

GEHRY, FRANK

Cultural Center; Abu Dhabi Cultural Center; Saadiyat Island, United Arab Emirates; by Catherine Slessor; ill. m.; p. 30-31; Mar 07; ARev

Office Building; IAC Headquarters; BW/AR Award; New York, New York; by Christopher Kieran; ph.; p. 98-99; Nov 07; AR

Office Building; InterActiveCorp Building; New York, New York; by Clifford A. Pearson; ph. pl.; p. 112-119; Oct 07; AR

Recreation/Park; Jay Pritzker Pavilion; Millennium Park; Chicago, Illinois; by Ruth Lopez; ph.; p. 438-439; Mar 07; ID

University/Research Facility, Laboratory; Stata Center; Massachusetts Institute of Technology; Cambridge, Massachusetts; by Robert Campbell; ph.; p. 71-72; May 07; AR

GENESIS GROUP

Residential Development, Speculative Housing/Townhouse; Providence Island at Queen’s Harbour; Jacksonville, Florida; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 84; Aug 07; B

GENSLER ASSOCIATES

Office Building/Interiors; Creative Artists Agency; Century City, California; by Annie Block; ph.; p. 24-25; Dec 07; ID

Office Building/Interiors; HNI Corporation; Muscatine, Iowa; by Annie Block; ph.; p. 56-57; Dec 07; ID

ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont’d)

GENSLER ASSOCIATES (cont’d)

Community Center; Center on Halstead; Chicago, Illinois; by Jay W. Schneider; ph.; p. 63; Oct 07; BD&C

Interior Design; Focus on Workplace Design; Workplace survey; by Jay W. Schneider; ph. table; p. 33-37; Mar 07; BD&C

Office Building/Interiors; Creative Artists Agency; Los Angeles, California; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. 252-261; May 07; ID

Office Building/Interiors; Gensler Offices; New York, New York; by C. C. Sullivan; ph.; p. 312-321; Sept 07; ID

Office Building/Interiors; Offices of Direct Group N.A.; New York, New York; by Craig Kellogg; ph.; p. 224-231; Aug 07; ID

Office Building/Interiors; Seyfarth Shaw Headquarters; Chicago, Illinois; by Sheila Kim-Jamet; ph.; p. 180-182; May 07; ID

Office Building; Hearst Tower; BW/AR Award; New York, New York; by Christopher Kieran; ph.; p. 114; Nov 07; AR

GEURST & SCHULZE

Apartment Building; Andreas Ensemble; Amsterdam West, Netherlands; by Rob Gregory; pl. ill.; p. 78; Jan 07; ARev

GGA

Store/Clothing; Marni Boutique; Tokyo, Japan; by Benjamin Budde; ph.; p. 262-269; Oct 07; ID

GHAFARI ASSOCIATES

Computer; 3D Modeling and Project Management; by Jeff Yoders; ph. ill.; p. 52-60; Nov 07; BD&C

GIBNEY, ARTHUR

Government Building; Aras Chill Dara County Hall; Naas, Ireland; by Raymund Ryan; ph. pl. sec.; p. 102-105; Jan 07; AR

Government Building; Civic Offices; Kildare, Ireland; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl. sec.; p. 52-57; Apr 07; ARev

GILLESPIE, MOODY & PATTISON

Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Saguarito at Windwalk; Chula Vista, California; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 124; May 07; B

GIRARD, ALEXANDER

Residence; Scoren Residence; Woodside, California; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. 468-477; Mar 07; ID

GLASERWORKS

University/Recreation; Lindner Athletics Center; Cincinnati, Ohio; by Sarah Amelar; ph. pl. sec.; p. 72-76; Jan 07; AR

GLS LANDSCAPE

University/Landscape; Dormitory Landscaping; Berkeley, California; by Alex Ulam; ph. pl.; p. 104-109; Feb 07; LA

GLUCK, PETER L.

Residence; Inverted Guest House; Lake George, New York; by Clifford A. Pearson; ph. pl. sec. map; p. 180-182; July 07; AR
ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont’d)

GLUCKMAN & MAYNER
Apartment Building/Interiors; Loft Interior Renovation; New York, New York; by Julie V. Ivovine; ph. pl.; p. 178-185; Jan 07; ID
Museum/Art; Museum of Contemporary Art; San Diego, California; by Ann Jarmusch; pl. elev.; p. 134-137; June 07; AR
Museum/Art; Museum of Contemporary Art; San Diego, California; by Jeff Yoders; ph.; p. 34-36; Aug 07; BD&C

GODLWESKY LANDSCAPE
Residential Development, Speculative Housing; The Highlands of Glenmoor; Easton, Pennsylvania; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 98; Mar 07; B

GOETTSCH PARTNERS
Museum/Science, Technology; Museum of Science and Industry Exhibit Hall Addition; Chicago, Illinois; by Russell Fortmeyer; ph. pl. sec. elev.; p. 180-181; June 07; AR
Office Building/High Rise; 155 North Wacker Drive; Chicago, Illinois; by Robert Cassidy; ill.; p. 57-60; Oct 07; BD&C
Office Building; 111 South Wacker; Chicago, Illinois; by Ruth Lopez; ph.; p. 430-431; Mar 07; ID

GOLDSMITH & BORGAL
School/Special; National Ballet School; Arts; Ottawa, Ontario, Canada; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pl. sec. map; p. 36-43; July 07; ARev
School/Special; National Ballet School; AIA Honor Award; Ontario, Toronto, Canada; by Diana Lind; ph.; p. 135; May 07; AR

GONZALEZ, RENE
Arts Center; Cisneros Fontanals Art Foundation; Miami, Florida; by Christopher Kieran; ph.; p. 77; July 07; AR

GOODMAN, JEREMIAH
Interior Design; Profile of Designer; by Julie V. Ivovine; ph.; p. 410-419; Mar 07; ID

GOODY & CLANCY
City and Regional Planning; Smart Growth Corridor; AIA Honor Award; Boston, Massachusetts; by Diana Lind; ill.; p. 152; May 07; AR

GOPHCY
City and Regional Planning; Shibam Urban Development Project; Aga Khan Award; Shibam, Yemen; by Chris Abel; map; p. 71; Nov 07; ARev

GORA, MONIKA
Botanic Garden; Glass Bubble Garden; Malmo, Sweden; by Robert Such; ph.; p. 22; Feb 07; LA

GORLIN, ALEXANDER
Architecture; Profile of Architect; by Cheryl Weber; ph. elev.; p. 54-61; Jan 07; RA

GORMLEY, ANTONY
Exhibition, Exhibit; Gormley Art Exhibit; London, England; by Paula Dietz; ph.; p. 67-68; Oct 07; AR

ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont’d)

GOULD & EVANS
Community Center; Palo Verde Library & Maryvale Community Center; Maryvale, Arizona; by Anne Hartman; ph.; p. 48-49; Aug 07; BD&C
Library; Palo Verde Library/Maryvale Community Center; AIA Honor Award; Phoenix, Arizona; by Diana Lind; ph.; p. 136; May 07; AR

GRAHAM LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE
Landscaping Restoration; Wye Hall Conservation and Restoration; Wye Island, Maryland; by Susan Hines; ph. pl.; p. 72-79; Jan 07; LA

GRANT, ANDREW
Housing; Park Hill; Sheffield, England; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl. ill.; p. 74-77; Mar 07; ARev

GRAVES, MICHAEL
Arts Center; Indianapolis Art Center; Indianapolis, Indiana; by Adam Regn Arvidson; ph. pl.; p. 58-71; Oct 07; LA

GREENWORKS STUDIO
Recycling; Chemical and Electronics Recycling Center; Chicago, Illinois; by Jeff Yoders; ph.; p. 43; Oct 07; BD&C

GRIMSHAW ARCHITECTS
Bridge; River Usk Footbridge; South Wales, Newport City, Australia; by Suzanne Stephens; ph. pl. sec.; p. 84; Aug 07; AR
Cultural Center; Caixa Galicia Foundation; La Coruna, Spain; by David Cohn; ph. pl. sec.; p. 120-125; Oct 07; AR
Transit Station; Southern Cross Train Station; Melbourne, Australia; by Rebecca Roke; ph. pl. sec.; p. 52-59; Feb 07; ARev

GROUT, CLIVE
Wall; Vancouver Aquarium; Living wall system; British Columbia, Vancouver, Canada; by Joann Gonchar; ph.; p. 149; Feb 07; AR

GRUNSFELD & SHAFER
Residence; House Makeover; Builder’s Choice Award; Winnetka, Illinois; by Pat Curry; ph. pl.; p. 100-101; Oct 07; B

GRUPO DE DISENO URBANO
Botanic Garden; Bosque de Chapultepec; Mexico City, Mexico; by Brian Davis; ph. pl.; p. 116-125; Apr 07; LA
Residence; Malinalco House; ASLA Award winner; Malinalco, Mexico; by Paul Burkhardt; ph. p. 117; July 07; LA

GTZ TECHNICAL OFFICE
City and Regional Planning; Shibam Urban Development Project; Aga Khan Award; Shibam, Yemen; by Chris Abel; map; p. 71; Nov 07; ARev

GUENTHER 5
Health Care, Health Center; Harlem Children’s Health Project; New York, New York; by Jane Margolies; ph.; p. 92-94; Feb 07; ID
ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont’d)

GUND PARTNERSHIP

University/Recreation; Kenyon Athletic Center; Kenyon College; Gambier, Ohio; by James Murdock; ph. pl. sec.; p. 154-159; Nov 07; AR

GURNLEY, ROBERT M.

Apartment Building/Interiors; Ontario 301; RA Design Award; Washington, District of Columbia; by Cheryl Weber; ph. pl.; p. 106-107; May 07; RA

GWATHMEY & SIEGAL

Office Building/Interiors; AOL Headquarters; Beverly Hills, California; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. 194-201; Jan 07; ID

University/Student Center; Student Union; Tangleman University; Cincinnati, Ohio; by Jayne Merkel; ph. pl. sec.; p. 164-168; Nov 07; AR

H3 HARDY

Office Building/Interiors; 7 World Trade Center; New York Academy of Sciences; New York, New York; by Joseph Giovannini; ph.; p. 452-461; Mar 07; ID

HAAG, RICHARD

Landscape Architecture; Profile of Designer; Seattle, Washington; by Linda McIntyre; ph. ref.; p. 58-61; Nov 07; LA

HADID, ZAHA

Architectural Competitions; Broad Art Museum Competition; East Lansing, Michigan; by Joseph Giovannini; ph. ill. m.; p. 246-248; Nov 07; ID

Art; Lisbon Triennale Installation; Lisbon, Portugal; by John Gendall; ph.; p. 102-106; Sept 07; AR

Cultural Center; Abu Dhabi Cultural Center; Saadiyat Island, United Arab Emirates; by Catherine Slessor; ill. m.; p. 30-31; Mar 07; ARev

Library; Pierres Vives Building; Montpellier, France; by Rob Gregory; ill.; p. 62-63; Jan 07; ARev

Museum/Art; Mediterranean Museum of Nuragic and Contemporary Art; Cagliari, Italy; by Catherine Slessor; pl. ill. sec.; p. 28-29; Jan 07; ARev

Winery, Vineyard; Wine-Tasting Pavilion; Lopez de Heredia Winery; Haro, Rioja, Spain; by David Cohn; ph. pl. sec.; p. 116-119; Feb 07; AR

HAILEY DESIGN

Residence; Frick Mansion Interior Renovation; Baltimore, Maryland; by Vernon Mays; ph. elev.; p. 130-132; Feb 07; ID

HALL, CALVIN

Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Knightsbridge Gate; Novi, Michigan; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 84; Aug 07; B

HALPRIN, LAWRENCE

Landscape Architecture; Profile of Designer; Larkspur, California; by John King; ph.; p. 50-51; May 07; LA

ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont’d)

HALVORSEN DESIGN ASSOCIATES

Apartment Building/Low Rise; Loft 23; RA Design Award; Cambridge, Massachusetts; by Cheryl Weber; ph. pl.; p. 50-51; May 07; RA

HAMILTON, ANN

Recreation/Park; Tear Drop Park; Battery Park City, New York; by Susan Hines; ph. ill.; p. 94-103; Feb 07; LA

HAMMELE, GREEN & ABRHAMSON

Museum/Science, Technology; Discovery World at Pier Wisconsin; Milwaukee, Wisconsin; by Jay W. Schneider; ph.; p. 42-45; Apr 07; BD&C

University/Arts Center; Benedicta Arts Center; College of Saint Benedict; St. Joseph, Minnesota; by Vernon Mays; ph. pl. ill.; p. 60-69; Aug 07; A

University/Museum; Museum of the North; University of Alaska; Fairbanks, Alaska; by Weld Royal; ph. pl. sec.; p. 66-71; Jan 07; AR

HAMPTON, ALEXA

Interior Design; Profile of Designer; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. 312-314; Mar 07; ID

HANDEL ARCHITECTS

Apartment Building/High Rise; Trump SoHo Condo Hotel Critique; New York, New York; by Michael Sorkin; ph.; p. 51-52; Dec 07; AR

HANNA/OLIN

Landscape Architecture Research; Bryant Park Redesign; New York, New York; by Laurie Olin; ph.; p. 138-140; Mar 07; LA

HANRAHAN & MEYERS

Religious Building; Christian Science Reading Room; Greenwich Village, New York; by Amanda Kolson Hurley; ph.; p. 62-63; June 07; A

HARDISON, KOMATSU, IVELICH & TUCKER

Housing; Mission Creek Community; Builder’s Choice Award; San Francisco, California; by Megan Lane Patrick; ph.; p. 154; Oct 07; B

HARDY, HOLZMAN & PFEIFFER

Learning, Training Center; Gwinnett Environmental and Heritage Center; Buford, Georgia; by Linda McIntyre; ph. pl. sec. map; p. 104-113; May 07; LA

HARGREAVES ASSOCIATES

Recreation/Park; Hunters Point Waterfront Park; ASLA Award winner; San Francisco, California; by Paul Burkhardt; map; p. 120-121; July 07; LA

HARLEY ELLIS DEVEREAUX

Recycling; Chemical and Electronics Recycling Center; Chicago, Illinois; by Jeff Yoders; ph.; p. 43; Oct 07; BD&C

HARMON, FRANK

Residence; Low-Country Residence; Mount Pleasant, South Carolina; by Beth Broome; ph. pl. sec. axon.; p. 176-179; July 07; AR
ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont'd)

HARMON, JUDY
Residence; Low-Country Residence; Mount Pleasant, South Carolina; by Beth Broome; ph. pl. sec. axon.; p. 176-179; July 07; AR

HARRIS, STEVEN
Residence; House Renovation; Bridgehampton, New York; by Alastair Gordon; ph.; p. 400-409; Mar 07; ID

Residential Development, Speculative Housing/Townhouse; Town House; New York, New York; by Deborah Wilk; ph.; p. 50-51; Dec 07; ID

HARRISON DESIGN ASSOCIATES
Bathroom; Old Dominion Showhouse Bathroom; Builder Award; McLean, Virginia; by Jenny Sullivan; ph. pl.; p. 228-229; May 07; B

HART, ALEX
Recreation/Playground; McNair Park and Playground; New York, New York; by Linda McIntyre; ph. pl.; p. 92-101; Sept 07; LA

HARTMAN & COX
Museum/Art; Center for American Art and Portraiture; Washington, District of Columbia; by Peter Fabris; ph.; p. 22-24; Sept 07; BD&C

HAWKINS & BROWN
Housing; Park Hill; Sheffield, England; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl. ill.; p. 74-77; Mar 07; ARev

HAWKINS PARTNERS
Urban Design, Multi-Use Project; Mercury View Lofts; Nashville, Tennessee; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 100-101; Apr 07; B

HAWORTH & TOMPKINS
Theater; Young Vic Theater; London, England; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl. sec.; p. 60-65; July 07; ARev

HDR
Bank; Banner Bank; Boise, Idaho; by Jeff Yoders; ph.; p. 53; Apr 07; BD&C

HEATHERWICK STUDIO
Hospital; Guy's Hospital Entrance; London, England; by Susan Welsh; ph.; p. 216-220; Nov 07; ID

Restaurant; East Beach Cafe; Littlehampton, England; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pl.; p. 20-21; Aug 07; ARev

HEATHERWICK, THOMAS
Restaurant; East Beach Cafe; Littlehampton, England; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pl.; p. 50-51; Dec 07; ARev

HECKER, ZVI
Museum/Art; Art Museum; Ramat Gan, Israel; by Catherine Slessor; ph. ill. sec. m.; p. 35; Jan 07; ARev

HEFFERLIN & KRONENBERG
Studio; Williams Street Live/Work Studio; Chattanooga, Tennessee; by Meghan Drueing; ph. pl.; p. 66-69; Jan 07; RA

ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont'd)

HEFNER, WILLIAM
Residence; Brentwood Residence; Builder's Choice Award; Los Angeles, California; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph.; p. 140; Oct 07; B

HEIKKINEN & KOMONEN
Residence; Prototypical Prefabricated House; —; Finland; by Catherine Slessor; pl. sec. elev. m.; p. 70; Jan 07; ARev

HELLMANN, M. BOONE
University/Campus; Campus Development; University of California, San Diego; San Diego, California; by Vernon Mays; ph.; p. 66-67; July 07; A

HELPHAND, KENNETH
Landscapes Architecture Research; Wartime Gardens; ASLA Award winner; by Paul Burkhardt; ph.; p. 124; July 07; LA

HENEGHAN & PENG
Government Building; Aras Chil Dara County Hall; Naas, Ireland; by Raymond Ryan; ph. pl. sec.; p. 102-105; Jan 07; AR

Government Building; Civic Offices; Kildare, Ireland; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl. sec.; p. 52-57; Apr 07; ARev

HENRY, ROBERT D.
Health Care, Health Center; Obagi Skin Health Institute; Los Angeles, California; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. 190-194; Feb 07; ID

HERBERT, LEWIS, KRUSE & BLUNCK
Residence; Moen Pool and Guesthouse; RA Design Award; Des Moines, Iowa; by Cheryl Weber; ph. pl. ill.; p. 98-99; May 07; RA

University/Art School; School of Art and Art History; University of Iowa; Iowa City, Iowa; by Blair Kamin; ph. pl. sec.; p. 92-99; Jan 07; AR

HERINGER & ROSWAG
School/Elementary; Primary School; Aga Khan Award; Rudrapur, Bangladesh; by Chris Abel; ph.; p. 70; Nov 07; ARev

HERITAGE ARCHITECTURE AND PLANNING
Museum/Art; Museum of Contemporary Art; San Diego, California; by Ann Jarmusch; pl. elev.; p. 134-137; June 07; AR

Museum/Art; Museum of Contemporary Art; San Diego, California; by Jeff Yoders; ph.; p. 34-36; Aug 07; BD&C

HERSHBERGER DESIGN
Residence; New York Social Club Residence; RA Design Award; Pinedale, Wyoming; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph. pl.; p. 85; May 07; RA

HERZOG & DE MEURON
Museum; de Young Museum Landscape; San Francisco, California; by John Beardsley; ph. pl.; p. 24-34; July 07; LA

Museum; Espacio Goya Museum; Zaragoza, Spain; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl. sec.; p. 32-33; Jan 07; ARev

Office Building; Roche Tower; Basel, Switzerland; by Rob Gregory; ph. ill.; p. 48-49; Jan 07; ARev
ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont’d)

HEZMALHALCH, WILLIAM
Residential Development, Speculative Housing/Townhouse; Latitudes South at Vantis; Builder’s Choice Award; Alison Viejo, California; by Jenny Sullivan; ph. pl.; p. 120; Oct 07; B

HIGHLAND ASSOCIATES
Residence; Hampton House Renovation; Bridgehampton, New York; by Raul Barreneche; ph. pl.; p. 198-207; July 07; ID

Store/Clothing; Elie Tahari Store; East Hampton, New York; by Alejandro Saralegui; ph. pl.; p. 302-311; Sept 07; ID

HIGO DESIGN
Store/Clothing; Louis Vuitton Boutique; Nagoya, Japan; by Christine Schwartz Hartley; ph.; p. 232-239; Apr 07; ID

HILLIER ARCHITECTURE
Government Building; Virginia State Capitol Renovation and Addition; Richmond, Virginia; by Nancy B. Solomon; ph. ill. axon. cea; p. 167-174; June 07; AR

Government Building; Virginia State Capitol Restoration; Richmond, Virginia; by Barbara Horwitz-Bennett; ph.; p. 40-41; Sept 07; BD&C

HILLMAN, JULIE
Residence; Hymowitz Residence; New York, New York; by Dan Shaw; ph.; p. 252-261; Oct 07; ID

HIRO DESIGN STUDIO
Health Care, Health Center; Minami-Nagano Dental Clinic and Residence; Nagano, near Japan; by Sheila Kim-Jamet; ph.; p. 178-179; June 07; ID

HIRZEL, PAUL
Residence; Canyon House; Juliaetta, Idaho; by Meghan Druebing; ph. pl.; p. 62-65; June 07; RA

HIXSON ARCHITECTURE
Research Facility, Laboratory; Ethicon Endo-Surgery Research and Development Center; Cincinnati, Ohio; by Jay W. Schneider; ph. ph. pl.; p. 28-30; Mar 07; BD&C

HKS HILL GLAZIER STUDIO
Hotel; Trends in Hospitality Design; by Jay W. Schneider; ph. ill.; p. 32-38; Dec 07; BD&C

HKS
Government Building; Census Bureau Headquarters; Suitland, Maryland; by David Barista; ph. det. axon.; p. 66-74; May 07; BD&C

Government Building; U.S. Census Bureau; Suitland, Maryland; by Sara Hart; ph. pl. sec.; p. 130-135; Mar 07; AR

Hotel; W Dallas Victory Hotel and Residences; Dallas, Texas; by David Dillon; ph. pl.; p. 146-149; Oct 07; AR

HLAFTER, JON
University/Master Plan; Master Plan; Princeton University; Princeton, New Jersey; by Vernon Mays; ph. m.; p. 60-61; July 07; A

ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont’d)

HLKB
Library; Central Library; Des Moines, Iowa; by Jay W. Schneider; ph. pl.; p. 54-56; Apr 07; BD&C

HO & HOU
School/Special; Ecoh Canteen; Xiu Xiu Institute; Taipei, Taiwan; by Craig Kellogg; ph.; p. S27-S30; Apr 07; ID

HOBERMAN, CHUCK
Architecture; Mechanical Architecture; by Nina Rappaport; ph. ill.; p. 154-155; Dec 07; AR

HODGKINSON, PATRICK
Housing; Brunswick Center Restoration; London, England; by Patrick Hodgkinson; ph.; p. 40-41; Mar 07; AR

Urban Design, Multi-Use Project; Brunswick Center Renovation; London, England; by Clare Melhuish; ph. pl. sec.; p. 42-48; Mar 07; AR

HOERR, DOUGLAS
Landscape Architecture; Profile of Designer; Chicago, Illinois; by Susan Hines; ph.; p. 80-90; Apr 07; LA

Urban Design, Multi-Use Project; The Glen Town Center; Builder’s Choice Award; Glenview, Illinois; by Cheryl Weber; ph. pl.; p. 126; Oct 07; B

HOK SPORT
Architecture; Profile of Firm; by Edward Keegan; ill.; p. 57-60; Mar 07; A

HOK
Office Building/Interiors; AIA Chicago Office; Chicago, Illinois; by Kristin Foster; ph.; p. 64; Oct 07; BD&C

Office Building/Interiors; AOL Headquarters; Beverly Hills, California; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. 194-201; Jan 07; ID

Office Building/Interiors; Offices of SJ Berwin; BW/AR Award; London, England; by Christopher Kieran; ph.; p. 106; Nov 07; AR

University/Museum; Museum of the North; University of Alaska; Fairbanks, Alaska; by Weld Royal; ph. pl. sec.; p. 66-71; Jan 07; AR

HOLL, STEVEN
Furniture, Furnishings; Riddled Furniture; R+D Award; by Katie Gerfen; ph. ill.; p. 80-81; Sept 07; A

Museum/Art; Addition to Nelson-Atkins Museum; Kansas City, Missouri; by Michael Webb; ph. pl. sec. ill.; p. 42-51; Oct 07; AR

Museum/Art; Bloch Building; Nelson-Atkins Museum of Art; Kansas City, Missouri; by Suzanne Stephens; ph. pl. dia. axon.; p. 92-101; July 07; AR

Museum/Art; Nelson-Atkins Museum of Art Expansion; Kansas City, Missouri; by Linda Hales; ph.; p. 43-47; July 07; A

Residence; Swiss Ambassador’s Residence; Washington, District of Columbia; by Brian Carter; ph. pl. sec. ref.; p. 38-43; May 07; AR
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ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont'd)

HOLL, STEVEN (cont'd)
University/AI School; School of Art and Art History; AIA Honor Award; Iowa City, Iowa; by Diana Lind; ph.; p. 134; May 07; AR

University/AI School; School of Art and Art History; University of Iowa; Iowa City, Iowa; by Blair Kamin; ph. pl. sec.; p. 92-99; Jan 07; AR

Urban Design, Multi-Use Project; Vanke Center; Shenzhen, China; by Rob Gregory; pl. Ill. sec. m.; p. 76; Jan 07; ARev

Water Treatment; Whitney Water Purification Facility; New Haven, Connecticut; by Gideon Fink Shapiro; ph.; p. 44; June 07; A

HONIGSTOCK, ELLEN
Showroom; Melting Pot American Headquarters and Showroom; New York, New York; by Raul Barreneche; ph. pl.; p. 226-231; Apr 07; ID

HOOD DESIGN
Museum; de Young Museum Landscape; San Francisco, California; by John Beardsley; ph. pl.; p. 24-34; July 07; LA

HORTON, LEES & BROGDEN
Office Building/Interiors; Creative Artists Agency; Los Angeles, California; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. 252-261; May 07; ID

HORTON, MARK
Restaurant; Wichcraft Restaurant; San Francisco, California; by James Nestor; ph.; p. 102-106; Oct 07; ID

HOUSE & ROBERTSON
Office Building/Low Rise; California Endowment; Los Angeles, California; by Russell Fortmeyer; ph. pl. sec.; p. 106-109; Jan 07; AR

HOWARD & ASSOCIATES
Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Mystic Point; Carlsbad, California; by Jenny Sullivan; ph. pl.; p. 121; Aug 07; B

HOWE, GEORGE
Bank; Philadelphia Saving Fund Society; Philadelphia, Pennsylvania; by Donald Albrecht and Thomas Mellins; ph.; p. 345-352; Mar 07; ID

HOWELER & YOON
Architecture; Profile of Firm; Design Vanguard Award 2007; Boston, Massachusetts; by Suzanne Stephens; ph.; p. 82-85; Dec 07; AR

Entrance; 1110 Vermont Avenue; Low Rez Hi Fi Installation; Washington, District of Columbia; by Charles Linn; ph.; p. 190-192; Nov 07; AR

Lighting; Designs with Light; by Edward Keegan; ph. ill.; p. 49-52; Sept 07; A

HRICAK, MICHAEL
Residence; Himmelhaus; Venice, California; by Michael Webb; ph. pl. sec.; p. 64-66; May 07; ARev

ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont'd)

HUIBERS, JOHAN
Boat; Ark van Noach; Schagen, Netherlands; by Charlotte Vaudrey; ph.; p. 68-72; Aug 07; ID

HUNTSMAN ARCHITECTURAL GROUP
Office Building/Interiors; Offices of KKR Financial; San Francisco, California; by Ron Nyren; ph.; p. 84-88; May 07; ID

HUTKER ARCHITECTS
Kitchen; Meadow Residence Kitchen; Builder Award; Edgartown, Massachusetts; by Jenny Sullivan; ph. pl.; p. 232; May 07; B

IBI GROUP
Store/Clothing; Holt Renfrew Store; British Columbia, Vancouver, Canada; by Robyn Roehm Cannon; ph.; p. 298-307; Oct 07; ID

ICON ARCHITECTURE
Store; Fanzone Store; Rotating wall displays; Boston, Massachusetts; by Jeff Yoders; ph. ill.; p. 46-47; Feb 07; BD&C

ICRANE DESIGN
Restaurant; STK Restaurant; New York, New York; by Rebecca Flint Marx; ph.; p. 128-134; Sept 07; ID

IKM ARCHITECTS
Botanic Garden; Phipps Conservatory and Botanical Gardens; Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania; by J. Patrick Rand; ph. ill. sec.; p. 43-46; Nov 07; A

INGENHOVEN ARCHITECTS
Office Building; Lufthansa Aviation Center; Frankfurt, Germany; by Peter Cachola Schmal; ph. sec. det. ill. pl.; p. 118-124; Aug 07; AR

INNOCENTI & WEBEL
University/Residential; Wofford College Housing Village; Builder's Choice Award; Spartanburg, South Carolina; by Pat Curry; ph.; p. 142; Oct 07; B

INSIGHT
Residence; House Makeover; Builder's Choice Award; Winnetka, Illinois; by Pat Curry; ph. pl.; p. 100-101; Oct 07; B

INTELLIGENT DESIGN
Office Building/Interiors; Offices of Wieden & Kennedy; Portland, Oregon; by Jen Renzi; ph. ill.; p. 182-187; Aug 07; ID

INTERFACE STUDIO
Housing; Sheridan Street Housing; RA Design Award; Philadelphia, Pennsylvania; by Nigel F. Maynard; pl. ill.; p. 103; May 07; RA

INTERIOR ARCHITECTS
Office Building/Interiors; Endeavor Talent Agency; AIA Honor Award; Beverly Hills, California; by Diana Lind; ph.; p. 142; May 07; AR

IPPOLITO & FLEITZ
Health Care, Health Center; Wittlinger Hahan Stern Radiologie; Schorndorf, Germany; by Mairi Beautyman; ph.; p. 208-212; Nov 07; ID
ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont'd)

IPPOLITO & FLEITZ (cont'd)
Store; Kastner Optik; Stuttgart, Germany; by Mairi Beautyman; ph.; p. 60-64; Jan 07; ID

IRANI, GLEN
Studio; Glen Irani Studio; Venice, California; by Meghan Drueding; ph.; p. 120; Sept 07; RA

IRARRAZAVAL, SEBASTIAN
Residence; La Reserva House; AR Award; La Reserva, Colina, Chile; by No author listed; ph.; p. 81; May 07; ARev

IREDALE, PEDERSEN & HOOK
Residence; Dunedin Street Residence; AR Award; Perth, Australia; by Rob Gregory; ph. sec.; p. 78; May 07; ARev

ISOZAKI, ARATA
Restaurant; Pong Restaurant; New York, New York; by Dan Shaw; ph.; p. 66-68; July 07; ID

ITO, TOYO
Cemetery; Meiso no Mori Crematorium; Kakamigahara, Japan; by Michael Webb; ph. pl. sec.; p. 77-78; Aug 07; ARev

Funeral Home; Crematorium; Kakamigahara, Japan; by Russell Fortmeyer; ph. sec.; p. 166-167; Mar 07; AR

University/Library; Library; Tama Art University; —; Japan; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl. sec. map; p. 46-55; Aug 07; ARev

IVERSON ARCHITECTS
Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Villebois Community; Wilsonville, Oregon; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 82-83; Dec 07; B

IVY LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTS
Housing; Lillian Place; RA Design Award; San Diego, California; by Meghan Drueding; ph. pl.; p. 60-61; May 07; RA

JACKSON ARCHITECTURE
Transit Station; Southern Cross Train Station; Melbourne, Australia; by Rebecca Roke; ph. pl. sec.; p. 52-59; Feb 07; ARev

JACOBSEN, ARNE
Hotel; Radisson SAS Royal Hotel; Copenhagen, Denmark; by Sheila Kim-Jamet; ph.; p. 390-391; Mar 07; ID

JAEGGER COMPANY
Learning, Training Center; Gwinnett Environmental and Heritage Center; Buford, Georgia; by Linda McIntyre; ph. pl. sec. map; p. 104-113; May 07; LA

JAFFE & HOLDEN
Arts Center; Bethel Woods Center for the Arts; Bethel, New York; by Jeff Yoders; ph.; p. 58-59; Apr 07; BD&C

Museum/Art; Institute of Contemporary Art; Boston, Massachusetts; by Brian Carter; ph. pl. sec. dia.; p. 40-51; Feb 07; ARev

ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont'd)

JAFFE, NORMAN
Residence; House Renovation; Bridgehampton, New York; by Alastair Gordon; ph.; p. 400-409; Mar 07; ID

JAHN, HELMUT
Housing; Near North Apartments; Chicago, Illinois; by Jay W. Schneider and Jeff Yoders; ph.; p. 66; Oct 07; BD&C

JAKOB & MACFARLANE
Bar; Pink Bar; Paris, France; by Beth Broome; ph. pl.; p. 93-94; Sept 07; AR

Museum; City of Fashion and Design; Paris, France; by Catherine Slessor; ill. sec. ph.; p. 30-31; Jan 07; ARev

JAMESON, DAVID
Residence; House Renovation; Washington, District of Columbia; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl. sec.; p. 60-61; Dec 07; ARev

Residence; Residence; RA Design Award; Bethesda, Maryland; by Cheryl Weber; ph. pl.; p. 87; May 07; RA

JANSON & GOLDSTEIN
Store/Clothing; Holt Renfrew Store; British Columbia, Vancouver, Canada; by Robyn Roehm Cannon; ph.; p. 298-307; Oct 07; ID

JARMUND & VIGNÆS
Research Facility, Laboratory; Svalbard Science Center; Spitzbergen, Norway; by No author listed; ph.; p. 96-97; Oct 07; ARev

Residence; Triangle House; AR Award; Oslo, Norway; by No author listed; ph. elev.; p. 87; May 07; ARev

JAYNE, THOMAS
Office Building/Interiors; Thomas Jayne Offices; New York, New York; by Mark McMenamin; ph.; p. 276-279; Sept 07; ID

JDP DESIGN
Residence; Laplante Residence; Builder's Choice Award; Rosemary Beach, Florida; by Jenny Sullivan; ph. pl.; p. 124; Oct 07; B

JEAN, NATHALIE
Store/Clothing; Luisa Beccaria Boutique; Milan, Italy; by Ian Phillips; ph. pl.; p. 240-247; Apr 07; ID

JEEVANJEE, ALI
Residence; 1+3=1 House; Venice, California; by Sam Lubell; ph. pl. ill.; p. 199-200; Oct 07; AR

JEFFERSON, THOMAS
Government Building; Virginia State Capitol Renovation and Addition; Richmond, Virginia; by Nancy B. Solomon; ph. pl. ill. axon. cea; p. 167-174; June 07; AR

Government Building; Virginia State Capitol Restoration; Richmond, Virginia; by Barbara Horwitz-Bennett; ph.; p. 40-41; Sept 07; BD&C

JING YE DESIGN
Lighting; Highway Overpass at Wu Jiao Plaza; Shanghai, Yangpu District; China; by Andrew Yang; ph.; p. 170-172; Aug 07; AR
ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont'd)

JOHNSON & SCHMALING
Residence; Camouflage House; Builder's Choice Award; Green Lake, Wisconsin; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph. pl.; p. 128; Oct 07; B
Residence; Camouflage House; RA Design Award; Green Lake, Wisconsin; by Meghan Drueing; ph. pl. sec.; p. 44-47; May 07; RA

JOHNSON & FAIR
Apartment Building; Met Lofts; EnterActive building lighting; Los Angeles, California; by David Sokol; ph.; p. 176-177; Aug 07; AR

JOHNSTON STUDIO
Restaurant; Tru Restaurant; Chicago, Illinois; by Ruth Lopez; ph.; p. 422-423; Mar 07; ID

JOHNSTON, PHILIP
Residence; Glass House Fundraiser; Merce Cunningham Dance Company; New Canaan, Connecticut; by Fred A. Bernstein; ph.; p. 204-213; Aug 07; ID
Residence; Glass House Public Opening; New Canaan, Connecticut; by Suzanne Stephens; ph.; p. 96-99; June 07; AR

JOHNSTON MARKLEE
Restaurant; The Orchid; Los Angeles, California; by Russell Fortmeyer; ph. ill.; p. 202-203; Nov 07; AR

JONES & JONES
Learning, Training Center; Cedar River Watershed Education Center; North Bend, Washington; by Lisa Owens Viani; ph. pl. map; p. 24-39; Aug 07; LA

JONES, FAY
Arboretum; Ecological Design and the Crosby Arboretum; Picayune, Mississippi; by Robert F. Brzuszek and James Clark; ph.; p. 78-85; May 07; LA

JORDAN & HONEYMAN
Parking, Garage; Cherry Street Garage; Builder's Choice Award; Falls Church, Virginia; by Kathleen Stanley; ph.; p. 164; Oct 07; B
Residence; 2909 Remodel; Builder's Choice Award; Washington, District of Columbia; by Kathleen Stanley; ph.; p. 138; Oct 07; B

JORDAN, HOLT
Garden; Home Garden; Takoma Park, Maryland; by Susan Harris; ph. pl.; p. 80-82; Jan 07; LA

JORDENS ARKITEKTER
Kitchen; Swedish Kitchen and Bath; Stoten, Sweden; by Rineke Van Duyzen; ph.; p. S7-S10; Apr 07; ID

JOIN, PATRICK
Restaurant; Auberge de L'Il, Alsace; Illhaeusen, France; by Ian Phillips; ph.; p. 208-215; July 07; ID
Store; Van Cleef & Arpels Boutique; Paris, France; by Ian Phillips; ph.; p. 208-215; Apr 07; ID
Store; Van Cleef & Arpels; Paris, France; by Deborah Wilk; ph.; p. 76-77; Dec 07; ID

ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont'd)

JOY, RICK
Residence; Patio House; —, Arizona; by Catherine Slessor; pl. ill. sec.; p. 68; Jan 07; ARev

University/Church; Chapel; St. Edward's University; Austin, Texas; by Catherine Slessor; pl. ill. elev. sec.; p. 60-61; Jan 07; ARev

JZMK
Residential Development, Speculative Housing/Spec Residence; Icon at Playa Vista - Plan 3; Builder Award; Los Angeles, California; by Jenny Sullivan; ph. pl.; p. 124; June 07; B
Residential Development, Speculative Housing/Spec Residence; Icon at Playa Vista - Plan 4; Builder's Choice Award; Los Angeles, California; by Sarah Whitman; ph.; p. 160; Oct 07; B
Residential Development, Speculative Housing/Townhouse; Icon at Playa Vista - Plan 1; Builder's Choice Award; Los Angeles, California; by Sarah Whitman; ph.; p. 160; Oct 07; B

K/R ARCHITECTS
Office Building/Interiors; DACRA Headquarters; Miami, Florida; by Linda Lee; ph.; p. 272-279; May 07; ID
Residence; Riley and Bennett House; Miami, Florida; by Michael Z. Wise; ph. ill. elev. m.; p. 47-50; Feb 07; A

KADUSHIN ASSOCIATES
Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Woodbridge Estates; Builder's Choice Award; Detroit, Michigan; by Jenny Sullivan; ph. pl.; p. 158; Oct 07; B

KAHLER & MOORE
Residence; Mianus River Residence; RA Design Award; Stamford, Connecticut; by Cheryl Weber; ph. pl.; p. 83; May 07; RA

KAHN, LOUIS
Architecture; Landscape in the Architecture of Louis Kahn; by Kazi Khaleed Ashraf; ph. m. ill. ref.; p. 48-58; Nov 07; JAE
Community Center; Jewish Community Center Bath House; Trenton, New Jersey; by Paula Deitz; ph.; p. 63-64; June 07; AR
Memorial, Monument; Franklin D. Roosevelt Memorial; New York, New York; by James Murdock; ph. ill.; p. 33; July 07; AR
University/Art School; Art Gallery Restoration; Yale University; New Haven, Connecticut; by Joann Gonchar; ph. pl. sec.; p. 144-149; June 07; AR
University/Arts Center; Art Gallery; Yale University; by Amanda Kolson Hurley; ph. pl. elev. det.; p. 66-71; Apr 07; A
University; Art Gallery Renovation; Yale University; New Haven, Connecticut; by Paula Deitz; ph. pl. ill.; p. 50-55; Mar 07; ARev
ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont’d)

KALBAN, JEFFREY M.
Community Center; Regional Homeless Center; AIA Housing Award; Los Angeles, California; by Christopher Kieran; ph.; p. 206; July 07; AR

KAMAYACHI & HARIGAI
Residence; G House; Tokyo, Japan; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl. sec.; p. 74-75; Dec 07; AR

KANER, ROBERT
Apartment Building/Interiors; Apartment Renovation; New York, New York; by Craig Kiirog; ph.; p. 189-194; Sept 07; ID

KANNER ARCHITECTS
Apartment Building/Low Rise; Augustino Neto Condominiums; Accra, Ghana; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ill.; p. 24; Apr 07; RA
Concrete; Pozzoghana Concrete Additive; —, Ghana; by Katie Gerfen; ph. ill.; p. 39-41; Dec 07; A

Office Building/Interiors; Kanner Studio; Santa Monica, California; by David Sokol; ph.; p. 183-185; Mar 07; AR
Service Station; United Oil Station; Los Angeles, California; by Hannah McCann; ph. pl.; p. 45-48; Apr 07; A

KAPOOR, ANISH
Recreation/Park; Jay Pritzker Pavillion; Millennium Park; Chicago, Illinois; by Ruth Lopez; ph.; p. 438-439; Mar 07; ID

KAPPE, RAY
Residence; Z6 House; Santa Monica, California; by Gideon Fink Shapiro; ph.; p. 48; June 07; A

KATAYAMA, TOSHIHIRO
Plaza; Shapiro Family Plaza; Cambridge, Massachusetts; by Marty Carlock; ph. pl.; p. 26-30; Feb 07; LA

KEMPE & THILL
Architecture; Profile of Firm; Design Vanguard Award 2007; Rotterdam, Netherlands; by Tracy Metz; ph. m.; p. 114-119; Dec 07; AR

KENDALL & HEATON
Museum/Art; Glass Pavilion; Toledo Museum of Art; Toledo, Ohio; by Clifford A. Pearson; ph. pl. sec.; p. 78-82; Jan 07; AR

KENNEDY & VIOLICH
Housing; Soft House; R+D Award; by Katie Gerfen; ph. ill. axon. m.; p. 82-87; Sept 07; A
Materials, Products; Smart Materials; Portable light project; by Michelle Addington; ph.; p. 160-162; Sept 07; AR

KENNERLY ARCHITECTURE
Studio; Daylight Photography Studio and Workshop; Marin County, California; by Jane F. Kolleeny; ph. pl.; p. 78-79; Feb 07; AR

KESSLER, GEORGE
City and Regional Planning; Restoring Landscapes of George Kessler; by Jane Roy Brown; ph. map pl.; p. 68-79; Sept 07; LA

ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont’d)

KESTREL DESIGN GROUP
Stormwater Management; Heritage Park Neighborhood; Minneapolis, Minnesota; by Linda McIntyre; ph. pl. dia. ill.; p. 52-63; Jan 07; LA

KETTERER, MARTHA
Recreation/Park; 24th and York Street Minipark; San Francisco, California; by Zahid Sardar; ph. pl. ref.; p. 104-109; Mar 07; LA

KGM ARCHITECTURAL LIGHTING
Office Building/Interiors; Disney Store Headquarters; Pasadena, California; by Edie Cohen; ph. pl.; p. 262-271; May 07; ID

KHALSA DESIGN
Residence; Oxford House Adaptive Reuse; Builder’s Choice Award; Newton, Massachusetts; by Kathleen Stanley; ph.; p. 108; Oct 07; B

KIERAN & TIMBERLAKE
Residence; Lobolly House; Taylor’s Island, Maryland; by Clifford A. Pearson; ph. pl. ill. sec.; p. 140-146; Apr 07; AR

Residence; Lobolly House; AIA Housing Award; Taylor’s Island, Maryland; by Christopher Kieran; ph.; p. 203; July 07; AR

School/Junior High, Middle; Sidwell Friends Middle School; Washington, District of Columbia; by Gideon Fink Shapiro; ph.; p. 48; June 07; A

School/Junior High, Middle; Sidwell Friends School Constructed Wetland; Washington, District of Columbia; by Russell Fortmeyer; ph. sec. dia. cia.; p. 149-157; July 07; AR

University/Arts Center; Sculpture Building; Yale University; New Haven, Connecticut; by Jay W. Schneider; ph.; p. 49-50; Nov 07; BD&G

University/Residential; Pieris and Davenport Colleges; Yale University; AIA Honor Award; New Haven, Connecticut; by Diana Lind; ph.; p. 146; May 07; AR

Wall; Levine Hall; University of Pennsylvania; Lightweight facade system; R+D Award; Philadelphia, Pennsylvania; by Katie Gerfen; ph. ill.; p. 74-79; Sept 07; A

Wall; Lobolly House; Lightweight facade system; R+D Award; Taylor’s Island, Maryland; by Katie Gerfen; ph. ill.; p. 74-79; Sept 07; A

Wall; Sculpture Building and Gallery; Yale University; Lightweight facade system; R+D Award; New Haven, Connecticut; by Katie Gerfen; ph. ill. dia.; p. 74-79; Sept 07; A

KILLEFER & FLAMMANG
Apartment Building; Eastern Columbia Lofts; Los Angeles, California; by Jenny Sullivan; ph.; p. 124; Nov 07; B

KIM, MIKYOUNG
Residence; Farrar Pond residence; ASLA Award winner; Lincoln, Massachusetts; by Paul Burkhardt; ph.; p. 119; July 07; LA
ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont'd)

KING & ROSELLI
University/Library; Library Extension and Reading Room; Pontifical Lateran University; Rome, Italy; by Paul Bennett; ph. pl. sec.; p. 126-131; Oct 07; AR

KIPPING, GORDON
Store/Clothing: Miyake Madison; New York, New York; by Suzanne Stephens; ph. pl.; p. 186-188; Mar 07; AR

KIRSCHENFIELD, JONATHAN
Recreation; Floating Pool; Brooklyn, New York; by Beth Broome; ph.; p. 81-82; Oct 07; AR

KITAGAWARA, ATSUSHI
Residence; Satos Residence; Tokyo, Japan; by Benjamin Budde; ph.; p. 85-88; July 07; ID

KLEIN & DYTHAM
Office Building; Offices of TBWA/Hakuhodo; Tokyo, Japan; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl. sec.; p. 78-81; Aug 07; AR

KLEINBERG, MILO
Office Building/Interiors; Offices of XE Capital Management; New York, New York; by Craig Kellogg; ph.; p. 114-118; May 07; ID

KLEINSCHMIDT, ROBERT
Exhibition, Exhibit; An Architect Collects: Robert D. Kleinschmidt and a Lifetime of Fine Arts Acquisitions; Urbana-Champaign, Illinois; by Stanley Abercrombie; ph.; p. 178-181; Apr 07; ID

KLIMENT & HALS BAND
Government Building; U.S. Post Office and Courthouse; Brooklyn, New York; by James Murdock; ph. pl. sec. ill.; p. 144-148; Mar 07; AR

KLITZNER, TARNA
Residence; Cape Town Residence; Cape Town, Higgovale, South Africa; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl. sec.; p. 84-87; June 07; AR

KNORR, DON
Residence; Scoren Residence; Woodside, California; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. 468-477; Mar 07; ID

KOEBERL, ARCHITEKTEN
Health Care, Health Center: Strahlentherapie; Allotting, Germany; by Sheila Kim-Jamet; ph.; p. 184-185; June 07; ID

KOHN, BUTLER & STEIN
Religious Building/ Temple; Temple Emanu-El Restoration; New York, New York; by Sara Hart; ph. pl. elev.; p. 150-153; June 07; AR

KOHN, PEDERSEN & FOX
Office Building; 505 Fifth Avenue Lobby and Lighting; New York, New York; by Edward Keegan; ph. pl. elev. det.; p. 61-64; Oct 07; A

KOLLAR, KAY
Residence; New Residence; Los Angeles, California; by Edie Cohen; ph. pl.; p. 290-297; Oct 07; ID

ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont'd)

KORBAN & FLAUBERT
Exhibition, Exhibit; Automatic; New York, New York; by David Sokol; ph.; p. 199; Nov 07; AR

KOSTOW & GREENWOOD
Office Building/Interiors; Mad River Offices; New York, New York; by Judith Davidson; ph.; p. S44-S48; Sept 07; ID

KPPF CONSULTING ENGINEERS
Bank; Banner Bank; Boise, Idaho; by Jeff Yoders; ph.; p. 63; Apr 07; BD&C

KRBK
Architecture; Profile of Firm; Austin, Texas; by Ingrid Spencer; ph. ill.; p. 43-44; Dec 07; AR

KRUECK & SEXTON
Apartment Building/ Interiors; 2400 Lakeview Avenue Apartments; Chicago, Illinois; by Ruth Lopez; ph.; p. 426-427; Mar 07; ID

Learning, Training Center; Spertus Institute of Jewish Studies; Chicago, Illinois; by Kristin Foster; ph.; p. 64; Oct 07; BD&C

Wall; Glass Facade; Spertus Institute of Jewish Studies; Chicago, Illinois; by David Barista; ph. ill. dia.; p. 47-53; Mar 07; BD&C

KTY GROUP
Housing; Nuevo Amanecer; Builder's Choice Award; Pajaro, California; by Sarah Whitman; ph.; p. 154; Oct 07; B

Residential Development, Speculative Housing/Townhouse; Serafina Townhouses; Mira Loma, California; by Pat Curry; ph.; pl. p. 59-62; July 07; B

Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Royal Court Affordable Housing; Builder's Choice Award; Morgan Hill, California; by Sarah Whitman; ph.; p. 104; Oct 07; B

KUBE ARCHITECTURE
Residence; 0 Place Residence; Washington, District of Columbia; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph. pl. p. 84-87; Sept 07; RA

KUKLINSKI & RAPPE
Residence; Holabird Weekend Home; Harbert, Michigan; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph. pl.; p. 58-61; June 07; RA

KUMA, KENGO
Community Center; Chokkura Plaza; Takamazawa, Japan; by Edie Cohen; elev. dia.; p. 134-135; Feb 07; ID

Health Care, Health Center; Onsen Fujiya Inn and Spa; Ginzan, Japan; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. 281-286; Apr 07; ID

Hotel; Ginzan Onsen Fujiya Hotel; Yamagata Prefecture, Obanzawa, Japan; by Clifford A. Pearson; ph. pl. sec.; p. 122-127; Sept 07; AR

Museum/Art; Suntory Museum of Art; Tokyo, Japan; by Naomi R. Pollock; ph. pl. sec.; p. 136-141; Nov 07; AR
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ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont'd)

KUNDIG, THOMAS
Studio; Skinner Studio; Seattle, Washington; by Nate Lippens; ph. iso.; p. 204-206; June 07; AR

KUROKAWA, KISHO
Museum/Art; National Art Center; Tokyo, Japan; by Robert Ivy; ph. sec. pl.; p. 142-149; Nov 07; AR

KWAN, PAYNE, MCKENNA & BLUMBERG
Museum/Art; Gardiner Museum; BW/AR Award; by Christopher Kieran; ph.; p. 100-101; Nov 07; AR

Performing Arts Center; Young Centre for the Performing Arts; BW/AR Award; by Christopher Kieran; ph. pl.; p. 92-95; Nov 07; AR

School/Special; National Ballet School of Canada; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pl. sec. map; p. 36-43; July 07; AR

School/Special; National Ballet School; by Diana Lind; ph.; p. 135; May 07; AR

KWN & HENMI
Residence; Nova House; Builder Award; by Carolyn Weber; ph. pl.; p. 136; June 07; B

KWK PROMES
Residence; House with a Capsule; AR Award; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl.; p. 84; May 07; AR

LAGRANGE, LUCIEN
Apartment Building/High Rise; Ten East Delware; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 102; Sept 07; B

LAI EN LIGHTING
Lighting; Highway Overpass at Wu Jiao Plaza; Shanghai, Yangpu District, China; by Andrew Yang; ph.; p. 170-172; Aug 07; AR

LAKE & FLATO
Recreation/Visitor Center; Government Canyon Visitor Center; Helotes, Texas; by Gideon Fink Shapiro; ph.; p. 46; June 07; A

Recreation/Visitor Center; Government Canyon Visitor Center; Helotes, Texas; by Russell Fortmeyer; ph. pl. cea; p. 149-157; July 07; AR

Recreation/Visitor Center; World Birding Center; AIA Honor Award; Mission, Texas; by Diana Lind; ph.; p. 137; May 07; AR

Recreation; Pool House; Hailey, Idaho; by Ingrid Spencer; ph. pl.; p. 140-142; Jan 07; AR

Residence; Lake Tahoe House; Lake Tahoe, Nevada; by Stephen Sharpe; pl.; p. 202-204; Oct 07; AR

Residence; Private Residence; Santa Fe, New Mexico; by Meghan Drueing; ph. pl.; p. 72-75; Sept 07; RA

ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont'd)

LAM PARTNERS
Theater; Billy Wilder Theater; Los Angeles, California; by Sarah Ameler; ph.; p. 188-189; Nov 07; AR

LAMOREUX & PAGO
School/Vocational; Worcester Technical High School; Worcester, Massachusetts; by Jay W. Schneider; ph.; p. 61; Apr 07; BD&C

LANDON, BONE & BAKER
Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Douglas Square; Builder's Choice Award; Champaign, Illinois; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph. pl.; p. 112; Oct 07; B

Residential Development, Speculative Housing; New Homes for South Chicago; Chicago, Illinois; by Jenny Sullivan; ph.; p. 140-141; July 07; B

LANDSCAPE STUDIO
Bridge; Art and Nature Park; Indianapolis Museum of Art; Indianapolis, Indiana; by Russell Fortmeyer; ph. cea ill. sec.; p. 149-157; July 07; AR

Residence; Arkansas House; RA Design Award; Johnson, Arkansas; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph. pl.; p. 93; May 07; RA

LATROBE, BENJAMIN HENRY
Religious Building/Cathedral; Basilica of the Assumption Renovation; Baltimore, Maryland; by Bradford McKee; ph. pl. elev.; p. 62-67; Feb 07; A

LE CORBUSIER
Religious Building/Chapel; Notre Dame du Haut; Ronchamp, France; by Mark M Menamin; ph.; p. 224-225; July 07; ID

Religious Building/Church; Eglise Saint-Pierre; Firminy, France; by Sheila Kim-Jamet; ph.; p. 394-395; Mar 07; ID

Religious Building/Church; Saint-Pierre Church and Art Museum; Firminy, France; by Michael Webb; ph. pl. sec. ill.; p. 62-67; Mar 07; AR

Religious Building/Church; Saint-Pierre Church; Firminy, France; by Jeffrey Kipnis; ph. ill. pl. sec.; p. 108-115, 228; June 07; AR

LEDY, MAYTUM & STACY
Apartment Building/Middle Rise; Plaza Apartments; AIA Housing Award; San Francisco, California; by Christopher Kieran; ph.; p. 206; July 07; AR

School/Private; Bay School of San Francisco; AIA Honor Award; San Francisco, California; by Diana Lind; ph.; p. 144; May 07; AR

LEE & MUNDWILER
Residence; Coconut House; Los Angeles, California; by Russell Fortmeyer; ph. pl.; p. 172-175; July 07; AR

LEEB ARCHITECTS
Residential Development, Speculative Housing/Rowhouse; Riverscape Townhomes; Portland, Oregon; by Jenny Sullivan; ph.; p. 123; Nov 07; B
ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont’d)

LEERS & WEINZAPFEL
Architect; Profile of Firm; AIA Honor Award; Boston, Massachusetts; by Jane F. Kolleeny; ph.; p. 160-163; May 07; AR

University/Theater; College Theater Renovation; Harvard University; Cambridge, Massachusetts; by Anne Hartman; ph.; p. 42-43; Sept 07; BD&C

LEGRORRETA & LEGORRETA
Hotel; Hotel la Purificadora; Puebla, Mexico; by Suzanne Stephens; ph. pl.; p. 140-145; Oct 07; AR

LEHRER ARCHITECTS
Museum/Natural History; Water and Life Museum; Hemet, California; by Jay W. Schneider; ph.; p. 38-42; Aug 07; BD&C

LEHRER, MIA
Residence; Brentwood Residence; Builder’s Choice Award; Los Angeles, California; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph.; p. 140; Oct 07; B

LEISNER, STEFFEN
Residence; 1+3=1 House; Venice, California; by Sam Lubell; ph. pl. ill.; p. 199-200; Oct 07; AR

LESCAZE, WILLIAM
Bank; Philadelphia Saving Fund Society; Philadelphia, Pennsylvania; by Donald Albrecht and Thomas Mellins; ph.; p. 345-352; Mar 07; ID

LETTUCE OFFICE
Residence; Residence Renovation; Hollywood Hills, California; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. S38-S42; Sept 07; ID

LEVI, JONATHAN
University/Landscape; Harvard Graduate Student Housing; ASLA Award winner; Cambridge, Massachusetts; by Paul Burkhardt; ph.; p. 114; July 07; LA

LEVIN & ASSOCIATES
Observatory; Exhibition Design for Griffith Observatory; Los Angeles, California; by Russell Fortmeyer; ph. elev.; p. 183; June 07; AR

Observatory; Griffith Observatory Rehabilitation; Hollywood Hills, California; ph.; p. 37-38; Sept 07; BD&C

Observatory; Griffith Observatory Restoration; Los Angeles, California; by Russell Fortmeyer; ph. pl. sec.; p. 154-158; June 07; AR

LEVIN & BETTS
Architecture; Profile of Firm; Design Vanguard Award 2007; New York, New York; by Joann Gonchar; ph. ill.; p. 74-77; Dec 07; AR

LEVITT & BERNSTEIN
Urban Design, Multi-Use Project; Brunswick Center Renovation; London, England; by Clare Melhuish; ph. pl. sec.; p. 42-48; Mar 07; ARev

ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont’d)

LEYV, STACY
Art; Science and Art in the Landscape; by Adam Regn Arvidson; ph. ref.; p. 30-41; Apr 07; LA

LEYVA & CECAS
Recreation/Park; Parque del Agua; Bucaramanga, Colombia; by Jimena Martignoni; ph. pl. ill.; p. 114-121; May 07; LA

LIBESKAND, DANIEL
Apartment Building/Low Rise; Museum Residences; RA Design Award; Denver, Colorado; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph. pl.; p. 54-55; May 07; RA

Apartment Building/Middle Rise; Museum Residences; Denver, Colorado; by Beth Broome; ph.; pl.; p. 222-225; May 07; AR

Museum/Art; Frederic C. Hamilton Building; Denver Art Museum; Denver, Colorado; by Suzanne Stephens; ph. pl. sec.; p. 84-90; Jan 07; AR

LIGHT SOURCE INTERNATIONAL
Hotel; Shangri-La Hotel and Nishimura Restaurant; Beijing, China; by Andrew Yang; ph.; p. 219-226; June 07; ID

LIGHTING DESIGN ALLIANCE
Office Building/Interiors; Exelon Headquarters; Chicago, Illinois; by No author listed; ph.; p. 59; Oct 07; BD&C

LILLEY & DADAGIAN
Residence; Vacation Home; Builder’s Choice Award; Nantucket, Massachusetts; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph.; p. 150; Oct 07; B

LIM CHANG & ROHLING
Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Sanctuary at The Estates at StoneBridge; San Diego, California; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 101; Sept 07; B

LIN, MAYA
Architecture; Critique of Maya Lin; by Philip Kennicott; ph.; p. 142,144; Feb 07; LA

Architecture; Profile of Architect; by Susan Hines; ph.; p. 110-115; Feb 07; LA

Memorial, Monument; Vietnam Veterans Memorial; AIA Honor Award; Washington, District of Columbia; by Clifford A. Pearson; ph.; p. 158-159; May 07; AR

LING, DAVID
Store/Clothing; Episode Store; Paris, France; by Judy Fayard; ph.; p. 170-175; June 07; ID

LIPSKY & ROLLET
Museum; Cristal Saint Louis Glass Museum; Saint-Louis-Les-Bitche, France; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pl. sec.; p. 48-51; Nov 07; ARev

LIQUID DESIGN
Recreation/Park; U.S. National Whitewater Center; Charlotte, North Carolina; by Tim Neville; ph. pl. sec.; p. 98-105; Sept 07; A

31
ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont’d)

LISSONI ASSOCIATI
Store/Clothing; Elie Tahari Store; East Hampton, New York; by Alejandro Saralegui; ph. pl.; p. 302-311; Sept 07; ID

LIVINGHOMES
Residence; Z6 House; Santa Monica, California; by Gideon Fink Shapiro; ph.; p. 48; June 07; A

LLAMATA & BERTHIER
Art Gallery; Bernar Venet Residence and Gallery; Le Muy, France; by Lanie Goodman; ph.; p. 162-171; Feb 07; ID

LMN
Museum/Art; Seattle Art Museum; Seattle, Washington; by Jeff Yoders; ph. pl.; p. 30-33; Aug 07; BD&C

L’OBSERVATOIRE INTERNATIONAL
Lighting; Sabine-to-Bagby Promenade; Houston, Texas; by David Sokol; ph.; p. 285-286; May 07; AR
Museum/Art; Chandeliers at Musee des Arts Decoratifs; Paris, France; by Judy Faylor; ph.; p. 328-333; Nov 07; ID
Plaza; Columbus Circle; New York, New York; by Linda McIntyre; ph. pl. iso. det. m. ill. sec.; p. 90-101; Jan 07; LA

LOHAN, DIRK
Architecture; Profile of Architect; by Katie Gerfen; ph.; p. 88-91; Sept 07; A

LOMONT, MICHAEL
Residence; East End Retreat; Sagaponack, New York; by Jenny Sullivan; ph. pl.; p. 106-107; Mar 07; B

LOOM
Masonry; 12 Blocks; R+D Award; by Katie Gerfen; ph.; p. 88-91; Sept 07; A

LOONEY, RICKS & KISS
Apartment Building; Gables Upper Kirby Lofts; Builder’s Choice Award; Houston, Texas; by Jenny Sullivan; ph.; p. 156; Oct 07; B
Residence; Kinsley Place; Builder’s Choice Award; DeLand, Florida; by Jenny Sullivan; ph. pl.; p. 152; Oct 07; B
Residence; Laplante Residence; Builder’s Choice Award; Rosemary Beach, Florida; by Jenny Sullivan; ph. pl.; p. 124; Oct 07; B
Residence; Tucker Bayou; Builder’s Choice Award; WaterSound, Florida; by Jenny Sullivan; ph. pl.; p. 118; Oct 07; B
Urban Design, Multi-Use Project; The Mercado; Builder’s Choice Award; Rosemary Beach, Florida; by Jenny Sullivan; ph. pl.; p. 84-86; Oct 07; B

LORD, AECK & SARMENT
Apartment Building; Box Factory Lofts; Ybor City, Florida; by Peter Fabris; ph.; p. 30-32; Sept 07; BD&C
City and Regional Planning; Belt Line Master Plan; Atlanta, Georgia; by Mimi Zeiger; ph. map; p. 55-58; Oct 07; A

ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont’d)

LORD, JAMES A.
Garden; Erman Residence Garden; ASLA Award winner; San Francisco, California; by Paul Burkhardt; ph.; p. 117; July 07; LA

LRM
University/Residential; UCLA Southwest Campus Housing; Builder’s Choice Award; Los Angeles, California; by Jenny Sullivan; ph. pl.; p. 122; Oct 07; B

LUBRANO & CIAVARRA
Apartment Building/Interiors; Apartment Renovation; New York, New York; by Kimberly Goad; ph.; p. S5-S8; Sept 07; ID

LUM, JOHN
Apartment Building/Interiors; Live/Work Space; San Francisco, California; by Elizabeth Blish Hughes; ph.; p. S13-S16; Sept 07; ID

LUMEN ARCHITECTURE
Restaurant; P’ong Restaurant; New York, New York; by Dan Shaw; ph.; p. 66-68; July 07; ID

LUNDBERG DESIGN
Residence; Town House; San Francisco, California; by Edie Cohen; ph. pl.; p. 160-189; Feb 07; ID

LUTSKO, RON
Garden; Manor House Garden; Hillsborough, California; by Zahid Sardar; ph. pl.; p. 100-103; July 07; LA

LWINDESIGN
Lighting; Profile of Designer; by David Sokol; ph.; p. 164-166; Feb 07; AR

MACHADO & SILVETTI
Museum/Art; Provincetown Art Association and Museum; Provincetown, Massachusetts; by John Gendall; ph. pl.; p. 102-107; Mar 07; AR

MADDOX, EVA
Showroom; Haworth Chicago Showroom; AIA Honor Award; Chicago, Illinois; by Diana Lind; ph.; p. 140; May 07; AR

MAHLUM ARCHITECTS
School/Elementary; Rosa Parks Elementary School; Remond, Washington; by Joann Gonchar; ph. pl.; p. 136-139; July 07; AR

MAI DESIGN GROUP
Recreation/Recreation Center; Pronghorn Clubhouse; Builder’s Choice Award; Bend, Oregon; by Cheryl Weber; ph.; p. 146; Oct 07; B

MAKE ARCHITECTS
Kiosk; St. Paul’s Cathedral Kiosk; London, England; by Rob Gregory; ph. ill. sec.; p. 34; Jan 07; ARev

MAKEKA DESIGN LAB
Government Building; Police Station; Cape Town, South Africa; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pl. sec.; p. 60-63; June 07; ARev
ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont'd)

MAKI, FUMIHIKO
University/Arts Center; Sam Fox Arts Center; Washington University; St. Louis, Missouri; by Robert Ivy; ph. pl.; p. 104-111; Oct 07; AR

MALTZAN, MICHAEL
Residence; Pittman Dowell Residence; P/A Award; La Crescenta, California; by Katie Gerfen; ph. m. pl.; p. 64-69; Jan 07; A
Theater; Billy Wilder Theater; Los Angeles, California; by Sarah Amelar; ph.; p. 188-189; Nov 07; AR

MANDRUP, DORTE
Residence; Summerhouse; AR Award; Joerlunde, Denmark; by Rob Gregory; ph.; p. 86; May 07; ARev

MANIS, TINA
Architecture; Profile of Architect; New York, New York; by Diana Lind; ph. ill.; p. 51-52; Mar 07; AR

MANRIQUE, CESAR
Residence; Fundacion Cesar Manrique; Lanzarote, Spain; by Sheila Kim-Jamet; ph.; p. 392-393; Mar 07; ID

MANSFIELD, R. DOUGLAS
Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Atrium at EastLake Vistas; Chula Vista, California; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 97; Mar 07; B

MANSILLA & TUNON
Museum/Science, Technology; Automotive Museum; Torrejon de la Calzida, Spain; by Catherine Slessor; pl. ill. sec.; p. 36-37; Jan 07; ARev

MARINO, PETER
Store/Clothing; Louis Vuitton Landmark; AIA Honor Award; Hong Kong; by Diana Lind; ph.; p. 138; May 07; AR

MARISCAL, SEBASTIAN
Architecture; Profile of Architect; Design Vanguard Award 2007; San Diego, California; by David Sokol; ph. ill.; p. 96-101; Dec 07; AR

MARKS & BARFIELD
Observatory; Brighton Eye Observation Tower; Brighton, England; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl. ill.; p. 79; Jan 07; ARev

MARMOL & RADZINER
Residence; Glencoe Residence and Landscape; Los Angeles, California; by Susan Hines; ph. pl.; p. 36-43; July 07; LA
Residence; Horizon Residence and Landscape; Los Angeles, California; by Susan Hines; ph. pl.; p. 36-43; July 07; LA

MARTS, SAM
Residential Development, Speculative Housing; New Homes for South Chicago; Chicago, Illinois; by Jenny Sullivan; ph.; p. 140-141; July 07; B

MASS ARCHITECTURE & DESIGN
Office Building/Interiors; Buck Headquarters; Los Angeles, California; by Kathryn Harris; ph.; p. 248-249; May 07; ID

ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont’d)

MATHAROO ASSOCIATES
Residence; Patel Residence; AR Award; Ahmedabad, Gujarat, India; by No author listed; ph. sec.; p. 82; May 07; ARev

MATSUMITA ELECTRIC WORKS
Restaurant; Kimukatsu Restaurant; Tokyo, Japan; by Sheila Kim-Jamet; ph.; p. 168-170; May 07; ID

MAURER, INGO
Interior Design; Interior Design Hall of Fame; by Julie V. Iovine; ph.; p. S16-S20; Dec 07; ID

MAVER, H., JURGEN
Recreation/Park; Science Park and Exhibition Center; Nordborg, Denmark; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pl. ill.; p. 62-63; Dec 07; ARev
University/Dining Hall; Cafeteria; Universitat Karlsruhe; Karlsruhe, Germany; by Gisela Williams-Kramer; ph. pl. sec.; p. 294-301; May 07; ID

MAYEUR/REED
Garden; Oregon Garden; Silverton, Oregon; by Adam Regn Arvidson; ph.; p. 32-42; Jan 07; LA

MBM
City and Regional Planning; A Vision for Plymouth; Plymouth, England; by Jeremy Gould; ph. pl. dia. ill.; p. 78-83; Mar 07; ARev

MCASLAN, JOHN
Performing Arts Center; Roundhouse Restoration; London, England; by Sarah Amelar; ph. pl. sec.; p. 122-127; June 07; AR

MCCLULLOUGH & MULVIN
Cultural Center; The Source Cultural Center; Thurles, Ireland; by Raymond Ryan; ph. pl. sec.; p. 58-63; Oct 07; ARev

MCDONOUGH, WILLIAM
Architecture; The Next Industrial Revolution; Interview with William McDonough; by Andrea Dean; ph.; p. 82-88; Mar 07; AR

MCINTURFF ARCHITECTS
Apartment Building; 1247 Wisconsin Lofts; Builder's Choice Award; Washington, District of Columbia; by Jenny Sullivan; ph.; p. 132; Oct 07; B

Urban Design, Multi-Use Project; 1247 Wisconsin Avenue; AIA Housing Award; Washington, District of Columbia; by Christopher Kieran; ph.; p. 204; July 07; AR

MCKAY LANDSCAPE
Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Douglas Square; Builder's Choice Award; Champaign, Illinois; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph. pl.; p. 112; Oct 07; B

MCKIM, MEAD & WHITE
Museum/Art; Metropolitan Museum of Art; Greek and Roman Galleries; New York, New York; by Beth Broome; ph.; p. 79-80; June 07; AR
ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont’d)

MCKINLEY & ASSOCIATES
Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Saguaro at Windwalk; Chula Vista, California; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 124; May 07; B

MCKINLEY, ROBERT
Bar; Goldbar; New York, New York; by Dan Shaw; ph.; p. 186-187; Apr 07; ID

MCMILLAN & SMITH
Office Building; Hubbell Lighting Headquarters; BW/AR Award; Greenville, South Carolina; by Christopher Kieran; ph.; p. 110-112; Nov 07; AR

University/Residential; Wofford College Housing Village; Builder’s Choice Award; Spartanburg, South Carolina; by Pat Curry; ph.; p. 142; Oct 07; B

MEAD & HUNT
Airport; McNary Field Modular Terminal; Salem, Oregon; by David Barista; pl. ill.; p. 76-77; Apr 07; BD&C

MECANOO ARCHITECTS
Apartment Building/High Rise; Montevideo Tower; Rotterdam, Netherlands; by Penelope Dean; ph. pl. sec. det.; p. 150; Aug 07; AR

Performing Arts Center; National Performing Arts Center; Kaohsiung, Taiwan; by Rob Gregory; ill. sec.; p. 31; May 07; ARev

MEIER, RICHARD
Apartment Building/High Rise; 165 Charles Street; New York, New York; by Sarah Amelar; ph. pl.; p. 218-221; May 07; AR

Arts Center; History of Des Moines Art Center; Des Moines, Iowa; by Jason Alread and Thomas Leslie; ph. pl. m. axon. ref.; p. 35-46; Nov 07; JAE

MEJ
Parking, Garage; Roddy/Bale Garage; RA Design Award; Bellevue, Washington; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph. pl.; p. 94-95; May 07; RA

MELCHER, KATHERINE
Recreation/Playground; Community Playground; Moo Ban Nua, Thailand; by Katherine Melcher; ph. ref. pl.; p. 40-53; June 07; LA

MERZ, HG
Museum; Station Z Museum; Vacuum-formed facade; Sachsenhausen, Germany; by Russell Fortmeyer; ph.; p. 150; Feb 07; AR

METROPOLITAN ARCHITECTS
Government Building; Census Bureau Headquarters; Suitland, Maryland; by David Barista; ph. det. axon.; p. 66-74; May 07; BD&C

MEYER & DAVIS
Restaurant; Boqueria Restaurant; New York, New York; by Marc Kristal; ph.; p. 68-70; Jan 07; ID

MGM
Theater; Theater; Nijar, Spain; by Catherine Siessler; ph. pl. sec.; p. 66-69; July 07; ARev

ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont’d)

MIES VAN DER ROHE, LUDWIG
Apartment Building/Interiors; 2400 Lakeview Avenue Apartments; Chicago, Illinois; by Ruth Lopez; ph.; p. 426-427; Mar 07; ID

Plaza; Federal Center Plaza; Chicago, Illinois; by Ruth Lopez; ph.; p. 422; Mar 07; ID

MILHAZES, BEATRIZ
Store; Taschen Bookstore; New York, New York; by Aric Chen; ph.; p. 188-193; Aug 07; ID

MILLER & HULL
Apartment Building/High Rise; 156 West Superior Residences; Chicago, Illinois; by Blair Kamin; ph. pl. sec.; p. 226-229; May 07; AR

Apartment Building/Middle Rise; 156 West Superior; AIA Housing Award; Chicago, Illinois; by Christopher Kieran; ph.; p. 205; July 07; AR

Learning, Training Center; TAF Community Learning Center; Seattle, Washington; by Mimi Zeiger; ill.; p. 84; May 07; A

Parking, Garage; Roddy/Bale Garage; RA Design Award; Bellevue, Washington; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph. pl.; p. 94-95; May 07; RA

Residence; Lake Washington Residence; Mercer Island, Washington; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph. pl.; p. 53-55; Mar 07; RA

MINARC
Kitchen; Kitchen/Bath Renovation; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. 155-158; Oct 07; ID

Residence; House Renovation; Los Angeles, California; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. 162-169; June 07; ID

Residence; House Renovation; Los Angeles, California; by Sheila Kim-Jamet; ph.; p. 162-164; May 07; ID

MISZEWSKI, VAN DER MERWE
Residence; Cape Town Residence; Cape Town, Higgovale, South Africa; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl. sec.; p. 84-87; June 07; ARev

MITCHELL & GIURGOLA
Memorial, Monument; Franklin D. Roosevelt Memorial; New York, New York; by James Murdock; ph. ill.; p. 33; July 07; AR

MITCHELL & MATTHEWS
Apartment Building/Low Rise; Wertland Square; Builder’s Choice Award; Charlottesville, Virginia; by Kathleen Stanley; ph.; p. 106; Oct 07; B

MITCHELL PARTNERSHIP, DAVID H.
Bathroom; Old Dominion Showhouse Bathroom; Builder Award; McLean, Virginia; by Jenny Sullivan; ph. pl.; p. 228-229; May 07; B

MITCHELL WALL & ASSOCIATES
Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Charlestowne Entry-Level Homes; St. Charles, Missouri; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 136; Feb 07; B
ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont'd)

MITHUN PARTNERS
Residential Development, Speculative Housing; High Point Community; AIA/HUD Award; Seattle, Washington; by Christopher Kieran; ph.: p. 208; July 07; AR

MITHUN PARTNERS
Residential Development, Speculative Housing; High Point; Builder Award; Seattle, Washington; by Kathleen Stanley; ph.: pl.; p. 126-127; June 07; B

MITHUN PARTNERS
Residential Development, Speculative Housing; High Point Community; AIA Housing Award; Seattle, Washington; by Christopher Kieran; ph.: p. 204; July 07; AR

MKTHINK
University; Child Development Center; City College; San Francisco, California; by David Barista; ill.; p. 75; Apr 07; BD&C

MODULORBEAT
Art Gallery; Sculpture Pavilion; Munster, Germany; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pl. sec.; p. 52-53; Nov 07; AR

MOEDE, VIRGINIA
Residence; Himmelhaus; Venice, California; by Michael Webb; ph. pl. sec.; p. 64-66; May 07; ARev

MOL, CASPAR
Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Carneros Inn; AIA Honor Award; Napa, California; by Diana Lind; ph.; p. 156; May 07; AR

MOLLER, TERESA
Recreation/Park; Park of the Point; Zapallar, Chile; by Jimena Martignoni; ph. ill. map; p. 78-82; Aug 07; LA

PARKER DESIGN
Hotel; Westin Hotel; Minneapolis, Minnesota; by Jeff Yoders; ph.; p. 59; Sept 07; BD&C

MONEO, RAFAEL
Museum; Roman Theatre Museum; Cartagena, Spain; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pl. sec. m.; p. 39; Jan 07; ARev

MONTALBA, DAVID
Architecture; Profile of Architect; Los Angeles, California; by Ingrid Spencer; ph. ill.; p. 67-68; May 07; AR

MOONYU CHO+GAA
Architecture; Profile of Firm; Design Vanguard Award 2007; Seoul, Korea; by Clifford A. Pearson; ph. ill.; p. 86-91; Dec 07; AR

MOORE ARCHITECTS
Parking, Garage; Cherry Street Garage; Builder's Choice Award; Falls Church, Virginia; by Kathleen Stanley; ph.; p. 164; Oct 07; B

ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont'd)

MOORE ARCHITECTS (cont'd)
Residence; 2909 Remodel; Builder's Choice Award; Washington, District of Columbia; by Kathleen Stanley; ph.: p. 138; Oct 07; B

MOORE, JOEB
Architecture; Profile of Architect; 2007 Leadership Award; Greenwich, Connecticut; by Cheryl Weber; ph.; p. 60-63; Nov 07; RA

MOORE, RUBLE & YUDELL
Office Building/Interiors; Maguire Properties Headquarters; Santa Monica, California; by Edie Cohen; ph. pl.; p. 154-161; Feb 07; ID

MOORHEAD & MOORHEAD
Religious Building/Chapel; Mobile Chapel; by David Sokol; ph.; p. 71-72; Aug 07; AR

MOORHEAD, RICHARD
Religious Building/Chapel; Mobile Chapel; by David Sokol; ph.; p. 71-72; Aug 07; AR

MORANES & KEESEE
Residence; Builder 2007 Show Home; Orlando, Florida; by Jenny Sullivan; ph. pl.; p. 142-192; Feb 07; B

MORIYAMA & TESHIMA
University/Religious Building; Multifamily Centre for Spiritual Study; University of Toronto; Toronto, Canada; by Jenna M. Mc Knight; ph.; p. 194-195; Nov 07; AR

MORPHOSIS
Government Building; Federal Building; San Francisco, California; by Brian Carter; ph. pl. sec.; p. 42-51; Apr 07; ARev

Government Building; San Francisco Federal Building; San Francisco, California; by Ron Nyren; ph.; p. 287; July 07; ID

Government Building; U.S. Federal Building; San Francisco, California; by Joann Gonchar; ph. pl. pers. sec. dia.; p. 96-105; Aug 07; AR

Government Building; Wayne L. Morse U.S. Courthouse; Eugene, Oregon; by Gideon Fink Shapiro; ph.; p. 46; June 07; A

Government Building; Wayne Lyman Morse U.S. Courthouse; Eugene, Oregon; by Clifford A. Pearson; ph. pl. sec.; p. 94-101; Mar 07; AR

School/Elementary; Science Center School; AIA Honor Award; Los Angeles, California; by Diana Lind; ph.; p. 134; May 07; AR

MORRISON, DARRELL
Landscape Restoration; Visitor's Garden and Prairie Restoration; University of Wisconsin; Madison, Wisconsin; by Mary Myers; ph. pl.; p. 76-85; Feb 07; LA

MOSS, ERIC OWEN
Industrial Building; Warehouse Roof Top Addition; Culver City, California; by Vernon Mays; ph. pl. dia. elev. det. iso. ill.; p. 70-79; Dec 07; A

MOSS, MURRAY
Interior Design; Interior Design Hall of Fame; by Stephen Treffinger; ph.; p. S40-S44; Dec 07; ID
ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont'd)

MOUDIS, TED
Office Building/Interiors; Coty Offices; New York, New York; by Rineke Van Duyzen; ph.; p. 140-144; Sept 07; ID

MR ARCHITECTURE
Office Building/Interiors; Offices of MR Architecture; New York, New York; by Mark McMenamin; ph.; p. 280-283; Sept 07; ID

Store/Clothing; Trina Turk Boutique; New York, New York; by Heathier Hodson; ph.; p. 66-70; Apr 07; ID

MULLER & MULLER
Recreation/Park; Millennium Park Bicycle Station; Chicago, Illinois; by David Barista; ph.; p. 37-38; Oct 07; BD&C

MULVANNYG2
Government Building; Redmond City Hall; Redmond, Washington; by Randy Gragg; ph. pl.; p. 136-139; Mar 07; AR

MUNOZ, KATHLEEN
Residence; Hill Country Residence; Whitney, Texas; by Amy Prince; ph.; p. S35-S38; Apr 07; ID

MURPHY & JAHN
Airport; Suvarnabhumi Airport; Beijing, China; by John Morris Dixon; ph. pl. sec.; p. 108-116; Aug 07; AR

MUSE STEPHEN
Architecture; Profile of Architect; 2007 Leadership Award; Bethesda, Maryland; by Cheryl Weber; ph.; p. 56-59; Nov 07; RA

MY STUDIO
Entrance; 1110 Vermont Avenue; Low Rez Hi Fi Installation; Washington, District of Columbia; by Charles Linn; ph.; p. 190-192; Nov 07; AR

NAGAISHI ARCHITECTURE
Store/Clothing; Louis Vuitton Boutique; Nagoya, Japan; by Christine Schwartz Hartley; ph.; p. 232-239; Apr 07; ID

NAGLE, HARRTAY, DANKER, KAGAN, MCKAY & PENNEY
Religious Building/Chapel; St. Mary of the Springs; AIA Honor Award; Columbus, Ohio; by Diana Lind; ph.; p. 143; May 07; AR

NAKAMURA, RYUJI
Store; Jin's Global Standard Eyeglass Boutique; Chiba, Nagareyama, Japan; by Naomi Pollock; ph.; p. 112-117; Sept 07; AR

NAKASHIMA, MIRA
Furniture, Furnishings; Profile of Designer; by Eddie Cohen; pl.; p. 302-304; Mar 07; ID

NAKAYAMA, HIDEYUKI
Residence; Residence; AR Award; Nagano, Japan; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl. sec.; p. 79; May 07; AR

NARCHITECTS
Apartment Building/Interiors; Loft Renovation; New York, New York; by Marc Kristal; ph.; p. 179-182; Sept 07; ID

ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont'd)

NARCHITECTS (cont'd)

Exhibition, Exhibit; Wind Shape; Lacoste, France; by John Gendall; ph.; p. 69-70; Feb 07; AR

NASRALLAH, MARK
Deck; Deco House, Lake Butler Sound; Deck railing; Builder's Choice Award; Windermere, Florida; by Sola Ayeni-Blu; ph.; p. 166; Oct 07; B

NATIONAL PARK SERVICE
Landscape Restoration; Restoration of Giant Forest; ASLA Award winner; Sequoia National Park, California; by Paul Burkhardt; ph.; p. 113; July 07; LA

NAWA, KENJI
Residence; Residence; AR Award; Nagano, Japan; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl. sec.; p. 79; May 07; AR

NBBJ
Bank; Washington Mutual Bank; Convemtional roof garden; Seattle, Washington; by Linda McIntyre; ph. pl. elev.; p. 94-101; Nov 07; LA

Museum/Art; Seattle Art Museum; Seattle, Washington; by Jeff Yoders; ph. pl.; p. 30-33; Aug 07; BD&C

Office Building; 223 Yale at Alley24; Seattle, Washington; by Randy Gragg; ph. pl.; p. 110-113; Jan 07; AR

Plaza; County Administrative Building and Plaza; Everett, Washington; by Mark Hinshaw; ph. ill. sec.; p. 44-51; Jan 07; LA

University/Research Facility, Laboratory; Calit2; University of California, San Diego; San Diego, California; by Joseph Giovannini; ph. pl.; p. 134-138; Dec 07; AR

Urban Design, Multi-Use Project; Alley24 Mixed-Use Block; Seattle, Washington; by Justin Henderson; ph. pl.; p. 238-249; July 07; ID

NELSON, BYRD & WOLTZ
Zoo; National Zoo Asia Trail; Washington, District of Columbia; by Linda McIntyre; ph. sec. ill. pl.; p. 126-137; July 07; LA

NEO LIGHT
Bridge; Langeais Suspension Bridge Lighting; Langeais, France; by Robert Such; ph.; p. 179; Aug 07; AR

NEVELSON, LOUISE
Art; 200 West Madison Street Winter Garden; Chicago, Illinois; by Ruth Lopez; ph.; p. 432-433; Mar 07; ID

NEVUE & NGAN
Office Building/Landscape; Fish & Wildlife Forensics Laboratory Landscape; Ashland, Oregon; by Michael Murphy and Laura Murphy; pl.; p. 48-52; Dec 07; LA

NEW URBAN BUILDERS
Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Parkview; Redding, California; by Jenny Sullivan; ph. pl.; p. 118; Aug 07; B
ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont'd)

NEWMAN, GARRISON & GILMOuir
Residential Development; Speculative Housing; Serramem at La Mesa; La Mesa, California; by Pat Curry; ph. pl.; p. 53-56; Oct 07; B
University/Research Facility, Laboratory; Calit2; University of California, San Diego; San Diego, California; by Joseph Giovannini; ph. pl.; p. 134-138; Dec 07; AR

NGHIA, VO TRONG
Restaurant; Wind and Water Cafe; Binh Duong, Vietnam; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl. elev.; p. 81; Dec 07; ARev

NICHOLAS, BUDD & DUTTON
Residence; New Residence; Los Angeles, California; by Edie Cohen; ph. pl.; p. 290-297; Oct 07; ID

NICOSIA MASTER PLAN TEAM
City and Regional Planning; Rehabilitation of Walled City; Aga Khan Award; Nicosia, Cyprus; by Chris Abel; ph. pl.; p. 73; Nov 07; ARev

NIEMEYER, OSCAR
Theater; Teatro Popular; Niteroi, Brazil; by Till Wohler; ph.; p. 31; Dec 07; ARev

NIKKEN SEKKEI
Museum/Art; Suntory Museum of Art; Tokyo, Japan; by Naomi R. Pollock; ph. pl. sec.; p. 136-141; Nov 07; AR
Museum; 21_21 Design Sight; Tokyo, Japan; by Naomi R. Pollock; ph. pl. sec. ill.; p. 130-135; Nov 07; AR

NISHIZAWA, RYUE
Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Six Houses; Tokyo, Japan; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl.; p. 40-45; Aug 07; ARev

NMDA
Office Building/Interiors; Endeavor Talent Agency; AIA Honor Award; Beverly Hills, California; by Diana Lind; ph.; p. 142; May 07; AR

NOMERIO & WOLFF
School; Inkwunkezi Secondary School; Cape Town, Du Noon, South Africa; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pl. sec.; p. 54-57; June 07; ARev
School; Usasazo Secondary School; Cape Town, Khayelitsha, South Africa; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pl. sec.; p. 58-59; June 07; ARev

NONDESIGNS
Exhibition, Exhibit; Materials & Applications; Bubbles; Los Angeles, California; by David Sokol; ph.; p. 25; Feb 07; AR

ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont'd)

NORIEGA-ORTIZ, BENJAMIN
Hotel; Mondrian Scottsdale Resort; Scottsdale, Arizona; by C. C. Sullivan; ph.; p. 206-214; June 07; ID

NOUVEL, JEAN
Museum/Art; Musee Du Quai Branly; Paris, France; by Joann Gonchar; ph. pl. sec.; p. 86-95; Feb 07; AR
Wall; Musee du Quai Branly; Living wall system; Paris, France; by Joann Gonchar; ph.; p. 149; Feb 07; AR

NOVEMBRE, FABIO
Showroom; Meltin' Pot American Headquarters and Showroom; New York, New York; by Raul Barreneche; ph. pl.; p. 226-231; Apr 07; ID

OBR ARCHITETTI ASSOCIATI
Museum/Science, Technology; Museum of Pitagora; Crotone, Italy; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl.; p. 79; Dec 07; ARev

OBSCURA
Interior Design; Profile of Firm; by Alastair Gordon; ph.; p. 354-360; Mar 07; ID

O'DONNELL & TUOMEY
Housing; Social Housing; Dublin, Ireland; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pl. ill.; p. 69; Jan 07; ARev

OFFICE DA
Architecture; Profile of Firm; by Vernon Mays; ph. pl. ill.; p. 70-77; June 07; A
Art; Voromuro Installation; Boston, Massachusetts; by John Gendall; ph.; p. 102-106; Sept 07; AR
Library; Fleet Library Renovation; Rhode Island School of Design; Providence, Rhode Island; by Clifford A. Pearson; ph. pl. ill.; p. 200-203; June 07; AR
Recreation/Sports Facility; Kuwait Sports Shooting Club; Kuwait City, Kuwait; by Katie Gerfen; ph. pl. ill. sec.; p. 70-75; Jan 07; A
University/Library; Fleet Library Renovation; Rhode Island School of Design; Providence, Rhode Island; by David Barista; ph.; p. 63-64; Sept 07; BD&C

OFIS ARCHITECTS
Recreation/Sports Facility; Football Stadium; Maribor, Slovenia; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pl. elev.; p. 59; Jan 07; ARev

OGAWA, HIRONAKA
Restaurant; Kimukatsu Restaurant; Tokyo, Japan; by Sheila Kim-Jamet; ph.; p. 168-170; May 07; ID

OGRYDZIAK & PRILLINGER
Bathroom; Bathroom Renovation; —, California; by Diana Lind; ph.; p. 198; July 07; AR

O'HERLIHY, LORCAN
Residence; Sherman House; Mill Valley, California; by Michael Webb; ph. pl. sec.; p. 84-87; Feb 07; ARev
ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont’d)

OLBERDING, LIZ
Bathroom; Kelly Bathroom; Parkdale, Oregon; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph. pl.; p. 26; Nov 07; RA
Kitchen; Kelly Kitchen; Parkdale, Oregon; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph. pl.; p. 24-25; Nov 07; RA

OLIN PARTNERSHIP
Plaza; Columbus Circle; New York, New York; by Linda McIntyre; ph. pl. iso. det. m. ill. sec.; p. 90-101; Jan 07; LA
Recreation/Park; The Presidio; San Francisco, California; by Marilyn Clemens; ph. pl. ill.; p. 108-119; Sept 07; LA

OLO STUDIO
Apartment Building/Interiors; Brooklyn Loft; Brooklyn, New York; by Amy Young; ph.; p. 201-204; Sept 07; ID

OLSON, SUNDBERG, KUNDIG & ALLEN
Residence; Delta Shelter; AIA Housing Award; Winthrop, Washington; by Christopher Kieran; ph.; p. 203; July 07; AR
Residence; Tye River Cabin; AIA Housing Award; Skykomish, Washington; by Christopher Kieran; ph.; p. 203; July 07; AR
Studio; Artist’s Studio; RA Design Award; Seattle, Washington; by Cheryl Weber; ph. iso.; p. 104-105; May 07; RA

OMA
Museum/Art; Museum of Contemporary Art; Riga, Latvia; by Rob Gregory; ill. sec.; p. 40-41; Jan 07; AR

OMNIPLAN
Shopping Center; Galleria Dallas; Dallas, Texas; by David Dillon; ph. pl.; p. 128-131; Feb 07; AR

OOSTERHUIS_LENARD
Highway; Sound Barrier; Utrecht, Netherlands; by Beth Broome; ph.; p. 53-54; Jan 07; AR

OPEN SPACE SEATTLE 2100 COALITION
City and Regional Planning; Open Space Seattle 2100; ASLA Award winner; Seattle, Washington; by Paul Burkhardt; ill.; p. 123; July 07; LA

OSLUND ASSOCIATES
University/Landscape; Swenson Science Building Landscape; University of Minnesota; ASLA Award winner; Duluth, Minnesota; by Paul Burkhardt; ph.; p. 113; July 07; LA

OTTEN, KATE
Museum; Memorial Museum; Johannesburg, South Africa; by Hannah Le Roux; ph. pl. sec.; p. 48-53; June 07; AR

OUBRERIE, JOSE
Religious Building/Church; Eglise Saint-Pierre; Firminy, France; by Sheila Kim-Jamet; ph.; p. 394-395; Mar 07; ID
Religious Building/Church; Saint-Pierre Church and Art Museum; Firminy, France; by Michael Webb; ph. pl. sec. ill.; p. 62-67; Mar 07; AR

ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont’d)

OUBRERIE, JOSE (cont’d)
Religious Building/Church; Saint-Pierre Church; Firminy, France; by Jeffrey Kipnis; ph. ill. pl. sec.; p. 108-115, 228; June 07; AR

OWPP
Hospital; Prentice Women’s Hospital; Chicago, Illinois; by Robert Cassidy; ph.; p. 71-72; Oct 07; BD&C

OYLER & WU
Architecture; Profile of Firm; Los Angeles, California; by Ingrid Spencer; ph. m.; p. 63-64; Oct 07; AR

PAGE, SOUTHERLAND & PAGE
Apartment Building; Austin City Lofts; Austin, Texas; by Robert Cassidy; ph.; p. 65; Jan 07; BD&C

PAINE, ROXY
Art; Stainless-Steel Tree Sculpture; New York, New York; by Howard Halle; ph.; p. 140-141; June 07; ID

PALI & FEKETE
Museum/Art; Museum of Design Art and Architecture; Culver City, California; by Russell Fortmeyer; pl. sec.; p. 96-101; Feb 07; AR
Residence; Oshry Residence; RA Design Award; Bel Air, California; by Cheryl Weber; ph. pl.; p. 79; May 07; RA
Urban Design, Multi-Use Project; Washington Building; Culver City, California; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph.; p. 144; May 07; RA

PANTON, VERNER
Office Building/Interiors; Spiegel Canteen; Hamburg, Germany; by Sheila Kim-Jamet; ph.; p. 388-389; Mar 07; ID

PAPPAGEORGE & HAYMES
Residential Development, Speculative Housing; University Commons; Builder’s Choice Award; Chicago, Illinois; by Cheryl Weber; ph.; p. 102-103; Oct 07; B
Urban Design, Multi-Use Project; The Glen Town Center; Builder’s Choice Award; Glenview, Illinois; by Cheryl Weber; ph. pl.; p. 126; Oct 07; B

PARALLEL DESIGN
Hotel; Omnia Hotel; Zermatt, Switzerland; by Fred A. Bernstein; ph.; p. 168-177; Jan 07; ID
Hotel; Omnia; Zermatt, Switzerland; by Annie Block; ph.; p. 88-89; Dec 07; ID

PARK LANDSCAPE SERVICES
Apartment Building/Low Rise; Element Atlantic Station; Atlanta, Georgia; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 102; Sept 07; B

PARKER & RODRIGUEZ
Urban Design, Multi-Use Project; Heronford Village; Builder’s Choice Award; Fort Belvoir, Virginia; by Pat Curry; ph.; p. 148; Oct 07; B
ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont'd)

PARSONS & BRINKERHOFF
Watershed; Lower Howard's Creek Corridor; ASLA Award winner; Clark County, Kentucky; by Paul Burkhardt; map; p. 123; July 07; LA

PARTNERS BY DESIGN
Store; Fanzone Store; Rotating wall displays; Boston, Massachusetts; by Jeff Yoders; ph. ill.; p. 46-47; Feb 07; BD&C

PASCAL ARQUITECTOS
Religious Building; Meditation House; Mexico; City, Mexico; by Deborah Wilk; ph.; p. 118-119; Dec 07; ID

PATE, MILTON
Health Care, Health Center; Silver Rain Spa at Ritz-Carlton Hotel; Grand Cayman, Cayman Islands; by Sheila Kim-Jamet; ph.; p. 186-188; May 07; ID

PAULO, DAVID
Arts Center; Casa das Mudas Centro das Artes; Madeira, Portugal; by David Cohn; ph. pl. sec.; p. 192-201; May 07; AR

PAWSON, JOHN
Bridge; The Sackler Crossing; Royal Botanic Gardens; London, England; by David Sadghian; ph.; p. 205; Nov 07; AR

Religious Building/Monastery; Our Lady of Novy Dvur; Bohemia, Czech Republic; by Joanna Gonchar; ph. pl. sec.; p. 132-137; Sept 07; AR

PEARCE, MICK
Government Building; Council House No. 2; Melbourne City Council offices; Melbourne, Australia; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pl. sec.; p. 72-75; Apr 07; AR

PEG
Architecture; Profile of Firm; Ann Arbor, Michigan; by Ingrid Spencer; ph. ill.; p. 41-42; Feb 07; AR

PEI PARTNERSHIP
Museum/Art; Suzhou Museum; Suzhou, China; by Robert Ivy; ph. pl. sec.; p. 186-191; May 07; AR

PEI, I.M.
Arts Center; History of Des Moines Art Center; Des Moines, Iowa; by Jason Alread and Thomas Leslie; ph. pl. m. axon. ref.; p. 35-46; Nov 07; JAE

Museum/Art; Suzhou Museum; Suzhou, China; by Robert Ivy; ph. pl. sec.; p. 186-191; May 07; AR

Museum/Art; Suzhou Museum; Suzhou, China; by Paula Deitz; ph. pl. sec.; p. 64-73; Oct 07; AR

PELLI, CESAR
Apartment Building/Interiors; Penthouse Renovation; New York, New York; by Charlotte Druckman; ph.; p. 211-216; Sept 07; ID

ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont'd)

PELLI, CLARKE & PELLI
School; School Overhaul in New Haven; New Haven, Connecticut; by Jay W. Schneider; ph.; p. 43-46; May 07; BD&C

PELTZ, M.W.
Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Scripps Preserve at The Estates at StoneBridge; San Diego, California; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 83; Aug 07; B

PENAFIEL, JOSE
Recreation/Park; Park of the Point; Zapallar, Chile; by Jimena Martignoni; ph. ill. map; p. 78-82; Aug 07; LA

PENTAGRAM
Residence; Montauk Compound; Montauk, New York; by Jane F. Kolleeny; ph. pl. sec.; p. 190-193; Oct 07; AR

PEREZ, APC
Architecture; Architect's Hurricane Story; New Orleans, Louisiana; by Angela O'Byrne; ph.; p. 23-26; Aug 07; RA

PERKINS & EASTMAN
City and Regional Planning; Zoning, Urban Form and Civic Identity; AIA Honor Award; Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania; by Diana Lind; ph. dia. map; p. 154; May 07; AR

PERKINS & WILL
Office Building/Interiors; Green Building Council Headquarters; Washington, District of Columbia; by Laura Fisher Kaiser; ph.; p. 155-161; June 07; ID

Showroom; Haworth Chicago Showroom; AIA Honor Award; Chicago, Illinois; by Diana Lind; ph.; p. 140; May 07; AR

University/Medical Center; Center for Research in Medical Education; University of Miami; Miami, Florida; by Sheila Kim-Jamet; ph.; p. 180-181; June 07; ID

University/Medical Center; Living and Learning Center; Massachusetts College of Pharmacy & Health Sciences; Worcester, Massachusetts; by David Barista; ph.; p. 55; Sept 07; BD&C

University/Recreation; Lindner Athletics Center; Cincinnati, Ohio; by Sarah Amelar; ph. pl. sec.; p. 72-76; Jan 07; AR

PERRY, DEAN & ROGERS
Museum/Art; Institute of Contemporary Art; Boston, Massachusetts; by Sarah Amelar; ph. pl. sec.; p. 108-115; Mar 07; AR

Museum/Art; Institute of Contemporary Art; Boston, Massachusetts; by Brian Carter; ph. pl. sec. dia.; p. 40-51; Feb 07; AR

PERRY, KEVIN ROBERT
Garden; Mount Tabor Middle School Rain Garden; ASLA Award winner; Portland, Oregon; by Paul Burkhardt; ph.; p. 115; July 07; LA

Stormwater Management; NE Siskiyou Green Street; ASLA Award winner; Portland, Oregon; by Paul Burkhardt; ph.; p. 114-115; July 07; LA
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ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont'd)

PETerson, Guy

Architecture; Profile of Architect; Sarasota, Florida; by Cheryl Weber; ph.; p. 44-49; July 07; RA

PEzo & Von Ellrichshaussen

Residence; Casa Poli; Colombo Peninsula, Chile; by Diana Lind; ph. pl. axon.; p. 120-127; Apr 07; AR

Pfeiffer Partners

Observatory; Exhibition Design for Griffith Observatory; Los Angeles, California; by Russell Fortmeyer; ph. elev.; p. 183; June 07; AR

Observatory; Griffith Observatory Rehabilitation; Hollywood Hills, California; ph.; p. 37-38; Sept 07; BD&C

Observatory; Griffith Observatory Restoration; Los Angeles, California; by Russell Fortmeyer; ph. pl. sec.; p. 154-158; June 07; AR

Phifer, Thomas

Lighting; City Lights Design Competition; New York, New York; by Vernon Mays; ph. ill.; p. 80-81; Apr 07; A

Museum/Art; North Carolina Museum of Art; Raleigh, North Carolina; by Vernon Mays; ph. ill.; p. 78-83; Apr 07; A

Residence; Boulder House; Boulder, Colorado; by Vernon Mays; ph. pl. elev. m.; p. 84-85; Apr 07; A

Phiframe

Office Building; Ueno Gas Company; Mie Prefecture, Iga City, Japan; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl. sec.; p. 72-73; Dec 07; ARev

Phillips, Farevaag & Smal lenberg

Bank; Washington Mutual Bank; Conventional roof garden; Seattle, Washington; by Linda McIntyre; ph. pl. elev.; p. 94-101; Nov 07; LA

Plaza; City Hall and Plaza; Bellevue, Washington; by Mark Hinshaw; ph. pl. ill.; p. 32-36; Nov 07; LA

Roof, Roofing; Washington Mutual Center Roof Garden; ASLA Award winner; British Columbia, Vancouver, Canada; by Paul Burkhartd; ph.; p. 112; July 07; LA

Phlipotts & Associates

Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Wailea Beach Villas; Maui, Hawaii; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 202-203; Jan 07; B

Phooey Architects

School/Special; Children's Activity Center; Melbourne, Australia; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pl.; p. 82-83; Dec 07; ARev

Photiadis, Michael

Museum; New Acropolis Museum; Athens, Greece; by Joann Gonchar; ph. pl. sec. ill.; p. 176-179; June 07; AR

Picasso, Pablo

Plaza; Daley Plaza Sculpture; Chicago, Illinois; by Ruth Lopez; ph.; p. 429-430; Mar 07; ID

Architect or Designer (cont'd)

Pickard & Chilton

Office Building/High Rise; 300 North LaSalle Street; Chicago, Illinois; by Robert Cassidy; ph.; p. 56-57; Oct 07; BD&C

Pierce & Allen

Roof, Roofing; Manhattan Roof Terrace; New York, New York; by Susan Hines; ph. pl. elev.; p. 86-93; Nov 07; LA

Pierpoint Architecture

Restaurant; Landmark Restaurant; New York, New York; by Craig Kellogg; ph.; p. 294-301; Sept 07; ID

PiQue

Architecture; Profile of Firm; by Ingrid Spencer; ph. ill.; p. 51-52; Apr 07; AR

Piranesi, Giambatta

Architecture; Profile of Designer; by Amanda Kolson Hurley; ph. ill.; p. 48-56; Aug 07; A

Exhibition, Exhibit; Piranesi as Designer; New York, New York; by Russell Fortmeyer; ph. ill.; p. 61-62; Nov 07; AR

Pieren

Health Care, Health Center; Farmacia Henries; Oporto, Portugal; by Sheila Kim-Jamet; ph.; p. 182-183; June 07; ID

Platner, Warren

Religious Building/Temple; Sinai Temple; Springfield, Massachusetts; by Mark McMenamin; ph.; p. 218-219; July 07; ID

Platt, Byard, Dovell & White

School/Special; Reece School; New York, New York; by David Sokol; ph. map pl. sec.; p. 140-144; July 07; AR

Polk, Stanley, Rowland, Curzon & Porter

Office Building; Heifer International Headquarters; Little Rock, Arkansas; by Gideon Fink Shapiro; ph.; p. 41; June 07; A

Polshed Partnership

Health Care, Health Center; Weill Greenberg Center; New York, New York; by Deborah Wilk; ph.; p. 108-109; Dec 07; ID

University/Art School; Art Gallery Restoration; Yale University; New Haven, Connecticut; by Joann Gonchar; ph. pl. sec.; p. 144-149; June 07; AR

University/Arts Center; Art Gallery; Yale University; by Amanda Kolson Hurley; ph. pl. elev. det.; p. 66-71; Apr 07; A

University/Research Facility, Laboratory; Biomedical Science Research Building; AIA Honor Award; Ann Arbor, Michigan; by Diana Lind; ph.; p. 133; May 07; AR

University; Art Gallery Renovation; Yale University; New Haven, Connecticut; by Paula Deitz; ph. pl. ill.; p. 50-55; Mar 07; ARev

Pontarini, Hariri

Religious Building/Temple; Bahai Mother Temple for South America; P/A Award; Santiago, Chile; by Katie Gerfen; ph. ill.; p. 76-77; Jan 07; A
ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont’d)

POPE, JOHN RUSSELL
Residence; Frick Mansion Interior Renovation; Baltimore, Maryland; by Vernon Mays; ph. elev.; p. 130-132; Feb 07; ID

POWELL & KLEINSCHMIDT
Art; 200 West Madison Street Winter Garden; Chicago, Illinois; by Ruth Lopez; ph.; p. 432-433; Mar 07; ID

POWERS, DONALD
Residential Development, Speculative Housing/Townhouse; Smith Hill Revitalization; Providence, Rhode Island; by Jenny Sullivan; ph. pl.; p. 138-139; July 07; B

PREDOCK, ANTOINE
Recreation/Sports Facility; San Diego Padres Ballpark; BW/AR Award; San Diego, California; by Christopher Kieran; ph.; p. 108; Nov 07; AR

PRENTISS ARCHITECTS
Urban Design, Multi-Use Project; Mambo Palazzo; Seattle, Washington; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph. pl.; p. 70-73; Jan 07; RA

PRESTON PARTNERSHIP
Apartment Building/Low Rise; Element Atlantic Station; Atlanta, Georgia; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 102; Sept 07; B

Apartment Development, Multiple Building Group/High Rise; Glass House Condominiums; Denver, Colorado; by John Caulfield; ph. pl. ill.; p. 59-62; Jan 07; B

PRINCE ARCHITECTURE
Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Silver Springs; Fowlerville, Michigan; by Jenny Sullivan; ph.; p. 126; Nov 07; B

PRINCE, NANCY
Recreation/Park; Hunts Point Riverside Park; South Bronx, New York; by Linda McIntyre; ph. pl.; p. 84-97; Dec 07; LA

Recreation/Playground; McNair Park and Playground; New York, New York; by Linda McIntyre; ph. pl.; p. 92-101; Sept 07; LA

PROBST, NICOLA
Residence; Rossinelli House; AR Award; Lugano, Switzerland; by Rob Gregory; ph. sec.; p. 76; May 07; ARev

PTW
Recreation/Sports Facility; Water Cube; Beijing, China; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl. sec.; p. 52-53; Dec 07; ARev

PTW
Exhibition, Exhibit; Digital Origami; Sydney, Australia; by David Sokol; ph.; p. 170-171; Aug 07; ID

PUBLIC ARCHITECTURE
Urban Design, Multi-Use Project; The Lofts; San Diego, California; by Meghan Drueing; pl. ill.; p. 24; Jan 07; RA

Health Care, Health Center; Homeless Prenatal Program; San Francisco, California; by Mimi Zeiger; ph.; p. 86; May 07; A

ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont’d)

PUBLIC ARCHITECTURE (cont’d)

Learning, Training Center; TAF Community Learning Center; Seattle, Washington; by Mimi Zeiger; ill.; p. 84; May 07; A

Shelter; Day Labor Station; by Mimi Zeiger; ill.; p. 82; May 07; A

University/Student Center; Student Center Expansion; University of California, San Diego; La Jolla, California; by Ann Jarmusch; ph. pl. ill.; p. 160-163; Nov 07; AR

PUGH & SCARPA
Office Building/Interiors; COp Office Interiors; Santa Monica, California; by Catherine Slesser; ph. pl. sec.; p. 84-85; Apr 07; ARev

Residence; Umbrella House; AIA Honor Award; Venice, California; by Diana Lind; p. 136; May 07; AR

PUGSLEY & LAHAIE
Residential Development, Speculative Housing/Townhouse; Orland Park Crossing; Orland Park, Illinois; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 123; May 07; B

PUTRIH, TOBIAS
Theater; Venetian, Atmospheric Theater; Venice, Italy; by Paula Deitz; ph. ill.; p. 67-68; Oct 07; AR

PWP LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE
Office Building/Landscape; One North Wacker Drive; ASLA Award winner; Chicago, Illinois; by Paul Burkhardt; ph.; p. 110-111; July 07; LA

QPK DESIGN
Museum; Laboratory of Art and Ideas; Lakewood, Colorado; by Edie Cohen; ph. pl.; p. 174-181; Aug 07; ID

QU, CAROL
Recreation/Park; Barretto Point Park; South Bronx, New York; by Linda McIntyre; ph. pl.; p. 84-97; Dec 07; LA

QUATREFOIL INC.
Garden; Oregon Garden; Silverton, Oregon; by Adam Regn Arvidson; ph.; p. 32-42; Jan 07; LA

QUINZE, ARNE
Exhibition, Exhibit; Cityscape Installation; Brussels, Belgium; by David Sokol; ph.; p. 251-255; Nov 07; ID

RANCH HOUSE INTERIORS
Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Brasada Ranch; Builder’s Choice Award; Powell Butte, Oregon; by Jenny Sullivan; ph. pl.; p. 88-90; Oct 07; B

RAUSEO, SILVIO
Restaurant; Auberge de l’Ill, Alsace; Illhaeusern, France; by Ian Phillips; ph.; p. 208-215; July 07; ID

RAWN, WILLIAM
Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Carneros Inn; AIA Honor Award; Napa, California; by Diana Lind; ph.; p. 156; May 07; A
RARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont’d)

RB ARCHITECT

Apartment Building/Interiors; Apartment Renovation; New York, New York; by Craig Kellogg; ph.; p. 189-194; Sept 07; ID
Store/Clothing; Wish Store; Atlanta, Georgia; by Georgia Dzurica; ph. sec.; p. 249-253; Apr 07; ID

RCR

Restaurant; Lodging Pavilions at Les Cols Restaurant; Olot, Spain; by Beth Broome; ph.; p. 79-80; Apr 07; AR

READER & SWARTZ

Office Building/Interiors; Offices of Reader & Swartz; Winchester, Virginia; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph.; p. 88; Nov 07; RA

REED & HILDERBRAND

University/Arboretum; Leventritt Garden at the Arnold Arboretum; Harvard University; ASLA Award winner; Boston, Massachusetts; by Paul Burkhardt; ph.; p. 110; July 07; LA

REESROBERTS PARTNERS

Residence; House Renovation; Bridgehampton, New York; by Alastair Gordon; ph.; p. 400-409; Mar 07; ID

REED-ROBERTS, LUCIEN

Residential Development, Speculative Housing/Townhouse; Town House; New York, New York; by Deborah Wilk; ph.; p. 50-51; Dec 07; ID

RENNER, HAINKE & WIRTH

Observatory; HafenCity View Point Tower; Hamburg, Germany; by Christopher Kieran; ph.; p. 91-92; May 07; AR

RHODES, JAMES W.

Religious Building/Temple; Temple Emanuel Restoration; New York, New York; by Sara Hart; ph. pl. elev.; p. 150-153; June 07; AR

RICCIOTI, RUDY

Performing Arts Center; Contemporary Dance Center; Aix-En-Provence, France; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pl. det.; p. 66-69; Feb 07; ARev

RICHARD & BAUER

University/Research Facility, Laboratory; Meinel Optical Sciences Expansion; University of Arizona; Tucson, Arizona; by Suzanne Stephens; ph. pl. sec. ill.; p. 202-207; May 07; AR

University/Research Facility, Laboratory; Meinel Optical Sciences Expansion; University of Arizona; AIA Honor Award; Tucson, Arizona; by Diana Lind; ph.; p. 130; May 07; AR

RICHTER, HELMUT

Exhibition, Exhibit; Helmut Richter High-Tech Exhibit; Vienna, Austria; by Peter Cook; ph.; p. 28; Nov 07; ARev

ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont’d)

RICKENBACKER & LEUNG

Restaurant; Cheryl’s Global Soul Restaurant; Brooklyn, New York; by Annie Block; ph.; p. 86-88; June 07; ID

RILEY, RONNETTE

Showroom; Davis & Warshow Showroom; New York, New York; by Mario Lopez-Cordero; ph.; p. 162-166; Oct 07; ID

RIOUS, CLEMENTI & HALE

Office Building/Low Rise; California Endowment; Los Angeles, California; by Russell Fortmeyer; ph. pl. sec.; p. 106-109; Jan 07; AR

Recreation/Park; Chess Park; Glendale, California; by Morris Newman; ph. elev. det. pl.; p. 30-36; Sept 07; LA

RITNER GROUP

Residential Development, Speculative Housing/Spec Residence; SeaCrest - White Residence (Plan 2); Builder Award; Newport Beach, California; by Kathleen Stanley; ph.; p. 130; June 07; B

RMJM

Government Building; Virginia State Capitol Restoration; Richmond, Virginia; by Barbara Horwitz-Bennett; ph.; p. 40-41; Sept 07; BD&C

ROBB & STUCKY

Residence; New American Home 2007; Orlando, Florida; by Rich Binsacca; ph. sec. pl.; p. 118-144; Jan 07; B

ROCHE, KEVIN

Museum/Art; Metropolitan Museum of Art; Greek and Roman Galleries; New York, New York; by Beth Broome; ph.; p. 79-80; June 07; AR

ROCKHILL & ASSOCIATES

Residence; Kansas Longhouse; RA Design Award; Douglas County, Kansas; by Meghan Druehing; ph. pl.; p. 77; May 07; RA

ROCKWELL GROUP

Hotel; Aloft Hotels; by Amanda Kolson Hurley; ph. ill.; p. 61; June 07; A

Theater; Phantom of the Opera Chandelier; Las Vegas, Nevada; by Russell Fortmeyer; ph. ill. cca; p. 119-124; Jan 07; AR

ROGERS & MARVEL

Office Building/Interiors; Theory Headquarters; New York, New York; by Lisa Selin Davis; ph.; p. 216-224; Apr 07; ID

Street; Financial District Streetscapes and Security; AIA Honor Award; New York, New York; by Diana Lind; ph. ill. map; p. 150; May 07; AR

ROGERS, RICHARD

Office Building/High Rise; Leadenhall Building; London, England; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl. sec. dia.; p. 76-81; Apr 07; ARev
ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont'd)

ROJKIND, MICHEL
Museum; Nestle Chocolate Pavilion; Toluca, Mexico; by Beth Broome; p. 77-78; Nov 07; AR

ROMAN & WILLAMS
Hotel; Royalton Lobby Demolition; New York, New York; by Fred A. Bernstein; ph. ill.; p. 232-236; Sept 07; ID

RONAN, JOHN
Recreation/Recreation Center; Gary C. Comer Youth Center; Chicago, Illinois; by Lee Bey; ph. pl. ill. sec.; p. 80-85; Mar 07; A

ROOFSCAPES
Roof, Roofing; Green Roof Design; by Linda McIntyre; ph.; p. 78-85; Nov 07; LA

ROOIJAKKERS & TOMESSEN
Studio; Light-Catcher Pavilion; Soest, Netherlands; by John Gendell; ph. pl.; p. 80-82; Feb 07; AR

ROTH, CARSTEN
Office Building/Interiors; Closed Headquarters; Hamburg, Germany; by Ian Phillips; ph.; p. 186-193; Jan 07; ID

ROUSE & SLOAN
Apartment Building/Interiors; Apartment Renovation; New York, New York; by Kimberly Goad; ph.; p. S5-S8; Sept 07; ID

RTKL
Urban Design, Multi-Use Project; University Town Center; Hyattsville, Maryland; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. ill.; p. 102-103; Apr 07; B

RUDOLPH, PAUL
Apartment Building/Interiors; Paul Rudolph Penthouse Renovation; New York, New York; by Suzanne Stephens; ph. sec.; p. 116-121, 230; June 07; AR

RUHL & WALKER
Handicapped Design; Patrollia Loft; AIA Housing Award; Boston, Massachusetts; by Christopher Kieran; ph.; p. 206; July 07; AR

RUNDELL & EINSTEINBERGER
Arts Center; Indianapolis Art Center; Indianapolis, Indiana; by Adam Regn Arvidson; ph. pl.; p. 58-71; Oct 07; LA

RURAL STUDIO
Animal Shelter; Hale County Animal Shelter; Hale County, Alabama; by No author listed; ph. pl. sec.; p. 74-77; Nov 07; A

Hospital; Hale County Hospital Courtyard; Hale County, Alabama; by No author listed; ph.; p. 78; Nov 07; A

Housing; Twenty-Thousand Dollar Houses; Hale County, Alabama; by No author listed; ph.; p. 81; Nov 07; A

Observatory; Birding Tower; Perry County, Alabama; by No author listed; ph.; p. 80; Nov 07; A

Recreation/Sports Facility; Lions Park Baseball Field; Greensboro, Alabama; by No author listed; ph.; p. 79; Nov 07; A

ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont'd)

RUSSELL, LLOYD
Urban Design, Multi-Use Project; R3 Mixed-Use; RA Design Award; San Diego, California; by Cheryl Weber; ph.; p. 75; May 07; RA

RUTH, ROBERT
Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Southern Trace; College Station, Texas; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 51-54; Aug 07; B

RYAN, LESLIE
Studio; Artist Bridge Studio Addition; RA Design Award; San Diego, California; by Meghan Druebing; ph. pl.; p. 91; May 07; RA

RYBCZYNSKI, WITOLD
Residential Development, Speculative Housing/Site Development; New Daleville Neotraditional Subdivision; Chester County, Pennsylvania; by Linda McIntyre; ph. ill. ref.; p. 98-103; May 07; LA

Ryker & Nave
Architecture; Profile of Firm; by Meghan Druebing; ph.; p. 42-47; June 07; RA

Residence; Wapiti Valley Residence; RA Design Award; Wapiti Valley, Wyoming; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph. ill. m.; p. 101; May 07; RA

SAARINEN, EERO
University/Religious Building; Chapel; Massachusetts Institute of Technology; Cambridge, Massachusetts; by Mark McMenamin; ph.; p. 222-223; July 07; ID

SAARINEN, ELIEL
Arts Center; History of Des Moines Art Center; Des Moines, Iowa; by Jason Alread and Thomas Leslie; ph. pl. m. axon. ref.; p. 35-46; Nov 07; JAE

SAFDIE & RABINES
Studio; Artist Bridge Studio Addition; RA Design Award; San Diego, California; by Meghan Druebing; ph. pl.; p. 91; May 07; RA

Studio; Artist Bridge Studio; San Diego, California; by Jane F. Kolleeny; ph. pl. sec.; p. 144-146; Jan 07; AR

SAGUEZ & PARTNERS
Office Building/Interiors; Mediaedge: CIA; Paris, France; by Ian Phillips; ph.; p. 308-315; May 07; ID

SALTER, CHARLES M.
University/Classroom; Management Case Study Room; California State University; Hayward, California; by Katie Gerfen; ph. ill.; p. 37-38; Nov 07; A

SALTER, JILL
Residence; Salter Residence; Raleigh, North Carolina; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph. pl.; p. 54-57; June 07; RA

SANAA
Arts Center; De Kunstlinie Arts Center; Almere, Netherlands; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pl. sec.; p. 74-81; Oct 07; ARRev
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ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont'd)

Sanaa (cont'd)
Museum/Art; Glass Pavilion; Toledo Museum of Art; Toledo, Ohio; by Clifford A. Pearson; ph. pl. sec.; p. 78-82; Jan 07; AR

Sankanenaho Architects
Religious Building/Chapel; St. Henry's Ecumenical Art Chapel; Turku, Finland; by John Gendall; ph. pl.; p. 76-77; Feb 07; AR

Sanders, Wacker & Bergley
Landscape Restoration; Grand Rounds; Joining history and ecological progress; Minneapolis, Minnesota; by Adam Regn Arvidson and Frank Edgerton Martin; ph. pl. ref.; p. 48-57; Nov 07; LA

Saratoga Associates
Lighting; Battery Bosque; New York, New York; by William Weathersby, Jr.; ph. pl.; p. 155-156; Feb 07; AR

Sarkis, Hashim
School/Special; Bab Tebbaneh School for Working Children and Women; P/A Award; North Tripoli, Lebanon; by Katie Gerfen; ph. pl. ill. elev. m.; p. 78-79; Jan 07; A

Sasaki Associates
Office Building/Interiors; Offices of Continuum; West Newton, Massachusetts; by Jay W. Schneider; ph.; p. 30; Mar 07; BD&c
Office Building/Interiors; Offices of Monitor Group; San Francisco, California; by Jay W. Schneider; ph. pl.; p. 27-28; Mar 07; BD&c
Office Building; Offices of Sasaki Associates; San Francisco, California; by Meghan Drueing; ph.; p. 88; Mar 07; RA
University/Master Plan; Campus Master Plan; University of Balamand; ASLA Award winner; Al Koura, Tripoli, Lebanon; by Paul Burkhardt; map; p. 122-123; July 07; LA
University/Master Plan; Penn Connects: A Vision for the Future; University of Pennsylvania; ASLA Award winner; Philadelphia, Pennsylvania; by Paul Burkhardt; ill.; p. 122; July 07; LA

Sasaki Structural Consultants
Funeral Home; Crematorium; Kakamigahara, Japan; by Russell Fortmeyer; ph. sec.; p. 166-167; Mar 07; AR

Saucier & Perrotte
University/Music Building; New Music Building; McGill University; Quebec, Montreal, Canada; by Sarah Amelar; ph. pl. sec.; p. 118-123; July 07; AR

Sawyer & Berson
Roof, Roofing; Manhattan Roof Terrace; New York, New York; by Susan Hines; ph. pl. elev.; p. 86-93; Nov 07; LA
Roof, Roofing; Manhattan Roof Terrace; ASLA Award winner; New York, New York; by Paul Burkhardt; ph.; p. 118; July 07; LA

Saxon-Clark
Residence; Builder 2007 Show Home; Orlando, Florida; by Jenny Sullivan; ph. pl.; p. 142-192; Feb 07; B

ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont'd)

Scape Studio
Waterfront Development; East River Waterfront Redevelopment; New York, New York; by Alex Ulam; ph. ill.; p. 38-43; Sept 07; LA

Schearer Architects
Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Wailea Beach Villas; Maui, Hawaii; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 202-203; Jan 07; B

Schjetnan, Mario
Residence; Schjetnan Pueblo and Garden; Malinalco, Mexico; by Jimena Martignoni; ph. pl. sec.; p. 52-58; May 07; LA

Schlossman, Marjorie
Religious Building/Chapel; Mobile Chapel; by David Sokol; ph.; p. 71-72; Aug 07; AR

Schneider, Michael
Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Baltimore Colony; RA Design Award; Palm Springs, California; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph. pl.; p. 71; May 07; RA

Schwartz, Martha
Arts Center; Mesa Arts Center; ASLA Award winner; Mesa, Arizona; by Paul Burkhardt; ph.; p. 112-113; July 07; LA
Plaza; U.S. Courthouse Plaza Renovations; Minneapolis, Minnesota; by Susan Hines; ph.; p. 20; Feb 07; LA

Schwarz, David M.
Performing Arts Center; Schermerhorn Symphony Center; Nashville, Tennessee; by Dan Daley; ph. sec. dia. pl.; p. 76-83; Feb 07; A

Sciskew Collaborative
Architecture; Profile of Firm; by Edie Cohen; ph. ill.; p. 166-168; Nov 07; ID

Scofido, Richard
Waterfront Development; East River Waterfront Redevelopment; New York, New York; by Alex Ulam; ph. ill.; p. 38-43; Sept 07; LA

Scogin & Elam
Stormwater Management; Hydrologic Management at Herman Miller Furniture Factory; Canton, Georgia; by Vernon Mays; ph. sec. pl. dia. ill.; p. 24-31; Jan 07; LA

Segal, Jonathan
Architecture; Profile of Architect; San Diego, California; by Fred A. Bernstein; ph.; p. 63-66; Sept 07; A

Urban Design, Multi-Use Project; The Q; Mixed-use development; San Diego, California; by Cheryl Weber; pl. m.; p. 22; Sept 07; RA

Urban Design, Multi-Use Project; The Union; AIA Housing Award; San Diego, California; by Christopher Kieran; ph.; p. 205; July 07; AR
ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont'd)

SKIDMORE, OWINGS & MERRILL
Government Building; Census Bureau Headquarters; Suitland, Maryland; by David Barista; ph. det. axon.; p. 66-74; May 07; BD&C

Government Building; U.S. Census Bureau; Suitland, Maryland; by Sara Hart; ph. pl. sec.; p. 130-135; Mar 07; AR

Government Building; United States Census Bureau; BW/AR Award; Pensacola, Florida; by Christopher Kieran; ph. p. 96-97; Nov 07; AR

Office Building/High Rise; 7 World Trade Center; New York, New York; by Russell Fortmeyer; ph. pl. sec. det.; p. 140-145; Aug 07; AR

Office Building/Interiors; 7 World Trade Center; New York Academy of Sciences; New York, New York; by Joseph Giovannini; ph.; p. 452-461; Mar 07; ID

University/Utility Facility; Merced Central Plant; University of California; AIA Honor Award; Merced, California; by Diana Lind; ph.; p. 131; May 07; AR

Urban Design, Multi-Use Project; Burj Dubai; Dubai, United Arab Emirates; by Dan Halpern; ph. ill.; p. 127-133; May 07; A

Urban Design, Multi-Use Project; Tokyo Midtown; Tokyo, Japan; by Naomi R. Pollock; ph.; p. 122-129; Nov 07; AR

SLADE ARCHITECTS

Office Building/Interiors; Lever House Offices; New York, New York; by Rineke Van Duyssen; ph.; p. 302-307; May 07; ID

SLCE

Observatory; Top of the Rock; AIA Honor Award; New York, New York; by Diana Lind; ph.; p. 146; May 07; AR

SMALL PROJECTS

Residence; Malaysian Villa; Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia; by Craig Kellogg; ph. pl.; p. 79-82; Oct 07; ID

SMITH & DALIA

Hotel; Battle House Hotel Restoration; Mobile, Alabama; by Peter Fabric; ph.; p. 26-28; Sept 07; BD&C

SMITH, CYNTHIA

Plaza; Shapiro Family Plaza; Cambridge, Massachusetts; by Marty Carlock; ph. pl.; p. 26-30; Feb 07; LA

SMITH, HINCHMAN & GRYLLS

Office Building/Interiors; Guardian Building; Detroit, Michigan; by John Gallagher; ph.; p. 503; Mar 07; ID

SMITH, JAY

Exhibition, Exhibit; Square of Circles; Ultimate tree houses; Dallas, Texas; by Beth Broome; ph.; p. 77-78; Mar 07; AR

SMITH, ROBERT R.

University/Master Plan; Campus Development; University of Arizona; Tucson, Arizona; by Vernon Mays; ph.; p. 64-65; July 07; A

ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont'd)

SMITHGROUP

Government Building; Federal Building; San Francisco, California; by Brian Carter; ph. pl. sec.; p. 42-51; Apr 07; ARev

Government Building; U.S. Federal Building; San Francisco, California; by Joann Gonchar; ph. pl. pers. sec. dia.; p. 96-105; Aug 07; AR

Health Care, Health Center; Center for the In-trepid; San Antonio, Texas; by Jeff Yoders; ph.; p. 48-52; Apr 07; BD&C

Office Building/Interiors; Guardian Building; Detroit, Michigan; by John Gallagher; ph.; p. 503; Mar 07; ID

University/Medical Center; College of Medicine Restoration; University of Arizona; Phoenix, Arizona; by Jay W. Schneider; ph.; p. 53; Sept 07; BD&C

SMOOK

Recreation/Recreation Center; Stonebridge Club; Builder's Choice Award; Plymouth, Massachusetts; by Cheryl Weber; ph.; p. 114; Oct 07; B

SMP ARCHITECTS

Residence; Beach House; Elbow Cay, Bahamas; by Susan Maxman; ph.; p. 27-28; July 07; RA

SMWW

Shopping Center; Galleria Dallas; Dallas, Texas; by David Dillon; ph. pl.; p. 128-131; Feb 07; AR

SOBEK, WERNER

Airport; Suvarnabhumi Airport; Beijing, China; by John Morris Dixon; ph. pl. sec.; p. 108-116; Aug 07; AR

Architecture; Profile of Designers; by Steven Spier; ph. sec.; p. 74-81; Feb 07; ARev

Museum; Station Z Museum; Vacuum-formed facade; Sachsenhausen, Germany; by Russell Fortmeyer; ph.; p. 150; Feb 07; AR

Office Building; Lufthansa Aviation Center; Frankfurt, Germany; by Peter Cachola Schmal; ph. sec. det. ill. pl.; p. 118-124; Aug 07; AR

SOLOMON, CORDWELL & BUENZ

Apartment Building; 340 on the Park; Chicago, Illinois; by Robert Cassidy; ph.; p. 53-54; Oct 07; BD&C

Wind; One Rincon Hill; San Francisco, California; by No author listed; ill.; p. 64; Jan 07; BD&C

SOMA STUDIO

Office Building/Interiors; A1 Label Headquarters Lunchroom; Ontario, Toronto, Canada; by Mark Pupo; ph.; p. 92-94; July 07; ID

SOUTHERN, JOHN

Exhibition, Exhibit; Ukend/Igloo Exhibit; Los Angeles, California; by Laurie Manfra; ph.; p. 65-68; May 07; A
ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont'd)

SPAN, SONJA
School; Inkwenkwezi Secondary School; Cape Town, Du Noon, South Africa; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pl. sec.; p. 54-57; June 07; AR

SPAN
Health Care, Health Center; GoSmile Aesthetics; New York, New York; by Annie Block; ph. ill.; p. 87-90; Feb 07; ID

SPEIRS & MAJOR
Bridge; The Sackler Crossing; Royal Botanic Gardens; London, England; by David Sadighian; ph.; p. 205; Nov 07; AR

SPG ARCHITECTS
Apartment Building/Interiors; Apartment Renovation; New York, New York; by Jane Margolies; ph. pl.; 284-293; Sept 07; ID

Store/Clothing; Bill Blass Showroom; New York, New York; by Bethany Lyttle; ph.; p. 102-104; Apr 07; ID

SRA ARCHITECTURE
Apartment Building/Interiors; Levy Penthouse; New York, New York; by Raul Barreneche; ph.; p. 248-257; Sept 07; ID

SRF CONSULTING GROUP
Stormwater Management; Heritage Park Neighborhood; Minneapolis, Minnesota; by Linda McIntyre; ph. pl. dia. ill.; p. 52-63; Jan 07; LA

SRG PARTNERSHIP
Plaza; City Hall and Plaza; Bellevue, Washington; by Mark Hinshaw; ph. pl. ill.; p. 32-36; Nov 07; LA

STANTEC CONSULTING
Computer; 3D Modeling and Project Management; by Jeff Yoders; ph. ill.; p. 52-60; Nov 07; BD&C

Wall; Vancouver Aquarium; Living wall system; British Columbia, Vancouver, Canada; by Joann Gonchar; ph.; p. 149; Feb 07; AR

STARCK ARCHITECTURE
Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Mystic Point; Carlsbad, California; by Jenny Sullivan; ph. pl.; p. 121; Aug 07; B

Store; Taschen Bookstore; New York, New York; by Aric Chen; ph.; p. 188-193; Aug 07; ID

STARCK, PHILIPPE
Hotel; Royalton Lobby Demolition; New York, New York; by Fred A. Bernstein; ph. ill.; p. 232-236; Sept 07; ID

STEELMAN, PAUL
Restaurant; Stripsteak Restaurant; Las Vegas, Nevada; by Kurt Handbauer; ph. pl.; p. 146-153; Feb 07; ID

STEINMETZ & DE MEYER
Residence; Weber House/Workshop; AR Award; Dippach, Luxembourg; by Rob Gregory; ph.; p. 84; May 07; AR

ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont'd)

STIMSON, STEPHEN
Garden; Greenwich Residence Garden; Greenwich, Connecticut; by Susan Hines; ph. pl.; p. 98-109; Dec 07; LA

STONE, HICKS
Architecture; Profile of Architect; by Edie Cohen; ph. ill.; p. 318-320; Mar 07; ID

STOUT, WESLEY
Garden; Connecticut Country House Garden; Westport, Connecticut; by Susan Hines; ph. pl.; p. 98-109; Dec 07; LA

Residence; Connecticut Country House; ASLA Award winner; Westport, Connecticut; by Paul Burkhardt; ph.; p. 120; July 07; LA

STREET & ASSOCIATES
Kitchen; James Residence Kitchen; Builder Award; Minneapolis, Minnesota; by Jenny Sullivan; ph. pl.; p. 236; May 07; B

STUDIO 3
School/Early Learning Center; Olifantsvlei Pre-School; Johannesburg, South Africa; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pl. sec.; p. 76-78; Dec 07; AR

STUDIO 804
Residence; Modular 3 Residence; RA Design Award; Kansas City, Kansas; by Meghan Druding; ph. pl.; p. 111; May 07; RA

STUDIO DWELL
Apartment Building/High Rise; 156 West Superior Residences; Chicago, Illinois; by Blair Kamin; ph. pl. sec.; p. 226-229; May 07; AR

Kitchen; 1748 N. Winchester Kitchen; Builder's Choice Award; Chicago, Illinois; by Sola Ayeni-biu; ph.; p. 168; Oct 07; B

Kitchen; 1748 Winchester Kitchen; Builder Award; Chicago, Illinois; by Jenny Sullivan; ph. pl.; p. 226-227; May 07; B

Kitchen; Divided Kitchen; Chicago, Illinois; by Kevin Lerner; ph.; p. 193; July 07; AR

Residence; 1748 N. Winchester; RA Design Award; Chicago, Illinois; by Meghan Druding; ph. pl.; p. 81; May 07; RA

STUDIO E
Housing; Lillian Place; RA Design Award; San Diego, California; by Meghan Druding; ph. pl.; p. 60-61; May 07; RA

STUDIO EGRET WEST
Housing; Park Hill; Sheffield, England; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl. ill.; p. 74-77; Mar 07; AR

STUDIO GANG
Apartment Building/Interiors; Susann Craig Apartment; Chicago, Illinois; by Ruth Lopez; ph.; p. 424; Mar 07; ID

Urban Design, Multi-Use Project; Aqua Mixed-Use Tower; Chicago, Illinois; by Jeff Yoders; ph. pl.; p. 69-71; Jan 07; BD&C

STUDIO LUZ
School/Special; Campus of Hope; P/A Award; Port-au-Prince, Haiti; by Katie Gerfen; ph. pl. ill. elev. m.; p. 80-81; Jan 07; A
ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont'd)

STUDIO PEI-ZHU

Architecture; Profile of Firm; Design Vanguard Award 2007; Beijing, China; by Andrew Yang; ph. ill. m.; p. 68-73; Dec 07; AR

STUDIO P-H-A

Stairway; Institute of Molecular Genetics Stairway; Prague, Czech Republic; by David Sokol; ph. sec.; p. 164-165; Sept 07; AR

STUDIO PIUARCH

Office Building; D&G Headquarters; Milan, Italy; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. 200-207; Apr 07; ID

STUDIO SOFIELD

Store/Clothing; Tom Ford Store; New York, New York; by Annie Block; ph.; p. 70-71; Dec 07; ID

STUDIO ST

Architecture; Profile of Firm; New York, New York; by Ingrid Spencer; ph.; p. 51-52; Aug 07; AR

STUDIO TAMASSOCIATI

Religious Building; Meditation and Prayer Pavilion; Khartoum, Sudan; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pl. sec.; p. 48-49; Dec 07; ARev

STUDIO27

Residence; Residence Remodel; Builder's Choice Award; Washington, District of Columbia; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph.; p. 162; Oct 07; B

STUDIOMAS

Plaza; Walter Sisulu Square of Dedication; Soweto, Kliptown, South Africa; by Matthew Barac; ph. dia. pl. sec.; p. 40-47; June 07; ARev

STUDIOOMDA

Kitchen; Kitchen and Bath Addition; Maplewood, New Jersey; by Kevin Lerner; ph.; p. 191; July 07; AR

STUDIOS ARCHITECTURE

Entrance; 1110 Vermont Avenue; Low Rez Hi Fi Installation; Washington, District of Columbia; by Charles Linn; ph.; p. 190-192; Nov 07; AR

Government Building; Department of Health Services; Richmond, California; by Mimi Zeiger; ph. pl.; p. 114-116; Jan 07; AR

Office Building/Interiors; Bloomberg LP Headquarters; AIA Honor Award; New York, New York; by Diana Lind; ph.; p. 140; May 07; AR

Office Building/Interiors; Edmunds.com Headquarters; Los Angeles, California; by Edie Cohen; ph. pl.; p. 160-167; Jan 07; ID

Office Building/Interiors; Edmunds.com; Los Angeles, California; by Annie Block; ph.; p. 36-37; Dec 07; ID

Office Building; InterActiveCorp Building; New York, New York; by Clifford A. Pearson; ph. pl.; p. 112-119; Oct 07; AR

ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont'd)

STYLECRAFT BUILDERS

Residential Development; Speculative Housing; Southern Trace; College Station, Texas; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 51-54; Aug 07; B

SUBARQUITECTURA

Transit Station; Sergio Cardell Streetcar Stop; Alicante, Spain; by David Cohn; ph.; p. 63; Dec 07; AR

SUBSTANCE

Apartment Building/Interiors; Juris Loft; Des Moines, Iowa; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph. pl.; p. 80-83; Sept 07; RA

SUPER POTATO

Restaurant; Stripsteak Restaurant; Las Vegas, Nevada; by Kurt Handlbauer; ph. pl.; p. 146-153; Feb 07; ID

SUZHOU INSTITUTE OF ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN

Museum/Art; Suzhou Museum; Suzhou, China; by Robert Ivy; ph. pl. sec.; p. 186-191; May 07; AR

Museum/Art; Suzhou Museum; Suzhou, China; by Paula Deitz; ph. pl. sec.; p. 64-73; Oct 07; ARev

SWA GROUP

Landscape Architecture; Profile of Firm; by Morris Newman; ph. ill.; p. 64-75; Feb 07; LA

Lighting; Sabine-to-Bagby Promenade; Houston, Texas; by David Sokol; ph.; p. 285-286; May 07; AR

Office Building/Landscape; Lite-On Headquarters; Taipei, Taiwan; by Graham Johnstone; ph. pl.; p. 22-33; June 07; LA

Sidewalk; Lewis Avenue Corridor; Las Vegas, Nevada; by Daniel Jost; ph. pl.; p. 122-131; May 07; LA

SWANKE, HAYDEN & CONNELL

Government Building; Office of Emergency Management; New York, New York; by Joann Gonchar; ph. cea; p. 159-166; Oct 07; AR

Interior Design; Profile of Firm; by Craig Kellogg; ph.; p. 144-146; Jan 07; ID

SWATT ARCHITECTS

Apartment Building; Green City Lofts; Builder's Choice Award; Emeryville, California; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph. pl.; p. 94-95; Oct 07; B

SWISS AGENCY FOR DEVELOPMENT AND COOPERATION

Market; Central Market; Aga Khan Award; Koudougou, Burkina Faso; by Chris Abel; ph. pl.; p. 70; Nov 07; ARev

SYBARITE UK

Store/Clothing; Marni Boutique; Tokyo, Japan; by Benjamin Budde; ph.; p. 262-269; Oct 07; ID

SZEFKE, ALEKSANDRA

Recreation/Park; Hunts Point Riverside Park; South Bronx, New York; by Linda McIntyre; ph. pl.; p. 84-97; Dec 07; LA
ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont'd)

SZYSZKOWITZ & KOWALSKI
Office Building/Low Rise; Office Building; Nuremberg, Germany; by Peter Blundell Jones; ph. pl. ill. sec.; p. 68-71; Apr 07; ARev

TABANLIOGLU ARCHITECTS
Office Building; Business Center; Almaty, Kazakhstan; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pl.; p. 44; Jan 07; ARev

TACHA, ATHENA
Landscape Architecture; Profile of Designer; by Regina M. Flanagan; ph.; p. 72-79; Mar 07; LA

TAG FRONT
Restaurant; Blue Velvet Restaurant-Lounge; Los Angeles, California; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. 56-60; July 07; ID

TAKAHARU & YUI TEZUKA
School/Kindergarten; Fuji Kindergarten; Tokyo, Tachikawa, Japan; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl. sec.; p. 32-39; Aug 07; ARev

TAKEI & NABESHIMA
Residence; Ring House; Karuizawa, Japan; by Naomi Pollock; ph. pl. elev.; p. 106-111; Apr 07; AR

TALU, EREN
Hotel; Adam & Eve Hotel; Belek, Turkey; by Leslie Yudell; ph. pl. sec.; p. 150-152; Oct 07; AR

TANKSLEY, ALAN
Office Building/Interiors; Alan Tanksley Offices; New York, New York; by Mark McMenamin; ph.; p. 268-271; Sept 07; ID

TAYLOR, CULLITY & LETHLEAN
Garden; Australian Garden; Royal Botanic Gardens; Melbourne, Australia; by Marc Treib; ph. pl.; p. 140-153; Oct 07; LA

TAYLOR, JOHN
Art; Profile of Artist; by John Taylor; ph. ref.; p. 82-89; June 07; LA

TERRY PRODUCTIONS
Residential Development, Speculative Housing/Marketing, Sales; Home Finder Center at Sienna Plantation; Missouri City, Texas; by Rich Binsacca; ph.; p. 99; Feb 07; B

TESTA, CLORINDO
Bank; Banco de Londres y America del Sud; Buenos Aires, Argentina; by Sheila Kim-Jamet; ph.; p. 396-397; Mar 07; ID

TESTANI DESIGN TROUPE
Health Care, Health Center; Evensong Spa; Green Lake, Wisconsin; by Bradley Lincoln; ph.; p. 61-64; Jan 07; ID

TEZUKA ARCHITECTS
School/Kindergarten; Fuji Kindergarten; Tokyo, Tachikawa, Japan; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl.; p. 46-47; Dec 07; ARev

ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont'd)

THERON, JACQUES
Plaza; Public Space Project; Cape Town, Philippi, South Africa; by Matthew Barac; ph. pl. sec.; p. 64-65; June 07; ARev

THIBAULT, PIERRE
Residence; Les Abouts House; Quebec, Saint-Edmond-de-Grantham, Canada; by Jane F. Kolley; ph. ill. sec. pl.; p. 184-188; July 07; AR

THOMPSON, VENTULETT & STAINBACK
Convention Center; McCormick Place West; Chicago, Illinois; by Jay W. Schneider; ph.; p. 29; Oct 07; BD&C

THREE MOON DESIGN
Store/Clothing; John Rocha Store; London; Mayfair, England; by Catherine Slessor; p. 82-85; Oct 07; ARev

THUN, MATTEO
Hotel; Nhow Hotel; Milan, Italy; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pl. sec.; p. 78-80; July 07; ARev

TIGERMAN & MCCURRY
Apartment Building/Interiors; Bettylu Saltzman Apartment; Chicago, Illinois; by Ruth Lopez; ph.; p. 436; Mar 07; ID

TILLETT LIGHTING DESIGN
Lighting; Battery Bosque; New York, New York; by William Weatherby, Jr.; ph. pl.; p. 155-156; Feb 07; AR

TK DESIGN
Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Charleston Park; South Lyon, Michigan; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 98; Mar 07; B

TNA
Residence; Mosaic House; Tokyo, Himonya, Japan; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl. sec.; p. 62-65; Aug 07; ARev

Residence; Ring House; Karuizawa, Japan; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl. sec.; p. 64-67; Dec 07; ARev

TOLAR, LEBATARD & DENMARK
Housing; Katrina Cottages; New Orleans, Louisiana; by Cheryl Weber; ph. ill. pl.; p. 61-62; Aug 07; RA

TONEY, DEBRA
Kitchen; 60 Clermont Street; Builder Award; Denver, Colorado; by Jenny Sullivan; ph. pl.; p. 238; May 07; B

TONKIN, ZULAIKHA & GREER
Apartment Building/High Rise; Portico Scots Church Redevelopment; Sydney, Australia; by David Sokol; ph. pl.; p. 230-232; May 07; AR

TOOLE DESIGN GROUP
Landscape Architecture; Profile of Firm; Hyattsville, Maryland; by Joshua Gray; ph. pl. map; p. 42-47; Nov 07; LA

TORP, NIELS
City and Regional Planning; Tjuvholmen Masterplan; Oslo, Norway; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pl. ill. m.; p. 74-75; Jan 07; ARev
ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont'd)

TORP, NIELS (cont’d)
Office Building; Airline Headquarters; Amman, Jordan; by Catherine Slessor; pl. ill. sec.; p. 42-43; Jan 07; ARRev

TORTI & GALLAS
Housing; Salishan Neighborhood Revitalization; AIA/HUD Award; Tacoma, Washington; by Christopher Kieran; ph.; p. 208; July 07; AR
Housing; Salishan Neighborhood Revitalization; AIA Housing Award; Tacoma, Washington; by Christopher Kieran; ph.; p. 205; July 07; AR

Residential Development, Speculative
Housing/Site Development; Salishan Neighborhood Revitalization; Builder's Choice Award; Tacoma, Washington; by Pat Curry; ph.; p. 134; Oct 07; B
Residential Development, Speculative
Housing; Bridgeton Hope VI; AIA Housing Award; Bridgeton, New Jersey; by Christopher Kieran; ph.; p. 204; July 07; AR
Residential Development, Speculative
Housing; Martin Luther King Plaza; Builder's Choice Award; Philadelphia, Pennsylvania; by Pat Curry; ph.; p. 116; Oct 07; B

Urban Design, Multi-Use Project; Herryford Village; Builder's Choice Award; Fort Belvoir, Virginia; by Pat Curry; ph.; p. 148; Oct 07; B

TPG ARCHITECTURE
Office Building/Interiors; Lever House Offices; New York, New York; by Rineke Van Duyssen; ph.; p. 302-307; May 07; ID

TRAHAN ARCHITECTS
Roof, Roofing; Rebuilding the Superdome Roof; New Orleans, Louisiana; by Robert L. Dye; ph. table ref.; p. 24-34; Oct 07; TCS

TRIGAS, PHILLIP
Residence; 1+3=1 House; Venice, California; by Sam Lubell; ph. pl. ill.; p. 199-200; Oct 07; AR

TRINGALI, DOMINICK
Residential Development, Speculative
Housing; Oldfield at Lakeside Village; Builder's Choice Award; Okatie, South Carolina; by Cheryl Weber; ph. ill.; p. 96-97; Oct 07; B

TRONDOWSKI, BOGUE
Kitchen; Kitchen Remodel; Darien, Connecticut; by Diana Lind; ph.; p. 194; July 07; AR

TROUBLEMAKERS FACTORY
Exhibition, Exhibit; Cityscape Installation; Brussels, Belgium; by David Sokol; ph.; p. 251-255; Nov 07; ID

TROY, JOHN S.
Landscape Architecture; Profile of Designer; San Antonio, Texas; by Susan Hines; ph.; p. 86-91; Sept 07; LA

TROYER, WAYNE
Architecture; Profile of Firm; New Orleans, Louisiana; by Meghan Drueing; ph. ill. elev.; p. 49-51; Aug 07; RA

ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont'd)

TROYER, WAYNE (cont’d)
Office Building; Architect’s Office; New Orleans, Louisiana; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph.; p. 89; Aug 07; RA

TSAO & MCKOWN
Residence; Tsao Residence; Piedmont, California; by Jen Renzi; ph. pl.; p. 145-153; June 07; ID

TSCHUMI, BERNARD
Architecture; Profile of Architect; by Fred A. Bernstein; ph.; p. 37; Oct 07; A
City and Regional Planning; Independent Financial Center of the Americas; Santo Domingo, Dominican Republic; by Catherine Slessor; ill. dia.; p. 50; Jan 07; ARRev
Museum; New Acropolis Museum; Athens, Greece; by Joann Gonchar; ph. sec. ill.; p. 176-179; June 07; AR
University/Recreation; Lindner Athletics Center; Cincinnati, Ohio; by Sarah Amelar; ph. pl. sec.; p. 72-76; Jan 07; AR

TSENG, GEORGE
Housing; Green Cay Village; Boynton Beach, Florida; by Pat Curry; ph. pl.; p. 67-70; May 07; B

TURENSCAPE
University/Landscape; Shenyang Architectural University Landscape; Shenyang City, China; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pl.; p. 58-59; Dec 07; ARRev

TURENSCAPE
Recreation/Park; Floating Gardens Ecological Park; Taizhoushui, China; by Graham Johnstone and Xiangfeng Kong; ph. pl. ill. map; p. 108-115; Apr 07; LA
Recreation/Park; Tanghe River Park; ASLA Award; Winner; Hebei Province, Qinhuangdao City, China; by Paul Burkhardt; ph.; p. 111; July 07; LA

TURNBULL, GRIFFIN & HAESLOOP
Residence; Evans Residence; The Sea Ranch, California; by Lisa Findley; ph. pl. sec.; p. 194-196; Oct 07; AR

TURRELL, JAMES
Office Building; 505 Fifth Avenue Lobby and Lighting; New York, New York; by Edward Keegan; ph. pl. elev. det.; p. 61-64; Oct 07; A

TVS
Hotel; Battle House Hotel Restoration; Mobile, Alabama; by Peter Fabris; ph.; p. 26-28; Sept 07; BD&C

U.D.A. ARQUITECTOS
Residence; Costa Brava Residence; Llafranc, Spain; by Mario Lopez-Cordero; ph.; p. S16-S20; Apr 07; ID

UNI ARCHITECTS
Residential Development, Speculative
Housing/Townhouse; Clifton Street Condominiums; AR Award; Boston, Near, Massachusetts; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl.; p. 76; May 07; ARRev
ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont’d)

UNIVERSITY OF ARKANSAS COMMUNITY DESIGN CENTER

Elderly Housing: Good Shepherd Ecumenical Retirement Community; P/A Award; Little Rock, Arkansas; by Katie Gerfen; ill.; p. 82-83; Jan 07; A

UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON DEPARTMENT OF LANDSCAPE A

City and Regional Planning; Open Space Attle 2100; ASLA Award winner; Seattle, Washington; by Paul Burkhardt; ill.; p. 123; July 07; LA

UNSANGDONG ARCHITECTS

Art Gallery; Gallery Yeh; Seoul, Korea; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pl. sec.; p. 68-69; Dec 07; ARev

UNSTUDIO

Art; Holiday Home Installation; Philadelphia, Pennsylvania; by John Gendall; ph.; p. 102-106; Sept 07; AR

Residence; Summer House; Upstate, New York; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pl. sec.; p. 68-73; May 07; ARev

Residence; Villa NM; Upstate, New York; by Suzanne Stephens; ph. pl. sec.; p. 98-105; Apr 07; AR

Theater; Agora Theater; Lelystad, Netherlands; by Maria Shollenger; ph. pl.; p. 286-293; Nov 07; ID

URBAN ARENA

Residential Development, Speculative Housing/Townhouse; Latitudes South at Vantis; Builder’s Choice Award; Alison Viejo, California; by Jenny Sullivan; ph. pl.; p. 120; Oct 07; B

URIBE DE BEDOUT, FELIPE

Recreation/Park; Barefoot Park; Medellin, Colombia; by Jimena Martignoni; ph. pl.; p. 102-109; Jan 07; LA

Recreation/Park; Park of Desires; Medellin, Colombia; by Jimena Martignoni; ph. pl.; p. 126-133; Apr 07; LA

URQUIOLA, PATRICIA

Store; Moroso at Moss; New York, New York; by Stephen Treffinger; ph.; p. 258-265; July 07; ID

VALERIO, DEWALT & TRAIN

Office Building/Landscape; Kresge Foundation Headquarters; Troy, Michigan; by Adam Regn Arvidson; ph. pl.; p. 22-31; Dec 07; LA

VAN DYKE LANDSCAPE

Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Sanctuary at The Estates at StoneBridge; San Diego, California; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 101; Sept 07; B

VAN GEMEREN & MASTEN BROEK

Government Building; Dutch Embassy; Aga Khan Award; Addis Ababa, Ethiopia; by Chris Abel; ph. m.; p. 73; Nov 07; ARev

ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont’d)

VAN TILBURG, BANVARD & SODERBERGH

Apartment Building; Noho Lofts; Builder’s Choice Award; Los Angeles, California; by Jenny Sullivan; ph.; p. 158; Oct 07; B

University/Residential; UCLA Southwest Campus Housing; Builder’s Choice Award; Los Angeles, California; by Jenny Sullivan; ph. pl.; p. 122; Oct 07; B

VAN VALKENBURG, MICHAEL

Office Building/Landscape; Tahari Courtyards; —, New Jersey; by Susan Hines; ph. pl.; p. 102-107; Sept 07; LA

Recreation/Park; Tear Drop Park; Battery Park City, New York; by Susan Hines; ph. ill.; p. 94-103; Feb 07; LA

Recreation/Park; Teardrop Park Postoccupancy Study; Battery Park City, New York; by Robin C. Moore; ph. pl. chart; p. 134-136; Dec 07; LA

Stormwater Management; Hydrologic Management at Herman Miller Furniture Factory; Canton, Georgia; by Vernon Mays; ph. sec. pl. dia. ill.; p. 24-31; Jan 07; LA

VANDEVENTER & CARLANDER

Residence; Camano Cabin; Camano Island, Washington; by Jane F. Kolleeny; ph. pl. sec. axon.; p. 136-138; Jan 07; AR

VANNINI, CAROLA

Bathroom; Bathroom Renovation; Rome, Italy; by David Sokol; ph.; p. 198; July 07; AR

VAPAAVUORI ARCHITECTS

Museum/Art; Kuma Art Museum; Tallinn, Estonia; by No author listed; ph. pl.; p. 94-95; Oct 07; ARev

VARENHorST, STEPHEn

Kitchen; Ragavan Residence Kitchen; Builder Award; Bryn Mawr, Pennsylvania; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph. pl.; p. 234; May 07; B

VAZ, GUILLERME MACHADO

Residence; Valley House; AR Award; Viera Do Minho, Portugal; by Rob Gregory; ph. sec.; p. 86; May 07; ARev

VBN

University/Classroom; Management Case Study Room; California State University; Hayward, California; by Katia Garfen; ph. ill.; p. 37-38; Nov 07; A

VICENS & RAMOS

Residence; Vacation Home; Ibeza Island, Spain; by Mario Lopez-Cordero; ph.; p. S16-S20; Jan 07; ID

VINAS, GHISLAINE

Apartment Building/Interiors; Loft Interior Renovation; New York, New York; by Julie V. Ivonne; ph. pl.; p. 178-185; Jan 07; ID

VINCI/HAMP

Club: Arts Club of Chicago; Chicago, Illinois; by Ruth Lopez; ph.; p. 429; Mar 07; ID
ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont’d)

ARCHITECTS

VINOLY, RAFAEL

Resharch Facility, Laboratory; Janelia Farm Research Campus; Howard Hughes Medical Institute; Leesburg, Virginia; by Suzanne Stephens; ph. pl. sec.; p. 116-128; Mar 07; AR

University/Business School; Graduate School of Business; University of Chicago; Chicago, Illinois; by Ruth Lopez; ph.; p. 436-437; Mar 07; ID

VISUAL TERRAIN

Office Building: Hubbell Lighting Headquarters; BW/AR Award; Greenville, South Carolina; by Christopher Kieran; ph.; p. 110-112; Nov 07; AR

VOA ASSOCIATES

Hospital; Prentice Women’s Hospital; Chicago, Illinois; by Robert Cassidy; ph.; p. 71-72; Oct 07; BD&C

Restaurant; Blueprint Restaurant; Chicago, Illinois; by Bradley Lincoln; ph. pl.; p. 284-289; Oct 07; ID

VOA ASSOCIATES (cont’d)

Urban Design, Multi-Use Project; Lexington Park; Chicago, Illinois; by Robert Cassidy; ill.; p. 54-55; Oct 07; BD&C

VOLLNER ASSOCIATES

River, Waterway; Bronx River Restoration; Bronx, New York; by Linda McIntyre; ph. ref. sec. pl.; p. 84-97; Oct 07; LA

VOORSANGER ARCHITECTS

Office Building/Landscape; Tahari Courtyards; —, New Jersey; by Susan Hines; ph. pl.; p. 102-107; Sept 07; LA

WAITE, JOHN G.

Religious Building/Cathedral; Basilica of the Assumption Renovation; Baltimore, Maryland; by Bradford McKee; ph. pl. elev.; p. 62-67; Feb 07; A

WANDEL, HOEFER & LORCH

Religious Building; Jewish Center; Munich, Germany; by No author listed; ph. sec. m. ill.; p. 90-93; Oct 07; AR

WANK, ADAMS & SLAVIN

Government Building; U.s Post Office and Courthouse; Brooklyn, New York; by James Murdock; ph. pl. sec. ill.; p. 144-146; Mar 07; AR

WANTERS, MARCEL

Hotel; Lute Suites; Ouderkerk aan de Amstel, Netherlands; by Rineke Van Duysen; ph.; p. 228-232; Jan 07; ID

WARD & BLAKE

Urban Design, Multi-Use Project; Shervin Mixed-Use Building; RA Design Award; Jackson, Wyoming; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph. pl.; p. 62-63; May 07; RA

WAS DESIGN

Landscape Architecture; Profile of Firm; Gulf Shores, Alabama; by Susan Hines; ph. pl. ill.; p. 70-77; May 07; LA

ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont’d)

WASHINGTON, ROBERTA

School; School Overhaul in New Haven; New Haven, Connecticut; by Jay W. Schneider; ph.; p. 43-46; May 07; BD&C

WASSERMAN, BETTY

Residence; Hampton House Renovation; Bridgehampton, New York; by Raul Barreneche; ph. pl.; p. 198-207; July 07; ID

WCR INNENARCHITEKTUR

Hotel; Omnia Hotel; Zermatt, Switzerland; by Fred A. Bernstein; ph.; p. 168-177; Jan 07; ID

WDG ARCHITECTS

Urban Design, Multi-Use Project; University Town Center; Hyattsville, Maryland; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. ill.; p. 102-103; Apr 07; B

WEARSTLER, KELLY

Apartment Building; Eastern Columbia Lofts; Los Angeles, California; by Jenny Sullivan; ph.; p. 124; Nov 07; B

WEAVER DAVID

Urban Design, Multi-Use Project; Shervin Mixed-Use Building; RA Design Award; Jackson, Wyoming; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph. pl.; p. 62-63; May 07; RA

WEBER & THOMPSON

Residential Development, Speculative Housing; The Harmony Collection at Dahlia Park; Issaquah, Washington; by Jenny Sullivan; ph. pl.; p. 119; Aug 07; B

WEINBACH, DANIEL

Apartment Building/High Rise; Ten East Delawar; Chicago, Illinois; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 102; Sept 07; B

Residential Development, Speculative Housing/Townhouse; Eastgate Village; Chicago, Illinois; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 124; May 07; B

Residential Development, Speculative Housing; University Commons; Builder’s Choice Award; Chicago, Illinois; by Cheryl Weber; ph.; p. 102-103; Oct 07; B

WEISS, DAVID

Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Lafayette Falls; South Bend, Indiana; by Pat Curry; ph. pl. elev.; p. 49-52; Apr 07; B

WEISS/MANFREDI

Recreation/Park; Olympic Sculpture Park; Seattle, Washington; by Clifford A. Pearson; ph. pl. sec.; p. 110-117; July 07; AR

Recreation/Park; Olympic Sculpture Park; Seattle, Washington; by Clair Enlow; ph. ill. pl.; p. 100-109; Aug 07; LA

Recreation/Park; Olympic Sculpture Park; ASLA Award winner; Seattle, Washington; by Paul Burkhardt; ph.; p. 114; July 07; LA

WEISZ & YOES

Lighting; Battery Bosque; New York, New York; by William Weathersby, Jr; ph. pl.; p. 155-166; Feb 07; AR
ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont'd)

WENZEL & WENZEL
Museum; Museum of Modern Literature; Marbach, Germany; by Suzanne Stephens; ph. pl.; p. 102-109; Feb 07; AR

WESTLAKE, REED & LESKOSKY
Arts Center; Bethel Woods Center for the Arts; Bethel, New York; by Jeff Yoders; ph.; p. 58-59; Apr 07; BD&C

WHY ARCHITECTURE
Museum; Grand Rapids Art Museum; Grand Rapids, Michigan; by Vernon Mays; ph. pl. elev. sec. m. axon.; p. 86-97; Oct 07; A

WIESLER, ULRICH
University/Dining Hall; Cafeteria; Universität Karlsruhe; Karlsruhe, Germany; by Gisela Williams-Kramer; ph. pl. sec.; p. 294-301; May 07; ID

WIGGLESWORTH, SARAH
Studio; Dance Studio; London, England; by Peter Blundell Jones; ph. pl. sec.; p. 44-51; July 07; AR

WILKINSON & EYRE
Bridge; NescioBrug; Amsterdam, Netherlands; by Suzanne Stephens; ph. pl. sec.; p. 80; Aug 07; AR

WILKINSON, CLIVE
Office Building/Interiors; Disney Store Headquarters; Pasadena, California; by Edie Cohen; ph. pl.; p. 262-271; May 07; ID

Office Building/Interiors; Maguire Properties Headquarters; Santa Monica, California; by Edie Cohen; ph. pl.; p. 154-161; Feb 07; ID

Office Building/Interiors; Maguire Properties; Los Angeles, California; by Annie Block; ph.; p. 30-31; Dec 07; ID

WILLIAMS & TSIEEN
City and Regional Planning; Business Park; Mumbai, India; by Catherine Slessor; pl. ill. sec.; p. 51; Jan 07; AR

University/Research Facility, Laboratory; Skirkanich Hall; University of Pennsylvania; Philadelphia, Pennsylvania; by Suzanne Stephens; ph. pl. sec.; p. 128-133; Dec 07; AR

WILLIAMS, KEITH
Theater; Unicorn Theater; London, England; by No author listed; ph.; p. 102-103; Oct 07; AR

WIMBERLY, ALLISON, TONG & GOO
Hotel; Trends in Hospitality Design; by Jay W. Schneider; ph. ill.; p. 32-38; Dec 07; BD&C

WINWARD STRUCTURES
Transit Station; Southern Cross Train Station; Melbourne, Australia; by Rebecca Roke; ph. pl. sec.; p. 52-59; Feb 07; AR

WIRZ, JACQUES
Recreation/Park; Jubilee Park Critique; London, England; by Mark Hinshaw; ph.; p. 198-200; Oct 07; LA

ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont’d)

WISZNIA ASSOCIATES
Architecture; Profile of Firm; New Orleans, Louisiana; by Meghan Drueding; ph.; p. 55; Aug 07; RA

WOHA ARCHITECTS
Apartment Building/High Rise; Moulmein Residential Tower; Aga Khan Award; —; Singapore; by Chris Abel; ph. pl.; p. 74; Nov 07; ARev

WOLF & LYON
Housing; Wellington Neighborhood; Breckenridge, Colorado; by Jenny Sullivan; ph.; p. 99-106; July 07; B

WONDERWALL
Store/Clothing; Hysteric Glamour Store; Tokyo, Japan; by Aric Chen; ph.; p. 254-259; Apr 07; ID

WOODLEY ARCHITECTURAL GROUP
Residential Development, Speculative Housing/ Townhouse; Sky Terrace; Builder Award; Denver, Colorado; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 128; June 07; B

WORKAC
Office Building/Interiors; Creative Time Offices; New York, New York; by Howard Halle; ph.; p. 118-122; Sept 07; ID

WORKSHOP HAKOMORI YANTRASAST
Residence; Wakasa House; Osaka, Japan; by Michael Webb; ph. pl. ill. sec.; p. 56-59; May 07; ARev

WREN, CHRISTOPHER
Residence; Christ Church Tower; London, England; by Raymund Ryan and Sarah Amelar; ph. pl. sec.; p. 134-139; Apr 07; AR

WRIGHT & COMPANY
Urban Design, Multi-Use Project; Eco18 Mixed-Use Project; Chicago, Illinois; by Robert Cassidy; ill.; p. 55; Oct 07; BD&C

WRIGHT, ANDREW
Recreation/Sports Facility; Scunthorpe Central Park Sports Academy; Scunthorpe, England; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl. sec.; p. 65; Jan 07; ARev

WRIGHT, FRANK LLOYD
Residence; Petra Island House; Lake Mahopac, New York; by Jenny Sullivan; ph.; p. 40; Feb 07; B

WRIGHT, RON
Housing; Shirley Bridge Bungalows; AIA Housing Award; Seattle, Washington; by Christopher Kieran; ph.; p. 206; July 07; AR

WUSTEMANN, GUS
Apartment Building/Interiors; Glacier Loft; Lucerne, Switzerland; by Diana Lind; ph. pl. ill.; p. 128-131; Sept 07; AR

X-LINE DESIGN
Store/Clothing; Gallery More; Ilan, Taiwan; by Andrew Yang; ph. pl.; p. 192-199; Apr 07; ID
ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont’d)

XTEN ARCHITECTS
Urban Design, Multi-Use Project; Kim Sing
Theater Renovation; Los Angeles, California;
by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. 230-237; July 07; ID

YABU & PUSHELBERG
Office Building/Interiors; A1 Label Head-
quarters Lunchroom; Ontario, Toronto, Can-
da; by Mark Pupo; ph.; p. 92-94; July 07; ID

YANICK, MILES
Residence; Bainbridge Island Residence;
Bainbridge Island, Washington; by Jenny
Sullivan; ph. pl.; p. 108-109; Mar 07; B

YORK & SAWYER
Library; Fleet Library Renovation; Rhode Is-
land School of Design; Providence, Rhode Is-
land; by Clifford A. Pearson; ph. pl. ill.; p.
200-203; June 07; AR

YU, GEORGE
Research Facility, Laboratory; Honda Ad-
vanced Design Center, Pasadena, California;
by Sarah Amelar; ph. pl. ill.; p. 118-121;
Sept 07; AR

YUM, DAVID
Architecture; Profile of Architect; New York,
New York; by Ingrid Spencer; ph. m.; p.
57-58; Nov 07; AR

ZACK & DE VITO
Residential Development, Speculative
Housing; Chattanooga Street Duplex; Build-
er’s Choice Award; San Francisco, Cal-
ifornia; by Megan Lane Patrick; ph. pl.; p. 98;
Oct 07; B

ZEFF DESIGN
Office Building/Interiors; Theory Headquar-
ters; New York, New York; by Lisa Selin Da-
vis; ph.; p. 216-224; Apr 07; ID

ZEITLIN, MANUEL
Urban Design, Multi-Use Project; Mercury
View Lofts; Nashville, Tennessee; by
Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 100-101; Apr 07;
B

ZENREICH, MICHAEL
Residence; Hymowitz Residence; New York,
New York; by Dan Shaw; ph.; p. 252-261;
Oct 07; ID

ZHONG SONG DESIGN
Lighting; Highway Overpass at Wu Jiao Plaza;
Shanghai, Yangpu District, China; by
Andrew Yang; ph.; p. 170-172; Aug 07; AR

ZIMMER, GUNSUL & FRASCA
Lighting; EPA Regional Headquarters; Atrium
daylight control system; R+D Award; Den-
ver, Colorado; by Katie Gerfen; ph. ill.; p.
70-73; Sept 07; A

ZUMTHOR, PETER
Museum/Art; Diocesan Museum; Cologne,
Germany; by Peter Davey; ph. pl. sec.; p.
36-43; Nov 07; A Rev

ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont’d)

ZYSCOVICH
Apartment Building/Interiors; Dunin Apart-
ment; Miami Beach, Florida; by Linda Lee;
ph. pl.; p. 232-239; Aug 07; ID

ARCHITECTURAL COMPETITIONS
Germany, Berlin; Architecture of Berlin; by
Peter Cook; ph.; p. 34; May 07; A Rev

Michigan, East Lansing; Broad Art Museum
Competition; Coop Himmelblau, Zaha Hadid
and et al.; by Joseph Giovannini; ph. ill. m.; p.
246-248; Nov 07; ID

The Design Jury and Education; by Helena
Webster; ph. ref.; p. 21-27; Feb 07; JAE

See also ARCHITECTURE; LANDSCAPE AR-
CHITECTURE; Specific Building Type

ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN,
THEORY

Architectural Design and Research; by Helene
Furjan; ill. ref.; p. 62-68; Sept 07; JAE

Changing Role of Theatre Architecture; by
Steve Tompkins and Andrew Todd; ph.; pl.
32-35; July 07; A Rev

Community Design Standards; by Cheryl
Weber; ill.; p. 29-38; Aug 07; RA

Design Excellence Program for Government
Architecture; by Robert Campbell; ph.; p.
53-54; July 07; AR

Different Elevations for the Same Floor Plan;
by J.R. Ruthig; ill.; p. 57-58; Nov 07; B

Expanding Role of Engineers; by Nina
Rappaport; ph. ill. m.; p. 90-95; Aug 07; AR

High-Performance Homes; by Nigel F.
Maynard; ph.; p. 172-180; Jan 07; B

High-Tech Hospital Design; by Russell
Fortmeyer; ph. ill. cca.; p. 151-158; Sept 07;
AR

Home Design Trends for 2007; by Deborah
Leopold; ph.; p. 35-36; Jan 07; B

Inspiring Creativity with Office Design; by Jay
W. Schneider; ph. pl.; p. 24-30; Mar 07; BD&C

Interaction Design; Taking cues from the com-
puter industry; by Francis Duffy; ph.; p. 40-41;
Apr 07; A Rev

Island Kitchen Design; Bassenberg & Lagoni;
by Dave Kosco; ill.; p. 93-94; Feb 07; B

Modern Architecture and Sensory Overload;
by Peter Cook; ph.; p. 34; Feb 07; A Rev

Museum Design; by Victoria Newhouse; ph.;
p. 69-70; Sept 07; AR

Ornament in Design; by Rob Gregory; ph. ill.;
p. 30-35; Nov 07; A Rev

Propositions for Suburban Living; Rethinking
the single-family house; by Gail Peter
Bordenaro; ph. ill. m. pl. ref.; p. 76-83; Sept 07;
JAE

The Modern Architecture Revolution; by Wil-
liam J. R. Curtis; ph.; p. 36-39; Mar 07; A Rev

Theories of Sustainability; by Kiel Moe; table
ill. dia. ref.; p. 24-30; May 07; JAE

Trends in Hotel Design; by Craig Kellogg and
Gretchen Kelly; ph.; p. 242-244; Oct 07; ID

Trends in Theater Design; by Kristin Foster;
ph.; p. 44-45; Aug 07; BD&C
ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN, THEORY (cont'd)
See also ARCHITECTURAL EDUCATION; ARCHITECTURE; CITY AND REGIONAL PLANNING; INTERIOR DESIGN; URBAN DESIGN, MULTI-USE PROJECT

ARCHITECTURAL DRAWING
Thinking by Drawing; by Peter Schneider; ill. elev. ref.; p. 19-22; Sept 07; JAE
Updating Hand Drawing for a Digital World; by James Richards; ill. ph.; p. 22-31; Nov 07; LA
See also COMPUTER

ARCHITECTURAL EDUCATION
Archiculture Documentary Film; by Braulio Agnesi; ph.; p. 72-73; Nov 07; A
Architectural Education at Pratt Institute and Columbia University; by Peter Cook; ph.; p. 24; Jan 07; ARev
Architectural Education Survey; by Ned Cramer; ph. chart; p. 52-65; Nov 07; A
Relationships Between Design, Research and Scholarship; by Matt Powers; ill. table ref.; p. 15-18; Sept 07; JAE
The Architecture Handbook; Newhouse program for student enrichment; by Katie Gerfen; ph.; p. 49-50; Nov 07; A
The Design Jury and Education; by Helena Webster; ph. ref.; p. 21-27; Feb 07; JAE
The Research Studio in Architectural Education; by Kazys Varnelis; ph. dia. ref.; p. 11-14; Sept 07; JAE
Translations Between Design Research and Scholarship; by Lily Chi; ph. ref.; p. 7-10; Sept 07; JAE
See also LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE EDUCATION; OFFICE PRACTICE

ARCHITECTURAL MODEL
Rome Reborn 1.0; 3D computer model of ancient Rome; by Sudip Bose; ph. map m.; p. 80-85; Oct 07; A

ARCHITECTURAL RESEARCH
Architectural Design and Research; by Helene Furjan; ill. ref.; p. 62-68; Sept 07; JAE
Baby Boomer Market Research; by Jenny Sullivan; ph. pl. elev. table; p. 158-166; Jan 07; B
Design as Research; Design-Build programs; by David Hinson; ph. ref. m. axon.; p. 23-26; Sept 07; JAE
Future of the Built Environment; Self-contained neighborhoods; by John Caulfield; ph. graph table; p. 132-138; Sept 07; B
How Research is Understood in Academia; by B.D. Wortham; ph. ill. ref.; p. 44-53; Sept 07; JAE
Relationships Between Design, Research and Scholarship; by Matt Powers; ill. table ref.; p. 15-18; Sept 07; JAE

ARCHITECTURAL RESEARCH (cont’d)
Research Ethics and the Design Process; by Stephen Kieran; ill. pl. ph. sec.; p. 27-31; Sept 07; JAE
Researching Crowd Behavior; by John Gendall; ph. ill.; p. 45-46; Oct 07; A
The Research Studio in Architectural Education; by Kazys Varnelis; ph. dia. ref.; p. 11-14; Sept 07; JAE
Translations Between Design Research and Scholarship; by Lily Chi; ph. ref.; p. 7-10; Sept 07; JAE
Use and Abuse of the Research Studio; by Ursula Emery McClure; ph. ref.; p. 73-75; Sept 07; JAE
See also BEHAVIORAL STUDIES; Specific Topics

ARCHITECTURE
America’s Best Builders 2007; by Sharon O’Malley and Lawrence D. Maloney; ph. graph; p. 112-132; Mar 07; B
Architectural History and Culture; by Juhani Pallasmaa and Peter MacKeith; ph.; p. 105-107; June 07; AR
Architectural Internship; Creative rewards versus financial drawbacks; by Ernest Beck; ph.; p. 52-57; Apr 07; A
Architectural Quotations; by Robert Campbell; ill.; p. 37-38; Jan 07; AR
Architecture and Digital Facades; by Robert Campbell; ph.; p. 65-66; Nov 07; AR
Architecture and Reality Television; by Christopher Hawthorne; ph. ill.; p. 59-61; Mar 07; AR
Architecture Blogs; by Gideon Fink Shapiro; ph.; p. 92-97; Sept 07; A
Architecture Mergers and Acquisitions; by B. J. Novitski; ill.; p. 75-76; Oct 07; AR
Architecture’s Top Newsmakers; The Meta rankings; by Edward Keegan; ill. chart map; p. 106-113; May 07; A
Black Women in Architecture; by Hannah McCann; ph.; p. 62-65; Mar 07; A
Bob Attack; Builder Humanitarian Award; by Sharon O’Malley; ph. p. 218-222; Feb 07; B
Bringing Better Design to More People; by John Gavin Dwyer; p. 26; June 07; RA
Builder Top 100; by Ethan Butterfield; ph. table; p. 129-218; May 07; B
California, Los Angeles; Profile of Architect; David Montalba; by Ingrid Spencer; ph. ill.; p. 67-68; May 07; AR
California, Los Angeles; Profile of Firm; Assemblage+; by Ingrid Spencer; ph. ill.; p. 33-34; Jan 07; AR
California, Los Angeles; Profile of Firm; Ball & Nogues; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. 152-156; Nov 07; ID
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ARCHITECTURE (cont'd)

California, Los Angeles; Profile of Firm; Friedman & Kimm; by Edie Cohen; ph. ill.; p. 160-162; Nov 07; ID

California, Los Angeles; Profile of Firm; Oyler & Wu; by Ingrid Spencer; ph. m.; p. 63-64; Oct 07; AR

California, San Diego; Profile of Architect; Jonathan Segal; by Fred A. Bernstein; ph.; p. 63-66; Sept 07; A

California, San Diego; Profile of Architect; Design Vanguard Award 2007; Sebastian Mariscal; by David Sokol; ph. ill.; p. 96-101; Dec 07; AR

California, San Francisco; Profile of Firm; Fougeron Architecture; by Cheryl Weber; ph.; p. 56-64; Sept 07; RA

Cantilevers in Architecture; by Russell Fortmeyer; ph.; p. 156-158; Dec 07; AR

China, Beijing; Profile of Firm; Design Vanguard Award 2007; Studio Pei-Zhu; by Andrew Yang; ph. ill.; p. 68-73; Dec 07; AR

Conceptual Research Projects; by Zoe Prillinger and Luke Ogrydziak; ph.; p. 37-38; Apr 07; RA

Connecticut, Greenwich; Profile of Architect; 2007 Leadership Award; Joeb Moore; by Cheryl Weber; ph.; p. 60-63; Nov 07; RA

Coping with Rejection; by Cheryl Weber; ill.; p. 31-40; July 07; RA

Critique of Maya Lin; Maya Lin; by Philip Kennicott; ph.; p. 142,144; Feb 07; LA

Design as Scholarship or Scholarship of Design?; by Donald Kunze; dia. ill.; ref.; p. 54-61; Sept 07; JAE

Eritrea, Asmara; Modernist Structures in East Africa; by Stefan Boness; ph.; p. 99-102; May 07; A

Florida, Sarasota; Profile of Architect; Guy Peterson; by Cheryl Weber; ph.; p. 44-49; July 07; RA

France, Paris; Profile of Firm; Beckmann & N'Thepe; by Sam Lubeell; ph.; p. 59-60; Sept 07; AR

Germany, —; Viewing Architecture in Person; by Peter Cook; p. 34; Mar 07; ARev

Illinois, Chicago; Profile of Firm; 2007 Leadership Award; Cohen & Hacker; by Meghan Drueing; ph.; p. 51-55; Nov 07; RA

Innovative Building Companies; by John Caulfield; ph. ill.; p. 68--; Dec 07; B

Integrated Practice in Perspective; Collaboration and Information Sharing; by Andrew Pressman; dia. graph.; p. 116-120; May 07; AR

Interview with Designers; Bonetti & Kozerski; by Stephen Mileot; ph.; p. 170-172; Apr 07; ID

Japan, —; Japanese Architecture Styles; by Rob Gregory; ph. ill.; p. 28-31; Aug 07; ARev

Japan, Tokyo; Profile of Architect; Design Vanguard Award 2007; Sou Fujimoto; by Naomi R. Pollock; ph. ill.; p. 102-107; Dec 07; AR

John Crossland, Sr.; Builder Humanitarian Award; by Lawrence D. Maloney; ph.; p. 214-216; Feb 07; B

Korea, Seoul; Profile of Firm; Design Vanguard Award 2007; Moonyu Choi+GaA; by Clifford A. Pearson; ph. ill.; p. 86-91; Dec 07; AR

ARCHITECTURE (cont’d)

Landscape in the Architecture of Louis Kahn; Louis Kahn; by Kazi Khaleed Ashraf; ph. m. ill.; ref.; p. 48-58; Nov 07; JAE

Louisiana, New Orleans; Architect’s Hurricane Story; Perez, APC; by Angela O’Byrne; ph.; p. 23-26; Aug 07; RA

Louisiana, New Orleans; Profile of Firm; BildDESIGN; by Meghan Drueing; ph. ill.; p. 53; Aug 07; RA

Louisiana, New Orleans; Profile of Firm; Wayne Troyer; by Meghan Drueing; ph. ill. elev.; p. 49-51; Aug 07; RA

Louisiana, New Orleans; Profile of Firm; Wisznia Associates; by Meghan Drueing; ph.; p. 55; Aug 07; RA

Louisiana, New Orleans; Rebuilding New Orleans; by Meghan Drueing; ph.; p. 48-62; Aug 07; RA

Making Sense of Culture; by Catherine Slesser; ph.; p. 40-41; Oct 07; ARev

Maryland, Bethesda; Profile of Architect; 2007 Leadership Award; Muse Stephen; by Cheryl Weber; ph.; p. 56-59; Nov 07; RA

Massachusetts, Boston; Profile of Firm; AIA Honor Award: Leers & Weinzapfle; by Jane F. Kolleeny; ph.; p. 160-163; May 07; RA

Massachusetts, Boston; Profile of Firm; Design Vanguard Award 2007; Howeler & Yoon; by Suzanne Stephens; ph.; p. 82-85; Dec 07; AR

Mechanical Architecture; Chuck Hoberman; by Nina Rappaport; ph. ill.; p. 154-155; Dec 07; AR

Mending Modernism; by John Allan; ph.; p. 84-85; Mar 07; ARev

Mexico, Mexico City; Profile of Architect; Design Vanguard Award 2007; Tatiana Bilbao; by Russell Fortmeyer; ph. ill. sec.; p. 92-95; Dec 07; AR

Mexico, Mexico City; Profile of Architect; Design Vanguard Award 2007; Gerardo Broissin; by Beth Broome; ph. ill.; p. 108-113; Dec 07; AR

Michigan, Ann Arbor; Profile of Firm; PEG; by Ingrid Spencer; ph. ill.; p. 41-42; Feb 07; AR

Modernism Away from the Center; by Dan Hoffman; ph.; p. 101-102; Sept 07; JAE

Netherlands, Rotterdam; Profile of Firm; Design Vanguard Award 2007; Kempe & Thill; by Tracy Metz; ph. m.; p. 114-119; Dec 07; AR

New AIA Documents; by Werner Sabo and James Zahn; ph. ref.; p. 26-27; Apr 07; TCS

New York, New York; Profile of Architect; Tina Manis; by Diana Lind; ph. ill.; p. 51-52; Mar 07; AR

New York, New York; Profile of Architect; David Yum; by Ingrid Spencer; ph. m.; p. 57-58; Nov 07; AR

New York, New York; Profile of Firm; SHoP; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. 172-174; Nov 07; ID

New York, New York; Profile of Firm; Caliper Studio; by Diana Lind; ph.; p. 55-56; June 07; AR

New York, New York; Profile of Firm; Studio ST; by Ingrid Spencer; ph.; p. 51-52; Aug 07; AR

New York, New York; Profile of Firm; Design Vanguard Award 2007; Levin & Betts; by Joann Gonchar; ph. ill.; p. 74-77; Dec 07; AR
ARCHITECTURE (cont’d)

Next Generation of Architects; by Mimi Zeiger; ph.; p. 51-54; Mar 07; A
Nonprofit Public Architecture; by Mimi Zeiger; ph.; p. 81; May 07; A
Norway, — ; National Tourist Routes Project; by David Sokol; ph.; p. 90-96; Oct 07; AR
Office Size and Quality of Work; by Alexander Gorlin; ill.; p. 55-56; Apr 07; AR
Parallels in Architecture and Interior Design; by Craig Kellogg; ph.; p. 372-378; Mar 07; ID
Pecku Kucha Night; by John Gendall; ph.; p. 66-69; Dec 07; A
Profile of Architect; Alexander Gorlin; by Cheryl Weber; ph. elev.; p. 54-61; Jan 07; RA
Profile of Architect; Leslie Shepherd; by Linda Hales; ph. ill.; p. 54-61; Feb 07; A
Profile of Architect; Maya Lin; by Susan Hines; ph.; p. 110-115; Feb 07; LA
Profile of Architect; Leopold Eidlitz; by Kate Holliday; ph. ill. ref.; p. 32-43; Sept 07; JAE
Profile of Architect; Hicks Stone; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. 318-320; Mar 07; ID
Profile of Architect; Bernard Tschumi; by Fred A. Bernstein; ph.; p. 37; Oct 07; A
Profile of Architect; Dirk Lohan; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. 330-332; Mar 07; ID
Profile of Architect; AIa Honor Award; Edward Larrabee Barnes; by Fred Bernstein; ph. ill. pl.; p. 167-173; May 07; AR
Profile of Designer; Giambattista Piranesi; by Amanda Kolson Hurley; ph. ill.; p. 48-55; Aug 07; A
Profile of Designers; Werner Sobek and Jurg Conzet; by Steven Spier; ph. sec.; p. 74-81; Feb 07; ARev
Profile of Firm; Pique; by Ingrid Spencer; ph. ill.; p. 51-52; Apr 07; AR
Profile of Firm; Ryker & Nave; by Meghan Drueing; ph.; p. 42-47; June 07; RA
Profile of Firm; HOK Sport; by Edward Keegan; ill.; p. 57-60; Mar 07; A
Profile of Firm; Sciswsk Collaborative; by Edie Cohen; ph. ill.; p. 166-168; Nov 07; ID
Profile of Firm; Behnisch Architects; by Jacob Ward; ph. ill. sec.; p. 43-46; Jan 07; A
Profile of Firm; Office da; by Vernon Mays; ph. ill.; p. 70-77; June 07; A
Profile of Firm; DeLeon & Primmer; by Alan G. Brake; ph. ill.; p. 49-50; July 07; AR
Profile of NAHB President; by Jennifer Popovec; ph.; p. 108-112; Jan 07; B
Pros and Cons of Design/Build; by Cheryl Weber; ill.; p. 33-38; June 07; RA
Return of Architectural Craftsmanship; by Cheryl Weber; ill.; p. 37-50; Sept 07; RA
Role of Structure in Architecture; by David Dunster; ph. ref.; p. 36-39; Feb 07; ARev
South Africa, — ; Challenges for Architects and Urban Designers in South Africa; by Matthew Barac; ph. ref.; p. 36-39; June 07; ARev
Spain, Madrid; Profile of Firm; Design Vanguard Award 2007; Estudio.entrestitio; by David Cohn; ph. ill. m.; p. 78-81; Dec 07; AR
Structural Engineering and Architectural Form; by Matthew Wells; ph.; p. 82-83; Feb 07; ARev

ARCHITECTURE (cont’d)

Successful Communications in Project Management; by John Bunzick; ph.; p. 18-20; Aug 07; TCS
Taiwan, Taipei; Profile of Firm; CJ Studio; by Annie Block; p. 178-182; Nov 07; ID
Ten Most Influential People in Architecture; by Elizabeth A. Evitts et al.; p. 114-125; May 07; A
Texas, — ; Architecture in Texas; by David Dillon; ph. ill. m.; p. 100-108; May 07; AR
Texas, Austin; Profile of Firm; KRDB; by Ingrid Spencer; ph. ill.; p. 43-44; Dec 07; AR
The Business of Architecture; by Andrew Pressman; chart; p. 69-70; Mar 07; AR
The Next Industrial Revolution; Interview with William McDonough; William McDonough; by Andrea Dean; ph.; p. 82-88; Mar 07; AR
Vegetation on Buildings; by Peter Cook; ph. ill.; p. 38; Oct 07; ARev
Women in Architecture; Gender-related obstacles; by Cheryl Weber; ill.; p. 24-37; May 07; RA
See also ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN, THEORY; INTERIOR DESIGN

ARGENTINA

Buenos Aires; Bank; Banco de Londres y America del Sud; Clorindo Testa and SEPRA; by Sheila Kim-Jamet; ph.; p. 396-397; Mar 07; ID
Parque Leloir; Residence; New Home; Martin Facundo; by Mario Lopez-Cordero; ph.; p. 68-72; Feb 07; ID

ARIZONA

— ; Residence; Patio House; Rick Joy; by Catherine Slessor; ph. ill. sec.; p. 68; Jan 07; ARev
Maryvale; Community Center; Palo Verde Library & Maryvale Community Center; Wendell Burnette and Gould & Evans; by Anne Hartman; ph.; p. 48-49; Aug 07; BD&C
Mesa; Arts Center; Mesa Arts Center; ASLA Award winner; Martha Schwartz; by Paul Burkhardt; ph.; p. 112-113; July 07; LA
Mesa; Plaza; Brown Family Plaza; DWL Architects and BOORA; Landscape Design by Design Workshop; by Michael Bruce Dillin; ph. ill.; p. 92-99; Mar 07; LA
Phoenix; Library; Palo Verde Library/Maryvale Community Center; AIA Honor Award; Gould & Evans; by Diana Lind; ph.; p. 136; May 07; AR
Phoenix; University/Medical Center; College of Medicine Restoration; University of Arizona; SmithGroup; by Jay W. Schneider; ph.; p. 53; Sept 07; BD&C
Scottsdale; Hotel; Monticello Scottsdale Resort; DLR Group; Interior Design by Benjamin Noriega-Ortiz; by C. C. Sullivan; ph.; p. 206-214; June 07; ID
Scottsdale; Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Casitas at Silverleaf; Builder Award; BBG Architects; by Carolyn Weber; ph. ill.; p. 125; June 07; B
ARIZONA (cont'd)
Tucson; University/Master Plan; Campus Development; University of Arizona; Robert R. Smith; Master Planning by Ayers, Saint & Gross; by Vernon Mays; ph.; p. 64-65; July 07; A
Tucson; University/Research Facility, Laboratory; Meinel Optical Sciences Expansion; University of Arizona; AIA Honor Award; Richard & Bauer; by Diana Lind; ph.; p. 130; May 07; AR
Tucson; University/Research Facility, Laboratory; Meinel Optical Sciences Expansion: University of Arizona; Richard & Bauer; by Suzanne Stephens; ph. pl. sec. ill.; p. 202-207; May 07; AR

ARKANSAS
Johnson; Residence; Arkansas House; RA Design Award; Marlon Blackwell; Landscape Design by Landscape Studio; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph. pl.; p. 93; May 07; RA
Little Rock; Elderly Housing; Good Shepherd Ecumenical Retirement Community; P/A Award; University of Arkansas Community Design Center; by Katie Gerfen; ill.; p. 82-83; Jan 07; A
Little Rock; Office Building; Heifer International Headquarters; Polk, Stanley, Rowland, Curzon & Porter; by Gideon Fink Shapiro; ph.; p. 41; June 07; A

ART
England, London; Gormley Art Exhibit; Antony Gormley; by Paula Dietz; ph.; p. 67-68; Oct 07; AR
Illinois, Chicago; 200 West Madison Street Winter Garden; Powell & Kleinschmidt; Sculpture by Louise Nevelson; by Ruth Lopez; ph.; p. 432-433; Mar 07; ID
Illinois, Chicago; Agora Sculpture in Grant Park; Magdalena Abakanowicz; by Jeff Huebner; ph.; p. 126-131; Oct 07; LA
Illinois, Chicago; Daley Plaza Sculpture; Pablo Picasso; by Ruth Lopez; ph.; p. 429-430; Mar 07; ID
Ireland, Dublin; The Speed of Light; Art installation in the landscape; William Dennisuk; by Dorothy Joiner; ph.; p. 64; June 07; LA
Massachusetts, Boston; Voromuro Installation; Office dA; by John Gendall; ph.; p. 102-106; Sept 07; AR
New York, Ithaca; Landscape Art; Cornell University; Patrick Dougherty; by Suzanne VanDeMark; ph.; p. 22-29; Sept 07; LA
New York, New York; H_Edge Installation; Cecil Balmond and Arup Advanced Geometry Unit; by John Gendall; ph.; p. 102-106; Sept 07; AR
New York, New York; Richard Serra Sculpture; Forty Years; Richard Serra; by Sara Hart; ph.; p. 83-84; Sept 07; AR
New York, New York; Stainless-Steel Tree Sculpture; Roxy Paine; by Howard Halle; ph.; p. 140-141; June 07; ID
Pennsylvania, Philadelphia; Holiday Home Installation; UNS/Studio; by John Gendall; ph.; p. 102-106; Sept 07; AR

ART (cont'd)
Portugal, Lisbon; Lisbon Triennale Installation; Zaha Hadid; by John Gendall; ph.; p. 102-106; Sept 07; AR
Profile of Artist; John Taylor, by John Taylor; ph. ref.; p. 82-89; June 07; LA
Profile of Designer; Art in the landscape; Chris Booth; by John K. Grande; ph.; p. 44-55; July 07; LA
Science and Art in the Landscape; Stacy Levy; by Adam Regn Arvidson; ph. ref.; p. 30-41; Apr 07; LA
See also MUSEUM

ART GALLERY
Connecticut, New Haven; Art Gallery Renovation; Yale University; Polshek Partnership; Original Design by Louis Kahn; by Paula Deitz; ph. pl. ill.; p. 50-55; Mar 07; ARev
France, Le Muy; Bernar Venet Residence and Gallery; Llamata & Berthier; by Lanie Goodman; ph.; p. 162-171; Feb 07; ID
Germany, Munster; Sculpture Pavilion; Modulorbeast; by Catherine Slessor; ph. sec.; p. 52-53; Nov 07; ARev
Illinois, Chicago; Extension Gallery; by Philip Berger; ph. ill.; p. 110-112; Nov 07; ID
Korea, Seoul; Gallery Yeh; Unsaengdong Architects; by Catherine Slessor; ph. sec.; p. 68-69; Dec 07; ARev
See also ARTS CENTER; MUSEUM; SHOW-ROOM; UNIVERSITY/MUSEUM

ARTS CENTER
Arizona, Mesa; Mesa Arts Center; ASLA Award winner; Martha Schwartz; by Paul Burkhardt; ph.; p. 112-113; July 07; LA
Canary Islands, Tenerife; Magma Arts and Congress Center; Artengo, Manis & Pastrana; by Catherine Slessor; ph. sec.; p. 52-59; July 07; ARev
England, Bristol; Spike Island Arts Center; Caruso & St. John; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl.; p. 22-23; July 07; ARev
England, London; Barbican Arts Center Renovation; Alford, Hall, Monaghan & Morris; Original Design by CPB; by Kenneth Powell; ph. pl. axon.; p. 56-61; Mar 07; ARev
England, Nottingham; Centre for Contemporary Arts; Caruso & St. John; by Rob Gregory; ph. elev.; p. 54-57; Nov 07; ARev
Florida, Miami; Cisneros Fontanals Art Foundation; Rene Gonzalez; by Christopher Kieran; ph.; p. 77; July 07; AR
Illinois, Chicago; Hyde Park Art Center; Garofalo Architects; by Ruth Lopez; ph.; p. 434-435; Mar 07; ID
Indiana, Indianapolis; Indianapolis Art Center; Michael Graves; Landscape Design by Rundall & Ernsterberger; by Adam Regn Arvidson; ph. pl.; p. 58-71; Oct 07; LA
Iowa, Des Moines; History of Des Moines Art Center; Eiel Saarinen, I.M. Pei and Richard Meier; by Jason Aread and Thomas Leslie; ph. pl. m. axon. ref.; p. 35-46; Nov 07; JAE
ARTS CENTER (cont’d)

Netherlands, Almere; De Kunstlinie Arts Center; SANAA; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pl. sec.; p. 74-81; Oct 07; AR

New York, Bethel; Bethel Woods Center for the Arts; Westlake, Reed & Leskosky; Acoustical Design by Jaffe & Holden; by Jeff Yoders; ph.; p. 58-59; Apr 07; BD&C

Portugal, Madeira; Casa das Mudas Centro das Artes; David Paulo; by David Cohn; ph. pl. sec.; p. 192-201; May 07; AR

Spain, Valencia; Reina Sofia Palace of the Arts; Santiago Calatrava; by Luis Fernandez-Galiano; ph. pl.; p. 102-109; July 07; AR

See also MUSEUM; PERFORMING ARTS CENTER; THEATER; UNIVERSITY

AUDIO-VISUAL

Audiovisual Technology and Sustainable Design; by Jon Melchin; ph. ref.; p. 100-108; June 07; TCS

California, Hayward; Management Case Study Room; California State University; VBN and Charles M. Salter; by Katie Gerfen; ph. ill.; p. 37-38; Nov 07; A

Future of Television; by Rebecca Day; ph. ill.; p. 69-70; Nov 07; RA

Masking Systems for the Television; by Rebecca Day; ph.; p. 71-72; June 07; RA

Whole-House Audio Control; by Rebecca Day; ph.; p. 68-70; Mar 07; RA

See also ELECTRICAL

AUSTRALIA

Brisbane, Queensland; Residence; Gully House; Bligh, Voller & Nield; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph.; p. 15-21; Jan 07; RA

Melbourne; Garden; Australian Garden; Royal Botanic Gardens; Taylor, Cullity & Lethlean; by Marc Treib; ph. pl.; p. 140-153; Oct 07; LA

Melbourne; Government Building; Council House No. 2; Melbourne City Council offices; Design Inc and Mick Pearce; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pl. sec.; p. 72-75; Apr 07; AR

Melbourne; School/Special; Children’s Activity Center; Phoeey Architects; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pl.; p. 67-68; Dec 07; AR

Melbourne; Transit Station; Southern Cross Train Station; Grimshaw Architects and Jackson Architecture; Structural Design by Winward Structures; by Rebecca Roke; ph. pl. sec.; p. 52-59; Feb 07; AR

Perth; Historic, Preservation; Commonwealth Games Housing Village; by Hannah Lewi and Stephen Neille; ph. ill. ref.; p. 17-24; Nov 07; JAE

Perth; Residence; Dunedin Street Residence; AR Award; Iredale, Pedersen & Hook; by Rob Gregory; ph. sec.; p. 78; May 07; AR

South Wales, Newport City; Bridge; River Usk Footbridge; Grimshaw Architects; Structural Design by Atkins; by Suzanne Stephens; ph. pl. sec.; p. 84; Aug 07; AR

AUSTRALIA (cont’d)

Sydney; Apartment Building/High Rise; Portico Scots Church Redevelopment; Tonkin, Zulaikha & Greer; by David Sokol; ph. pl.; p. 230-232; May 07; AR

Sydney; Exhibition, Exhibit; Digital Origami; PTW; by David Sokol; ph.; p. 170-171; Aug 07; ID

AUSTRIA

Rohner Port; Waterfront Development; Multifunctional Building; Baumschlager & Eberle; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl. ill. m.; p. 58; Jan 07; AR

Vienna; Exhibition, Exhibit; Helmut Richter High-Tech Exhibit; Helmut Richter; by Peter Cook; ph.; p. 28; Nov 07; AR

AUTOMOBILE

Parking Problems in City Parks; by Peter Harnik et al.; ill.; p. 162-164; July 07; LA

BAHAMAS

Elbow Cay; Residence; Beach House; SMP Architects; by Susan Maxman; ph.; p. 27-28; July 07; RA

BANGLADESH

Dhaka; Apartment Building; Apartment Block; Shatotto; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pl. sec.; p. 70; Dec 07; AR

Rudrapur; School/Elementary; Primary School; Aga Khan Award; Heringer & Roswag; by Chris Abel; ph.; p. 70; Nov 07; AR

BANK

Argentina, Buenos Aires; Banco de Londres y America del Sud; Clorindo Testa and SEPRA; by Sheila Kim-Jamet; ph.; p. 396-397; Mar 07; ID

Idaho, Boise; Banner Bank; HDR; Structural Design by KPFF Consulting Engineers; by Jeff Yoders; ph.; p. 63; Apr 07; BD&C

Illinois, Chicago; Hyde Park Bank; Florian Architects; by Ruth Lopez; ph.; p. 424-425; Mar 07; ID

Japan, Tokyo; Mitsubishi UFJ Financial Group Branch Bank; Neil M. Denari and Amarterrance; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. 286-275; Nov 07; ID

Pennsylvania, Philadelphia; Philadelphia Saving Fund Society; George Howe and William Lescaze; by Donald Albrecht and Thomas Mellins; ph.; p. 345-352; Mar 07; ID
BANK (cont’d)

Washington, Seattle; Washington Mutual Bank; Conventional roof garden; NBBJ; Landscape Design by Phillips, Farevaag & Smallenberg; by Linda McIntyre; ph. pl. elev.; p. 94-101; Nov 07; LA
See also OFFICE BUILDING

BAR

California, Los Angeles; Blue Velvet Restaurant-Lounge; Tag Front; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. 56-60; July 07; ID
France, Paris; Pink Bar; Jakob & MacFarlane; by Beth Broome; ph. pl.; p. 93-94; Sept 07; AR
New York, New York; Campbell Apartment Bar; Nina Campbell; by Fred A. Bernstein; ph.; p. 462-467; Mar 07; ID
New York, New York; Goldbar; Robert McKinley; by Dan Shaw; ph.; p. 186-187; Apr 07; ID
See also CLUB; NIGHT CLUB; RESTAURANT

BARN

See RURAL DESIGN

BATHROOM

Bathroom Renovation; Alterstudio; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph.; p. 24; June 07; RA
California, —; Bathroom Renovation; Ogrzydzak & Prillinger; by Diana Lind; ph.; p. 198; July 07; AR
California, Sonoma County; New Kitchen and Bath; Aiglin & Darling; by David Sokol; ph.; p. 192; July 07; AR
Colorado, —; Restaurateur’s Bath; Semple & Brown; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph. pl.; p. 28; Sept 07; RA
Colorado, Denver; 60 Clermont Street; Builder Award; Debra Toney; by Jenny Sullivan; ph. pl.; p. 238; May 07; B
District of Columbia, Washington; Architect’s Bathroom; Adamstein & Demetriou; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph. pl.; p. 32; Jan 07; RA
England, Devon, Plymouth; Brewhouse Bathroom; Acanthus, Ferguson & Mann; by Cheryl Weber; ph.; p. 32; Apr 07; RA
Italy, Rome; Bathroom Renovation; Carola Vannini; by David Sokol; ph.; p. 198; July 07; AR
Kitchen/Bath Renovation; Minarc; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. 155-158; Oct 07; ID
Louisiana, New Orleans; Live/Work Kitchen; Eskew, Dumez & Ripple; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph. pl.; p. 20-21; Aug 07; RA
New Jersey, Maplewood; Kitchen and Bath Addition; StudioMDA; by Kevin Lerner; ph.; p. 191; July 07; AR
New York, Long Island; Bathroom; De Vido Architects; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph. pl.; p. 24; July 07; RA
New York, New York; Apartment Kitchen and Bath; Desai & Chia; by Deborah Wilk; ph.; p. 104-105; Dec 07; ID
Oregon, Parkdale; Kelly Bathroom; Liz Oliberding; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph. pl.; p. 26; Nov 07; RA

BATHROOM (cont’d)

Sweden, Stotum; Swedish Kitchen and Bath; Jordens Arkitekter; by Rineke Van Duysen; ph.; p. S7-S10; Apr 07; ID
Virginia, Batesville; Bathroom Renovation; Architecture & Urbanism; by Vernon Mays; p. S22-S24; Jan 07; ID
Virginia, McLean; Old Dominion Showhouse Bathroom; Builder Award; Harrison Design Associates and David H. Mitchell Partnership; by Jenny Sullivan; ph. pl.; p. 228-229; May 07; B
Washington, Seattle; Bathroom Design; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph.; p. 32; Mar 07; RA

BEAUTY SALON

See STORE

BEHAVIORAL STUDIES

Baby Boomer Market Research; by Jenny Sullivan; ph. pl. elev. table; p. 158-166; Jan 07; B
Focus on Workplace Design; Workplace survey; Gensler Associates; by Jay W. Schneider; ph. table; p. 33-37; Mar 07; BD&C
Future of the Built Environment; Self-contained neighborhoods; by John Caufield; ph. graph table; p. 132-138; Sept 07; B
Home Design Trends for 2007; by Deborah Leopold; ph.; p. 35-36; Jan 07; B
Life Away From the Office and Jobsite; by Pat Curry; ph.; p. 158-164; June 07; B
Redefining Downtown Living; by Sharon O’Malley; ph.; p. 134-140; Mar 07; B
Researching Crowd Behavior; by John Gendall; ph. ill.; p. 45-46; Oct 07; A
The Next Generation of Home Buyers; by Pat Curry; ph.; p. 258-266; Feb 07; B
See also ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN, THEORY; ARCHITECTURAL RESEARCH; Specific Topics

BELGIUM

Brussels; Exhibition, Exhibit; Cityscape Installation; Arne Quinze and Troublemakers Factory; by David Sokol; ph.; p. 251-255; Nov 07; ID

BOAT

Netherlands, Schagen; Ark van Noach; Johan Huibers; by Charlotte Vaudrey; ph.; p. 68-72; Aug 07; ID

BOOK

The Architecture Handbook; Newhouse program for student enrichment; by Katie Gerfen; ph.; p. 49-50; Nov 07; A

BOTANIC GARDEN

Australia, Melbourne; Australian Garden; Royal Botanic Gardens; Taylor, Cullity & Lethlean; by Marc Treib; ph. pl.; p. 140-153; Oct 07; LA
Mexico, Mexico City; Bosque de Chapultepec; Grupo de Diseño Urbano; by Brian Davis; ph. pl.; p. 116-126; Apr 07; LA
BOTANIC GARDEN (cont’d)
Pennsylvania, Pittsburgh; Phipps Conservatory and Botanical Gardens; iKM Architects; by J. Patrick Rand; ph. ill. sec.; p. 43-46; Nov 07; A
Sweden, Malmo; Glass Bubble Garden; Monika Gora; by Robert Such; ph.; p. 22; Feb 07; LA
See also GARDEN; RECREATION

BRAZIL
Niteroi; Theater; Teatro Popular; Oscar Niemeyer; by Till Wohler; ph.; p. 31; Dec 07; ARev

BRIDGE
Australia, South Wales, Newport City; River Usk Footbridge; Grimshaw Architects; Structural Design by Atkins; by Suzanne Stephens; ph. pl. sec.; p. 84; Aug 07; AR
California, San Francisco; Golden Gate Bridge Seismic Retrofit; by Dan Halpern; ph. pl. elev. ill.; p. 66-73; Oct 07; A
England, London; The Sackler Crossing; Royal Botanic Gardens; John Pawson; Lighting Design by Speirs & Major; by David Sadighian; ph.; p. 205; Nov 07; AR
France, Langeais; Langeais Suspension Bridge Lighting; Neo Light; by Robert Such; ph.; p. 179; Aug 07; AR
France, Millau; Millau Viaduct; Foster & Partners; by Suzanne Stephens; ph. ill.; p. 78-79; Aug 07; AR
Indiana, Indianapolis; Art and Nature Park; Indianapolis Museum of Art; Marlon Blackwell; Landscape Design by Landscape Studio; by Russell Fortmeyer; ph. cea ill. sec.; p. 149-157; July 07; AR
Netherlands, Amsterdam; Nesciobrug; Wilkinson & Eyre; Structural Design by Arup; by Suzanne Stephens; ph. pl. sec.; p. 80; Aug 07; AR
Portugal, Coimbra; Footbridge; Arup Advanced Geometry Unit; Structural Design by Antonio Adao da Fonseca; by Suzanne Stephens; ph. sec. pers.; p. 82; Aug 07; AR
Portugal, Coimbra; River Mondego Bridge; Cecil Balmond and Antonio Adao da Fonseca; Structural Design by Arup; by Rob Gregory; ph. ill.; p. 70-72; Feb 07; ARev

BUILDING CODE
Energy Legislation; by Deborah Leopold; ill.; p. 31-32; Nov 07; B
Wildfire Policies and New Code Requirements; by Ted Cushman; ph. map; p. 108-118; Nov 07; B

BUILDING PRODUCTS (cont’d)
Appliance Innovations; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph.; p. 61-62; Apr 07; B
Backer Material for Sealant; by Deborah Slaton and Michael J. Scheffler; ph.; p. 130; Mar 07; TCS
Home Automation Systems; by Rebecca Day; ph.; p. 91-92; Apr 07; RA

BUILDING SYSTEMS
Colorado, Denver; EPA Regional Headquarters; Atrium daylight control system; R+D Award; Zimmer, Gunsul & Frasca; by Katie Gerfen; ph. ill.; p. 70-73; Sept 07; A
Connecticut, New Haven; Sculpture Building and Gallery; Yale University; Lightweight facade system; R+D Award; Kieran & Timberlake; by Katie Gerfen; ph. ill. dia.; p. 74-79; Sept 07; A
Maryland, Taylor’s Island; Loblolly House; Lightweight facade system; R+D Award; Kieran & Timberlake; by Katie Gerfen; ph. ill.; p. 74-79; Sept 07; A
Masking Systems for the Television; by Rebecca Day; ph.; p. 71-72; June 07; RA
Panelized Wood Roof Systems; by Jay W. Schneider; ph. ill.; p. 58-69; Feb 07; BD&C
Pennsylvania, Philadelphia; Levine Hall; University of Pennsylvania; Lightweight facade system; R+D Award; Kieran & Timberlake; by Katie Gerfen; ph. ill.; p. 74-79; Sept 07; A
Rain-Screen Facades; by Joann Gonchar; ph. axon. sec. det. cea.; p. 139-146; Feb 07; AR
Studcast Walls; Precast and steel framing system; by Brian Smith and Michael Chusid; ph. ill.; p. 56-63; Apr 07; TCS
Ten Rules for Designing Vapor Barriers; by Richard Keleher and Judd Peterson; ph.; p. 55-58; May 07; BD&C

BURKINA FASO
Koudougou; Market; Central Market; Aga Khan Award; Swiss Agency for Development and Cooperation; by Chris Abel; ph. pl.; p. 70; Nov 07; ARev

C

CALIFORNIA
—; Bathroom; Bathroom Renovation; Ogrydziak & Prillinger; by Diana Lind; ph.; p. 198; July 07; AR
—; Learning, Training Center; Audubon Center at Debs Park; Environmental education center; EHDD; Landscape Design by Campbell & Campbell; by Linda McIntyre; ph. pl.; p. 68-81; July 07; LA
Alison Viejo; Residential Development, Speculative Housing/Townhouse; Latitudes South at Vanite; Builder’s Choice Award; William Hezmalhalch; Landscape Design by Urban Arena; by Jenny Sullivan; ph. pl.; p. 120; Oct 07; B
CALIFORNIA (cont'd)

Bel Air: Residence; Oshry Residence; RA Design Award; Pali & Fekete; Landscape Design by Blue Door Gardens; by Cheryl Weber; ph. pl.; p. 79; May 07; RA

Beverly Hills: Office Building/Interiors; Endeavor Talent Agency; AIA Honor Award; NMDA; Interior Design by Interior Architects; by Diana Lind; ph.; p. 142; May 07; AR

Beverly Hills: Office Building/Interiors; AOL Headquarters; HOK; Original Design by Gwathmey Sieg, by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. 194-201; Jan 07; ID

Big Sur: Residence; Jackson Family Retreat; RA Design Award; Fougeron Architecture; Structural Design by Enders & Vare; by Cheryl Weber; ph. pl.; p. 109; May 07; RA

Campbell: Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Park Town Place; Builder Award; Seidell & Holzman; by Carolyn Weber; ph. pl.; p. 132; June 07; B

Carlsbad: Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Mystic Point; Starck Architecture; Landscape Design by Howard & Associates; by Jenny Sullivan; ph. pl.; p. 121; Aug 07; B

Century City: Office Building/Interiors; Creative Artists Agency; Gensler Associates; by Annie Block; ph.; p. 24-25; Dec 07; ID

Chula Vista: Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Atrium at EastLake Vista; R. Douglas Mansfield; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 97; Mar 07; B

Chula Vista: Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Sagaro at Windwalk; McKinley & Associates; Landscape Design by Gillespie, Moody & Patterson; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 124; May 07; B

Culver City: Industrial Building; Warehouse Rooftop Addition; Eric Owen Moss; by Vernon Mays; ph. pl. dia. elev. det. iso. ill.; p. 70-79; Dec 07; A

Culver City: Museum; Museum of Design Art and Architecture; Pali & Fekete; by Russell Fortmeyer; pl. sec.; p. 96-101; Feb 07; AR

Culver City: Industrial Design, Multi-Use Project; Washington Building; Pali & Fekete; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph.; p. 144; May 07; RA

Emeryville: Apartment Building; Green City Lofts; Builder's Choice Award; Swatt Architects; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph. pl.; p. 94-95; Oct 07; B

Encino: Kitchen; Kitchen Remodel; Abramson & Teiger; by Sam Lubell; ph.; p. 196; July 07; AR

Glendale: Recreation/Park; Chess Park; Rios, Clementi & Hale; by Morris Newman; ph. elev. det. pl.; p. 30-36; Sept 07; LA

Hayward: University/Classroom; Management Case Study Room; California State University; VBN and Charles M. Salter; by Katie Gerfen; ph. ill.; p. 37-38; Nov 07; A

CALIFORNIA (cont'd)

Hemet; Museum/Natural History; Water and Life Museum; Gangi Architects and Lehrer Architects; by Jay W. Schneider; ph.; p. 38-42; Aug 07; BD&C

Hercules: Residential Development, Speculative Housing/Townhouse; Victoria Green; BAR Architects; by Jenny Sullivan; ph. pl.; p. 135-136; July 07; B

Hillsborough: Garden; Manor House Garden; Ron Lutsko; by Zahid Sardar; ph. pl.; p. 100-103; July 07; LA

Hollywood Hills: Observatory; Griffith Observatory Rehabilitation; Pfeiffer Partners and Levin & Associates; ph.; p. 37-38; Sept 07; BD&C

Hollywood Hills: Residence; Belzberg Residence; Belzberg Architects; by Edie Cohen; ph. pl.; p. 276-285; Nov 07; ID

Hollywood Hills: Residence; Residence Renovation; Lettuce Office; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. S38-S42; Sept 07; ID

La Crescenza: Residence; Pittman Dowell Residence; PIA Award; Michael Maltzan; by Katie Gerfen; ph. m. pl.; p. 64-69; Jan 07; A

La Jolla: University/Student Center; Student Center Expansion; University of California, San Diego; Public Architecture; by Ann Jarmusch; ph. pl. ill.; p. 160-163; Nov 07; AR

La Mesa: Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Serramor at La Mesa; Newman, Garrison & Gilmour and Bassenian & Lagoni; by Pat Curry; ph.; p. 53-56; Oct 07; B

Larkspur: Landscape Architecture; Profile of Designer; Lawrence Halprin; by John King; ph.; p. 50-51; May 07; LA

Los Angeles: Apartment Building; Eastern Columbia Lofts; Killefer & Flammang; Interior Design by Kelly Wearstler; by Jenny Sullivan; ph.; p. 124; Nov 07; B

Los Angeles: Apartment Building; Met Lofts; EnterActive building lighting; Johnson & Fein; Lighting Design by Electroland; by David Sokol; ph.; p. 176-177; Aug 07; AR

Los Angeles: Apartment Building; Noho Lofts; Builder's Choice Award; van Tilburg, Banvard & Soderbergh; by Jenny Sullivan; ph.; p. 158; Oct 07; B

Los Angeles: Architecture; Profile of Architect; David Montalba; by Ingrid Spencer; ph. ill.; p. 67-68; May 07; AR

Los Angeles: Architecture; Profile of Firm; Ball & Nogues; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. 152-156; Nov 07; ID

Los Angeles: Architecture; Profile of Firm; Friedman & Kimm; by Edie Cohen; ph. ill.; p. 160-162; Nov 07; ID

Los Angeles: Architecture; Profile of Firm; Assemblage*; by Ingrid Spencer; ph. ill.; p. 33-34; Jan 07; AR

Los Angeles: Architecture; Profile of Firm; Oyler & Wu; by Ingrid Spencer; ph. m.; p. 63-64; Oct 07; AR

Los Angeles: Community Center; Regional Homeless Center; AIA Housing Award; Jeffrey M. Kalban; by Christopher Kieran; ph.; p. 206; July 07; AR
CALIFORNIA (cont’d)

Los Angeles: Exhibition, Exhibit; Materials & Applications: Bubbles; FoxLin, NONDesigns and Brand Name Label; by David Sokol; ph.; p. 25; Feb 07; AR

Los Angeles: Exhibition, Exhibit; Skin + Bones: Parallel Practices in Fashion and Architecture; by Russell Fortmeyer; ph. ill.; p. 47-49; Jan 07; AR

Los Angeles: Exhibition, Exhibit; Ukendiglooo: Architecture; by Laurie Manfrai & Partners; ph.; pl.; p. 122; Oct 07; AR

Los Angeles: Health Care, Health Center; Obagi Skin Health Institute; Robert D. Henry; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. 190-194; Feb 07; ID

Los Angeles: Industrial Building; Warehouse Expansion; Steven Ehrlich: Landscape Design by Pamela Burton; by Mimi Zeiger; ph. pl. elev.; p. 76-81; July 07; A

Los Angeles: Observatory; Exhibition Design for Griffith Observatory; Pfeiffer Partners and Levin & Associates; Exhibition Design by C&G Partners; by Russell Fortmeyer; ph. elev.; p. 163, June 07; AR

Los Angeles: Observatory; Griffith Observatory Restoration; Pfeiffer Partners and Levin & Associates; Original Design by Austin & Ashley; by Russell Fortmeyer; ph. pl. sec.; p. 154-158; June 07; AR

Los Angeles: Office Building/Interiors; Buck Headquarters; Mass Architecture & Design; by Kathryn Harris; ph.; p. 248-249; May 07; ID

Los Angeles: Office Building/Interiors; Creative Artists Agency; Gensler Associates; Lighting Design by Horton, Lees & Brogden; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. 252-261; May 07; ID

Los Angeles: Office Building/Interiors; Edmunds.com; Studios Architecture; by Annie Block; ph.; p. 36-37; Dec 07; ID

Los Angeles: Office Building/Interiors; Edmunds.com Headquarters; Studios Architecture; Lighting Design by Architecture & Light; by Edie Cohen; ph. pl.; p. 160-167; Jan 07; ID

Los Angeles: Office Building/Interiors; Maguire Properties; Clive Wilkinson; by Annie Block; ph.; p. 30-31; Dec 07; ID

Los Angeles: Office Building/Interiors; Peter Morton Offices; Callas & Shortridge; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. 270-275; Oct 07; ID

Los Angeles: Office Building/Interiors; Wong Doody Offices; Shubin & Donaldson; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. 88-94; Oct 07; ID

Los Angeles: Office Building/Low Rise; California Endowment; Rios, Clementi & Hale and House & Robertson; by Russell Fortmeyer; ph. pl. sec.; p. 106-109; Jan 07; AR

Los Angeles: Residence; Brentwood Residence; Builder’s Choice Award; William Hefner; Landscape Design by Mia Lehrer; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph.; p. 140; Oct 07; B

Los Angeles: Residence; Coconut House; Lee & Mundwiller; by Russell Fortmeyer; ph. pl.; p. 172-175; July 07; AR

Los Angeles: Residence; Glencoe Residence and Landscape; Marmol & Radziner; by Susan Hines; ph. pl.; p. 36-43; July 07; LA

CALIFORNIA (cont’d)

Los Angeles: Residence; Horizon Residence and Landscape; Marmol & Radziner; by Susan Hines; ph. pl.; p. 36-43; July 07; LA

Los Angeles: Residence; House Renovation; Minarc; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. 162-169; June 07; ID

Los Angeles: Residence; House Renovation; Minarc; by Sheila Kim-Jamet; ph.; p. 162-164; May 07; ID

Los Angeles: Residence; Kanye West House; Bonura Building Architects; Interior Design by Desiderata Design; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. 214-223; Aug 07; ID

Los Angeles: Residence; New Residence; Nicholas; Bud & Dutton; Interior Design by Kay Kollar; by Edie Cohen; ph. pl.; p. 290-297; Oct 07; ID

Los Angeles: Residential Development, Speculative Housing; The Mercury Adaptive Reuse Project; Thomas P. Cox; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 138; Feb 07; B

Los Angeles: Residential Development, Speculative Housing/Spec Residence; Icon at Playa Vista - Plan 4; Builder’s Choice Award; JZMK; by Sarah Whitman; ph.; p. 160; Oct 07; B

Los Angeles: Residential Development, Speculative Housing/Spec Residence; Icon at Playa Vista - Plan 3; Builder’s Choice Award; JZMK; by Jenny Sullivan; ph. pl.; p. 124; June 07; B

Los Angeles: Residential Development, Speculative Housing/Townhouse; Icon at Playa Vista - Plan 1; Builder’s Choice Award; JZMK; by Sarah Whitman; ph.; p. 160; Oct 07; B

Los Angeles: Restaurant; Blue Velvet Restaurant-Lounge; Tag Front; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. 56-60; July 07; ID


Los Angeles: School/Elementary; Science Center School; AIA Honor Award; Morphosis; by Diana Lind; ph.; p. 134; May 07; AR

Los Angeles: School/High; Camino Nuevo High School; Dairy & Genik; by Sam Lubell; ph. elev. sec. pl.; p. 130-135; July 07; AR

Los Angeles: Service Station; United Oil Station; Kanner Architects; by Hannah McCann; ph. pl.; p. 45-48; Apr 07; A

Los Angeles: Showroom; Trina Turk Showroom; Bestor Architecture; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. 186-191; June 07; ID

Los Angeles: Theater; Billy Wilder Theater; Michael Maltzan; Lighting Design by LAM Partners; by Sarah Amelar; ph.; p. 188-189; Nov 07; AR

Los Angeles: University/Residential; UCLA Southwest Campus Housing; Builder’s Choice Award; van Tilburg, Banvard & Soderbergh; Landscape Design by LRM; by Jenny Sullivan; ph. pl.; p. 122; Oct 07; B

Los Angeles: Urban Design, Multi-Use Project; Kim Sing Theater Renovation; XTEN Architects; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. 230-237; July 07; ID
CALIFORNIA (cont'd)

Marin County: Studio; Daylight Photography Studio and Workshop; Kennerly Architecture; by Jane F. Kolleeny; ph. pl.; p. 78-79; Feb 07; AR

Merced: University/Utility Facility; Merced Central Plant; University of California; AIA Honor Award; Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; by Diana Lind; ph.; p. 131; May 07; AR

Mill Valley: Residence; Sherman House; Lorcan O’Herlihy; by Michael Webb; ph. pl. sec.; p. 84-87; Feb 07; ARev

Mira Loma: Residential Development, Speculative Housing/ Townhouse; Serafina Townhouses; KTGY Group; by Pat Curry; ph. pl.; p. 59-62; July 07; B

Morgan Hill: Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Royal Court Affordable Housing; Builder’s Choice Award; KTGY Group; Landscape Design by Dillon Design; by Sarah Whitman; ph.; p. 104; Oct 07; B

Mountain House: Residential Development, Speculative Housing/Spec Residence; Accacia - Plan 2; Builder Award; Dahlin Group; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 138; June 07; B

Napa: Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Camerons Inn; AIA Honor Award; William Rawn, Caspar Mol and et al.; by Diana Lind; ph.; p. 156; May 07; AR

Newport Beach: Residential Development, Speculative Housing/Spec Residence; SeaCrest - White Residence (Plan 2); Builder Award; ForestStudio and Ritter Group; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 130; June 07; B

Oakland: Apartment Building/Middle Rise; 200 Second Street; Builder Award; David Baker; by Carolyn Weber; ph.; p. 134; June 07; B

Pajaro: Housing; Nuevo Amanecer; Builder’s Choice Award; KTGY Group; Landscape Design by Dillon Design; by Sarah Whitman; ph.; p. 154; Oct 07; B

Palm Springs: Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Biltmore Colony; RA Design Award; DesignARC; Landscape Design by Michael Schneider; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph. pl.; p. 71; May 07; RA

Palo Verde Peninsula: Residence; Lunada Bay Residence; ASLA Award winner; Artechon Architecture; by Paul Burkhardt; ph.; p. 120-121; July 07; LA

Pasadena: Government Building; Pasadena City Hall Restoration; Architectural Resources Group; Original Design by Bakewell & Brown; by Barbara Horwitz-Bennett; ph. pl. 34-35; Sept 07; BD&C

Pasadena; Office Building/Interiors; Disney Store Headquarters; Clive Wilkinson; Lighting Design by KGM Architectural Lighting; by Edie Cohen; ph. pl.; p. 262-271; May 07; ID

Pasadena; Research Facility; Laboratory; Honda Advanced Design Center; George Yu; by Sarah Amelar; ph. pl. ill.; p. 116-121; Sept 07; AR

Pasadena: River, Waterway; Arroyo Seco Restoration; Lynn Dwyer; by Linda McIntyre; ph. map; p. 40-49; Aug 07; LA

CALIFORNIA (cont'd)

Piedmont: Residence; Tsao Residence; Tsao & McKown and Finn & Laczko; by Jen Renzi; ph. pl.; p. 145-153; June 07; ID

Playa Vista: Residential Development, Speculative Housing; The Park Houses at Playa Vista; Builder’s Choice Award; B3 Architects; by Pat Curry; ph. pl.; p. 136; Oct 07; B

Rancho Cucamonga: Residential Development, Speculative Housing/Townhouse; Three-65 at Victoria Gardens; Builder’s Choice Award; Bassenian & Lagoni; Landscape Design by Collaborative West; by Megan Lane Patrick; ph.; p. 110; Oct 07; B

Redding: Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Parkview; New Urban Builders; Landscape Design by Alpine Landscaping; by Jenny Sullivan; ph. pl.; p. 118; Aug 07; B

Richmond: Government Building; Department of Health Services; Studios Architecture; by Mimi Zeiger; ph. pl.; p. 114-116; Jan 07; AR

Roseville: Residential Development, Speculative Housing; SOLARplus Communities; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph.; p. 44; Feb 07; B

San Diego: Architecture; Profile of Architect; Design Vanguard Award 2007; Sebastian Mariscal; by David Sokol; ph. ill.; p. 96-101; Dec 07; AR

San Diego: Architecture; Profile of Architect; Jonathan Segal; by Fred A. Bernstein; ph.; p. 63-66; Sept 07; A

San Diego: City and Regional Planning; City of Villages Plan; Smart growth enclaves; by Lee Bey; elev.; p. 39-40; Jan 07; A

San Diego: Housing; Lillian Place; RA Design Award; Studio E; Landscape Design by Ivy Landscape Architects; by Meghan Drueing; ph. pl.; p. 60-61; May 07; RA

San Diego: Museum/Art; Museum of Contemporary Art; Gluckman & Mayner and Heritage Architecture and Planning; by Ann Jarmusch; pl. elev.; p. 134-137; June 07; AR

San Diego: Museum/Art; Museum of Contemporary Art; Gluckman & Mayner and Heritage Architecture and Planning; by Jeff Yoders; ph.; p. 34-36; Aug 07; BD&C

San Diego: Recreation/Sports Facility; San Diego Padres Ballpark; BWAR Award; Antoine Predock; by Christopher Kieran; ph.; p. 108; Nov 07; AR

San Diego: Residence; Del Sur Ranch House; Builder’s Choice Award; Nick Fullerton; Interior Design by Design Line Interiors; by Sarah Whitman; ph.; p. 164; Oct 07; B

San Diego: Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Sanctuary at The Estates at StoneBridge; Lim Chang & Rohling; Landscape Design by van Dyke Landscape; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 101; Sept 07; B

San Diego: Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Scripps Preserve at The Estates at StoneBridge; Case Group; Landscape Design by M.W. Peltz; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 83; Aug 07; B
San Diego; Studio; Artist Bridge Studio Addition; RA Design Award; Safdie & Rabines; Landscape Design by Leslie Ryan; by Meghan Drueing; ph.; p.; p.; 91; May 07; RA
San Diego; Studio; Artist Bridge Studio; Safdie & Rabines; by Jane F. Kolleeny; ph. pl. sec.; p. 144-146; Jan 07; AR
San Diego; University/Campus; Campus Development; University of California, San Diego; M. Boone Hellmann; by Vernon Mays; ph.; p. 66-67; July 07; A
San Diego; University/Research Facility, Laboratory; Calit2; University of California, San Diego; NBBJ; by Joseph Giovanni; pl.; p. 134-138; Dec 07; AR
San Diego; Urban Design, Multi-Use Project; The Lots; Public Architecture; by Meghan Drueing; pl. ill.; p. 24; Jan 07; RA
San Diego; Urban Design, Multi-Use Project; R3 Mixed-Use; RA Design Award; Lloyd Russell; by Cheryl Weber; ph.; p. 75; May 07; RA
San Diego; Urban Design, Multi-Use Project; The Union; AIA Housing Award; Jonathan Segal; by Christopher Kieran; ph.; p. 205; July 07; AR
San Diego; Urban Design, Multi-Use Project; The Q; Mixed-use development; Jonathan Segal; by Cheryl Weber; pl. m.; p. 22; Sept 07; RA
San Francisco; Apartment Building/Interiors; LiveWork Space; John Lum; by Elizabeth Blish Hughes; ph.; p. S13-S16; Sept 07; ID
San Francisco; Apartment Building/Middle Rise; Plaza Apartments; AIA Housing Award; Leddy, Maytum & Stacy; by Christopher Kieran; ph.; p. 206; July 07; AR
San Francisco; Architecture; Profile of Firm; Fougeron Architecture; by Cheryl Weber; ph.; p. 56-64; Sept 07; RA
San Francisco; Bridge; Golden Gate Bridge Seismic Retrofit; by Dan Halperrn; pl. elev. ill.; p. 66-73; Oct 07; A
San Francisco; Garden; Curran House Gardens; ASLA Award winner; Andrea Cochran; by Paul Burkhardt; ph.; p. 110-111; July 07; LA
San Francisco; Garden; Erman Residence Garden; ASLA Award winner; James A. Lord; by Paul Burkhardt; ph.; p. 117; July 07; LA
San Francisco; Garden; Private Residence Garden; ASLA Award winner; Andrea Cochran; by Paul Burkhardt; ph.; p. 116-117; July 07; LA
San Francisco; Government Building; Federal Building; Morphosis and SmithGroup; by Brian Carter; ph. pl. sec.; p. 42-51; Apr 07; ARev
San Francisco; Government Building; San Francisco Federal Building; Morphosis; by Ron Nyren; ph.; p. 287; July 07; ID
San Francisco; Government Building; U.S. Federal Building Critique; by Sylvia Lavin; ph.; p. 106-107; Aug 07; AR
San Francisco; Government Building; U.S. Federal Building; Morphosis and SmithGroup; by Joann Gonchar; ph. pers. sec. dia.; p. 96-105; Aug 07; AR
San Francisco; Health Care, Health Center; Homeless Prenatal Program; Public Architecture; by Mimi Zeiger; ph.; p. 86; May 07; A
San Francisco; Housing; Mission Creek Community; Builder's Choice Award; Hardison, Komatsu, Ivelich & Tucker; by Megan Lane Patrick; ph.; p. 154; Oct 07; B
San Francisco; Landscape Architecture; San Francisco Walking Tour; by Mark Hinshaw and Marilyn Clemens; ph. ref. map; p. 90-103; June 07; LA
San Francisco; Museum; de Young Museum Landscape; Herzog & de Meuron and Fong & Chan; Landscape Design by Hood Design; by John Beardsley; ph.; p. 24-34; July 07; LA
San Francisco; Office Building/Interiors; Offices of Monitor Group; Sasaki Associates; by Jay W. Schneider; ph.; p. 27-28; Mar 07; BD&C
San Francisco; Office Building/Interiors; Offices of KKR Financial; Huntsman Architectural Group; by Ron Nyren; ph.; p. 84-88; May 07; ID
San Francisco; Office Building/Interiors; Offices of Clarium Capital Management; ArchitectureTM; by Laura Fisher Kaiser; ph.; p. 102-108; May 07; ID
San Francisco; Office Building/Interiors; Offices of Sasaki Associates; Sasaki Associates; by Meghan Drueing; ph.; p. 88; Mar 07; RA
San Francisco; Recreation/Park; 24th and York Street Minipark; Martha Ketterer; by Zahid Sardar; ph. ref.; p. 104-109; Mar 07; LA
San Francisco; Recreation/Park; Hunters Point Waterfront Park; ASLA Award winner; Hargreaves Associates; by Paul Burkhardt; map; p. 120-121; July 07; LA
San Francisco; Recreation/Park; The Presidio; Olin Partnership; by Marilyn Clemens; ph. pl. ill.; p. 108-119; Sept 07; LA
San Francisco; Residence; 1532 House; AIA Housing Award; Fougeron Architecture; by Christopher Kieran; ph.; p. 202; July 07; AR
San Francisco; Residence; Town House; Lundberg Design and Frost & Tsuji; Landscape Design by Andrea Cochran; by Edie Cohen; ph. pl.; p. 180-189; Feb 07; ID
San Francisco; Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Chattanooga Street Duplex; Builder's Choice Award; Zack & De Vito; by Megan Lane Patrick; ph.; p. 98; Oct 07; B
San Francisco; Restaurant; Witchcraft Restaurant; Bentel & Bentel and Mark Horton; by James Nestor; ph.; p. 102-106; Oct 07; ID
San Francisco; School/Private; Bay School of San Francisco; AIA Honor Award; Leddy, Maytum & Stacy; by Diana Lind; ph.; p. 144; May 07; AR
San Francisco; Studio; Live/Work Studio; Shehahan & Quandt; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph.; p. 104; Jan 07; RA
San Francisco; University; Child Development Center; City College; MKThink; by David Blied; ill.; p. 75; Apr 07; BD&C
San Francisco; Wind; One Rincon Hill; Solomon, Cordwell & Buend; by No author listed; ill.; p. 64; Jan 07; BD&C
CALIFORNIA (cont'd)

San Jose; Shopping Center; Santana Row Shopping Center; by Philip Nobel; ph.; p. 134,135; June 07; LA
Santa Barbara; Housing; El Carillo Housing Authority; AIA/HUD Award; Cearnal & Andruleitlis; by Christopher Kieran; ph.; p. 208; July 07; AR
Santa Barbara; Urban Design, Multi-Use Project; Club Casa Mina; B3 Architects; by Kathleen Stanley; ph.; p. 98-99; Apr 07; B
Santa Monica; Office Building/Interiors; COop Office Interiors; Pugh & Scarpa; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pl. sec.; p. 84-85; Apr 07; ARev
Santa Monica; Office Building/Interiors; Kanner Studio; Kanner Architects; by David Sokol; ph.; p. 183-185; Mar 07; AR
Santa Monica; Office Building/Interiors; Maguire Properties Headquarters; Moore, Ruble & Yudell; Interior Design by Clive Wilkinson; by Edie Cohen; ph. pl.; p. 154-161; Feb 07; ID
Santa Monica; Residence; Z6 House; Livinghomes and Ray Kappe; by Gideon Fink Shapiro; ph.; p. 48; June 07; A
Santa Ynez; Residence; Wells House; Frederick Fisher; Interior Design by Brad Dunning; by Edie Cohen; ph. pl.; p. 250-257; July 07; ID
Sequoia National Park; Landscape Restoration; Restoration of Giant Forest; ASLA Award winner; National Park Service; by Paul Burkhardt; ph.; p. 113; July 07; LA
Silver Lake; School; Camino Nuevo High School; Daly & Genik; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl. ill.; p. 64; Jan 07; ARev
Sonoma County; Kitchen; New Kitchen and Bath; Aidlin & Darling; by David Sokol; ph.; p. 192; July 07; AR
Sonoma County; Rural Design; Sonoma Barn; Aidlin & Darling; by John King; ph. pl.; p. 82-83; July 07; AR
Stanford; Research Facility, Laboratory; Global Ecology Research Center; EHDD; by Gideon Fink Shapiro; ph.; p. 44; June 07; A
The Sea Ranch; Residence; Evans Residence; Turnbull, Griffin & Haesloop; by Lisa Findley; ph. pl. sec.; p. 194-196; Oct 07; AR
Venice; Residence; 1+3=1 House; Steffen Leisner, Ali Jeevanjee and Phillip Trigas; by Sam Lubell; ph. pl. ill.; p. 199-200; Oct 07; AR
Venice; Residence; Himmelhaus; Coop Himmelblau and Michael Hricak; Interior Design by Virginia Moede; by Michael Webb; ph. pl. sec.; p. 64-66; May 07; ARev
Venice; Residence; Umbrella House; AIA Honor Award; Pugh & Scarpa; by Diana Lind; p. 136; May 07; AR
Venice; Studio; Glen Irani Studio; Glen Irani; by Meghan Drueing; ph.; p. 120; Sept 07; RA
Ventura; Residence; Mussel Shoals House; DesignARC; by Meghan Drueing; ph. pl.; p. 76-79; Sept 07; RA
Winchester; Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Veranda at Morningstar Ranch; Dahlin Group; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 135; Feb 07; B
Woodside; Residence; Scoren Residence; Don Knorr; Interior Design by Alexander Girard; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. 468-477; Mar 07; ID

CALIFORNIA (cont’d)

Yosemite National Park; Social Issues; Alternatives to Automobile Transportation in Yosemite; by Sally Augustin and Jean Marie Cackowski-Campbell; ill. ref.; p. 62-63; Aug 07; LA

CANADA

Alberta, Calgary; Community Center; Calgary Center for Global Community; P/A Award; Marc Boutin; by Katie Gerfen; ph. pl. ill. sec. m.; p. 52-57; Jan 07; A
British Columbia, Richmond; Shopping Center; Aberdeen Center; Bing & Thom; by Trevor Boddy; ph. pl.; p. 132-134; Feb 07; AR
British Columbia, Vancouver; Roof, Roofing; Washington Mutual Center Roof Garden; ASLA Award winner; Phillips, Farevaag & Smollenberg; by Paul Burkhardt; ph.; p. 112; July 07; LA
British Columbia, Vancouver; Store/Clothing; Holt Renfrew Store; IB Group; Interior Design by Janson & Goldstein; by Robyn Roehm Cannon; ph.; p. 298-307; Oct 07; ID
British Columbia, Vancouver; Wall; Vancouver Aquarium; Living wall system; Clive Grout and Stantec Consulting; Landscape Design by Sharp & Diamond; by Joann Gonchar; ph.; p. 149; Feb 07; AR
Ontario, Toronto; Lighting; Pharmacy Building; University of Toronto; Foster & Partners; Lighting Design by Claude R. England; by Tim McKeeough; ph.; p. 278-280; May 07; AR
Ontario, Toronto; Office Building/Interiors; Offices of Grip Limited; Johnson Chou; by Jay W. Schneider; ph.; p. 24-26; Mar 07; BD&C
Ontario, Toronto; Office Building/Interiors; A1 Label Headquarters Lunchroom; Soma Studio; Original Design by Yabu & Pushelberg; by Mark Pupo; ph.; p. 92-94; July 07; ID
Ontario, Toronto; Performing Arts Center; Four Seasons Centre for the Performing Arts; Diamond & Schmitt; by Jay W. Schneider; ph.; p. 46-47; Aug 07; BD&C
Ontario, Toronto; School/Special; National Ballet School; AIA Honor Award; Kuwabara, Payne, McKenna & Blumberg and Goldsmith & Borgal; by Diana Lind; ph.; p. 135; May 07; AR
Ontario, Toronto; School/Special; National Ballet School of Canada; Kuwabara, Payne, McKenna & Blumberg and Goldsmith & Borgal; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pl. sec. map; p. 36-43; July 07; ARev
Ontario, Toronto; Store; Capezio Shoe Boutique; William R. Dawson; Interior Design by Burdifilek; by Mark Pupo; ph.; p. 80-84; Nov 07; ID
Ontario, Toronto; Store; Eko Jewelry Boutique; Dialogue 38; by Tim McKeough; ph.; p. 76-78; Apr 07; ID
Quebec, Montreal; University/Music Building; New Music Building; McGill University; Sauzier & Perrotte; Acoustical Design by ARTEC; by Sarah Amellar; ph. pl. sec.; p. 118-123; July 07; AR
CANADA (cont'd)
Quebec, Saint-Edmond-de-Grantham; Residence; Les Abouts House; Pierre Thibault; by Jane F. Kolleleny; ph. ill. sec. pl.; p. 184-188; July 07; AR
Toronto; Apartment Building/Interiors; Apartment Renovation; Johnson Chou; by Mark Pupo; ph.; p. 170-172; Oct 07; ID
Toronto; Museum/Art; Gardiner Museum; BW/AR Award; Kwabara, Payne, McKenna & Blumberg; by Christopher Kieran; ph.; p. 100-101; Nov 07; AR
Toronto; Performing Arts Center; Four Seasons Centre for the Performing Arts; BW/AR Award; Diamond & Schmitt; by Christopher Kieran; ph.; p. 102-104; Nov 07; AR
Toronto; Performing Arts Center; Young Centre for the Performing Arts; BW/AR Award; Kwabara, Payne, McKenna & Blumberg; by Christopher Kieran; ph. pl.; p. 92-95; Nov 07; AR
Toronto; Residence; Home Remodel; Core Architects; Interior Design by Bryan Chartier; by Mark Pupo; ph.; p. 55-S9; Jan 07; ID
Toronto; University/Religious Building; Multifaith Centre for Spiritual Study; University of Toronto; Moriyama & Teshima; by Jenna M. McKnight; ph.; p. 194-195; Nov 07; AR

CANARY ISLANDS
Tenerife; Convention Center, Magma Arts and Congress Center; Artergo, Menis & Panstrana; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pl. sec.; p. 52-59; July 07; ARev

CARPET
Alternative Office Finishes; by Danielle Masucci; ph. table; p. 90-98; June 07; TCS
Sustainability in Carpets; by No author listed; ph. chart cea; p. 171-175; Dec 07; AR

CAYMAN ISLANDS
Grand Cayman; Health Care, Health Center; Silver Rain Spa at Ritz-Carlton Hotel; Milton Pafer; Interior Design by D'Aquino & Monaco; by Sheila Kim-Jamet; ph.; p. 186-188; May 07; ID

CEILING
Acoustic Control in Healthcare Design; by Robert Marshall; ph. chart; p. 42-52; Sept 07; TCS
Alternative Office Finishes; by Danielle Masucci; ph. table; p. 90-98; June 07; TCS
Design and Specification Considerations for Suspended Wood Ceilings; by Wes Kaye; ph. ill.; p. 24-31; Dec 07; TCS
New Acoustic Technologies; by Brian Kubicki; ph. chart; p. 54-60; Sept 07; TCS
Reducing Acoustic Reverberation; by Steven Udolph; ph.; p. 78-84; May 07; TCS

CEMETERY (cont'd)
Japan, Kakamigahara; Meiso no Mori Crematorium; Toyo Ito; by Michael Webb; ph. pl. sec.; p. 74-77; Aug 07; ARev

CERAMIC TILE
Florida, Miami; Cisneros Fontanals Art Foundation; Rene Gonzalez; by Christopher Kieran; ph.; p. 77; July 07; AR

CHILD CARE CENTER
California, San Francisco; Child Development Center; City College; MKThink; by David Barista; ill. p. 75; Apr 07; B&D&C
See also SCHOOL/EARLY LEARNING CENTER

CHILE
Columo Peninsula; Residence; Casa Poli; Pezo & von Ellrichshausen; by Diana Lind; ph. pl. axon.; p. 120-127; Apr 07; AR
La Reserva, Colina; Residence; La Reserva House; AR Award; Sebastian Irazaval; by No author listed; ph.; p. 81; May 07; ARev
Santiago; Religious Building/Temple; Bahai Mother Temple for South America; P/A Award; Hariri Pontarini; by Katie Gerfen; ph. ill.; p. 76-77; Jan 07; A
Santiago; Residence; Wall House; FAR: Frohn & Rojas; by Paul Finch; ph. pl. ill. sec.; p. 42-45; Dec 07; ARev
Santiago; University/Research Facility, Laboratory; Centro Tecnologico; Pontificia Universidad Catolica; Aravena, Murray, Montero & Torrejon; by Jeannette Plaut; ph. pl. sec. det.; p. 122-127; Dec 07; AR
Zapallar; Recreation/Park; Park of the Point; Jose Penafiel; Landscape Design by Teresa Moller; by Jimena Martignoni; ph. ill. map; p. 78-82; Aug 07; LA

CHINA
—; Co-Housing; The Commune Movement and Chinese Modernity; by Duanfang Lu; pl. elev. ill. ph. ref.; p. 40-48; Feb 07; JAE
Beijing; Airport; Suvarnabhumi Airport; Murphy & Jahn and ACT; Structural Design by Werner Sobek; by John Morris Dixon; ph. pl. sec.; p. 108-116; Aug 07; AR
Beijing; Architecture; Profile of Firm; Design Vanguard Award 2007; Studio Pei-Zhu; by Andrew Yang; ph. ill. m.; p. 68-73; Dec 07; AR
Beijing; Hotel; Shangri-La Hotel and Nishimura Restaurant; CL3 Architects; Lighting Design by Light Source International; by Andrew Yang; ph.; p. 219-226; June 07; ID
Beijing; Recreation/Sports Facility; Water Cube; PTW and CSCEC; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl. sec.; p. 52-53; Dec 07; ARev
Beijing; Restaurant; Nishimura; CL3 Architects; by Deborah Wilk; ph.; p. 94-95; Dec 07; ID
Dongtan; City and Regional Planning; Zero-Carbon City Model; Arup; by Sara Hart; ill. map; p. 162-164; Mar 07; AR
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CHINA (cont’d)
Hebei Province, Qinhuangdao City; Recreation/Park; Tanghe River Park; ASLA Award winner; Turenscape; by Paul Burkhardt; ph.; p. 111; July 07; LA
Shanghai, Yangpu District; Lighting; Highway Overpass at Wu Jiao Plaza; Jing Ye Design and Zhong Song Design; Landscape Design by Lai En Lighting; by Andrew Yang; ph.; p. 170-172; Aug 07; AR
Shanghai, Office Building/Interiors; Italia Servizi Office Conversion; 3 Gatti Architecture; by Josephine Minutillo; ph. pl.; p. 246-247; Oct 07; ID
Shenyang City; University/Landscape; Shenyang Architectural University Landscape; Turenscape; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pl.; p. 58-59; Dec 07; ARev
Shenzhen; Urban Design, Multi-Use Project; Vanke Center; Steven Holt; by Rob Gregory; pl. ill. sec. m.; p. 76; Jan 07; ARev
Suzhou; Museum/Art; Suzhou Museum; I.M. Pei, Pei Partnership and Suzhou Institute of Architectural Design; by Robert Ivy; ph. pl. sec.; p. 166-171; May 07; AR
Suzhou; Museum/Art; Suzhou Museum; I.M. Pei and Suzhou Institute of Architectural Design; by Paula Deitz; ph. pl. sec.; p. 64-73; Oct 07; ARev
Taizhou City; Recreation/Park; Floating Gardens Ecological Park; Turenscape; by Graham Johnstone and Xiangfeng Kong; ph. pl. ill. map; p. 106-115; Apr 07; LA
Xiamen; Recreation/Park; Park and New Town Upon the Fishponds; ASLA Award winner; Atelier DYUG; by Paul Burkhardt; ill.; p. 121; July 07; LA

CITY AND REGIONAL PLANNING
California, San Diego; City of Villages Plan; Smart growth enclaves; by Lee Bey; elev. p. 39-40; Jan 07; A
China, Dongtang; Zero-Carbon City Model; Arup; by Sara Hart; ill. map; p. 162-164; Mar 07; AR
Community Design Standards; by Cheryl Weber; ill.; p. 29-38; Aug 07; RA
Cyprus, Nicosia; Rehabilitation of Walled City; Aga Khan Award; Nicosia Master Plan Team; by Chris Abel; ph. pl.; p. 73; Nov 07; ARev
Dominican Republic, Santo Domingo; Independent Financial Center of the Americas; Bernard Tschumi; by Catherine Slessor; ill. dia.; p. 50; Jan 07; ARev
England, Liverpool; Vision of Liverpool; by Paul Finch; ph. sec.; p. 34-35; Apr 07; ARev
England, London; Urban Planning and the Spirit of Place; by Terry Farrell; ph. map ill. m.; p. 44-101; Sept 07; ARev
England, Plymouth; A Vision for Plymouth; MBM; Master Planning by Patrick Ambergombrie; by Jeremy Gould; ph. pl. dia.; p. 78-83; Mar 07; ARev
Georgia, Atlanta; Atlanta BeltLine Redevelopment Plan; ASLA Award winner; EDAW; by Paul Burkhardt; ill.; p. 122-123; July 07; LA
Georgia, Atlanta; Belt Line Master Plan; Lord, Aeck & Sargent; by Mimi Zeiger; pl. map; p. 55-58; Oct 07; A

CITY AND REGIONAL PLANNING (cont’d)
India, Mumbai; Business Park; Williams & Tsien; by Catherine Slessor; pl. ill. sec.; p. 51; Jan 07; ARev
Louisiana, New Orleans; Remaking New Orleans; by Shawn Kennedy; ph. map; p. 84-92, 228; June 07; AR
Louisiana, New Orleans; Role of Parks and Open Space in Rebuilt New Orleans; by Jennifer Zell; ill.; p. 100-103; Mar 07; LA
Louisiana, New Orleans; Urban Planning in New Orleans; by Wayne Curtis; ph. map; p. 42-47; Aug 07; A
Massachusetts, Boston; Smart Growth Corridor; AIA Honor Award; Goady & Clancy; by Diana Lind; ill.; p. 152; May 07; AR
Morocco, Medina of Fez; Hybrid Urban Sutures; P/IA Award; Aziza Chaouli; by Katie Gerfen; ph. ill. map; p. 58-63; Jan 07; A
New York, New York; Legacy of Robert Moses; by Michael Sorkin; ph.; p. 55-56; Mar 07; AR
New York, New York; Legacy of Robert Moses; by Linda Hales; ph.; p. 138-143; May 07; A
Norway, Oslo; Tjuvholmen Masterplan; Niels Torp; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pl. ill. m.; p. 74-75; Jan 07; ARev
Pennsylvania, Pittsburgh; Zoning, Urban Form and Civic Identity; AIA Honor Award; Perkins & Eastman; by Diana Lind; ph. dia. map; p. 154; May 07; AR
Proliferation of Green Spaces; by Jon Weinbach; ph.; p. 80-85; Sept 07; LA
Restoring Landscapes of George Kessler; George Kessler; by Jane Roy Brown; ph. map pl.; p. 68-79; Sept 07; LA
Texas, Dallas; Trinity River Corridor; AIA Honor Award; Chan, Krieger & Sieniewicz; by Diana Lind; ill. sec. dia.; p. 152; May 07; AR
The City of the Future; by Edward Keegan; ph. m.; p. 66-75; Feb 07; A
United Arab Emirates, Dubai; Burj Dubai Tower Spurs Development; by Boyce Thompson; ph. ill.; p. 140-145; Nov 07; B
Washington, Seattle; Open Space Seattle 2100; ASLA Award winner; University of Washington Department of Landscape Architecture and Open Space Seattle 2100 Coalition; by Paul Burkhardt; ill.; p. 123; July 07; LA
Yemen, Shibam; Shibam Urban Development Project; Aga Khan Award; GTZ Technical Office and GOPHY; by Chris Abel; map; p. 71; Nov 07; ARev
See also APARTMENT DEVELOPMENT, MULTIPLE BUILDING GROUP: ARCHITECTURE; LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE; RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT, SPECULATIVE HOUSING; UNIVERSITY; URBAN DESIGN, MULTI-USE PROJECT; ZONING

CLUB
Colorado, Durango; Glacier Club; ASLA Award winner; Design Workshop; by Paul Burkhardt; ph.; p. 114; July 07; LA
COLORADO (cont’d)

Denver; Residential Development, Speculative Housing/Townhouse; Sky Terrace; Builder Award; Woodley Architectural Group; by Kathleen Stanley; ph.; p. 128; June 07; B
Durango; Club; Glacier Club; ASLA Award winner; Design Workshop; by Paul Burkhardt; ph.; p. 114; July 07; LA
Greenwood Village; Residential Development, Speculative Housing/Marketing, Sales; Sales/Marketing Event; The Landmark mixed-use project; by Rich Binsacca; ph.; p. 100; Feb 07; B

Lakewood; Museum; Laboratory of Art and Ideas; Beilzer Architects and QPK Design; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. 174-181; Aug 07; ID

Pitkin County; Garden; Woody Creek Garden; ASLA Award winner; Design Workshop; by Paul Burkhardt; ph.; p. 118; July 07; LA
Telluride; Residence; San Juan Ranch House; AIA Housing Award; Michael Shepherd; by Christopher Kieran; ph.; p. 202; July 07; AR

COMMUNITY CENTER

Arizona, Maryvale; Palo Verde Library & Maryvale Community Center; Wendell Burnett & Gould & Evans; by Anne Hartman; ph.; p. 48-49; Aug 07; BD&C
Arizona, Phoenix; Palo Verde Library/Maryvale Community Center; AIA Honor Award; Gould & Evans; by Diana Lind; ph.; p. 136; May 07; AR
California, Los Angeles; Regional Homeless Center; AIA Housing Award; Jeffrey M. Kalban; by Christopher Kieran; ph.; p. 206; July 07; AR
Canada, Alberta, Calgary; Calgary Center for Global Community; PIA Award; Marc Boutin; by Katie Gerfen; ph.; pl. ill. sec. m.; p. 52-57; Jan 07; A
Illinois, Chicago; Center on Halsted; Gensler Associates; by Jay W. Schneider; ph.; p. 63; Oct 07; BD&C
Ireland, Dublin; Social Housing; O’Donnell & Tuomey; by Catherine Slessor; ph.; pl. ill.; p. 69; Jan 07; AR
Japan, Takanawaza; Chokkura Plaza; Kengo Kuma; by Edie Cohen; elev. dia.; p. 134-135; Feb 07; ID
Massachusetts, Boston; Artists for Humanity EpiCenter; Arrowstreet; by Gideon Fink Shapiro; ph.; p. 44; June 07; A
New Jersey, Trenton; Jewish Community Center Bath House; Louis Kahn; by Paula Deitz; ph.; p. 63-64; June 07; A
See also CULTURAL CENTER; GOVERNMENT BUILDING; RECREATION

COMPUTER

3D Modeling and Project Management; Ghafari Associates and Stantec Consulting; by Jeff Yoders; ph.; ill.; p. 52-60; Nov 07; BD&C
3-D Virtual Courtroom Design; Arup; by David Barista; ph.; ill.; p. 54-57; Feb 07; BD&C
Adobe Digital Imaging Software; by Jeff Yoders; ph.; p. 38; Apr 07; BD&C
Architectural Blogs; by Gideon Fink Shapiro; ph.; p. 92-97; Sept 07; A
COMPUTER (cont’d)

Benefits of Building Information Modeling; by Joann Gonchar; ph. ill.; cea dia.; p. 147; Apr 07; AR

Building Information Modeling and Early Cost Estimates; by Stewart Carroll and Tracy Powell; ph. ref.; ill.; p. 16-17; July 07; TCS

Building Information Modeling and Landscape Architecture; by James L. Sipes; ill. ref.; p. 88-91; Mar 07; LA

Building Information Modeling and Medical Office Buildings; by Jeff Yoders; ph. ill.; p. 76-78; May 07; BD&c

Building Information Modeling and Sustainable Design; by Erin Rae Hoffer; ph. ill. ref.; p. 114-119; Aug 07; TCS

Building Information Modeling for Healthcare; by David Barista; ph. ill.; p. 26-30; Jan 07; BD&c

Computer Modeling and Public Transportation; by Tian Feng et al.; ph. map ill.; dia. table; p. 70-84; Dec 07; TCS

Construction Applications for the BlackBerry; by Matthew Phair; ph.; p. 29; Dec 07; BD&c

Delivering Qualified Buyers Through the Web; by Steve Zuerier; ph.; p. 75; Mar 07; B

Design Web Format for Vista; by Jeff Yoders; ill.; p. 26, 46; Jan 07; BD&c

Designing Your Firm Web Site; by Ingrid Spencer; ill.; p. 57-58; Feb 07; AR

Digital Model-Making and 3-D Printing Technology; by Katie Gerfen; ill.; p. 51; June 07; A

Engaging Technology in Design; by Patrick Harrop; ph. ill. ref.; p. 69-72; Sept 07; JAE

Geobrowsers and Geospatial Information; by James L. Sipes; ph. ill. ref.; p. 74-81; June 07; LA

Improved Framing Operations Through Collaboration Software; by Steve Zuerier; ph. ill.; p. 86-88; Apr 07; B

Information Technology Survey; by Steve Zuerier; table chart ill.; p. 270-278; Feb 07; B

Integrated BIM and Design Review; by C. C. Sullivan; ph. ill.; cea. p. 191-195; June 07; AR

Interaction Design; Taking cues from the computer industry; by Francis Duffy; ph.; p. 40-41; Apr 07; AR

New Software for Building Information Modeling; by Katie Gerfen and Laurie Manfra; ph. ill.; p. 57-60; Sept 07; A

Plan Express Cuts Blueprint Costs; by Steve Zuerier; ill.; p. 67; Apr 07; B

Rome Reborn 1.0; 3D computer model of ancient Rome; by Sudip Bose; ph. map m.; p. 80-85; Oct 07; A

Software Piracy; by Werner Sabo and James Zahn; ph.; p. 22-23; Oct 07; TCS

Ten Step Website Tune-Up; by Steve Zuerier; ill.; p. 212-218; Jan 07; B

Using SketchUp as a Design and Visualization Tool; by Tim Johnson; ill.; p. 70-77; Dec 07; LA

Websites that Win Clients and Recruit Staff; by Matthew Phair; ill.; p. 27-28; May 07; BD&c

See also OFFICE PRACTICE; Specific Topics

CONCERT HALL

See ARTS CENTER; PERFORMING ARTS CENTER; THEATER; UNIVERSITY

CONCRETE

Building Better Concrete; by Joann Gonchar; ph. ill. cea; p. 143-148; Dec 07; AR

Concrete Drying Time and Flooring Failures; by Bruce A. Suprenant; ph. graph; p. 64-70; Apr 07; TCS

Concrete Material Incompatibility; by Peter C. Taylor; ph. dia.; p. 46-52; Jan 07; TCS

Concrete Repair Specifications; by Alexander M. Vaysburd; ph. ref. dia. table; p. 36-45; Jan 07; TCS

Creative Forming and Finishing of Tilt-Up Concrete; by Ed Sauter; ph.; p. 22-32; Aug 07; TCS

Ductility and Strength of Micro-Concrete; by Darrell Mitchell et al.; ph. m. sec. graph; p. 52-60; Oct 07; TCS

Ghana, —; Pozzoghana Concrete Additive; Kanner Architects and Constructs; by Katie Gerfen; ph. ill.; p. 39-41; Dec 07; A

Joint and Crack-Free Concrete Slabs; by Tony Tomasinii and Michael Chusid; ph. ref. ill.; p. 34-42; Aug 07; TCS

Mitigating Risk in Concrete Floor Slabs; by Nigel K. Parkes; ph. ref. table graph; p. 62-70; Oct 07; TCS

Ohio, Columbus; Carbon-Fiber Reinforced Polymers for Concrete Repair; by Michael Childress and David White; ph.; p. 94-98; Dec 07; TCS

Understanding Supplementary Cementitious Materials; by Julie K. Buffenbarger; ph. chart cea; p. 154-158; May 07; A

Waterproof Concrete; by David Barista; ph. table; p. 46-48; Dec 07; BD&c

See also STRUCTURAL/CONCRETE; STRUCTURAL/CONCRETE

CONNECTICUT

Darien; Kitchen; Kitchen Remodel; Bogue Trondowski; by Diana Lind; ph.; p. 194; July 07; AR

Greenwich; Architecture: Profile of Architect; 2007 Leadership Award; Joeb Moore; by Cheryl Weber; ph.; p. 60-63; Nov 07; RA

Greenwich; Garden; Greenwich Residence Garden; Stephen Stimson; by Susan Hines; ph. pl.; p. 98-109; Dec 07; LA

New Canaan; Residence; Butman Barn; Builder’s Choice Award; Agoos & Lovera; by Sarah Whitman; ph.; p. 130; Oct 07; B

New Canaan; Residence; Glass House Fundraiser; Merce Cunningham Dance Company; Philip Johnson; by Fred A. Bernstein; ph.; p. 204-213; Aug 07; ID

New Canaan; Residence; Glass House Public Opening; Philip Johnson; by Suzanne Stephens; ph.; p. 96-99; June 07; AR

New Haven; School; School Overhaul in New Haven; Roberta Washington, Amenta/Emma and Pelli, Clarke & Pelli; by Jay W. Schneider; ph.; p. 43-46; May 07; BD&c
CONSERVATION

CONSERVATORY

See BOTANIC GARDEN; RECREATION

CONVENTION CENTER

Canary Islands, Tenerife; Magma Arts and Congress Center; Artengo, Menis & Pastrana; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pl. sec.; p. 52-59; July 07; AR

CONVENTION CENTER (cont'd)

Illinois, Chicago; McCormick Place West; Thompson, Ventulett & Stainback and Epstein/St; by Jay W. Schneider; ph.; p. 29; Oct 07; BD&C

See also HOTEL

CORRECTIONAL FACILITY

Germany, Frankfurt; Custody: Spaces of Surveillance; by Layla Dawson; ph. p. 88-89; Nov 07; ARev

COSTA RICA

—; Residence; Seaside Residence; Gianni Botsford; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl. sec.; p. 80-83; Nov 07; ARev

CULTURAL CENTER

Illinois, Chicago; Glass Facade; Spertus Institute of Jewish Studies; Krucek & Sexton; Structural Design by Advanced Structures; by David Barista; ph. ill.; p. 47-53; Mar 07; BD&C

Ireland, Thurles; The Source Cultural Center; McCullough & Mulvin; by Raymond Ryan; ph. pl. sec.; p. 58-63; Oct 07; ARev

Spain, La Coruna; Caixa Galicia Foundation; Grimshaw Architects; by David Cohn; ph. pl. sec.; p. 120-125; Oct 07; AR

United Arab Emirates, Saadiyat Island; Abu Dhabi Cultural Center; Zaha Hadid, Frank Gehry and et al.; by Catherine Slessor; ill. m.; p. 30-31; Mar 07; ARev

See also ARTS CENTER; MUSEUM; THEATER; UNIVERSITY

CURTAIN WALL

See WALL

CYPRUS

Nicosia; City and Regional Planning; Rehabilitation of Walled City; Aya Khan Award; Nicosia Master Plan Team; by Chris Abel; ph. pl.; p. 73; Nov 07; ARev

CZECH REPUBLIC

Bohemia; Religious Building/Monastery; Our Lady of Novy Dvur; John Pawson, Atelier Soukup and Denton, Corker & Marshall; by Joann Gonchar; ph. pl. sec.; p. 132-137; Sept 07; AR

Prague; Industrial Design; Design Revolution in Prague; by Craig Kellogg; ph.; p. 192-193; July 07; ID

Prague; Library; National Library; Future Systems; by Paul Finch; ph. ill. sec.; p. 26-29; May 07; ARev

Prague; Stainway; Institute of Molecular Genetics Stairway; Studio P-H-A; by David Sokol; ph. sec.; p. 164-165; Sept 07; AR
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA (cont’d)

Washington; Office Building/Interiors; Recording Industry Association Headquarters; Envision Design; by Laura Fisher Kaiser; p. 318-327; Nov 07; ID

Washington; Recreation/Park; Decline of the National Mall; by Marc Fisher; ph.; p. 135-136; Jan 07; LA

Washington; Residence; 2909 Remodel; Builder’s Choice Award; Moore Architects; Landscape Design by Jordan & Honeyman; by Kathleen Stanley; ph.; p. 138; Oct 07; B

Washington; Residence; House Renovation; David Jameson; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl. sec.; p. 60-61; Dec 07; AR Rev

Washington; Residence; Q Place Residence; KUBE Architecture; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph. pl.; p. 84-87; Sept 07; RA

Washington; Residence; Residence Remodel; Builder’s Choice Award; Studio27; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph.; p. 162; Oct 07; B

Washington; Residence; Swiss Ambassador’s Residence; Steven Holl; by Brian Carter; ph. pl. sec. ref.; p. 38-43; May 07; AR Rev

Washington; School/Junior High, Middle; Sidwell Friends Middle School; Kieran & Timberlake; by Gideon Fink Shapiro; ph.; p. 48; June 07; A

Washington; School/Junior High, Middle; Sidwell Friends School Constructed Wetland; Kieran & Timberlake; Landscape Design by Andropogon Associates; by Russell Fortmeyer; ph. sec. dia. csa; p. 149-157; July 07; AR

Washington; Stormwater Management; Benefits of Trees and Greenroofs in Washington D.C; ASLA Award winner; Casey Trees Endowment Fund; by Paul Burkhardt; map; p. 124; July 07; LA

Washington; Sustainable Architecture; Greening the White House; by Ted Shelton; ph. chart m. ref.; p. 31-38; May 07; JAE

Washington; Urban Design, Multi-Use Project; 1247 Wisconsin Avenue; AIA Housing Award; McInturff Architects; by Christopher Kieran; ph.; p. 204; July 07; AR

Washington; Zoo; National Zoo Asia Trail; Chatelain Architects; Landscape Design by Nelson, Byrd & Waltz; by Linda McIntyre; ph. sec. ill. pl.; p. 126-137; July 07; LA

DOMINICAN REPUBLIC

Santo Domingo; City and Regional Planning; Independent Financial Center of the Americas; Bernard Tschumi; by Catherine Slessor; ill. dia.; p. 50; Jan 07; AR Rev

DOOR

Advantages of Door Pilots; by Lynn Kaiser; ph. ill.; p. 54-58; May 07; TCS

Architectural Class Sliding Doors; by Merle Glaser; ph. table ref.; p. 119-124; Mar 07; TCS

Benefits of Integrated Doors; by Scott Sabatini; ph. ref.; p. 60-64; Jan 07; TCS

Controlling Access and Egress in High-Security Areas; by Bryan Sanderford; ph. pl.; p. 60-64; May 07; TCS
DOOR (cont'd)
Folding Patio Doors; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph.; p. 83-84; Jan 07; B
Horizontal Sliding Fire Doors; by Anthony Flint; ph. cea; p. 183-187; Dec 07; AR
Windows and Doors for Traditional Residential Design; by Angela Sarkis; ph. cea; p. 84-86; Jan 07; A

ECUADOR (cont'd)
Quito: Residence; House 3; AR Award; Arquitectura X; by Rob Gregory; ph. sec.; p. 77; May 07; ARev
Yasuni National Park; Social Issues; Social and Environmental Impact of Oil Production in Ecuador; by Michael Sorkin; ph.; p. 59-60; June 07; AR

EDUCATION
See ARCHITECTURAL EDUCATION; LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE EDUCATION; LEARNING, TRAINING CENTER; SCHOOL; UNIVERSITY

ELDERLY HOUSING
Arkansas, Little Rock; Good Shepherd Ecumenical Retirement Community; P/A Award; University of Arkansas Community Design Center; by Katie Gerfen; ill.; p. 82-83; Jan 07; A

ELECTRICAL
Overcurrent Protection for Power Distribution Units; by Kenneth Brown and Bryan Cole; ph. dia. table ref.; p. 46-52; May 07; TCS
See also ENERGY; HEATING, VENTILATING, AIR CONDITIONING; LIGHTING

ELEVATOR
Integrated Doors and Elevator Lobbies; by Charles Hynes; ph. det.; p. 46-52; Nov 07; TCS
Machine Room-Less Elevator; by Karin Tellow; ph. chart table ill. cea; p. 169-173; Sept 07; AR
Machine Room-Less Elevators; by Stuart Prior; ph.; p. 18-20; Nov 07; TCS
New Elevator Technologies; by Stuart Prior; ph. ref.; p. 26-30; May 07; TCS

ENERGY
Energy Efficient Lighting; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph.; p. 102; May 07; B
Energy Legislation; by Deborah Leopold; ill.; p. 31-32; Nov 07; B
England, Swindon; National Trust Headquarters; Lighting in the workplace; Fielden, Clegg & Bradley; Lighting Design by Max Fordham; by Max Fordham; ph. di.; p. 82-83; Apr 07; ARev
See also CONSERVATION; ELECTRICAL; HEATING, VENTILATING, AIR CONDITIONING; SOLAR; SUSTAINABLE ARCHITECTURE

ENGLAND
Brighton; Observatory; Brighton Eye Observation Tower; Marks & Barfield; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl. ill.; p. 79; Jan 07; ARev
Bristol; Arts Center; Spike Island Arts Center; Caruso & St. John; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl.; p. 22-23; July 07; ARev
Cosford; Exhibition, Exhibit; National Cold War Exhibition; Fielden, Clegg & Bradley; Structural Design by Michael Barclay; by Rob Gregory; ph. ill. dia.; p. 32-33; Feb 07; ARev

ECONOMIC ANALYSIS
Big Builders Sell Land During Economic Uncertainty; by Steve Zuirer; ill.; p. 45-46; Jan 07; B
Effects of Housing Market Downturn; by Ivy Zelman; ph.; p. 62; Nov 07; B
Gauging the Market for Homebuilders; by Joe Bousquin; ph.; p. 150-154; Jan 07; B

ECOLOGY
China, Taizhou City; Floating Gardens Ecological Park; Turenscape; by Graham Johnstone and Xiangfeng Kong; ph. pl. ill. map; p. 106-115; Apr 07; LA
Eco-Friendly Urbanism; by Lance Hosey; chart; p. 31; Aug 07; A
Floating Islands, Microbes and Water Quality; by Bruce Kania; ph.; p. 92-99; July 07; LA
Maryland, Baltimore; Profile of Firm; Biohabitats; by Susan Hines; ph. map sec.; p. 62-71; Mar 07; LA
Minnesota, Minneapolis; Grand Rounds; Joining history and ecological progress; Sanders, Wacker & Bergley; by Adam Regn Arvidson and Frank Edgerton Martin; ph. pl. ref.; p. 48-57; Nov 07; LA
Mississippi, Picayune; Ecological Design and the Crosby Arboretum; Fay Jones; Landscape Design by Edward L., Jr. Blake; by Robert F. Bruszak and James Clark; ph.; p. 78-85; May 07; LA
Streambank Failure and the Ecosystem; by Jean Marie Cackowski-Campbell and Sally Augustin; ill. ref.; p. 89-91; Feb 07; LA
Suburban Greenways and Bird Counts; by Sally Augustin and Jean Marie Cackowski-Campbell; ill. ref.; p. 120-123; Oct 07; LA
See also CONSERVATION; ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT; SUSTAINABLE ARCHITECTURE
ENGLAND (cont'd)

Devon, Plymouth; Bathroom; Brewhouse Bathroom; Acanthus, Ferguson & Mann; by Cheryl Weber; ph.: p. 32; Apr 07; RA

Devon, Plymouth; Kitchen; Brewhouse Kitchen; Acanthus, Ferguson & Mann; by Cheryl Weber; ph. pl.: p. 30-31; Apr 07; RA

Formby; Recreation/Recreation Center; Public Swimming Pool Complex; Feilden, Clegg & Bradley; by No author listed; ph.: p. 104; Oct 07; AR

Greenwich; Observatory; Royal Observatory; Allies & Morrison; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl. sec. ill.; p. 40-41; Sept 07; AR

Greenwich; Planetarium; Peter Harrison Planetarium; Allies & Morrison; by No author listed; ph.; p. 105; Oct 07; AR

Littlehampton; Restaurant; East Beach Cafe; Thomas Heatherwick; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pl.; p. 50-51; Dec 07; AR

Littlehampton; Restaurant; East Beach Cafe; Heatherwick Studio; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pl.; p. 20-21; Aug 07; AR

Liverpool; City and Regional Planning; Vision of Liverpool; by Paul Finch; ph. sec.; p. 34-35; Apr 07; AR

London, Mayfair; Store/Clothing; John Rocha Store; Three Moon Design; by Catherine Slessor; p. 82-85; Oct 07; AR

London; Apartment Building/Interiors; Loft Renovation; Fusionarchitects; by Bethan Ryder; ph.; p. 90-94; Nov 07; ID

London; Arts Center; Barbican Arts Center Renovation; Alfred, Hall, Monaghan & Morris; Original Design by CPB; by Kenneth Powell; ph. pl. axon.; p. 56-61; Mar 07; AR

London; Bridge; The Sackler Crossing; Royal Botanic Gardens; John Pawson; Lighting Design by Speirs & Major; by David Sadighian; ph. p. 205; Nov 07; AR

London; City and Regional Planning; Urban Planning and the Spirit of Place; by Terry Farrell; ph. map ill. m.; p. 44-101; Sept 07; AR

London; Exhibition, Exhibit; Gormley Art Exhibit; Antony Gormley; by Paula Dietz; ph. p. 67-68; Oct 07; AR

London; Government Building; Greater London Authority City Hall; Foster & Partners; by Lance Hosey; ph. dia.; p. 71-72; May 07; A

London; Hospital; Guy's Hospital Entrance; Heatherwick Studio; by Susan Welsh; ph.; p. 216-220; Nov 07; ID

London; Housing; Brunswick Center Restoration; Patrick Hodgkinson; by Patrick Hodgkinson; ph.; p. 40-41; Mar 07; AR

London; Kiosk; St. Paul's Cathedral Kiosk; Make Architects; by Rob Gregory; ph. ill. sec.; p. 34; Jan 07; AR

London; Landscape Architecture; Landscape Institute Drawings Archive; by Annabel Downs; ph. ill. ref.; p. 94-97; May 07; LA

London; Office Building/High Rise; Leadenhall Building; Richard Rogers; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl. sec. dia.; p. 76-81; Apr 07; AR

ENGLAND (cont'd)

London; Office Building/Interiors; Offices of SJ Berwin; BW/AR Award; HOK; by Christopher Kieran; ph.; p. 106; Nov 07; AR

London; Performing Arts Center; Roundhouse Restoration; John McAslan; Original Design by Robert Dookray; by Sarah Amelar; ph. pl. sec.; p. 122-127; June 07; AR

London; Performing Arts Center; Royal Festival Hall Renovation; Allies & Morrison; by Fred A. Bernstein; ph.; p. 168-169; Aug 07; ID

London; Performing Arts Center; Royal Festival Hall Refurbishment; Allies & Morrison; by Dean Hawkes; ph. pl. sec. ill.; p. 58-67; Nov 07; AR

London; Recreation/Park; Jubilee Park Critique; Jacques Witz; by Mark Hinshaw; ph.; p. 198-200; Oct 07; LA

London; Residence; Christ Church Tower; Boyarsky & Murphy; Original Design by Christopher Wren; by Raymund Ryan and Sarah Amelar; ph. pl. sec.; p. 134-139; Apr 07; AR

London; Residence; House/Studio; AR Award; DSDHA; by No author listed; pl.; p. 85; May 07; AR

London; Store; Conditori & Cook Cake Shop; Jamie Forber; by Rob Gregory; ph.; p. 76-79; Nov 07; AR

London; Studio; Dance Studio; Sarah Wigglesworth; by Peter Blundell Jones; ph. pl. sec.; p. 44-51; July 07; AR

London; Theater; Unicorn Theater; Keith Williams; by No author listed; ph.; p. 102-103; Oct 07; AR

London; Theater; Young Vic Theater; Hawthor & Tompkins; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl. sec.; p. 60-65; July 07; AR

London; Urban Design, Multi-Use Project; Brunswick Center Renovation; Patrick Hodgkinson and Levitt & Bernstein; by Clare Melhuish; ph. pl. sec.; p. 42-48; Mar 07; AR

Manchester; Shopping Center; Triangle Shopping Center; Benoy; Master Planning by LDAW; by Clifford A. Pearson; ph.; p. 124-127; Feb 07; AR

Nottingham; Arts Center; Centre for Contemporary Arts; Caruso & St. John; by Rob Gregory; ph. elev.; p. 54-57; Nov 07; AR

Plymouth; City and Regional Planning; A Vision for Plymouth; MBM; Master Planning by Patrick Ambercombie; by Jeremy Gould; ph. pl. dia. ill.; p. 78-83; Mar 07; AR

Scunthorpe; Recreation/Sports Facility; Scunthorpe Central Park Sports Academy; Andrew Wright; by Rob Gregory; pl. sec.; p. 65; Jan 07; AR

Sheffield; Housing; Park Hill; Hawkins & Brown and Studio Egret West; Landscape Design by Andrew Grant; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl. ill.; p. 74-77; Mar 07; AR

Swindon; Lighting; National Trust Headquarters; Lighting in the workplace; Fielden, Clegg & Bradley; Lighting Design by Max Fordham; by Max Fordham; ph. pl. dia.; p. 82-83; Apr 07; AR
ENTRANCE

District of Columbia, Washington; 1110 Vermont Avenue; Low Rez Hi-Fi Installation; MY Studio, Howeler & Yoon Studios Architecture; by Charles Linn; ph.; p. 190-192; Nov 07; AR

England, London; Guy’s Hospital Entrance; Heatherwick Studio; by Susan Welsh; ph.; p. 216-220; Nov 07; ID

Mexico, Toluca; Nestle Chocolate Pavilion; Michel Rojkind; by Beth Broome; p. 77-78; Nov 07; AR

New York, Columbia County; Stable House and Courtyard; Builder’s Choice Award; Albert, Richter & Tittmann; by Kathleen Stanley; ph.; p. 166; Oct 07; B

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT

China, Dongtang; Zero-Carbon City Model; Arup; by Sara Hart; ill. map; p. 162-164; Mar 07; AR

Ecuador, Yasuni National Park; Social and Environmental Impact of Oil Production in Ecuador; by Michael Sorkin; ph.; p. 59-60; June 07; AR

Eliminating Carbon Dioxide Emissions; Zero-energy buildings; by Russell Fortmeyer; ph. cea dia. m. ill.; p. 153-160; Mar 07; AR

Heat Island Reduction Strategies; by Meg Calkins; ph. dia. table graph ref.; p. 54-61; Feb 07; LA

Suburban Greenways and Bird Counts; by Sally Augustin and Jean Marie Cackowski-Campbell; ill. ref.; p. 120-123; Oct 07; LA

See also CONSERVATION; ENERGY; SUSTAINABLE ARCHITECTURE

ERITREA

Asmara; Architecture; Modernist Structures in East Africa; by Stefan Bone; ph.; p. 99-102; May 07; A

ESCALATOR

Escalator Design in Transit Applications; by David Evans; ph. ref. ill.; p. 86-94; May 07; TCS

ESTONIA

Tallinn; Museum/Art; Kuma Art Museum; Vapaavuori Architects; by No author listed; ph.; pl.; p. 94-95; Oct 07; AR

ETHIOPIA

Addis Ababa; Government Building; Dutch Embassy; Aga Khan Award; van Germeren & Mastenbroek; by Chris Abel; ph. m.; p. 73; Nov 07; AR

EVALUATION

See Specific Building Type

EXHIBITION, EXHIBIT

Australia, Sydney; Digital Origami; PTW; by David Sokol; ph.; p. 170-171; Aug 07; ID

Austria, Vienna; Helmut Richter High-Tech Exhibit; Helmut Richter; by Peter Cook; ph.; p. 28; Nov 07; AR

Belgium, Brussels; Cityscape Installation; Arne Quine and Troublemakers Factory; by David Sokol; ph.; p. 251-255; Nov 07; ID

California, Los Angeles; Materials & Applications; Bubbles; FoxLin, NONDesigns and Brand Name Label; by David Sokol; ph.; p. 25; Feb 07; AR

California, Los Angeles; Skin + Bones: Parallel Practices in Fashion and Architecture; by Russell Fortmeyer; ph.; ill.; p. 47-49; Jan 07; AR

California, Los Angeles; Ukendt/Igloo Exhibit; John Southern; by Laurie Manfra; ph.; p. 65-68; May 07; A

Ecuador, Quito; X Lines; A New Lens for the Urbanistic Project; by John Gendall; ph. map; p. 65-66; Apr 07; AR

England, Cosford; National Cold War Exhibition; Feilden, Clegg & Bradley; Structural Design by Michael Barclay; by Rob Gregory; ph. ill. dia.; p. 32-33; Feb 07; AR

England, London; Gormley Art Exhibit; Antony Gormley; by Paula Dietz; ph.; p. 67-68; Oct 07; AR

France, Lacoste; Wind Shape; NArchitects; by John Gendall; ph.; p. 69-70; Feb 07; AR

Germany, Frankfurt; Custody: Spaces of Surveillance; by Layla Dawson; ph.; p. 86-89; Nov 07; AR

Illinois, Urbana-Champaign; An Architect Collects: Robert D. Kleinschmidt and a Lifetime of Fine Arts Acquisitions; Robert Kleinschmidt; by Stanley Abercrombie; ph.; p. 178-181; Apr 07; ID

Italy, Venice; Venetian, Atmospheric Theater; Tobias Putrih; by Paula Deitz; ph.; p. 67-68; Oct 07; AR

Massachusetts, Boston; Voromuro Installation; Office dA; by John Gendall; ph.; p. 102-108; Sept 07; AR

New York, New York; Automatic; Korban & Flaibert; by David Sokol; ph.; p. 199; Nov 07; AR

New York, New York; Design Life Now Exhibit; by Amanda Kolson Hurley; ph. ill.; p. 66-71; Mar 07; A

New York, New York; Design Life Now: National Design Triennial 2006; by Russell Fortmeyer; ph.; ill.; p. 51-52; Feb 07; AR

New York, New York; H_Edge Installation; Cecil Balmond and Arup Advanced Geometry Unit; by John Gendall; ph.; p. 102-108; Sept 07; AR

New York, New York; Keith Edmier 1991-2007; by Russell Fortmeyer; ph.; p. 47-48; Dec 07; AR

New York, New York; Piranesi as Designer; Giovanni Battista Piranesi; by Russell Fortmeyer; ph.; ill.; p. 61-62; Nov 07; AR

New York, New York; Richard Serra Sculpture; Forty Years; Richard Serra; by Sara Hart; ph.; p. 83-84; Sept 07; AR

New York, New York; The Park at the Center of the World; by John Gendall; ph.; ill.; p. 57-58; July 07; AR
EXHIBITION, EXHIBIT (cont'd)
Pennsylvania, Philadelphia; Holiday Home Installation; UNStudio; by John Gendall; ph.: p. 102-106; Sept 07; AR

Pennsylvania, Philadelphia; Poetic Landscape of Ireland; Philadelphia Flower Show Exhibit by Temple University; by Susan Hines; ph. pl. ill.; p. 36-49; May 07; LA

Pennsylvania, Pittsburgh; Cast Plaster Architecture Exhibition; Carnegie Museum of Art; by Joseph Giovannoni; ph.; p. 66-71; Nov 07; A

Portugal, Lisbon; Zaha Hadid; by John Gendall; ph. pl.; p. 76-77; Feb 07; AR

See also ARTS CENTER; CONVENTION CENTER; MUSEUM; SHOWROOM; UNIVERSITY

F

FABRIC
Stretched-Fabric Wall Systems; by Craig Lanuzza et al.; ph. elev.; p. 71-79; Feb 07; TCS

FACTORY
See INDUSTRIAL BUILDING

FINANCIAL
Architectural Salary Survey; by James P. Cramer; chart; p. 58-65; Apr 07; A

Assistance for Low-Income Home Buyers; by Pat Curry; ill.; p. 126-130; July 07; B

Mortgage Insurance Deductions; by Pat Curry; ill.; p. 35-36; Mar 07; B

New York, New York; Nontraditional Funding for Waterfront Parks; by Timothy Williams; ill.; p. 132; Aug 07; LA

Retaining Market Share in Uncertain Times; by John Caulfield; ill.; p. 84-86; June 07; B

The Breakdown in Lending Standards; Part 1; by John Caulfield; ill. chart; p. 106-112; Aug 07; B

The Breakdown in Lending Standards; Part 2; by Steve Zurier; ph. ill. table; p. 154-160; Sept 07; B

The Breakdown in Lending Standards; Part 3; by Ethan Butterfield; ph.; p. 186-191; Oct 07; B

The Business of Architecture; by Andrew Pressman; chart; p. 69-70; Mar 07; AR

United Arab Emirates, Dubai; Burj Dubai Tower Spurs Development; by Boyce Thompson; ph. ill.; p. 140-148; Nov 07; B

See also ECONOMIC ANALYSIS

FINLAND (cont'd)
Turku; Religious Building/Chapel; St. Henry's Ecumenical Art Chapel; Sanaksenaho Architects; by John Gendall; ph. pl.; p. 76-77; Feb 07; AR

Vantaa; Religious Building/Chapel; Cemetery Chapel; Avanto Architects; by Catherine Slessor; ill. pl. elev. pers.; p. 54-55; Jan 07; AR

FIRE PROTECTION
Clean Agent Fire Suppression; by Joe Ziemb; ph. dia. ref.; p. 68-74; Mar 07; TCS

Fire and Life Safety in Renovations; by David R. George and Christa F. Poss; ph. dia.; p. 76-86; Mar 07; TCS

Fire- Retardant-Treated Wood; by Chuck DeVenziolo; ph. ref.; p. 80-86; Feb 07; TCS

Using Gypsum for Fire Walls; by Michael Gardner; ph. sec.; p. 72-78; Oct 07; TCS

Wildfire Policies and New Code Requirements; by Ted Cushman; ph. map; p. 108-118; Nov 07; B

See also HAZARDS

FIREPLACE
Pellet Stoves; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph.; p. 71-72; Nov 07; B

FLOOR, FLOORING
Concrete Drying Time and Flooring Failures; by Bruce A. Suprenant; ph. graph; p. 64-70; Apr 07; TCS

Flowable Cement Terrazzo; by Scott Connell; ph. ill.; p. 32-42; Dec 07; TCS

Hardwood Floors for High-Traffic Areas; by No author listed; ph. table cea; p. 189-193; Dec 07; AR

Mitigating Risk in Concrete Floor Slabs; by Nigel K. Parkes; ph. ref. table graph; p. 62-70; Oct 07; TCS

New Products in Sustainable Flooring; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph.; p. 72; Aug 07; B

Terrazzo and Sustainability; by Tim Whaley and J. Gregory Vermyechuk; ph. table; p. 118-132; June 07; TCS

Wood Flooring in the Commercial Environment; by Dan Harrington; ph. table ref.; p. 32-46; Mar 07; TCS

See also CARPET; CONCRETE

FLORIDA
Boynton Beach; Housing; Green Cay Village; George Tseng; by Pat Curry; ph. pl.; p. 67-70; May 07; B

Coral Gables; Office Building/Interiors; Related Group Headquarters; Arquitectonica; by Beth Dunlop; ph.; p. 76-80; May 07; ID

Coral Gables; Showroom; Snadero; Giorgio Borruso; by Deborah Wilk; ph.; p. 82-83; Dec 07; ID

DeLand; Residence; Kinsley Place; Builder's Choice Award; Looney, Hicks & Kiss; Interior Design by Brooks Interior Design; by Jenny Sullivan; ph. pl.; p. 152; Oct 07; B
FLORIDA (cont’d)
Jacksonville; Residential Development, Speculative Housing/Townhouse; Providence Island at Queen’s Harbour; Evans Group; Landscape Design by Genesis Group; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 84; Aug 07; B
Lakeland; Residential Development, Speculative Housing; BridgeWater Development; by Pat Curry; ph. pl.; p. 51-54; Nov 07; B
Miami Beach; Apartment Building/Interiors; Dunin Apartment; Zyscovich; Interior Design by D-Lab; by Linda Lee; ph. pl.; p. 232-239; Aug 07; ID
Miami; Arts Center; Cisneros Fontanals Art Foundation; Rene Gonzalez; by Christopher Kieran; ph.; p. 77; July 07; AR
Miami; Office Building/Interiors; DACRA Headquarters; K/R Architects; by Linda Lee; ph.; p. 272-279; May 07; ID
Miami; Residence; Riley and Bennett House; K/R Architects; by Michael Z. Wise; ph. ill. elev. m.; p. 47-50; Feb 07; A
Miami; University/Medical Center; Center for Research in Medical Education; University of Miami; Perkins & Will; by Sheila Kim-Jamet; ph.; p. 180-181; June 07; ID
Orlando; Residence; Builder 2007 Show Home; Morales & Keesee; Interior Design by Saxon-Clark; by Jenny Sullivan; ph. pl.; p. 142-192; Feb 07; B
Orlando; Residence; New American Home 2007; Bloodgood, Sharp & Buster; Interior Design by Robb & Stucky; by Rich Binsacca; ph. sec. pl.; p. 118-144; Jan 07; B
Pensacola; Government Building; Navy Federal Credit Union; BW/AR Award; ASD; by Christopher Kieran; ph.; p. 88-91; Nov 07; AR
Pensacola; Government Building; United States Census Bureau; BW/AR Award; Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; by Christopher Kieran; ph.; p. 96-97; Nov 07; AR
Rosemary Beach; Residence; Laplante Residence; Builder’s Choice Award; Looney, Ricks & Kiss; Landscape Design by JDP Design; by Jenny Sullivan; ph. pl.; p. 124; Oct 07; B
Rosemary Beach; Urban Design, Multi-Use Project; The Mercado; Builder’s Choice Award; Looney, Ricks & Kiss; Master Planning by DPZ; by Jenny Sullivan; ph.; p. 84-86; Oct 07; B
Sarasota; Architecture; Profile of Architect; Guy Peterson; by Cheryl Weber; ph.; p. 44-45; July 07; RA
Sunny Isles Beach; Residential Development, Speculative Housing/Marketing, Sales; Regalia Tower Marketing; by Rich Binsacca; ph.; p. 86; May 07; B
WaterSound; Residence; Tucker Bayou; Builder’s Choice Award; Looney, Ricks & Kiss; by Jenny Sullivan; ph. pl.; p. 118; Oct 07; B
Windermere; Deck; Deco House, Lake Butler Sound; Deck railing; Builder’s Choice Award; Mark Nasrallah; by Sola Ayeni-Biu; ph.; p. 166; Aug 07; B
Ybor City; Apartment Building; Box Factory Lofts; Lord, Aeck & Sargent; by Peter Fabris; ph.; p. 30-32; Sept 07; BD&C

FOREST MANAGEMENT
Options in Forest Management; by Sally Augustin; ill.; p. 88; Dec 07; LA

FRANCE
Sustainable Architecture; Francois Cointeraux and the School of Agriculture; by Paula Lee; ill. elev. pl. ref.; p. 39-46; May 07; JAE
Aix-en-Provence; Performing Arts Center; Contemporary Dance Center; Rudy Ricciotti; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pl. det.; p. 66-69; Feb 07; AR
Bobigny; Government Building; Municipal Hall Interior Renovation; Herve Di Rosa; by Ian Phillips; ph.; p. 63-66; Aug 07; ID
Firminy; Religious Building/Church; Eglise Saint-Pierre; Le Corbusier and Jose Oubriere; by Sheila Kim-Jamet; ph.; p. 394-395; Mar 07; ID
Firminy; Religious Building/Church; Saint-Pierre Church; Le Corbusier and Jose Oubriere; by Jeffrey Kipnis; ph. ill. pl. sec.; p. 108-115, 228; June 07; AR
Firminy; Religious Building/Church; Saint-Pierre Church and Art Museum; Jose Oubriere; Original Design by Le Corbusier; by Michael Webb; ph. pl. sec. ill.; p. 62-67; Mar 07; AR
Ilhaeusern; Restaurant; Auberge de l’Ill, Alsace; Silvio Rauseo; Interior Design by Patrick Jouin; by Ian Phillips; ph.; p. 208-215; July 07; ID
Lacoste; Exhibition, Exhibit; Wind Shape; NArchitects; by John Gendall; ph.; p. 69-70; Feb 07; AR
Langeais; Bridge; Langeais Suspension Bridge Lighting; Neo Light; by Robert Such; ph.; p. 173; Aug 07; AR
Le Muy; Art Gallery; Bernar Venet Residence and Gallery; Lambert & Berthier; by Lanie Goodman; ph.; p. 162-171; Feb 07; ID
Millau; Bridge; Millau Viaduct; Foster & Partners; by Suzanne Stephens; ph. ill.; p. 78-79; Aug 07; AR
Montpellier; Library; Pierres Vives Building; Zaha Hadid; by Rob Gregory; ill.; p. 62-63; Jan 07; AR
Paris; Architecture; Profile of Firm; Beckmann & N’Thepe; by Sam Lubell; ph.; p. 59-60; Sept 07; AR
Paris; Bar; Pink Bar; Jakob & MacFarlane; by Beth Broome; ph. pl.; p. 93-94; Sept 07; AR
Paris; Hotel; Hotel Fouquet Remodel and Expansion; Edouard Francois; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pl. sec.; p. 44-47; Nov 07; AR
Paris; Museum/Art; Chadeliers at Musee des Art Decoratifs; Dubuisson Architectes; Lighting Design by L’Observatoire International; by Judy Fayard; ph.; p. 328-333; Nov 07; ID
Paris; Museum/Art; Musee Du Quai Branly; Jean Nouvel; by Joann Gonchar; ph. pl. sec.; p. 86-96; Feb 07; AR
Paris; Museum; City of Fashion and Design; Jakob & MacFarlane; by Catherine Slessor; ill. sec. ph.; p. 30-31; Jan 07; AR
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GARDEN (cont’d)

Australia, Melbourne; Australian Garden; Royal Botanic Gardens; Taylor, Cullity & Lethlean; by Marc Treib; ph. pl.; p. 140-153; Oct 07; LA
California, Hillsborough; Manor House Garden; Ron Lutsko; by Zahid Sardar; ph. pl.; p. 100-103; July 07; LA
California, San Francisco; Curran House Gardens; ASLA Award winner; Andrea Cochran; by Paul Burkhardt; ph.; p. 110-111; July 07; LA
California, San Francisco; Erman Residence Garden; ASLA Award winner; James A. Lord; by Paul Burkhardt; ph.; p. 117; July 07; LA
California, San Francisco; Private Residence Garden; ASLA Award winner; Andrea Cochran; by Paul Burkhardt; ph.; p. 116-117; July 07; LA
Canada, British Columbia, Vancouver; Washington Mutual Center Roof Garden; ASLA Award winner; Phillips, Farevaag & Smallenberg; by Paul Burkhardt; ph.; p. 112; July 07; LA
Colorado, Pitkin County; Woody Creek Garden; ASLA Award winner; Design Workshop; by Paul Burkhardt; ph.; p. 118; July 07; LA
Connecticut, Greenwich; Greenwich Residence Garden; Stephen Stimson; by Susan Hines; ph. pl.; p. 98-109; Dec 07; LA
Connecticut, Westport; Connecticut Country House Garden; Wesley Stout; by Susan Hines; ph. pl.; p. 98-109; Dec 07; LA
Israel, Tel Aviv; Ben Gurion Airport Garden; Shlomo Aronson; by Leeu Loon; ph. pl.; p. 28-34; Mar 07; LA
Maryland, Takoma Park; Home Garden; Holt Jordan; by Susan Harris; ph. pl.; p. 80-82; Jan 07; LA
Mexico, Malinalco; Schjetnan Pueblo and Garden; Mario Schjetnan; by Jimena Martignoni; ph. pl. sec.; p. 52-58; May 07; LA
New York, Bedford Hills; Correctional Facility Mother/Child Garden; by Daniel Winterbottom; ph. pl.; p. 38-47; Dec 07; LA
New York, Millbrook; Innisfree Garden; Lester Collins; by Tovah Martin; ph. pl.; p. 72-77; Nov 07; LA
New York, New York; Manhattan Roof Terrace; Pierce & Allen; Landscape Design by Sawyer & Berson; by Susan Hines; ph. pl. elev.; p. 86-93; Nov 07; LA
North Carolina, Greensboro; Callaway Garden; Callaway Associates; by Susan Hines; ph.; p. 104-111; June 07; LA
Oregon, Portland; Mount Tabor Middle School Rain Garden; ASLA Award winner; Kevin Robert Perry; by Paul Burkhardt; ph.; p. 115; July 07; LA
Oregon, Silverton; Oregon Garden; Mayer/Reed, Quatrefoil Inc. and et al.; by Adam Regn Arvidson; ph.; p. 32-42; Jan 07; LA
Tennessee, Franklin; Carnton Garden Restoration; by Robert Garza; ph.; p. 20; Dec 07; LA
Texas, Highland Park; Turtle Creek Pump House; ASLA Award winner; D.I.R.T. Studio; by Paul Burkhardt; ph.; p. 118; July 07; LA
Wartime Gardens; ASLA Award winner; Kenneth Heilped; by Paul Burkhardt; ph.; p. 124; July 07; LA
GERMATRIC (cont'd)

GARDEN (cont'd)

Washington, Seattle; Washington Mutual Bank; Conventional roof garden; NBBJ: Landscape Design by Phillips, Farevaog & Smallenberg; by Linda McIntyre; ph. pl. elev.; p. 94-101; Nov 07; LA

See also BOTANIC GARDEN; LANDSCAPE DESIGN. TECHNIQUES; RECREATION; Specific Building Type

GEORGIA

Athens; Landscape Architecture Education; Landscape Architecture Program; University of Georgia; by Linda McIntyre; ph.; p. 70-79; Apr 07; LA

Athens; Landscape Architecture Education; Students and Educators for Ecological Design and Sustainability; by Nancy Atien; ph.; p. 158-160; Apr 07; LA

Athens; Transit Station; Athens Multimodal Transportation Center; Niles Bolton; by Jeff Yoders; ph.; p. 50-52; Dec 07; BD&C

Atlanta; Apartment Building/Low Rise; Element Atlantic Station; Preston Partnership; Landscape Design by Park Landscape Services; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 102; Sept 07; B

Atlanta; City and Regional Planning; Atlanta BeltLine Redevelopment Plan; ASLA Award winner; EDAW; by Paul Burkhardt; ill.; p. 122-123; July 07; LA

Atlanta; City and Regional Planning; Belt Line Master Plan; Lord, Aeck & Sargent; by Mimi Zeiger; pl. map; p. 55-58; Oct 07; A

Atlanta; Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Eastside Walk; Classical Concepts; by Pat Curry; ph. pl.; p. 45-48; Dec 07; B

Atlanta; Store/Clothing; Wish Store; RB Architect; Interior Design by Established; by Georgia Dzurica; ph. sec.; p. 249-253; Apr 07; ID

Buford; Learning, Training Center; Gwinnett Environmental and Heritage Center; Hardy, Holzman & Pfeiffer; Landscape Design by Jaeger Company; by Linda McIntyre; ph. pl. sec. map; p. 104-113; May 07; LA

Canton; Stormwater Management; Hydrologic Management at Herman Miller Furniture Factory; Scogin & Elam; Landscape Design by Michael van Valkenburgh; by Vernon Mays; ph. sec. pl. dia. ill.; p. 24-31; Jan 07; LA

GERMATRIC

See ELDERLY HOUSING; HOSPITAL

GERMATIC

——; Architecture; Viewing Architecture in Person; by Peter Cook; p. 34; Mar 07; ARev

Altotting; Health Care, Health Center; Strahlentherapie; Koebel Architekten; by Sheila Kim-Jamet; ph.; p. 184-185; June 07; ID

Bad Driburg; Showroom; Leonardo Glass Cube; 3deluxe; by Andreas Tzortzis; ph. pl.; p. 260-267; Nov 07; ID

Berlin; Architectural Competitions; Architecture of Berlin; by Peter Cook; ph.; p. 34; May 07; ARev

GERMANY (cont'd)

Berlin; Historic, Preservation; Berlin's Search for Historical Identity; by Didem Ekici; ph. ref.; p. 25-34; Nov 07; JAE

Berlin; Memorial, Monument; Memorial to the Murdered Jews of Europe; AIA Honor Award; Peter Eisenman; by Diana Lind; ph.; p. 132; May 07; AR

Cologne; Museum/Art; Diocesan Museum; Peter Zumthor; by Peter Davey; ph. pl. sec.; p. 36-43; Nov 07; ARev

Ditzingen; Industrial Building; Industrial Campus Dining Hall; Barkow & Leibinger; by Catherine Slessor; pl. ill. sec.; p. 45; Jan 07; ARev

Frankfurt; Exhibition; Exhibit; Custody; Spaces of Surveillance; by Layla Dawson; ph.; p. 88-89; Nov 07; ARev

Frankfurt; Office Building; Lufthansa Aviation Center; Ingenhoven Architects; Structural Design by Werner Sobek; by Peter Cachola Schmal; ph. sec. det. ill. pl.; p. 118-124; Aug 07; AR

Hamburg; Apartment Building; Market Hall; Bolles & Wilson; by Rob Gregory; pl. ill.; p. 72-73; Jan 07; ARev

Hamburg; Government Building; Chamber of Commerce Haus Im Haus; Behnisch Architects; by Farhad Heydari; ph. pl. sec.; p. 126-128; June 07; AR

Hamburg; Observatory; HafenCity View Point Tower; Renner, Hainke & Wirth; by Christopher Kieran; ph.; p. 91-92; May 07; AR

Hamburg; Office Building/Interiors; Closed Headquarters; Carsten Roth; by Ian Phillips; ph. pl.; p. 186-193; Jan 07; ID

Hamburg; Office Building/Interiors; Spiegel Canteen; Verner Panton; by Sheila Kim-Jamet; ph.; p. 388-389; Mar 07; ID

Karlruhe; University/Dining Hall; Cafeteria; Universitat Karlsruhe; Jureg Mayer H. and Ulrich Wiesler; by Gisela Williams-Kramer; ph. pl. sec.; p. 294-301; May 07; ID

Marbach; Museum; Museum of Modern Literature; David Chipperfield and Wenzel & Wenzel; Exhibition Design by Element GmbH; by Suzanne Stephens; ph. pl.; p. 102-109; Feb 07; AR

Marbach; Museum; Museum of Modern Literature; David Chipperfield; by Rob Gregory; ph.; p. 52-57; Oct 07; ARev

Mechernich; Religious Building/Chapel; Bruder-Klaus-Feldkapelle; Atelier Zumthor; by Mark McMenamin; ph.; p. 220-221; July 07; ID

Muenster; Library; Muenster City Library; Bolles & Wilson; by Linn Song; ph. ill. ref.; p. 12-20; Feb 07; JAE

Munich, near; Residence; Country House; Bembe & Dellingler; by Otto Pohl; p. S45-S47; Apr 07; ID

Munchen; Museum; BMW Welt; Coop Himmelblau; by Peter Cook; ph.; p. 32; Dec 07; ARev

Munchen; Religious Building; Jewish Center; Wandel, Hoefer & Lorch; by No author listed; ph. sec. m. ill.; p. 90-93; Oct 07; ARev
GERMANY (cont’d)

Munster; Art Gallery; Sculpture Pavilion; Modulorbeat; by Catherine Sessler; ph. pl. sec.; p. 52-53; Nov 07; ARev

Nuremberg; Office Building/Low Rise; Office Building; Szyszkwit & Kowalski; by Peter Blundell Jones; ph. pl. ill. sec.; p. 88-71; Apr 07; ARev

Sachsenhausen; Museum; Station Z Museum; Vacuum-formed facade; HG Merz; Structural Design by Werner Sobek; by Russell Fortmeyer; ph.; p. 150; Feb 07; AR

Schorndorf; Health Care, Health Center; Wittlinger Hahan Stern Radiologie; Ippolito & Fleitz; by Mairi Beautyman; ph.; p. 208-212; Nov 07; ID

Stuttgart; Store; Kastner Optik; Ippolito & Fleitz; by Mairi Beautyman; ph.; p. 60-64; Jan 07; ID

GHANA

—; Concrete; Pozzoghana Concrete Additive; Kanner Architects and Constructors; by Katie Gerfen; ph. ill.; p. 39-41; Dec 07; A

—; Social Issues; Slave Castles and African Identity; by Coleman A. Jordan; map ph. ref.; p. 48-59; May 07; JAE

Accra; Apartment Building/Low Rise; Augustino Neto Condominiums; Kanner Architects; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ill.; p. 24; Apr 07; RA

GLASS

Advancements in Glass Technology; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph.; p. 58; Dec 07; B

Designing With Glass Block; by No author listed; ph. ill. cea; p. 179-183; Oct 07; AR

Modern Architectural Glass; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph.; p. 81-82; Jan 07; RA

New Technologies Improve Performance of Architectural Glass; by No author listed; ph. table ill. graph cea; p. 173-177; Oct 07; AR

Texas, Wichita Falls; Glass Manufacturing and Recycling; by Bradford McKee; ph.; p. 68-75; July 07; A

Tips for Designing Interior Glass Walls; by Anne Hartman; ph.; p. 57; Aug 07; BD&C

See also WINDOW

GLAZING

Blast Test Standards and Methods for Glazing; by Steven Samuels; ph. table ill.; p. 66-76; May 07; TCS

Condensation Risk Assessment in Glazing Design; by Karol Kazmierczak; ph. ill. dia. det.; p. 94-108; Nov 07; TCS

Daylight without Heat; Translucent Glazing with Aerogel; by James Satterwhite and Michael Chusid; ph. ref.; p. 20-28; July 07; TCS

Design Flexibility and Energy Performance with Hybrid Glass Coatings; by Don McCann; pl. dia. table; p. 48-56; Mar 07; TCS

Modern Architectural Glass; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph.; p. 81-82; Jan 07; RA

Specifying Fire-Rated Glazing; by O’Keeffe; ph. dia.; p. 56-66; Mar 07; TCS

Structural Glazing Tape; by Karin Tetlow; ph. ill. table cea; p. 263-267; May 07; AR

GLAZING (cont’d)

Structural Glazing Tape; by Steve Austin and Mark Jennings; ph. det. cea; p. 144-147; May 07; A

Switchable Glazing and Smart Glass; by Sara Hart; ph.; p. 151-152; Dec 07; AR

Testing Curtain Wall Durability; by Charles Chang et al.; ph. elev. ref.; p. 70-79; Jan 07; TCS

GOVERNMENT BUILDING

3-D Virtual Courtroom Design; Arup; by David Barista; ph. ill.; p. 54-57; Feb 07; BD&C

Australia, Melbourne; Council House No. 2; Melbourne City Council offices; Design Inc and Mick Pearce; by Catherine Sessler; ph. pl. sec.; p. 72-75; Apr 07; ARev

California, Pasadena; Pasadena City Hall Restoration; Architectural Resources Group; Original Design by Bakewell & Brown; by Barbara Horwitz-Bennett; ph.; p. 34-35; Sept 07; BD&C

California, Richmond; Department of Health Services; Studios Architecture; by Mimi Zeiger; ph.; p. 114-116; Jan 07; AR

California, San Francisco; Federal Building; Morphosis and SmithGroup; by Brian Carter; ph. pl. sec.; p. 42-51; Apr 07; ARev

California, San Francisco; San Francisco Federal Building; Morphosis; by Ron Nyren; ph.; p. 287; July 07; ID

California, San Francisco; U.S. Federal Building Critique; by Sylvia Lavin; ph.; p. 106-107; Aug 07; AR

California, San Francisco; U.S. Federal Building; Morphosis and SmithGroup; by Joann Gonchar; ph. pl. pers. sec. dia.; p. 96-105; Aug 07; AR

Design Excellence Program for Government Architecture; by Robert Campbell; ph.; p. 53-54; July 07; AR

District of Columbia, Washington; Greening the White House; by Ted Shelton; ph. chart m. ref.; p. 31-38; May 07; JAE

England, London; Greater London Authority City Hall; Foster & Partners; by Lance Hosey; ph. dia.; p. 71-72; May 07; A

Ethiopia, Addis Ababa; Dutch Embassy; Aga Khan Award; van Gemeren & Mastenbroek; by Chris Abele; ph. m.; p. 73; Nov 07; ARev

Florida, Pensacola; Navy Federal Credit Union; BW/AR Award; ASD; by Christopher Kieran; ph.; p. 88-91; Nov 07; AR

Florida, Pensacola; United States Census Bureau; BW/AR Award; Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; by Christopher Kieran; ph.; p. 96-97; Nov 07; AR

France, Bobigny; Municipal Hall Interior Renovation; Herve Di Rosa; by Ian Phillips; ph.; p. 63-66; Aug 07; ID

Germany, Hamburg; Chamber of Commerce Haus Im Haus; Behnisch Architects; by Farhad Heydari; ph. pl. sec.; p. 128-133; June 07; AR

Illinois, Chicago; Chicago Transit Authority Headquarters; by David Barista; ph.; p. 40; Oct 07; BD&C
GOVERNMENT BUILDING (cont'd)

Illinois, Springfield; Illinois State Emergency Operations Center; DeStefano & Partners; by Joann Gonchar; ph. pl. cea; p. 159-166; Oct 07; AR

Ireland, Cork; City Hall Extension; ABK; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl. sec.; p. 58-61; Apr 07; AR

Ireland, Dooradoyle; Limerick County Council; Bucholz & McEvoy; by Raymond Ryan; ph. pl. sec.; p. 140-143; Mar 07; AR

Ireland, Kildare; Civic Offices; Heneghan & Peng and Arthur Gibney; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl. sec.; p. 52-57; Apr 07; AR

Ireland, Naas; Aras Chhill Dara County Hall; Heneghan & Peng and Arthur Gibney; by Raymond Ryan; ph. pl. sec.; p. 102-105; Jan 07; AR

Maryland, Suitland; Census Bureau Headquarters; Skidmore, Owings & Merrill, HKS and Metropolitan Architects; by David Barista; ph. det. axon.; p. 66-74; May 07; BD&J

Maryland, Suitland; U.S. Census Bureau; Skidmore, Owings & Merrill, Skanska USA and HKS; by Sara Hart; ph. pl. sec.; p. 130-135; Mar 07; AR

New York, Brooklyn; U.S Post Office and Courthouse; Kliment & Halsband and Wank, Adams & Slavin; by James Murdoch; ph. pl. sec. ill.; p. 144-148; Mar 07; AR

New York, New York; Office of Emergency Management; Swanke, Hayden & Connell; by Joann Gonchar; ph. cea; p. 159-166; Oct 07; AR

Oregon, Eugene; Wayne L. Morse U.S. Courthouse; Morphosis and DLR Group; by Gideon Fink Shapiro; ph.; p. 46; June 07; A

Oregon, Eugene; Wayne Lyman Morse U.S. Courthouse; Morphosis and DLR Group; by Clifford A. Pearson; ph. pl. sec.; p. 94-101; Mar 07; AR

South Africa, Cape Town; Police Station; Makeka Design Lab; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pl. sec.; p. 60-63; June 07; AR

Spain, Barcelona; City of Justice; David Chipperfield; by Rob Gregory; pl. ill.; p. 46-47; Jan 07; AR

Uruguay, Montevideo; Site Security at U.S. Embassy; Fernandez Fabiano; by Jimena Martignoni; ph. m.; p. 40-45; Feb 07; LA

Virginia, Richmond; Virginia State Capitol Renovation and Addition; Hillier Architecture; Original Design by Thomas Jefferson; by Nancy B. Solomon; ph. pl. ill. axon. cea; p. 167-174; June 07; AR

Virginia, Richmond; Virginia State Capitol Restoration; RMJM and Hillier Architecture; Original Design by Thomas Jefferson; by Barbara Horwitz-Bennett; ph.; p. 40-41; Sept 07; BD&C

Washington, Bellevue; City Hall and Plaza; SRA Partners; Landscape Design by Phillips, Farevaag & Smallenberg; by Mark Hinshaw; ph. pl. ill.; p. 32-36; Nov 07; LA

Washington, Everett; County Administrative Building and Plaza; NBBJ; Landscape Design by Site Workshop; by Mark Hinshaw; ph. ill. sec.; p. 44-51; Jan 07; LA

GOVERNMENT BUILDING (cont'd)

Washington, Redmond; Redmond City Hall; MulvannyG2; by Randy Gragg; ph. pl.; p. 136-139; Mar 07; AR

See also CITY AND REGIONAL PLANNING; HISTORIC, PRESERVATION; MUSEUM; UNIVERSITY

GREECE

Athens; Museum; New Acropolis Museum; Bernard Tschumi and Michael Photiadis; by Joann Gonchar; ph. pl. sec. ill.; p. 176-179; June 07; AR

H

HAITI

Port-au-Prince; School/Special; Campus of Hope; P/IA Award; Studio Luz; by Katie Gerfen; pl. pl. ill. elev. m.; p. 80-81; Jan 07; A

HANGICAPPED DESIGN

Benefits of Low-Energy Power Operators; by Mike McCoy; ph.; p. 62-69; Sept 07; TCS

Massachusetts, Boston; Patroia Loft; AIA Housing Award; Ruhi Walker; by Christopher Kieran; ph.; p. 206; July 07; AR

Universal Access; by Lori Bedard and Del Williams; ph.; p. 20-21; Jan 07; TCS

HARDWARE

Advantages of Door Pivots; by Lynn Kaiser; ph. ill.; p. 54-58; May 07; TCS

Benefits of Low-Energy Power Operators; by Mike McCoy; ph.; p. 62-69; Sept 07; TCS

Electrified Hardware and Electronic Access Control Systems; by Scott J. Tobias; ph. dia.; p. 36-44; Nov 07; TCS

Trends in Hardware; by Stanley Stark; ph. cea.; p. 177-181; Dec 07; AR

HAWAII

Kailua-Kona; Research Facility, Laboratory; Hawaii Gateway Energy Center; Ferraro & Chol; by Gideon Fink Shapiro; ph.; p. 48; June 07; A

Mau; Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Wailea Beach Villas; Scheurer Architects; Interior Design by Philpotts & Associates; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 202-203; Jan 07; B

Niuil; Residence; Ohana Guest House; Cutter & Anderson; by Robert Ivy; ph. pl.; p. 128-133; Apr 07; AR

HAZARDS

Proactive Measures for Mold; by Gerald Zakim; ph.; p. 106; Apr 07; TCS

See also EARTHQUAKE; FIRE PROTECTION; STRUCTURAL; WIND
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HEALTH CARE, HEALTH CENTER
Alaska, Palmer; Mat-Su Regional Medical Center; Ascension Group; by David Barista; ph.; p. 36-41; Apr 07; BD&C
Building Information Modeling and Medical Office Buildings; by Jeff Yoder; ph. ill.; p. 76-78; May 07; BD&C
California, Los Angeles; Obagi Skin Health Institute; Robert D. Henry; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. 190-194; Feb 07; ID
California, San Francisco; Homeless Prenatal Program; Public Architecture; by Mimi Zeiger; ph.; p. 86; May 07; A
Cayman Islands, Grand Cayman; Silver Rain Spa at Ritz-Carlton Hotel; Milton Pate; Interior Design by D’Aquino & Monaco; by Sheila Kim-Jamet; ph.; p. 186-188; May 07; ID
Germany, Altotting; Strahlentherapie; Koeberl Architekten; by Sheila Kim-Jamet; ph.; p. 184-185; June 07; ID
Germany, Schorndorf; Wilttlinger Hahan Stern Radiologie; Ippolito & Flettz; by Mairi Beautyman; ph.; p. 208-212; Nov 07; ID
Japan, Ginzan; Onsen Fujiya Inn and Spa; Kengo Kuma; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. 281-286; Apr 07; ID
Japan, Nagano, near Minami-Nagano Dental Clinic and Residence; Hiro Design Studio; by Sheila Kim-Jamet; ph.; p. 178-179; June 07; ID
Maldives, —; Huvafen Fushi Underwater Spa; Richard Hywel Evans; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. 100-101; Dec 07; ID
New York, New York; GoSmile Aesthetics; SpaN; by Annie Block; ph. ill.; p. 87-90; Feb 07; ID
New York, New York; Harlem Children’s Health Project; Gunther 5; by Jane Margolies; ph.; p. 92-94; Feb 07; ID
New York, New York; Weill Greenberg Center; Polishek Partnership; Interior Design by Ballinger Design Studio; by Deborah Wilk; ph.; p. 108-109; Dec 07; ID
Nurses and Health Care Design; by Amanda Kolson Hurley; ph.; p. 60-65; Dec 07; A
Portugal, Oporto; Farmacia Henriques; Pilarcen; by Sheila Kim-Jamet; ph.; p. 182-183; June 07; ID
Texas, San Antonio; Center for the Intrepid; SmithGroup; by Jeff Yoder; ph.; p. 48-52; Apr 07; BD&C
Wisconsin, Green Lake; Evenson Spa; Tastendi Design Troupe; by Bradley Lincoln; ph.; p. 61-64; Jan 07; ID
See also HOSPITAL; RECREATION
HEATING, VENTILATING, AIR CONDITIONING
Air Barriers and HVAC; by Tony Woods and Steven Tratt; ph.; p. 52-57; Feb 07; TCS
Alternative Heating Technologies; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph. dia.; p. 85-66; Nov 07; RA
HEATING, VENTILATING, AIR CONDITIONING (cont’d)
Benefits of High Volume/Low-Speed Circulator Fans; by Richard Aynsley; ph. graph; p. 82-88; June 07; TCS
Demand Ventilation Systems; by Angela Cremens and R. Stephen Spinazzola; ph.; p. 88-92; Oct 07; TCS
HVC Duct Design; by Renee Chesler; ph. dia.; p. 58-63; Feb 07; TCS
Importance of Mechanical Insulation; by Ronald L. King; ph. table chart ref.; p. 68-80; June 07; TCS
Passive Ventilation Strategies; by Russell Fortmeyer; ph. dia. chart ill. cca; p. 241-248; May 07; AR
Positive-Pressure Ventilation; by Ted Cushman; ph. dia.; p. 71-72; Feb 07; B
Seismic Restraints for Piping and Duct Systems; by Robert J. Wasilewski; ph. det.; p. 88-96; Mar 07; TCS
See also ENERGY; SOLAR
HIGHWAY
China, Shanghai, Yangpu District; Highway Overpass at Wu Jiao Plaza; Jing Ye Design and Zhong Song Design; Landscape Design by Lai En Lighting; by Andrew Yang; ph.; p. 170-172; Aug 07; AR
Failure of Roadside Beautification Legislation; by Lawrence Wright; ill.; p. 112-115; Oct 07; LA
Landscape Improves Road Safety; by Sally Augustin and Jean Marie Cackowski-Campbell; ill. ref.; p. 62; Aug 07; LA
Natural Highway Landscapes; by Jean Marie Cackowski-Campbell and Sally Augustin; ill. ref.; p. 88; Feb 07; LA
Netherlands, Utrecht; Sound Barrier; Oosterhuis_Lenard; by Beth Broome; ph.; p. 53-54; Jan 07; AR
HISTORIC, PRESERVATION
Australia, Perth; Commonwealth Games Housing Village; by Hannah Lewi and Stephen Nelligle; ph. ill. ref.; p. 15-24; Nov 07; JAE
Campus Heritage Initiative for Landscape Preservation; by Frank Edgerton Martin; ph. ref.; p. 82-91; July 07; LA
England, London; Landscape Institute Drawings Archive; by Annabel Downs; pl. ill. ref.; p. 94-97; May 07; LA
Germany, Berlin; Berlin’s Search for Historical Identity; by Didem Ekici; ph. ref.; p. 25-34; Nov 07; JAE
Preserving the Recent Past; by Kelli Shapiro; ph. ref.; p. 6-14; Nov 07; JAE
See also Specific Building Type
HONG KONG
—; Store/Clothing; Louis Vuitton Landmark; AIA Honor Award; Peter Marino and Dcmstudios; by Diana Lind; ph.; p. 138; May 07; AR
HOSPITAL

Alabama, Hale County; Hale County Hospital Courtyard; Rural Studio; by No author listed; ph.; p. 78; Nov 07; A

Alaska, Palmer; Mat-Su Regional Medical Center; Ascension Group; by David Barista; ph.; p. 36-41; Apr 07; BD&C

England, London; Guy's Hospital Entrance; Heatherwick Studio; by Susan Welsh; ph.; p. 216-220; Nov 07; ID

High-Tech Hospital Design; by Russell Fortmeyer; ph. ill.; p. 151-158; Sept 07; AR

Illinois, Chicago; Prentice Women's Hospital; VOA Associates and OWPP; by Robert Cassidy; ph.; p. 71-72; Oct 07; BD&C

Safety Concepts Influence Hospital Design; by Jay W. Schneider; ph. pl.; p. 32-38; Jan 07; BD&C

EMERGENCY

New York, Canandaigua; F.F. Thompson Hospital Emergency Department; by Elizabeth A. Evitts; ph. pl.; p. 72-77; Apr 07; A See also HEALTH CARE, HEALTH CENTER; UNIVERSITY/MEDICAL CENTER

HOTEL

Alabama, Mobile; Battle House Hotel Restoration; Smith & Della and TVS; by Peter Fabris; ph.; p. 26-28; Sept 07; BD&C

Aloft Hotels; Rockwell Group; by Amanda Kolson Hurley; ph.; p. 61; June 07; A

Arizona, Scottsdale; Mondrian Scottsdale Resort; DLR Group; Interior Design by Benjamin Noriega-Ortiz; by C. C. Sullivan; ph.; p. 206-214; June 07; ID

Cayman Islands, Grand Cayman; Silver Rain Spa at Ritz-Carlton Hotel; Milton Patei; Interior Design by D'Aquino & Monaco; by Sheila Kim-Jamet; ph.; p. 186-188; May 07; ID

China, Beijing; Shangri-La Hotel and Nishimura Restaurant; CL3 Architects; Lighting Design by Light Source International; by Andrew Yang; ph.; p. 219-226; June 07; ID

Denmark, Copenhagen; Radisson SAS Royal Hotel; Arne Jacobsen; by Sheila Kim-Jamet; ph.; p. 390-391; Mar 07; ID

France, Paris; Hotel Fouquet Remodel and Expansion; Edouard Francois; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pl. sec.; p. 44-47; Nov 07; ARev

Hotel Design Through the Decades; by Aric Chen; ph.; p. 362-368; Mar 07; ID

Illinois, Chicago; James Hotel; Deborah Berke; by Bradley Lincoln; ph.; p. 208-214; Jan 07; ID

Italy, Milan; Nh Hotel; Matteo Thun; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pl. sec.; p. 78-80; July 07; ARev

Japan, Ginza; Onsen Fujiya Inn and Spa; Kengo Kuma; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. 281-286; Apr 07; ID

Japan, Muroto; Utocio Deep Sea Therapy Center and Hotel; Ciel Rouge Creation; by Aric Chen; ph.; p. 218-224; Jan 07; ID

Japan, Yamagata Prefecture, Obanazawa; Ginza Onsen Fujiya Hotel; Kengo Kuma; by Clifford A. Pearson; ph. pl. sec.; p. 122-127; Sept 07; AR

HOTEL (cont'd)

Mexico, Puebla; Hotel la Purificadora; Legorreta & Legorreta and Serrano & Monjaraz; by Suzanne Stephens; ph. pl.; p. 140-145; Oct 07; AR

Minnesota, Minneapolis; Westin Hotel; Einess, Swenson & Graham; Interior Design by Moncur Design; by Jeff Yoders; ph.; p. 59; Sept 07; BD&C

Netherlands, Ouderkerk aan de Amstel; Lute Suites; Marcel Wanters; by Rineke Van Duysen; ph.; p. 228-232; Jan 07; ID

New York, New York; Royalton Lobby Demolition; Roman & Williams; Original Design by Philippe Starck; by Fred A. Bernstein; ph. ill.; p. 232-236; Sept 07; ID

Qatar, Doha; Sports City Tower; AREP; Structural Design by Arup; by Sam Lubell; ph. pl. sec.; p. 146-149; Aug 07; AR

Switzerland, Arosa; Tschuggen Grand Hotel Spa; Fanzunz; Interior Design by Mario Botta; by Fred A. Bernstein; ph.; p. 288-276; Apr 07; ID

Switzerland, Zermatt; Omnia Hotel; Parallel Design; Interior Design by WCR Innenarchitektur; by Fred A. Bernstein; ph.; p. 168-177; Jan 07; ID

Switzerland, Zermatt; Omnia; Parallel Design; by Annie Block; ph.; p. 88-89; Dec 07; ID

Texas, Dallas; W Dallas Victory Hotel and Residences; HKS; Interior Design by Bentel & Bentel; by David Dillon; ph. pl.; p. 146-149; Oct 07; AR

Trends in Hospitality Design; HKS Hill Glazier Studio, Wimberly, Allison, Tong & Goo and et al.; by Jay W. Schneider; ph. ill.; p. 32-38; Dec 07; BD&C

Trends in Hotel Design; by Craig Kellogg and Gretchen Kelly; ph.; p. 242-244; Oct 07; ID

Turkey, Belek; Adam & Eve Hotel; Eren Talu; by Leslie Yudell; ph. pl. sec.; p. 150-152; Oct 07; AR

See also RECREATION; SHELTER

HOUSING

Affordable Housing Crisis; by John Caulfield; ph.; p. 92-98; July 07; B

Alabama, Hale County; Twenty-Thousand Dollar Houses; Rural Studio; by No author listed; ph.; p. 81; Nov 07; A

Australia, Perth; Commonwealth Games Housing Village; by Hannah Lewis and Stephen Neille; ph. ill. ref.; p. 15-24; Nov 07; JAE

California, Morgan Hill; Royal Court Affordable Housing; Builder's Choice Award; KTYG Group; Landscape Design by Dillon Design; by Sarah Whitman; ph.; p. 104; Oct 07; B

California, Pajaro; Nuevo Amanecer; Builder's Choice Award; KTYG Group; Landscape Design by Dillon Design; by Sarah Whitman; ph.; p. 154; Oct 07; B

California, San Diego; Lillian Place; RA Design Award; Studio E; Landscape Design by Ivy Landscape Architects; by Meghan Drueing; ph. pl.; p. 60-61; May 07; RA
HOUSING (cont’d)

California, San Francisco; Mission Creek Community; Builder’s Choice Award; Hardison, Komatsu, Ivelitch & Tucker; by Megan Lane Patrick; ph.: p. 154; Oct 07; B

California, Santa Barbara; El Carillo Housing Authority; AIA/HUD Award; Cearnal & Andrulatis; by Christopher Kieran; ph.; p. 208; July 07; AR

Colorado, Breckenridge; Wellington Neighborhood; Wolf & Lyon; by Jenny Sullivan; ph.; p. 99-106; July 07; B

England, London; Brunswick Center Renovation; Patrick Hodgkinson and Levitt & Bernstein; by Clare Melhuish; ph. pl. sec.; p. 42-48; Mar 07; ARev

England, London; Brunswick Center Restoration; Patrick Hodgkinson; by Patrick Hodgkinson; ph.; p. 40-41; Mar 07; ARev

England, Sheffield; Park Hill; Hawkins & Brown and Studio Negret West; Landscape Design by Andrew Grant; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl. ill.; p. 74-77; Mar 07; ARev

Florida, Boynton Beach; Green Cay Village; George Tseng; by Pat Curry; ph. pl.; p. 67-70; May 07; B

GreenMobile Factory-Built House; Michael A. Berk; by Nigel F. Maynard; ill. m.; p. 57; Aug 07; RA

Illinois, Chicago; Near North Apartments; Helmut Jahn; by Jay W. Schneider and Jeff Yoders; ph.; p. 66; Oct 07; BD&C

Illinois, Chicago; New Homes for South Chicago; Sam Marts and Landon, Bone & Baker; by Jenny Sullivan; ph.; p. 140-141; July 07; B

Ireland, Dublin; Social Housing; O’Donnell & Tuomey; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pl. ill.; p. 69; Jan 07; ARev

Louisiana, New Orleans; Katrina Cottages; Duany & Plater-Zyberk and Tolar, LeBatard & Denmark; by Cheryl Weber; ph. ill. pl.; p. 61-62; Aug 07; RA

Mass Housing; Hassan Fathy and Doxiadis Associates; by Panayiota L Pyla; ph. pl.; p. 28-39; Feb 07; JAE

Mississippi, Biloxi; Biloxi Model Home Program; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph. ill. elev.; p. 59; Aug 07; RA

Missouri, St. Charles; New Town at St. Charles; by Jenny Sullivan; ph.; p. 99-106; July 07; B

Nebraska, Lincoln; Liberty Village; by Pat Curry; ph.; p. 108-114; July 07; B

New Mexico, Albuquerque; Arbolera de Vida; Affordable Housing; by Pat Curry; ph.; p. 108-114; July 07; B

New York, Hastings-On-Hudson; Hastings Housing; Duoc Dickinson; by Jenny Sullivan; ph.; p. 99-106; July 07; B

Pennsylvania, Philadelphia; Sheldon Street Housing; RA Design Award; Interface Studio; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph. ill. pl.; p. 103; May 07; RA

Soft House; R+D Award; Kennedy & Violich; by Katie Gerfen; ph. ill. axon. m.; p. 82-87; Sept 07; A

Spain, Madrid; Social Housing; Del Sol; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pl. ill.; p. 66-67; Jan 07; ARev

HOUSING (cont’d)

Texas, Austin; Mueller Housing; by Steve Zutier; ph.; p. 116-122; July 07; B

Washington, Seattle; Shirley Bridge Bungalows; AIA Housing Award; Ron Wright; by Christopher Kieran; ph.; p. 206; July 07; AR

Washington, Tacoma; Salishan Neighborhood Revitalization; AIA/HUD Award; Torti & Gallas; by Christopher Kieran; ph.; p. 208; July 07; AR

Washington, Tacoma; Salishan Neighborhood Revitalization; AIA Housing Award; Torti & Gallas; by Christopher Kieran; ph.; p. 205; July 07; AR

See also APARTMENT BUILDING; APARTMENT DEVELOPMENT, MULTIPLE BUILDING GROUP; ELDERLY HOUSING; RESIDENCE; RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT, SPECULATIVE HOUSING; SHELTER; UNIVERSITY/RESIDENTIAL

IDAHO

Boise; Bank; Banner Bank; HDR; Structural Design by KPFF Consulting Engineers; by Jeff Yoders; ph.; p. 63; Apr 07; BD&C

Hailey; Recreation; Pool House; Lake & Flato; by Ingrid Spencer; ph. pl.; p. 140-142; Jan 07; AR

Julietta; Residence; Canary House; Paul Hirzel; by Meghan Drueing; ph. pl.; p. 62-65; June 07; RA

ILLINOIS

— Shopping Center; Green Exchange; by Kristin Foster; ill.; p. 46; Oct 07; BD&C

Champaign; Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Douglas Square; Builder’s Choice Award; Landon, Bone & Baker; Landscape Design by McKay Landscape; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph. pl.; p. 112; Oct 07; B

Chicago; Airport; North Air Traffic Control Tower; DMJM H&N; by Jay W. Schneider; ill.; p. 35; Oct 07; BD&C

Chicago; Apartment Building/High Rise; 156 West Superior Residences; Miller & Hull and Studio Dwell; by Blair Kamin; ph. pl. sec.; p. 226-229; May 07; AR

Chicago; Apartment Building/High Rise; Ten East Delaware; Lucien Lagrange; Landscape Design by Daniel Weinbach; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 102; Sept 07; B

Chicago; Apartment Building/Interiors; 2400 Lakeview Avenue Apartments; Krueck & Sextor; Original Design by Ludwig Mies Van Der Rohe; by Ruth Lopez; ph.; p. 426-427; Mar 07; ID

Chicago; Apartment Building/Interiors; Betthly Saltzman Apartments; Tigerman & McCurry; by Ruth Lopez; ph.; p. 436; Mar 07; ID

Chicago; Apartment Building/Interiors; Susann Craig Apartments; Studio Gang; by Ruth Lopez; ph.; p. 424; Mar 07; ID
ILLINOIS (cont'd)

Chicago; Apartment Building/Middle Rise; 156 West Superior; AIA Housing Award; Miller & Hull; by Christopher Kieran; ph.; p. 205; July 07; AR

Chicago; Apartment Building; 340 on the Park; Solomon, Cordwell & Buenz; by Robert Cassidy; ph.; p. 53-54; Oct 07; BD&C

Chicago; Architecture; Profile of Firm; 2007 Leadership Award; Cohen & Hacker; by Meghan Drueing; ph.; p. 51-55; Nov 07; RA

Chicago; Art Gallery; Extension Gallery; by Philip Berger; ph. ill.; p. 110-112; Nov 07; ID

Chicago; Art; 200 West Madison Street Winter Garden; Powell & Kleinschmidt; Sculpture by Louise Nevelson; by Ruth Lopez; ph.; p. 432-433; Mar 07; ID

Chicago; Art; Agora Sculpture in Grant Park; Magdalena Abakanowicz; by Jeff Huebner; ph.; p. 126-131; Oct 07; LA

Chicago; Arts Center; Hyde Park Art Center; Garofalo Architects; by Ruth Lopez; ph.; p. 434-435; Mar 07; ID

Chicago; Bank; Hyde Park Bank; Florian Architects; by Ruth Lopez; ph.; p. 424-425; Mar 07; ID

Chicago; Club; Arts Club of Chicago; Vincelli/Hamp; by Ruth Lopez; ph.; p. 429; Mar 07; ID

Chicago; Community Center; Center on Halstead; Gensler Associates; by Jay W. Schneider; ph.; p. 63; Oct 07; BD&C

Chicago; Convention Center; McCormick Place West; Thompson, Ventulett & Stainback and Epstein/IS; by Jay W. Schneider; ph.; p. 29; Oct 07; BD&C

Chicago; Hospital; Prentice Women’s Hospital; VOA Associates and OWPP; by Robert Cassidy; ph.; p. 71-72; Oct 07; BD&C

Chicago; Hotel; James Hotel; Deborah Berke; by Bradley Lincoln; ph.; p. 208-214; Jan 07; ID

Chicago; Housing; Near North Apartments; Helmut Jahn; by Jay W. Schneider and Jeff Yoders; ph.; p. 68; Oct 07; BD&C

Chicago; Kitchen; 1748 N. Winchester Kitchen; Builder’s Choice Award; Studio Dwell; by Sola Ayeni-biu; ph.; p. 168; Oct 07; B

Chicago; Kitchen; 1748 Winchester Kitchen; Builder Award; Studio Dwell; by Jenny Sullivan; ph. pl.; p. 226-227; May 07; B

Chicago; Kitchen; Divided Kitchen; Studio Dwell; by Kevin Lerner; ph.; p. 193; July 07; AR

Chicago; Landscape Architecture; Profile of Designer; Douglas Hoerr; by Susan Hines; ph.; p. 80-90; Apr 07; LA

Chicago; Learning; Training Center; Spertus Institute of Jewish Studies; Krueck & Sexton; by Kristin Foster; ph.; p. 64; Oct 07; BD&C

Chicago; Museum/Science, Technology; Museum of Science and Industry Exhibit Hall Addition; Goetsch Partners; by Russell Fortmeyer; ph. pl. sec. elev.; p. 180-181; June 07; AR

Chicago; Office Building/High Rise; 155 North Wacker Drive; Goetsch Partners; by Robert Cassidy; ill.; p. 57-60; Oct 07; BD&C

ILLINOIS (cont’d)

Chicago; Office Building/High Rise; 300 North LaSalle Street; Pickard & Chilton; by Robert Cassidy; ph.; p. 56-57; Oct 07; BD&C

Chicago; Office Building/Interiors; AIA Chicago Office; HOK; by Kristin Foster; ph.; p. 64; Oct 07; BD&C

Chicago; Office Building/Interiors; Exelon Head- quarters; Epstein/IS; Lighting Design by Lighting Design Alliance; by No author listed; ph.; p. 59; Oct 07; BD&C

Chicago; Office Building/Interiors; Seyfarth Shaw Headquarters; Gensler Associates; by Shaha Kim-Jamet; ph.; p. 180-182; May 07; ID

Chicago; Office Building/Landscape; One North Wacker Drive; ASLA Award winner; PWP Landscape Architecture; by Paul Burkhardt; ph.; p. 110-111; July 07; LA

Chicago; Office Building; 111 South Wacker; Goetsch Partners; by Ruth Lopez; ph.; p. 430-431; Mar 07; ID

Chicago; Office Building; Chicago Center for Green Technology; by David Barista; ph.; p. 30-32; Oct 07; BD&C

Chicago; Office Building; Chicago Transit Au- thority Headquarters; by David Barista; ph.; p. 40; Oct 07; BD&C

Chicago; Office Building; USG Headquarters; De Stefano & Partners; Interior Design by Environments Group; by Jay W. Schneider; ph.; p. 45; Oct 07; BD&C

Chicago; Plaza; Daley Plaza Sculpture; Pablo Picasso; by Ruth Lopez; ph.; p. 429-430; Mar 07; ID

Chicago; Plaza; Federal Center Plaza; Ludwig Mies Van Der Rohe; by Ruth Lopez; ph.; p. 422; Mar 07; ID

Chicago; Recreation/Park; Jay Pritzker Pavilion; Millennium Park; Frank Gehry; Sculpture by Anish Kapoor; by Ruth Lopez; ph.; p. 438-439; Mar 07; ID

Chicago; Recreation/Park; Millennium Park Bi- cycle Station; Muller & Muller; by David Barista; ph.; p. 37-38; Oct 07; BD&C

Chicago; Recreation/Recreation Center; Gary C. Comer Youth Center; John Ronan; by Lee Bey; ph. pl. ill. sec.; p. 80-85; Mar 07; A

Chicago; Recycling; Chemical and Electronics Recycling Center; Harley Ellis Devereaux and GreenWorks Studio; by Jeff Yoders; ph.; p. 43; Oct 07; BD&C

Chicago; Residence; 1748 N. Winchester; RA Design Award; Studio Dwell; by Meghan Drueing; ph. pl.; p. 61; May 07; RA

Chicago; Residential Development, Speculative Housing/Townhouse; Chicago Town House Renovation; Florian Architects; by Jay Pridmore; ph.; p. 192-199; June 07; ID

Chicago; Residential Development, Speculative Housing/Townhouse; Eastgate Village; Bauhs, Ding, Seglin & Main; Landscape Design by Daniel Weinbach; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 124; May 07; B

Chicago; Residential Development, Speculative Housing; New Homes for South Chicago; Sam Marts and Landon, Bone & Baker; by Jenny Sullivan; ph.; p. 140-141; July 07; B
ILLINOIS (cont'd)
Chicago; Residential Development, Speculative Housing; University Commons; Builder's Choice Award; Pappageorge & Haymes; Landscape Design by Daniel Weintbach; by Cheryl Weber; ph.; p. 102-103; Oct 07; B
Chicago; Restaurant; Blueprint Restaurant; VOA Associates; by Bradley Lincoln; ph. pl.; p. 284-289; Oct 07; ID
Chicago; Restaurant; Tru Restaurant; Johnson Studio; by Ruth Lopez; ph.; p. 422-423; Mar 07; ID
Chicago; Shopping Center; Merchandise Mart; by David Barista; ph.; p. 49-50; Oct 07; BD&C
Chicago; Showroom; Haworth Chicago Showroom; AIA Honor Award; Perkins & Will and Eva Maddox; by Diana Lind; ph.; p. 140; May 07; AR
Chicago; Stormwater Management; Green Alley Program; by Annie Hartman; ph.; p. 37; Oct 07; BD&C
Chicago; Theater; Biograph Theater Restoration; Daniel P. Coffey; by Anne Hartman; ph.; p. 57; Sept 07; BD&C
Chicago; University/Business School; Graduated School of Business; University of Chicago; Rafael Vinoly; by Ruth Lopez; ph.; p. 436-437; Mar 07; ID
Chicago; Urban Design, Multi-Use Project; Aqua Mixed-Use Tower; Studio Gang; by Jeff Yoders; ph. pl.; p. 69-71; Jan 07; BD&C
Chicago; Urban Design, Multi-Use Project; Lexington Park; VOA Associates; by Robert Cassidy; ill.; p. 54-55; Oct 07; BD&C
Chicago; Urban Design, Multi-Use Project; Eco18 Mixed-Use Project; Wright & Company; by Robert Cassidy; ill.; p. 47-53; Mar 07; BD&C
Chicago; Wall; Glass Facade; Spertus Institute of Jewish Studies; Krueck & Sexton; Structural Design by Advanced Structures; by David Barista; ph. ill.; p. 40-41; May 07; AR
Glennview; Urban Design, Multi-Use Project; The Glen Town Center; Builder's Choice Award; Pappageorge & Haymes; Landscape Design by Douglas Hoer; by Cheryl Weber; ph. pl.; p. 126; Oct 07; B
Orland Park; Residential Development, Speculative Housing/Townhouse; Orland Park Crossing; Bloodgood, Sharp & Buster; Landscape Design by Pugsley & LaHai; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 123; May 07; B
Springfield; Government Building; Illinois State Emergency Operations Center; DeStefano & Partners; by JoAnn Gonchar; ph. pl. cea; p. 159-166; Oct 07; AR
Urbana-Champaign; Exhibition, Exhibit; An Architect Collects: Robert D. Kleinschmidt and a Lifetime of Fine Arts Acquisitions; Robert Kleinschmidt; by Stanley Abercrombie; ph.; p. 178-181; Apr 07; ID
Winnetka; Residence; House Makeover; Builder's Choice Award; Grunsfeld & Shaefer; Interior Design by Insight; by Pat Curry; ph. pl.; p. 100-101; Oct 07; B

INDIA
Ahmedabad, Gujarat; Residence; Patel Residence; AR Award; Matharoo Associates; by No author listed; ph. sec.; p. 82; May 07; ARev
Mumbai; City and Regional Planning; Business Park; Williams & Tsien; by Catherine Slessor; pl. ill. sec.; p. 51; Jan 07; ARev

INDIANA
Indianapolis; Arts Center; Indianapolis Art Center; Michael Graves; Landscape Design by Rundell & Ernsberger, by Adam Regn Arvidson; ph. pl.; p. 58-71; Oct 07; LA
Indianapolis; Bridge; Art and Nature Park; Indianapolis Museum of Art; Marlon Blackwell; Landscape Design by Landscape Studio; by Russell Fortmeyer; ph. cea ill. sec.; p. 149-157; July 07; AR
Indianapolis; Museum/Art; Indianapolis Museum of Art; Browning, Day, Mullins & Dierdorf; by Adam Regn Arvidson; ph. pl.; p. 58-71; Oct 07; LA
Indianapolis; Museum; Museum of American Indians and Western Art; Browning, Day, Mullins & Dierdorf; by Adam Regn Arvidson; ph. pl.; p. 58-71; Oct 07; LA
New Delhi; Office Building; Office for South Asian Human Rights; by Rob Gregory; ph. ill.; p. 80; Dec 07; ARev
South Bend; Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Lafayette Falls; David Weiss; by Pat Curry; ph. pl. elev.; p. 49-52; Apr 07; B

INDONESIA
—; Residence; Winfred Hutabarat Residence; AR Award; Andramatin; by No author listed; ph.; p. 80; May 07; ARev

INDUSTRIAL BUILDING
California, Culver City; Warehouse Rooftop Addition; Eric Owen Moss; by Vernon Mays; ph. pl. dia. elev. det. iso. ill.; p. 70-79; Dec 07; A
California, Los Angeles; Warehouse Expansion; Steven Ehrlich; Landscape Design by Pamela Burton; by Mimi Zeiger; ph. pl. elev.; p. 76-81; July 07; A
German, Ditzingen; Industrial Campus Dining Hall; Barkow & Leibinger; by Catherine Slessor; pl. ill. sec.; p. 45; Jan 07; ARev

INDUSTRIAL DESIGN
Czech Republic, Prague; Design Revolution in Prague; by Craig Kellogg; ph.; p. 192-193; July 07; ID
Interaction Design; Taking cues from the computer industry; by Francis Duffy; ph.; p. 40-41; Apr 07; ARev
Profile of Designer; Monica Castiglioni; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. 324-326; Mar 07; ID
INDUSTRIALIZED BUILDING
See PREFABRICATION

INFRASTRUCTURE
See HIGHWAY

INSULATION
Designing with Sprayed Polyurethane Foam; by Mason Knowles; ph. ref. table; p. 36-50; Oct 07; TCS

EIFS and Sustainable Design; by Dale D. Kerr and Tom Remmele; ph. ref. table chart ill.; p. 68-80; Aug 07; TCS

Energy Star Thermal Bypass Checklist; by Ted Cushman; ph.; p. 248-254; May 07; B

Importance of Mechanical Insulation; by Ronald L. King; ph. table chart ref.; p. 68-80; June 07; TCS

Improving Thermal Envelope R-Values; by R. Christopher Mathis; ph. ill. table map dia.; p. 54-66; Aug 07; TCS

Moisture Protection for Exterior Insulation and Finish Systems (EIFS); by Peter Harrison and Bob Rowe; ph.; p. 50-56; July 07; TCS

Thermal Insulation and Cover Boards; by Bernie Obereiner; ph. chart; p. 58-66; June 07; TCS

See also WALL

INSURANCE
See LAW; OFFICE PRACTICE

INTERIOR DESIGN
Alternative Office Finishes; by Danielle Masucci; ph. table; p. 90-98; June 07; TCS

Cost-Effective Design Secrets; by Jenny Sullivan; ph. table; p. 142-149; Sept 07; B

Focus on Workplace Design; Workplace survey; Gensler Associates; by Jay W. Schneider; ph. table; p. 33-37; Mar 07; BD&C

Interior Design Hall of Fame; D’Aquino & Monaco; by Deborah Wilk; ph.; p. S24-S28; Dec 07; ID

Interior Design Hall of Fame; Todd DeGarmo; by Laura Fisher Kaiser; ph.; p. S32-S36; Dec 07; ID

Interior Design Hall of Fame; Murray Moss; by Stephen Treffinger; ph.; p. S40-S44; Dec 07; ID

Interior Design Hall of Fame; Ingo Maurer; by Julie V. Iovine; ph.; p. S16-S20; Dec 07; ID

Interview with Designers; Bonetti & Kozerski; by Stephen Millic; ph.; p. 170-172; Apr 07; ID

Libraries and Interior Design; by Laura Fisher Kaiser; ph.; p. 244-246; May 07; ID

Nebraska, Omaha; Profile of Designer; Tom Allisma; by Murrye Bernard; ph.; p. 44; Dec 07; AR

Parallels in Architecture and Interior Design; by Craig Kellogg; ph.; p. 372-378; Mar 07; ID

Profile of Designer; Jeremiah Goodman; by Julie V. Iovine; ph.; p. 410-419; Mar 07; ID

Profile of Designer; Alexa Hampton; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. 312-314; Mar 07; ID

Profile of Firm; Swanke, Hayden & Connell; by Craig Kellogg; ph.; p. 144-146; Jan 07; ID

INTERIOR DESIGN (cont’d)

Profile of Firm; Obscura; by Alastair Gordon; ph.; p. 354-360; Mar 07; ID

Top 100 Interior Design Giants; by Judith Davidson; ph.; p. 137-156; July 07; ID

Washington, Seattle; Artist’s Studio; RA Design Award; Olson, Sundberg, Kundig & Allen; by Cheryl Weber; ph. iso.; p. 104-105; May 07; RA

See also ARCHITECTURE; LAW; OFFICE PRACTICE; Specific Building Type

INTERNET
See COMPUTER

IOWA

Des Moines; Apartment Building/Interiors; Juris Loft; Substance; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph. pl.; p. 80-83; Sept 07; RA

Des Moines; Arts Center; History of Des Moines Art Center; Eiel Saarinen, I.M. Pei and Richard Meier; by Jason Alread and Thomas Leslie; ph. pl. m. axon. ref.; p. 35-46; Nov 07; JAE

Des Moines; Library; Central Library; David Chipperfield and HLBK; by Jay W. Schneider; ph. pl.; p. 54-56; Apr 07; BD&C

Des Moines; Residence; Moen Pool and Guesthouse; RA Design Award; Herbert, Lewis, Kruse & Blunck; by Cheryl Weber; ph. pl. ill.; p. 98-99; May 07; RA

Iowa City; University/Art School; School of Art and Art History; University of Iowa; Steven Holl and Herbert, Lewis, Kruse & Blunck; by Blair Kamin; ph. pl. sec.; p. 92-99; Jan 07; AR

Iowa City; University/Art School; School of Art and Art History; AIA Honor Award; Steven Holl; by Diana Lind; ph.; p. 134; May 07; AR

Muscatine; Office Building/Interiors; HNI Corporation; Gensler Associates; by Annie Block; ph.; p. 56-57; Dec 07; ID

IRELAND

Cork; Government Building; City Hall Extension; ABK; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl. sec.; p. 58-61; Apr 07; AR

County Clare; Residence; Farmhouse; Jamie Fobed; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl. sec.; p. 50-55; May 07; AR

Doora Doyle; Government Building; Limerick County Council; Bucholz & McEvoy; by Raymund Ryan; ph. pl. sec.; p. 140-143; Mar 07; AR

Dublin; Art; The Speed of Light; Art installation in the landscape; William Dennisik; by Dorothy Joiner; ph.; p. 64; June 07; LA

Dublin; Housing; Social Housing; O’Donnell & Tuomey; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pl. ill.; p. 69; Jan 07; AR

Kildare; Government Building; Civic Offices; Heneghan & Peng and Arthur Gibney; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl. sec.; p. 52-57; Apr 07; AR

Naas; Government Building; Aras Chill Dara County Hall; Heneghan & Peng and Arthur Gibney; by Raymund Ryan; ph. pl. sec.; p. 102-105; Jan 07; AR
IRELAND (cont'd)

Thurles; Cultural Center; The Source Cultural Center; McCullough & Mulvin; by Raymund Ryan; ph. pl. sec.; p. 58-63; Oct 07; ARev

ISRAEL

Ramat Gan; Museum/Art; Art Museum; Zvi Hecker; by Catherine Slessor; pl. ill. sec. m.; p. 35; Jan 07; ARev

Tel Aviv; Garden; Ben Gurion Airport Garden; Shiamo Aranson; by Leehu Loon; ph.; p. 28-34; Mar 07; LA

ITALY

Cagliari; Museum/Art; Mediterranean Museum of Nuragic and Contemporary Art; Zaha Hadid; by Catherine Slessor; pl. ill. sec.; p. 28-29; Jan 07; ARev

Crotone; Museum/Science, Technology; Museum of Pitagora; OBR Architetti Associati; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl.; p. 79; Dec 07; ARev

Milan; Hotel; Nhow Hotel; Matteo Thun; by Catherine Slessor; pl. ill. sec.; p. 75-80; July 07; ARev

Milan; Office Building; D&G Headquarters; Studio Piurach; Interior Design by Ron Arad; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. 200-207; Apr 07; ID

Milan; Store/Clothing; Luisa Beccaria Boutique; Nathalie Jean; by Ian Phillips; ph. pl.; p. 240-247; Apr 07; ID

Modena; Museum/Science, Technology; Auto Museum; Future Systems; by Rob Gregory; ph. ill. m.; p. 38; Jan 07; ARev

Rome; Bathroom; Bathroom Renovation; Carola Vannini; by David Sokol; ph.; p. 198; July 07; AR

Rome; Store/Clothing; Fornarina Store; Giorgio Borruso; by Sheila Kim-Jamet; p. 174-176; May 07; ID

Rome; University/Library; Library Extension and Reading Room; Pontifical Lateran University; King & Roselli; by Paul Bennett; ph. pl. sec.; p. 126-131; Oct 07; AR

Treviso; School/Early Learning Center; Nursery/Pre-School; Alberto Campo Baeza; by Rob Gregory; ph. m.; p. 56; Jan 07; ARev

Venice; Theater; Venetian, Atmospheric Theater; Tobias Putrih; by Paula Deitz; ph. ill.; p. 67-68; Oct 07; AR

JAPAN (cont'd)

Chiba; Residence; Coastal House; Sou Fujimoto; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl.; p. 56-57; Dec 07; ARev

Ginza; Urban Design, Multi-Use Project; Swatch Retail and Office Tower; Shigeru Ban; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pl. sec. dia.; p. 82-83; Aug 07; ARev

Ginza; Health Care, Health Center; Onsen Fujiya Inn and Spa; Kengo Kuma; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. 281-286; Apr 07; ID

Kakamigahara; Cemetery; Meiso no Mori Crematorium; Toyo Ito; by Michael Webb; ph. pl. sec.; p. 74-77; Aug 07; ARev

Kakamigahara; Funeral Home; Crematorium; Toyo Ito; Structural Design by Sasaki Structural Consultants; by Russell Fortmeyer; ph. sec.; p. 166-167; Mar 07; AR

Karuiwaza; Residence; Ring House; TNA; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl. sec.; p. 64-67; Dec 07; ARev

Karuiwaza; Residence; Ring House; Takei & Nabeshima; by Naomi Pollock; ph. pl. elev.; p. 106-111; Apr 07; AR

Mie Prefecture, Iga City; Office Building; Ueno Gas Company; Phifram; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl. sec.; p. 72-73; Dec 07; ARev

Muroto; Hotel; Utoco Deep Sea Therapy Center and Hotel; Ciel Rouge Creation; by Aric Chen; ph.; p. 218-224; Jan 07; ID

Nagano, near; Health Care, Health Center; Minami-Nagano Dental Clinic and Residence; Hiro Design Studio; by Sheila Kim-Jamet; ph.; p. 178-179; June 07; ID

Nagano; Residence; Residence; AR Award; Hideyuki Nakayama and Kenji Nawa; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl. sec.; p. 79; May 07; ARev

Nagoya; Store/Clothing; Louis Vuitton Boutique; Nagaiishi Architecture and Higo Design; Interior Design by Eric Carlson; by Christine Schwartz Hartley; ph.; p. 232-239; Apr 07; ID

Osaka; Religious Building/Chapel; White Chapel; Jun Aoki; by Naomi Pollock; ph. pl.; p. 84-85; July 07; AR

Osaka; Residence; Wakasa House; Workshop Hakomori Yantrasasf; by Michael Webb; ph. pl. ill. sec.; p. 56-59; May 07; ARev

Shiogama, Miyagi; Museum/Art; Kanno Museum; Hitoshi Abe; by Naomi R. Pollock; ph. pl. sec.; p. 110-115; Feb 07; AR

Takanezawa; Community Center; Chokkura Plaza; Kengo Kuma; by Edie Cohen; elev. dia.; p. 134-135; Feb 07; ID

Tateyama; Residence; O-House; Sou Fujimoto; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl. sec.; p. 56-61; Aug 07; ARev

Tokyo, Himoto; Residence; Mosaic House; TNA; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl. sec.; p. 62-65; Aug 07; ARev

Tokyo, Midtown; Museum; 21_21 Design Sight Museum; Tadao Ando; by Rob Gregory; ph.; p. 66-73; Aug 07; ARev

Tokyo, Tachikawa; School/Kindergarten; Fuji Kindergarten; Tezuka Architects; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl.; p. 46-47; Dec 07; ARev
JAPAN (cont’d)
Tokyo, Tachikawa; School/Kindergarten; Fuji Kindergarten; Takaharu & Yui Tezuka; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl. sec.; p. 32-39; Aug 07; ARev
Tokyo; Architecture; Profile of Architect; Design Vanguard Award 2007; Sou Fujimoto; by Naomi R. Pollock; ph. ill. pl.; p. 102-107; Dec 07; AR
Tokyo; Bank; Mitsubishi UFJ Financial Group Branch Bank; Neil M. Denari and Amarterrance; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. 268-275; Nov 07; ID
Tokyo; Museum/Art; National Art Center; Kisho Kurokawa; by Robert Iyy; ph. sec. pl.; p. 142-149; Nov 07; AR
Tokyo; Museum/Art; Suntory Museum of Art; Kengo Kuma and Nikken Sekkei; by Naomi R. Pollock; ph. pl. sec.; p. 136-141; Nov 07; AR
Tokyo; Museum; 21_21 Design Sight; Tadao Ando and Nikken Sekkei; by Naomi R. Pollock; ph. pl. sec.; p. 130-135; Nov 07; AR
Tokyo; Office Building; Offices of TBWA/Hakuhodo; Klein & Dytham; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl. sec.; p. 78-81; Aug 07; ARev
Tokyo; Office Building; Swatch Headquarters; Shigeru Ban; by Rob Gregory; ph. sec. ill. axon.; p. 52-53; Jan 07; ARev
Tokyo; Residence; Concrete House; Atelier Tekuto; by Kurt Handlbauer; ph.; p. S11-S14; Jan 07; ID
Tokyo; Residence; G House; Kamayachi & Hangai; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl. sec.; p. 74-75; Dec 07; ARev
Tokyo; Residence; Ghost House; Datar; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl. sec.; p. 71; Dec 07; ARev
Tokyo; Residence; Satos Residence; Atsushi Kitagawara; by Benjamin Budde; ph.; p. 85-88; July 07; ID
Tokyo; Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Six Houses; Ryue Nishizawa; by Rob Gregory; ph.; p. 40-45; Aug 07; ARev
Tokyo; Restaurant; Kimukatsu; Restaurant; Hironaka Ogawa; Lighting Design by Matsushita Electric Works; by Sheila Kim-Jamet; ph.; p. 168-170; May 07; ID
Tokyo; Showroom; Vegetation Installation for FLEG Daikanyama Showroom; Taketo Shimohigoshi; by Paul Finch; ph. pl. sec.; p. 40-41; Dec 07; ARev
Tokyo; Store/Clothing; Hysteric Glamour Store; Wonderwall; by Aric Chen; ph.; p. 254-259; Apr 07; ID
Tokyo; Store/Clothing; Marni Boutique; GGA; Interior Design by Sybarite UK; by Benjamin Budde; ph.; p. 262-269; Oct 07; ID
Tokyo; Store/Clothing; Stussy Boutique; Archtype; by Benjamin Budde; ph.; p. 94-96; Apr 07; ID
Tokyo; University/Library; Library; Seikei University; Shigeru Ban; by Michael Webb; ph. pl. sec.; p. 60-64; Feb 07; ARev
Tokyo; Urban Design, Multi-Use Project; Tokyo Midtown; Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; Landscape Design by EDAW; by Naomi R. Pollock; ph.; p. 122-129; Nov 07; AR

JAPAN (cont’d)
Yamagata Prefecture, Obanazawa; Hotel; Ginzan Onsen Fujiya Hotel; Kengo Kuma; by Clifford A. Pearson; ph. pl. sec.; p. 122-127; Sept 07; AR

JEWELRY
Profile of Designer; Monica Castiglioni; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. 324-326; Mar 07; ID

JORDAN
Amman; Office Building; Airline Headquarters; Niels Torp; by Catherine Slessor; pl. ill. sec.; p. 42-43; Jan 07; ARev

K

KANSAS
Douglas County; Residence; Kansas Longhouse; RA Design Award; Rockhill & Associates; by Meghan Druding; ph. pl.; p. 77; May 07; RA
Junction City; Residential Development, Speculative Housing; The Village at Freedom Place; Deam & Deam; by Pat Curry; ph. pl.; p. 59-62; Sept 07; B
Kansas City; Residence; Modular 3 Residence; RA Design Award; Studio 804; by Meghan Druding; ph. pl.; p. 111; May 07; RA

KAZAKHSTAN
Almaty; Office Building; Business Center; Tabanlioglu Architects; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pl. ill.; p. 44; Jan 07; ARev

KENTUCKY
Clark County; Watershed; Lower Howard's Creek Corridor; ASLA Award winner; Parsons & Brinkerhoff; Landscape Design by Ned Crenshaw; by Paul Burkhardt; map; p. 123; July 07; LA

KIOSK
England, London; St. Paul's Cathedral Kiosk; Make Architects; by Rob Gregory; ph. ill. sec.; p. 34; Jan 07; ARev

KITCHEN
Appliance Innovations; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph.; p. 61-62; Apr 07; B
California, Encino; Kitchen Remodel; Abramson & Teiger; by Sam Lubell; ph.; p. 196; July 07; AR
California, Sonoma County; New Kitchen and Bath; Aildin & Darling; by David Sokol; ph.; p. 192; July 07; AR
Colorado, ——; Restaurant’s Kitchen; Semple & Brown; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph. pl.; p. 26-27; Sept 07; RA
Colorado, Denver; 60 Clermont Street; Builder Award; Debra Toney; by Jenny Sullivan; ph. pl.; p. 238; May 07; B
KITCHEN (cont’d)

Connecticut, Darien; Kitchen Remodel; Bogue Trondowski; by Diana Lind; ph.: p. 194; July 07; AR

District of Columbia, Washington; Architect’s Kitchen; Adamstein & Demetriou; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph.: pl.; p. 30-31; Jan 07; RA

District of Columbia, Washington; Kwan-Chilade Residence Kitchen; Builder Award; William L. Feeney; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph.: pl.; p. 230-231; May 07; B

District of Columbia, Washington; Locker Residence Kitchen; Builder Award; William L. Feeney; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph.: pl.; p. 240; May 07; B

England, Devon, Plymouth; Brewhouse Kitchen; Acanthus, Ferguson & Mann; by Cheryl Weber; ph.: pl.; p. 30-31; Apr 07; RA

Illinois, Chicago; 1748 N. Winchester Kitchen; Builder’s Choice Award; Studio Dwell; by Sola Ayeni-blu; ph.: p. 168; Oct 07; B

Illinois, Chicago; 1748 Winchester Kitchen; Builder Award; Studio Dwell; by Jenny Sullivan; ph.: pl.; p. 226-227; May 07; B

Illinois, Chicago; Divided Kitchen; Studio Dwell; by Kevin Lerner; ph.; p. 193; July 07; AR

Importance of Kitchen Cabinets; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph.; p. 99-100; May 07; B

Island Kitchen Design; Bassenian & Lagoni; by Dave Kosco; ill.; p. 93-94; Feb 07; B

Kitchen Renovation; Alterstudio; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph.: pl.; p. 22-23; June 07; RA

Kitchen/Bath Renovation; Minarc; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. 155-158; Oct 07; ID

Louisiana, New Orleans; Live/Work Kitchen; Eskew, Dumes & Ripple; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph.: pl.; p. 18-19; Aug 07; RA

Massachusetts, Edgartown; Meadow Residence Kitchen; Builder Award; Hukter Architects; by Jenny Sullivan; ph.: pl.; p. 232; May 07; B

Minnesota, Minneapolis; James Residence Kitchen; Builder Award; Streeter & Associates; by Jenny Sullivan; ph.: pl.; p. 236; May 07; B

New Jersey, Maplewood; Kitchen and Bath Addition; StudioMDA; by Kevin Lerner; ph.; p. 191; July 07; AR

New York, Long Island; Kitchen; De Vito Architects; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph.: pl.; p. 22-23; July 07; RA

New York, New York; Apartment Kitchen and Bath; Desai & Chia; by Deborah Wilk; ph.; p. 104-105; Dec 07; ID

Oregon, Parkdale; Kelly Kitchen; Liz Olberding; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph.: pl.; p. 24-25; Nov 07; RA

Pennsylvania, Bryn Mawr; Ragavan Residence Kitchen; Builder Award; Stephen Varenhorst and Bulthaup Studio; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph.: pl.; p. 234; May 07; B

Sweden, Stoten; Swedish Kitchen and Bath; Jordens Arkitekter; by Rineke Van Duysen; ph.; p. S7-S10; Apr 07; ID

Trends in Countertops; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph.; p. 55-56; Dec 07; B

KITCHEN (cont’d)

Washington, Seattle; Open Kitchen; 360 Design Studio; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph.: pl.; p. 30-31; Mar 07; RA

See also RESIDENCE

KOREA

Seoul; Architecture; Profile of Firm; Design Vanguard Award 2007; Moonyu Choi+GaA; by Clifford A. Pearson; ph.; ill.; p. 86-91; Dec 07; AR

Seoul; Art Gallery; Gallery Yeh; Unsangdong Architects; by Catherine Slessor; ph. sec.; p. 68-69; Dec 07; AR

KUWAIT

Kuwait City; Recreation/Sports Facility; Kuwait Sports Shooting Club; Office da; by Katie Gerfen; ph. ill. sec.; p. 70-75; Jan 07; A

LABORATORY

See RESEARCH FACILITY, LABORATORY; UNIVERSITY

LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE

Alabama, Gulf Shores; Profile of Firm; WAS Design; by Susan Hines; ph. ill.; p. 70-77; May 07; LA

Building Information Modeling and Landscape Architecture; by James L. Sipes; ill. ref.; p. 88-91; Mar 07; LA

California, Larkspur; Profile of Designer; Lawrence Halprin; by John King; ph.; p. 50-51; May 07; LA

California, San Francisco; San Francisco Walking Tour; by Mark Minshaw and Marilyn Clemens; ph. ref. map; p. 90-103; June 07; LA

Campus Heritage Initiative for Landscape Preservation; by Frank Edgerton Martin; ph. ref.; p. 82-91; July 07; LA

Creating Walkable Communities; Dan Burden; by Susan Hines; ph. ref. ill.; p. 92-101; Apr 07; LA

England, London; Landscape Institute Drawings Archive; by Annabel Downs; ph. ill. ref.; p. 94-97; May 07; LA

Garden Landscapes for Model Trains; Applied Imagination; by Susan Hines; ph.; p. 84-89; Jan 07; LA

Growth of Design/Build Landscape Architecture; by Susan Hines; ill.; p. 86-93; May 07; LA

Illinois, Chicago; Profile of Designer; Douglas Hoerr; by Susan Hines; ph.; p. 80-90; Apr 07; LA

Importance of Place; by Susan Hines; ph.; p. 84-86; Aug 07; LA
LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE (cont'd)

Landscape Architecture in the National Park Service; by Ethan Carr; ph. ill.; p. 80-87; Mar 07; LA

Landscape Architecture Practice Question & Answer; by No author listed; ph.; p. 54-63; June 07; LA

Louisiana, New Orleans; Role of Parks and Open Space in Rebuilt New Orleans; by Jennifer Zell; ill.; p. 100-103; Mar 07; LA

Maryland, Baltimore; Profile of Firm; Biohabitats; by Susan Hines; ph. map sec.; p. 62-71; Mar 07; LA

Maryland, Hyattsville; Profile of Firm; Toole Design Group; by Joshua Gray; ph. pl. map; p. 42-47; Nov 07; LA

Missouri, Kansas City; Profile of Firm; Jeffrey L. Bruce; by Adam Regn Arvidson; ph.; p. 44-52; Sept 07; LA

Outdoor Rooms and Maintenance; by June Fletcher; ill.; p. 150-152; Sept 07; LA

Pennsylvania, Philadelphia; Navy Yard Courtyard; D.I.R.T. Studio; by Russell Fortmeyer; ph.; cea; p. 149-157; July 07; AR

Pennsylvania, West Chester; Profile of Firm; Thomas Commita; by Linda McIntyre; ph. pl. ill.; p. 50-58; Aug 07; LA

Political Engagement and Landscape Architecture Practice; by Linda McIntyre; ill.; p. 62-69; Apr 07; LA

Profile of Designer; Athena Tacha; by Regina M. Flanagan; ph.; p. 72-79; Mar 07; LA

Profile of Designer; Julie Bargmann; by Susan Hines; ph.; p. 132-139; Oct 07; LA

Profile of Designer; Art in the landscape; Chris Booth; by John K. Grande; ph. ref.; p. 44-55; July 07; LA

Profile of Firm; SWA Group; by Morris Newman; ph. ill.; p. 64-75; Feb 07; LA

Project for Public Spaces and Landscape Architects; by Linda McIntyre; ph. ill.; p. 36-45; Mar 07; LA

Providing a Creative Environment; by James Richards; ph. ill.; p. 32-38; Feb 07; LA

Raising Awareness of the Landscape Architecture Profession; by Susan Hines; ph.; p. 78-82; Dec 07; LA

Science and Art in the Landscape; Stacy Levy; by Adam Regn Arvidson; ph. ref.; p. 30-41; Apr 07; LA

Texas, San Antonio; Profile of Designer; John S. Troy; by Susan Hines; ph.; p. 86-91; Sept 07; LA

Transportation Enhancements Funding for Landscape; by Linda McIntyre; ph. pl. ill.; p. 66-73; Aug 07; LA

Using SketchUp as a Design and Visualization Tool; by Tim Johnson; ill.; p. 70-77; Dec 07; LA

Washington, Seattle; Profile of Designer; Richard Haag; by Linda McIntyre; ph. ref.; p. 58-61; Nov 07; LA

See also CITY AND REGIONAL PLANNING; GARDEN; RECREATION; URBAN DESIGN, MULTI-USE PROJECT; Specific Building Type

LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE EDUCATION

Georgia, Athens; Landscape Architecture Program; University of Georgia; by Linda McIntyre; ph.; p. 70-79; Apr 07; LA

Georgia, Athens; Students and Educators for Ecological Design and Sustainability; by Nancy Allen; ph.; p. 158-160; Apr 07; LA

Massachusetts, Conway; Conway School of Landscape Design; by Jane Roy Brown; ph.; p. 46-57; Mar 07; LA

Massachusetts, Conway; Graduation Address at Conway School of Design; by Darrel Morrisson; ph.; p. 58-60; Mar 07; LA

Pennsylvania, Philadelphia; Poetic Landscape of Ireland; Philadelphia Flower Show Exhibit by Temple University; by Susan Hines; ph. pl. ill.; p. 36-49; May 07; LA

UCLA Extension Landscape Architecture Program; by Susan Hines; ph.; p. 56-67; July 07; LA

LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE RESEARCH

District of Columbia, Washington; Benefits of Trees and Greenroofs in Washington D.C; ASLA Award winner; Casey Trees Endowment Fund; by Paul Burkhardt; map; p. 124; July 07; LA

New York, New York; Bryant Park Redesign; Hanna/Olin; by Laurie Olin; ph.; p. 138-140; Mar 07; LA

Wartime Gardens; ASLA Award winner; Kenneth Heilhand; by Paul Burkhardt; ph.; p. 124; July 07; LA

LANDSCAPE DESIGN, TECHNIQUES

Canada, British Columbia, Vancouver; Vancover Aquarium; Living wall system; Clive Grout and Stantec Consulting; Landscape Design by Sharp & Diamond; by Joann Gonchar; ph.; p. 149; Feb 07; AR

France, Paris; Musee du Quai Branly; Living wall system; Jean Nouvel; Landscape Design by Patrick Blanc; by Joann Gonchar; ph.; p. 149; Feb 07; AR

Georgia, Canton; Hydrologic Management at Herman Miller Furniture Factory; Scoign & Elam; Landscape Design by Michael van Valkenburgh; by Vernon Mays; ph. sec. pl. dia. ill.; p. 24-31; Jan 07; LA

Meadow Planting and Growing Techniques; by Carole Ottesen; ph. ref.; p. 60-69; May 07; LA

See also LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE

LANDSCAPE MANAGEMENT

District of Columbia, Washington; National Mall Restoration and Maintenance Plan; by Linda McIntyre; ph.; p. 42-53; Apr 07; LA

Trees and Power Line Conflicts; by Chuck Zinky and Bob Bell; ph. ill. ref.; p. 34-39; June 07; LA
LANDSCAPE RESTORATION

California, Pasadena; Arroyo Seco Restoration; Lynn Dywer; by Linda McIntyre; ph. map; p. 40-49; Aug 07; LA

California, Sequoia National Park; Restoration of Giant Forest; ASLA Award winner; National Park Service; by Paul Burkhardt; ph.; p. 113; July 07; LA

Maryland, Wye Island; Wye Hall Conservation and Restoration; Graham Landscape Architecture; by Susan Hines; ph. pl.; p. 72-79; Jan 07; LA

Minnesota, Minneapolis; Grand Rounds; Joining history and ecological progress; Sanders, Wacker & Bergley; by Adam Regn Arvidson and Frank Edgerton Martin; ph. pl.; ref.; 48-57; Nov 07; LA

Oregon, Steens Mountain; Wildhorse Ranch; Native grass restoration; ASLA Award winner; DHM Design; by Paul Burkhardt; ph.; p. 121; July 07; LA

Restoring Landscapes of George Kessler; George Kessler; by Jane Roy Brown; ph. map pl.; p. 68-79; Sept 07; LA

Wisconsin, Madison; Visitor's Garden and Prairie Restoration; University of Wisconsin; Darrel Morrison; by Mary Myers; ph. pl.; p. 76-85; Feb 07; LA

LATVIA

Riga; Museum/Art; Museum of Contemporary Art; OMA; by Rob Gregory; ill. sec.; p. 40-41; Jan 07; AR

LAW

A201-2007, General Conditions of the Contract; by Werner Sabo and James Zahn; ph.; p. 22-23; Dec 07; TCS

Architect's Professional Liability Policy; by Werner Sabo and James Zahn; ph. ref.; p. 22-23; June 07; TCS

Benefits of Registering Work for Copyright; by Jeffrey C. Brown; ill.; p. 47; Sept 07; A

Cancelled New-Home Contracts; by Steve Zurier; ill.; p. 39-40; Apr 07; B

Clarity and Accuracy in Contracts; by Werner Sabo and James Zahn; ph. ref.; p. 18-19; Feb 07; TCS

Copyright Infringement; by Jeffrey C. Brown; ill.; p. 41; Nov 07; A

Energy Legislation; by Deborah Leopold; ill.; p. 31-32; Nov 07; B

Green Laws and Regulations; by David A. Blake and Leah A. Rochwarg; ph. map; p. 22-24; Nov 07; TCS

Importance of Document Control; by Werner Sabo and James Zahn; ph.; p. 32-33; May 07; TCS

Law of Unintended Consequences; by John Bunzick; ph. ref.; p. 22-24; Apr 07; TCS

Litigation vs. Arbitration; by Robert E. Meade; ph. ref.; p. 24-25; Sept 07; TCS

Pro Bono Risk Management; by Adam T. Mow; ph.; p. 25-26; Jan 07; TCS

LAW (cont'd)

Revisions to A201, General Conditions; by Paul M. Sternberg; ph. ref.; p. 20-22; Mar 07; TCS

Risks Associated with Transmission of Digital Data; by Adam T. Mow; ph.; p. 18-19; July 07; TCS

Software Piracy; by Werner Sabo and James Zahn; ph.; p. 22-23; Oct 07; TCS

The Law and Independent Contractors; by Alec Appelbaum; ph.; p. 69-70; Apr 07; AR

Tips for the Mediation Process; by Fred Bernstein; ph.; p. 41; Apr 07; A

See also BUILDING CODE; CITY AND REGIONAL PLANNING; INTERIOR DESIGN; OFFICE PRACTICE; ZONING

LEARNING, TRAINING CENTER

California, —; Audubon Center at Debs Park; Environmental education center; EHDD; Landscape Design by Campbell & Campbell; by Linda McIntyre; ph. pl.; p. 68-81; July 07; LA

Georgia, Buford; Gwinnett Environmental and Heritage Center; Hardy, Holzman & Pfeiffer; Landscape Design by Jaeger Company; by Linda McIntyre; ph. pl. sec. map; p. 104-113; May 07; LA

Hawaii, Kailua-Kona; Hawaii Gateway Energy Center; Ferraro & Choi; by Gideon Fink Shapiro; ph.; p. 48; June 07; A

Illinois, Chicago; Spertus Institute of Jewish Studies; Krueck & Sexton; by Kristin Foster; ph.; p. 64; Oct 07; BD&C

Washington, North Bend; Cedar River Watershed Education Center; Jones & Jones; by Lisa Owens Viani; ph. map; p. 24-39; Aug 07; LA

Washington, Seattle; TAF Community Learning Center; Miller & Hull and Public Architecture; by Mimi Zeiger; ill.; p. 84; May 07; A

See also SCHOOL; UNIVERSITY

LEBANON

Al Koura, Tripoli; University/Master Plan; Campus Master Plan; University of Balamand; ASLA Award winner; Sasaki Associates; by Paul Burkhardt; map; p. 122-123; July 07; LA

Beirut; Plaza; Samir Kassir Square; Vladimir Djurovic; by No author listed; ph. pl.; p. 38-41; Nov 07; LA

Beirut; Plaza; Samir Kassir Square; Aga Khan Award; Vladimir Djurovic; by Chris Abel; p. 74; Nov 07; AR

Faqra; Residence; Elie Saab Residence; ASLA Award winner; Vladimir Djurovic; by Paul Burkhardt; ph.; p. 116; July 07; LA

North Tripoli; School/Special; Bab Tebbaneh School for Working Children and Women; PIA Award; Hashim Sarkis; by Katie Gerfen; ph. pl. ill. elev. m.; p. 78-79; Jan 07; A

LEGAL

See LAW
LIBRARY

Arizona, Maryvale; Palo Verde Library & Maryvale Community Center; Wendell Burnette and Gould & Evans; by Anne Hartman; ph.; p. 48-49; Aug 07; BD&C

Arizona, Phoenix; Palo Verde Library/Maryvale Community Center; AIA Honor Award; Gould & Evans; by Diana Lind; ph.; p. 136; May 07; AR

Czech Republic, Prague; National Library; Future Systems; by Paul Finch; ph. ill.; sec.; p. 26-29; May 07; ARev

France, Montpellier; Pierres Vives Building; Zaha Hadid; by Rob Gregory; ill.; p. 62-63; Jan 07; ARev

Germany, Muenster; Muenster City Library; Bolles & Wilson; by Linn Song; ph. ill.; ref.; p. 12-20; Feb 07; JAE

Iowa, Des Moines; Central Library; David Chipperfield and HLKB; by Jay W. Schneider; ph. pl.; p. 54-56; Apr 07; BD&C

Libraries and Interior Design; by Laura Fisher Kaiser; ph.; p. 244-246; May 07; ID

New Hampshire, Squam Lake; Lakeside Library; Builder’s Choice Award; Albert, Righter & Tittmann; by Megan Lane Patrick; ph.; p. 168; May 07; B

New Jersey, Willingboro; Willingboro Master Plan and Library; Croxton Collaborative Architects; by Gideon Fink Shapiro; ph.; p. 46; June 07; A

Rhode Island, Providence; Fleet Library Renovation; Rhode Island School of Design; Office dA; Original Design by York & Sawyer; by Clifford A. Pearson; ph. pl. ill.; p. 200-203; June 07; AR

Sweden, Stockholm; Six Proposals for City Library Expansion; by Rasmus Waern; ph. m.; p. 32-33; Apr 07; ARev

South America; See also UNIVERSITY/LIBRARY

LIBYA

Green Mountain Region; Conservation; Green Mountain Conservation and Development; Foster & Partners; by Lynne Jackson; ph. ill.; p. 36-37; Oct 07; ARev

LIGHTING

LIGHTING (cont’d)

Canada, Ontario, Toronto; Pharmacy Building; University of Toronto; Foster & Partners; Lighting Design by Claude R. Engle; by Tim Mckeough; ph.; p. 278-280; May 07; AR

China, Shanghai, Yangpu District; Highway Overpass at Wu Jiao Plaza; Jing Ye Design and Zhong Song Design; Landscape Design by Lai En Lighting; by Andrew Yang; ph.; p. 170-172; Aug 07; AR

Colorado, Denver; EPA Regional Headquarters; Atrium daylight control system; R+D Award; Zimmer, Gunsul & Frasca; by Katie Gerfen; ph. ill.; p. 70-73; Sept 07; A

Designs with Light; Howeler & Yoon; by Edward Keegan; ph. ill.; p. 49-52; Sept 07; A

Energy Efficient Lighting; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph.; p. 102; May 07; B

England, Swindon; National Trust Headquarters; Lighting in the workplace; Fielden, Clegg & Bradley; Lighting Design by Max Fordham; by Max Fordham; ph. pl. ill.; p. 82-83; Apr 07; ARev

France, Langueas; Langueas Suspension Bridge Lighting; Neo Light; by Robert Such; ph.; p. 179; Aug 07; AR

France, Paris; Chandeliers at Musee des Art Decoratifs; Dubuisson Architectes; Lighting Design by L’Observatoire International; by Judy Fayard; ph.; p. 328-333; Nov 07; ID

Interior Design Hall of Fame; Ingo Maurer; by Julie V. Iovine; ph.; p. S16-S20; Dec 07; ID

Light-Emitting Diodes for General Illumination; by C. C. Sullivan; ph. table cee; p. 177-184; Sept 07; AR

Nevada, Las Vegas; Phantom of the Opera Chandelier; Rockwell Group; by Russell Fortmeyer; ph. ill. cee; p. 119-124; Jan 07; AR

New Technologies for Lighting Control; by Ken Walma; ph. ref.; p. 34-44; May 07; TCS

New York, New York; 505 Fifth Avenue Lobby and Lighting; Kohl, Pedersen & Fox; Art by James Turrell; by Edward Keegan; ph. pl. elev. det.; p. 61-64; Oct 07; A

New York, New York; Battery Bosque; Weiss & Yoder and Saratoga Associates; Lighting Design by Tillett Lighting Design; by William Weathersby, Jr.; ph. pl.; p. 155-156; Feb 07; AR

New York, New York; City Lights Design Competition; Thomas Phifer; by Vernon Mays; ph. ill.; p. 80-81; Apr 07; A

Profile of Designer; Lwindesign; by David Sokol; ph.; p. 164-166; Feb 07; AR

Profile of Designer; AWA Architectural Lighting Designers; by John Peter Radulski; ph.; p. 160-162; Feb 07; AR

Singapore, —; The Clinic Night Club; Concrete Architectural; Lighting Design by Avokinetics; by Ruth Aitchek; ph.; p. 289-290; May 07; AR

Specifying Solid-State Lighting; by Ian Ashdown; ph. ref. graph dia.; p. 104-112; Aug 07; TCS

Task Lighting Solutions; by Karin Tettlow; ph. ill. table cee; p. 184A-184F; Nov 07; AR
LIGHTING (cont’d)

Texas, Houston; Sabine-to-Bagby Promenade; SWA Group; Lighting Design by L’Observatoire International; by David Sokol; ph.; p. 285-286; May 07; AR

Using Heliostats as Light and Energy Sources; by Michael Dumiak; ph.; p. 251-252; May 07; AR

LOUISIANA

New Orleans; Architecture; Architect’s Hurricane Story; Perez, APC; by Angela O’Byrne; ph.; p. 23-26; Aug 07; RA

New Orleans; Architecture; Profile of Firm; BildDESIGN; by Meghan Drueding; ph. ill.; p. 53; Aug 07; RA

New Orleans; Architecture; Profile of Firm; Wayne Troyer; by Meghan Drueding; ph. ill. elev.; p. 49-51; Aug 07; RA

New Orleans; Architecture; Profile of Firm; Wiszni Associates; by Meghan Drueding; ph.; p. 55; Aug 07; RA

New Orleans; Architecture; Rebuilding New Orleans; by Meghan Drueding; ph.; p. 48-62; Aug 07; RA

New Orleans; Bathroom; Live/Work Kitchen; Eskew, Dumez & Ripple; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph. pl.; p. 27-29; Aug 07; RA

New Orleans; City and Regional Planning; Remaking New Orleans; by Shawn Kennedy; ph. map; p. 64-92, 226; June 07; AR

New Orleans; City and Regional Planning; Role of Parks and Open Space in Rebuilt New Orleans; by Jennifer Zell; ill.; p. 100-103; Mar 07; LA

New Orleans; City and Regional Planning; Urban Planning in New Orleans; by Wayne Curtis; ph. map; p. 42-47; Aug 07; A

New Orleans; Housing; Katrina Cottages; Duany & Plater-Zyberk and Tolar, LeBatard & Denmark; by Cheryl Weber; ph. ill. pl.; p. 61-62; Aug 07; RA

New Orleans; Kitchen; Live/Work Kitchen; Eskew, Dumez & Ripple; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph. pl.; p. 18-19; Aug 07; RA

New Orleans; Office Building; Architect’s Office; Wayne Troyer; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph.; p. 88; Aug 07; RA

New Orleans; Roof, Roofing; Rebuilding the Superdome Roof; Trahan Architects; by Robert L. Dye; ph. table ref.; p. 24-34; Oct 07; TCS

New Orleans; University/Campus; Campus Reorganization; Tulane University; Collette Creppell; by Vernon Mays; ph.; p. 62-63; July 07; A

LUXEMBOURG

Dippach; Residence; Weber House/Workshop; AR Award; Steinmetz & De Meyer; by Rob Gregory; ph.; p. 84; May 07; ARev

MALAYSIA

Bandar Seri Iskandar; University/Campus; University of Technology Petronas; Aga Khan Award; Foster & Partners and GDP Architects; by Chris Abel; ph. pl.; p. 72; Nov 07; ARev

Kuala Lumpur; Residence; Malaysian Villa; Small Projects; by Craig Kellogg; ph. pl.; p. 79-82; Oct 07; ID

MALDIVES

—; Health Care, Health Center; Huvafen Fushi Underwater Spa; Richard Hywel Evans; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. 100-101; Dec 07; ID

MALL

See PLAZA; SHOPPING CENTER; URBAN DESIGN, MULTI-USE PROJECT

MANUFACTURED HOUSING

See PREFABRICATION

MARKET

Burkina Faso, Koudougou; Central Market; Aga Khan Award; Swiss Agency for Development and Cooperation; by Chris Abel; ph. pl.; p. 70; Nov 07; ARev

South Africa, Soweto, Kliptown; Walter Sisulu Square of Dedication; StudioMAS; by Matthew Barac; ph. dia. pl. sec.; p. 40-47; June 07; ARev

MARKETING

See OFFICE PRACTICE

MARYLAND

Baltimore; Landscape Architecture; Profile of Firm; Biohabitats; by Susan Hines; ph. map sec.; p. 62-71; Mar 07; LA

Baltimore; Religious Building/Cathedral; Basilica of the Assumption Renovation; John G. Waite; Original Design by Benjamin Henry Latrobe; by Bradford McKee; ph. pl. elev.; p. 62-67; Feb 07; A

Baltimore; Residence; Frick Mansion Interior Renovation; Ames Studio and Hailey Design; Original Design by John Russell Pope; by Vernon Mays; ph. elev.; p. 130-132; Feb 07; ID

Bethesda; Architecture; Profile of Architect; 2007 Leadership Award; Muse Stephen; by Cheryl Weber; ph.; p. 56-59; Nov 07; RA

Bethesda; Residence; Residence; RA Design Award; David Jameson; by Cheryl Weber; ph. pl.; p. 87; May 07; RA

Centreville; Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Symphony Village; Architectural Collaborative; Landscape Design by Denison Landscaping; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 204-206; Jan 07; B

Gaithersburg; Urban Design, Multi-Use Project; Crown Properties; Ehrenkrantz, Eckstut & Kuhn; by Diana Lind; ill.; p. 150; May 07; AR
MARYLAND (cont’d)

Hyattsville; Landscape Architecture; Profile of Firm; Toole Design Group; by Joshua Gray; ph. pl. map; p. 42-47; Nov 07; LA

Hyattsville; Urban Design, Multi-Use Project; University Town Center; RTKL and WDG Architects; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. ill.; p. 102-103; Apr 07; B

Laurel; Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Drees Homes at Central Park at Victoria Falls; Drees Homes; Interior Design by Design Environments; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 140; Feb 07; B

Suitland; Government Building; Census Bureau Headquarters; Skidmore, Owings & Merrill, HKS and Metropolitan Architects; by David Barista; ph. det. axon.; p. 66-74; May 07; BD&C

Suitland; Government Building; Census Bureau Headquarters; Skidmore, Owings & Merrill, HKS and Metropolitan Architects; by David Barista; ph. det. axon.; p. 66-74; May 07; BD&C

Taylor’s Island; Landscape Architecture; by Susan Hines; ph. pl.; p. 72-79; Jan 07; LA

Taylor’s Island; Residence; Loblolly House; Kieran & Timberlake; by Clifford A. Pearson; ph. pl. ill. sec.; p. 140-146; Apr 07; AR

Taylor’s Island; Residence; Loblolly House; AIA Housing Award; Kieran & Timberlake; by Christopher Kieran; ph.; p. 203; July 07; AR

Taylor’s Island; Wall; Loblolly House; Lightweight facade system; R+D Award; Kieran & Timberlake; by Katie Gerfen; ph. ill.; p. 74-79; Sept 07; A

Wye Island; Landscape Restoration; Wye Hall Conservation and Restoration; Graham Landscape Architecture; by Susan Hines; ph. pl.; p. 72-79; Jan 07; LA

MASONRY

12 Blocks; R+D Award; LOOM; by Katie Gerfen; ph.; p. 88-91; Sept 07; A

Advantages of Hollow Brick; by Richard M. Bennett et al.; ph. ref. table; p. 44-51; Dec 07; TCS

Causes of Brick Wall Failure; by David Barista; ph.; p. 51-55; Aug 07; BD&C

Cost-Effective Masonry; by David Sovinski and Richard Filloramo; ph. ill. table; p. 24-34; June 07; TCS

Designing Brick Walls for High-Wind Regions; by No author listed; ph. ill. table; p. 55-59; Mar 07; BD&C

Expansion Joints in Clay Brick Masonry; by Gerald A. Dalrymple; ph. table ref. ill.; p. 40-51; Feb 07; TCS

Expansion Joints Properly Sized and Located; by Deborah Slaton and David Patterson; ph.; p. 158; Dec 07; TCS

MASONRY (cont’d)

New York, Ithaca; Africana Studies and Research Center; Cornell University; Shepley, Bulfinch, Richardson & Abbott; by Jay W. Schneider; ph.; p. 81-83; May 07; BD&C

Raked Joint Profiles in Masonry; by Anita Washko and Mark Robert Morden; ph.; p. 82; July 07; TCS

Stabilizing Deteriorated Masonry with Shotcrete; by Peter M. Babalian and Brent A. Gabby; ph. graph; p. 36-44; June 07; TCS

Sustainability of Brick; by J. Gregg Borchelt; ph. table ref.; p. 20-28; Feb 07; TCS

Through-Wall Flashing Failures; by Deborah Slaton and David S. Patterson; ph.; p. 106; Sept 07; TCS

See also STONE; STRUCTURAL/MASONRY

 MASSACHUSETTS

Boston, Near; Residential Development, Speculative Housing/Townhouse; Clifton Street Condominiums; AR Award; UNI Architects; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl.; p. 76; May 07; Arev

Boston; Architecture; Profile of Firm; AIA Honor Award; Leers & Weinapfel; by Jane F. Kolenee; ph.; p. 160-163; May 07; AR

Boston; Architecture; Profile of Firm; Design Vanguard Award 2007; Howeler & Yoon; by Suzanne Stephens; ph.; p. 82-85; Dec 07; AR

Boston; Art; Voromuro Installation; Office dA; by John Gandell; ph.; p. 102-106; Sept 07; AR

Boston; City and Regional Planning; Smart Growth Corridor; AIA Honor Award; Goody & Flancy; by Diana Lind; ill.; p. 152; May 07; AR

Boston; Community Center; Artists for Humanity EpiCenter; Arrowstreet; by Gideon Fink Shapiro; ph.; p. 44; June 07; A

Boston; Handicapped Design; Patrozia Loft; AIA Housing Award; Ruhl & Walker; by Christopher Kieran; ph.; p. 206; July 07; AR

Boston; Museum/Art; Institute of Contemporary Art; Diller, Scofidio & Renfro and Perry, Dean & Rogers; by Sarah Amelar; ph. pl. sec.; p. 108-115; Mar 07; AR

Boston; Museum/Art; Institute of Contemporary Art; Diller, Scofidio & Renfro; by Vernon Mays; ph. sec. dia.; p. 72-79; Mar 07; A

Boston; Museum/Art; Institute of Contemporary Art; Diller, Scofidio & Renfro; by Vernon Mays; ph. sec. dia.; p. 72-79; Mar 07; A

Boston; Museum/Art; Institute of Contemporary Art; Diller, Scofidio & Renfro; by Vernon Mays; ph. sec. dia.; p. 72-79; Mar 07; A

Boston; Museum/Art; Institute of Contemporary Art; Diller, Scofidio & Renfro; by Vernon Mays; ph. sec. dia.; p. 72-79; Mar 07; A

Boston; Museum/Art; Institute of Contemporary Art; Diller, Scofidio & Renfro; by Vernon Mays; ph. sec. dia.; p. 72-79; Mar 07; A

Boston; University/Arboretum; Leventritt Garden at the Arnold Arboretum; Harvard University; ASLA Award winner; Reed & Hilderbrand; by Paul Burkhardt; ph.; p. 110; July 07; LA

Cambridge; Apartment Building/Low Rise; Loft 23; RA Design Award; DiMella & Shaffer; Landscape Design by Halvorsen Design Associates; by Cheryl Weber; ph. pl.; p. 50-51; May 07; RA

Cambridge; Plaza; Shapiro Family Plaza; Cynthia Smith; Art by Toshiiro Katayama; by Marty Carlock; ph. pl.; p. 26-30; Feb 07; LA
MASSACHUSETTS (cont'd)

Cambridge; University/Landscape; Harvard Graduate Student Housing; ASLA Award winner; Richard Burck, Jonathan Levi and Bergmeyer Associates; by Paul Burkhardt; ph.; p. 114; July 07; LA

Cambridge; University/Religious Building; Chapel; Massachusetts Institute of Technology; Eero Saarinen; by Mark McNemamin; ph.; p. 222-223; July 07; ID

Cambridge; University/Research Facility, Laboratory; Slata Center; Massachusetts Institute of Technology; Frank Gehry; by Robert Campbell; ph.; p. 71-72; May 07; AR

Cambridge; University/Theater; College Theater Renovation; Harvard University; Leers + Weinzapfel; by Anne Hartman; ph.; p. 42-43; Sept 07; BD&C

Conway; Landscape Architecture Education; Graduation Address at Conway School of Design; by Darrel Morrison; ph.; p. 58-60; Mar 07; LA

Conway; Landscape Architecture Education; Conway School of Landscape Design; by Jane Roy Brown; ph.; p. 46-57; Mar 07; LA

Edgartown; Kitchen; Meadow Residence Kitchen; Builder Award; Hutter Architects; by Jenny Sullivan; ph. pl.; p. 232; May 07; B

Lincoln; Residence; Farrar Pond residence; ASLA Award winner; Mikyoung Kim; by Paul Burkhardt; ph.; p. 119; July 07; LA

Lincoln; School; Carroll School Modular Classrooms; AR/Architectural Resources; by David Barista; ph. ill.; p. 67-68; 75; Apr 07; BD&C

Nantucket; Residence; Vacation Home; Builder's Choice Award; Liley & Dadagian; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph.; p. 150; Oct 07; B

Newton; Residence; Oxford House Adaptive Reuse; Builder's Choice Award; Khalsa Design; by Kathleen Stanley; ph.; p. 108; Oct 07; B

Plymouth; Recreation/Recreation Center; Stonebridge Club; Builder's Choice Award; SMOOK; by Cheryl Weber; ph.; p. 114; Oct 07; B

Provincetown; Museum/Art; Provincetown Art Association and Museum; Machado & Silvetti; by John Gendell; ph. pl.; p. 102-107; Mar 07; AR

Springfield; Religious Building/Temple; Sinai Temple; Warren Platten; by Mark McNemamin; ph.; p. 218-219; July 07; ID

Springfield; Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Forest Park; Ames Design; by Jenny Sullivan; ph.; p. 125; Nov 07; B

West Newton; Office Building/Interiors; Offices of Continuum; Sasaki Associates; by Jay W. Schneider; ph.; p. 30; Mar 07; BD&C

Worcester; School/Vocational; Worcester Technical High School; Lamoureux & Pagano; by Jay W. Schneider; ph.; p. 61; Apr 07; BD&C

Worcester; University/Medical Center; Living and Learning Center; Massachusetts College of Pharmacy & Health Sciences; Perkins & Will; by David Barista; ph.; p. 55; Sept 07; BD&C

MATERIALS, PRODUCTS

Air Barriers and Moisture Control; by David Barista; ph. dia.; p. 79-82; Jan 07; BD&C

Bargain Hunting for Materials; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph.; p. 67-68; June 07; RA

Combating Moisture; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph.; p. 63-64; July 07; RA

Designing with Solid Surface Material; by Angela Sarkis; ph. table cee; p. 130-133; May 07; RA

Designing With Solid Surface Material; by Angela Sarkis; ph. table cee; p. 86-89; Apr 07; A

Green Product Certification Standards; by Russell Fortmeyer; ph. cee; p. 173-180; Nov 07; AR

Luxury Appliances for the Home; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph.; p. 91-92; Sept 07; RA

Mold and Moisture Resistant Wallboard Treatments; by Mike Van Cleek and Michael Chusid; ph. ref.; p. 60-68; Dec 07; TCS

Mold, Moisture and Gypsum Wallboard; by John Hurst; ph. ill.; p. 52-58; Dec 07; TCS

Nanotechnology and Building Materials; by George Elvin; m. ill.; p. 93-96; May 07; A

Smart Materials; Portable light project; Kennedy & Violich; by Michelle Addington; ph.; p. 160-162; Sept 07; AR

Specialty Gypsum Board Products; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph.; p. 71-72; Aug 07; RA

Structural Glazing Tape; by Karin Tellow; ph. ill. table cee; p. 263-267; May 07; AR

Structural Glazing Tape; by Steve Austin and Mark Jennings; ph. det. cee; p. 144-147; May 07; A

Trends in Countertops; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph.; p. 55-56; Dec 07; B

Unconventional Cladding Materials; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph.; p. 87-88; Apr 07; RA

Understanding Supplementary Cementitious Materials; by Julie K. Buffenbarger; ph. chart cee; p. 154-158; May 07; A

Using Gypsum for Fire Walls; by Michael Gardner; ph. sec.; p. 72-78; Oct 07; TCS

Zinc in Architecture; by Layne Evans; ph. cee; p. 165-169; Dec 07; AR

MAUSOLEUM

See CEMETERY

MECHANICAL SYSTEM

See HEATING, VENTILATING, AIR CONDITIONING; SOLAR

MEMORIAL, MONUMENT

District of Columbia, Washington; Vietnam Veterans Memorial; AIA Honor Award; Maya Lin and Cooper/Leckey; by Clifford A. Pearson; ph.; p. 159-159; May 07; AR

Germany, Berlin; Memorial to the Murdered Jews of Europe; AIA Honor Award; Peter Eisenman; by Diana Lind; ph.; p. 132; May 07; AR

New York, New York; Franklin D. Roosevelt Memorial; Louis Kahn and Mitchell & Giurgola; by James Murdock; ph. ill.; p. 33; July 07; AR
MEMORIAL, MONUMENT (cont'd)

Spain, Madrid; Atocha Train Station Memorial; FAM Arquitectos; by Catherine Slessor; ph. sec.; p. 54-55; Dec 07; AR

METALWORK

Avoiding Corrosion Failures with Metal; by Catherine Houska; ph. map table ref.; p. 54-66; Nov 07; TCS

Copper in a Sustainable Context; by Anne L. Schade; ph. table dia.; p. 68-73; Nov 07; TCS

Perforated Metal as Sound-Absorptive Surfaces; by William Stewart; ph. chart graph table; p. 64-70; Feb 07; TCS

Surface Finishes and Corrosion; by Catherine Houska; ph. ref.; p. 82; Jan 07; TCS

Zinc in Architecture; by Layne Evans; ph. cea; p. 165-169; Dec 07; AR

MEXICO

Malinalco; Residence; Malinalco House; ASLA Award winner; Grupo de Diseño Urbano; by Paul Burkhardt; ph.; p. 117; July 07; LA

Malinalco; Residence; Schjetnan Pueblo and Garden; Mario Schjetnan; by Jimena Martignoni; ph. pl. sec.; p. 52-58; May 07; LA

Mexico City; Architecture; Profile of Architect; Design Vanguard Award 2007; Tatiana Bilbao; by Russell Fortmeyer; ph. ill. sec.; p. 92-95; Dec 07; AR

Mexico City; Architecture; Profile of Architect; Design Vanguard Award 2007; Gerardo Broissen; by Beth Broome; ph. ill.; p. 108-113; Dec 07; AR

Mexico City; Botanic Garden; Bosque de Chapultepec; Grupo de Diseño Urbano; by Brian Davis; ph. pl.; p. 116-125; Apr 07; LA

Mexico City; Religious Building; Meditation House; Pascal Arquitectos; by Deborah Wilk; ph.; p. 118-119; Dec 07; ID

Puebla; Hotel; Hotel la Purificadora; Legorreta & Legorreta and Serrano & Monjaraz; by Suzanne Stephens; ph. pl.; p. 140-145; Oct 07; AR

Toluca; Museum; Nestle Chocolate Pavilion; Michel Rojkind; by Beth Broome; p. 77-78; Nov 07; AR

MICHIGAN (cont'd)

East Lansing; Architectural Competitions; Broad Art Museum Competition; Coop Himmelblau, Zaha Hadid and et al.; by Joseph Giovannini; ph. ill. m.; p. 246-248; Nov 07; ID

East Lansing; University/Parking, Garage; Parking Garage; Michigan State University; Fishbeck, Thompson, Carr & Huber; by David Barista; ph.; p. 75-77; Oct 07; BD&C

Fowlerville; Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Silver Springs; Prince Architecture; by Jenny Sullivan; ph.; p. 126; Nov 07; B

Grand Rapids; Museum; Grand Rapids Art Museum; WHY Architecture and Design Plus; Structural Design by Dewhurst & Macfarlane; by Vernon Mays; ph. pl. elev. sec. m. axon.; p. 86-97; Oct 07; A

Harbert; Residence; Holabird Weekend Home; Kukinski & Rappe; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph.; p. 58-61; June 07; RA

Novi; Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Knightsbridge Gate; DJW; Landscape Design by Calvin Hall; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 84; Aug 07; B

South Lyon; Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Charleston Park; TK Design; Interior Design by AK Designs; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 98; Mar 07; B

Troy; Office Building/Landscape; Kresge Foundation Headquarters; Valerio, Dewalt & Train Associates; Landscape Design by Conservation Design Forum; by Adam Regn Arvidson; ph. pl.; p. 22-31; Dec 07; LA

Wyoming; Residential Development, Speculative Housing/Marketing, Sales; The Villas at Riverton; Single floor homes; Epcon Communities and Coponen Architects; by Pat Curry; ph.; p. 65-66; Feb 07; B

MINNESOTA

Duluth; University/Landscape; Swenson Science Building Landscape; University of Minnesota; ASLA Award winner; Oslund Associates; by Paul Burkhardt; ph.; p. 113; July 07; LA

Minneapolis; Hotel; Westin Hotel; Eines; Swenson & Graham; Interior Design by Moncur Design; by Jeff Yoders; ph.; p. 59; Sept 07; BD&C

Minneapolis; Kitchen; James Residence Kitchen; Builder Award; Streeter & Associates; by Jenny Sullivan; ph. pl.; p. 236; May 07; B

Minneapolis; Landscape Restoration; Grand Rounds; Joining history and ecological progress; Sanders, Wacker & Bergley; by Adam Regn Arvidson and Frank Edgerton Martin; ph. pl. ref.; p. 48-57; Nov 07; LA

Minneapolis; Office Building/Interiors; 20 Below Studio; 20 Below Studio; by Bradley Lincoln; ph.; p. 76-80; June 07; ID

Minneapolis; Plaza; U.S. Courthouse Plaza Renovations; Martha Schwartz; by Susan Hines; ph.; p. 20; Feb 07; LA

Minneapolis; Stormwater Management; Heritage Park Neighborhood; Kestrel Design Group; Landscape Design by SRF Consulting Group; by Linda McIntyre; ph. pl. dia. ill.; p. 52-63; Jan 07; LA
MINNESOTA (cont’d)
St. Joseph; University/Arts Center; Benedicta Arts Center; College of Saint Benedict; Hammel, Green & Abrahamson; by Vernon Mays; ph. pl. ill.; p. 60-69; Aug 07; A

MISSISSIPPI
Biloxi; Housing; Biloxi Model Home Program; by Shelley Hutchins; ph. ill. elev.; p. 59; Aug 07; RA
Jackson; Office Building; Mississippi Library Commission Headquarters; DuVall & Decker; by Roy T. Decker and Anne Marie DuVall Decker; ph. sec.; p. 93-100; Sept 07; JAE
Mcherry; Residential Development, Speculative Housing/Site Development; Horizon Planned Community; by John Calfield; ill. map; p. 47-48; Mar 07; B
Picayune; Arboretum; Ecological Design and the Crosby Arboretum; Fay Jones; Landscape Design by Edward L., Jr. Blake; by Robert F. Brzuszek and James Clark; ph.; p. 78-85; May 07; LA

MISSOURI
Kansas City; Landscape Architecture; Profile of Firm; Jeffrey L. Bruce; by Adam Regn Arvidson; ph.; p. 44-52; Sept 07; LA
Kansas City; Museum/Art; Addition to Nelson-Atkins Museum; Steven Holl and Berkebile, Nelson, Immenschuh & McDowell; by Michael Webb; ph. pl. sec. ill.; p. 42-51; Oct 07; ARev
Kansas City; Museum/Art; Bloch Building; Nelson-Atkins Museum of Art; Steven Holl; by Suzanne Stephens; ph. pl. dia. axon.; p. 92-101; July 07; AR
Kansas City; Museum/Art; Nelson-Atkins Museum of Art Expansion; Steven Holl; by Linda Hales; ph.; p. 43-47; July 07; A
Kansas City; Office Building/Interiors; Offices of El Dorado Architects; El Dorado; by Meghan Druebing; ph.; p. 88; June 07; RA
Kansas City; Street; Tulips on Troost Avenue; Tim Duggan; by Joshua Gray; ph.; p. 22; Aug 07; LA
St. Charles; Housing; New Town at St. Charles; by Jenny Sullivan; ph.; p. 99-106; July 07; B
St. Charles; Residential Development, Speculative Housing: Charlestowne Entry-Level Homes; Mitchell Wall & Associates; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 136; Feb 07; B
St. Louis; University/Arts Center; Sam Fox Arts Center; Washington University; Fumihiko Maki and Shah & Kawasaki; by Robert Ivey; ph. pl.; p. 104-111; Oct 07; AR

MOISTUREPROOFING (cont’d)
Proactive Measures for Mold; by Gerald Zakim; ph.; p. 106; Apr 07; TCS
Specifying Air Barriers; by Maria Spinu; ph. map ref. dia. ill.; p. 72-83; Apr 07; TCS
Ten Rules for Designing Vapor Barriers; by Richard Keleher and Judd Peterson; ph.; p. 55-58; May 07; BD&C
Window and Curtain Wall Weep Holes; by Peter Slatin and David S. Patterson; p. 90; Feb 07; TCS

MOLD
See HAZARDS

MONUMENT
See MEMORIAL, MONUMENT

MOROCCO
Medina of Fez; City and Regional Planning; Hybrid Urban Sutures; P/A Award; Aziza Chaouni; by Katie Gerfen; ph. ill. map; p. 58-63; Jan 07; A

MOTEL
See HOTEL

MOVIES
Archiculture Documentary Film; by Braulio Agnese; ph.; p. 72-73; Nov 07; A

MULTI-USE BUILDING
See URBAN DESIGN, MULTI-USE PROJECT

MUSEUM
California, San Francisco; de Young Museum; Landscape; Herzog & de Meuron and Fong & Chan; Landscape Design by Hood Design; by John Beardsley; ph.; p. 24-34; July 07; LA
Colorado, Lakewood; Laboratory of Art and Ideas; Belzberg Architects and QPK Design; by Edie Cohen; ph. pl.; p. 174-181; Aug 07; ID
France, Paris; City of Fashion and Design; Jakob & MacFarlane; by Catherine Slessor; ill. sec. ph.; p. 30-31; Jan 07; ARev
France, Saint-Louis-Les-Bitche; Cristal Saint Louis Glass Museum; Lipsky & Rollet; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pl. sec.; p. 48-51; Nov 07; ARev
Germany, Marbach; Museum of Modern Literature; David Chipperfield and Wenzel & Wenzel; Exhibition Design by Element Gmbh; by Suzanne Stephens; ph. pl.; p. 102-109; Feb 07; AR
Germany, Marbach; Museum of Modern Literature; David Chipperfield; by Rob Gregory; ph.; p. 52-57; Oct 07; ARev
Germany, Munich; BMW Welt; Coop Himmelblau; by Peter Cook; ph.; p. 32; Dec 07; ARev
Germany, Sachsenhausen; Station Z Museum; Vacuum-formed facade; HG Merz; Structural Design by Werner Sobek; by Russell Fortmeyer; ph.; p. 150; Feb 07; AR
MUSEUM (cont’d)

Greece, Athens; New Acropolis Museum; Bernard Tschumi and Michael Photiadis; by Ioann Gonchar; ph. pl. sec. ill.; p. 176-179; June 07; AR

Indiana, Indianapolis; Museum of American Indians and Western Art; Browning, Day, Mullins & Dierdorf; by Adam Regn Arvidson; ph. pl.; p. 58-71; Oct 07; LA

Japan, Tokyo, Midtown; 21.21 Design Sight Museum; Tadao Ando; by Rob Gregory; ph.; p. 66-73; Aug 07; AR

Japan, Tokyo; 21.21 Design Sight; Tadao Ando and Nikken Sekkei; by Naomi R. Pollock; ph. pl. sec. ill.; p. 130-135; Nov 07; AR

Mexico, Toluca; Nestle Chocolate Pavilion; Michel Rojkind; by Beth Broome; p. 77-78; Nov 07; AR

Michigan, Grand Rapids; Grand Rapids Art Museum; WHY Architecture and Design Plus; Structural Design by Dewhurst & Macfarlane; by Vernon Mays; ph. pl. elev. sec. m. axon.; p. 86-97; Oct 07; A

Oklahoma, Oklahoma City; Oklahoma Heritage Museum; Elliott & Associates; by Deborah Wilk; ph.; p. 112-115; Dec 07; ID

South Africa, Johannesburg; Memorial Museum; Kate Otter; by Hannah Le Roux; ph. pl. sec.; p. 48-53; June 07; AR

Spain, Cartagena; Roman Theatre Museum; Rafael Moneo; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pl. sec. m.; p. 39; Jan 07; AR

Spain, Zaragoza; Espacio Goya Museum; Herzog & de Meuron; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl. sec.; p. 32-33; Jan 07; AR

United Arab Emirates, Saadiyat Island; Abu Dhabi Cultural Center; Zaha Hadid, Frank Gehry and et al.; by Catherine Slessor; ill. m.; p. 30-31; Mar 07; AR

Vermont, Norwich; Montshire Museum and Science Park; Childs, Bertman & Tseckares; Landscape Design by Copley Wolff Design Group; by Susan Hines; ph. pl.; p. 74-83; Oct 07; LA

ART

California, Culver City; Museum of Design Art and Architecture; Pali & Fekete; by Russell Fortmeyer; ph. pl. sec.; p. 96-101; Feb 07; AR

California, San Diego; Museum of Contemporary Art; Gluckman & Mayner and Heritage Architecture and Planning; by Ann Jarmusch; ph. elev.; p. 134-137; June 07; AR

California, San Diego; Museum of Contemporary Art; Gluckman & Mayner and Heritage Architecture and Planning; by Jeff Yoders; ph.; p. 34-36; Aug 07; BD&C

Canada, Toronto; Gardiner Museum; BW/AR Award; Kuwabara, Payne, McKenna & Blumberg; by Christopher Kieran; ph.; p. 100-101; Nov 07; AR

China, Suzhou; Suzhou Museum; I.M. Pei; Pei Partnership and Suzhou Institute of Architectural Design; by Robert Ivy; ph. pl. sec.; p. 186-191; May 07; AR

MUSEUM (cont’d)

ART (cont’d)

China, Suzhou; Suzhou Museum; I.M. Pei and Suzhou Institute of Architectural Design; by Paula Deitz; ph. pl. sec.; p. 64-73; Oct 07; AR

Colorado, Denver; Frederic C. Hamilton Building; Denver Art Museum; Daniel Libeskind and Davis Partnership; by Suzanne Stephens; ph. pl. sec.; p. 84-90; Jan 07; AR

District of Columbia, Washington; Center for American Art and Portraiture; Hartman & Cox; by Peter Fabris; ph.; p. 22-24; Sept 07; BD&C

Estonia, Tallinn; Kuma Art Museum; Vapaavuori Architects; by No author listed; ph. pl.; p. 94-95; Oct 07; AR

France, Firminy; Saint-Pierre Church and Art Museum; Jose Oubrerie; Original Design by Le 2.Otobaszor; by Michael Webb; ph. pl. sec. ill.; p. 62-67; Mar 07; AR

France, Paris; Chandeliers at Musee des Art Decoratifs; Dubuisson Architectes; Lighting Design by L’Observatoire International; by Judy Fayard; ph.; p. 328-333; Nov 07; ID

France, Paris; Musee Du Quai Branly; Jean Nouvel; by Joann Gonchar; ph. pl. sec.; p. 86-95; Feb 07; AR

France, Paris; Musee du Quai Branly; Living wall system; Jean Nouvel; Landscape Design by Patrick Blanc; by Joann Gonchar; ph.; p. 149; Feb 07; AR

Germany, Cologne; Diocesan Museum; Peter Zumthor; by Peter Davey; ph. pl. sec.; p. 36-43; Nov 07; AR

Indiana, Indianapolis; Indianapolis Museum of Art; Browning, Day, Mullins & Dierdorf; by Adam Regn Arvidson; ph. pl.; p. 56-71; Oct 07; LA

Israel, Ramat Gan; Art Museum; Zvi Hacker; by Catherine Slessor; pl. ill. sec. m.; p. 35; Jan 07; AR

Italy, Cagliari; Mediterranean Museum of Nuragic and Contemporary Art; Zaha Hadid; by Catherine Slessor; pl. ill. sec.; p. 28-29; Jan 07; AR

Japan, Shigoma, Miyagi; Kanno Museum; Hitoshi Abe; by Naomi R. Pollock; ph. pl. sec.; p. 110-115; Feb 07; AR

Japan, Tokyo; National Art Center; Kisho Kurokawa; by Robert Ivy; ph. pl. sec.; p. 142-149; Nov 07; AR

Japan, Tokyo; Suntory Museum of Art; Kengo Kuma and Nikken Sekkei; by Naomi R. Pollock; ph. pl. sec.; p. 136-141; Nov 07; AR

Latvia, Riga; Museum of Contemporary Art; OMA; by Rob Gregory; ill. sec.; p. 40-41; Jan 07; AR

Massachusetts, Boston; Institute of Contemporary Art; Diller, Scafidio & Renfro and Perry, Dean & Rogers; by Sarah Amelar; ph. pl. sec.; p. 108-115; Mar 07; AR

Massachusetts, Boston; Institute of Contemporary Art; Diller, Scafidio & Renfro; by Vernon Mays; ph. sec. dia.; p. 72-79; Mar 07; A
MUSEUM (cont’d)

ART (cont’d)

Massachusetts, Boston; Institute of Contem-
porary Art; Diller, Scofidio & Renfro and Perry, Dean & Rogers; Acoustical Design by
Jaffe & Holden; by Brian Carter; ph. pl. sec.
dia.; p. 40-51; Feb 07; AR

Massachusetts, Provincetown;
Provincetown Art Association and Museum;
Machado & Silvetti; by John Gendall; ph. pl.;
p. 102-107; Mar 07; AR

Missouri, Kansas City; Addition to Nel-
son-Atkins Museum; Steven Holl and Berkebite, Nelson, Immenschuh & McDowell;
by Michael Webb; ph. pl. sec. ill.; p. 42-51;
Oct 07; AR

Missouri, Kansas City; Bloch Building; Nel-
son-Atkins Museum of Art; Steven Holl; by
Suzanne Stephens; ph. pl. dia. axon.; p.
92-101; July 07; AR

Missouri, Kansas City; Nelson-Atkins Mu-
seum of Art Expansion; Steven Holl; by Linda
Hales; ph.; p. 43-47; July 07; A

New York, New York; Metropolitan Museum of
Art; Greek and Roman Galleries; Kevin
Roche; Original Design by McKim, Mead &
White; by Beth Broome; ph.; p. 79-80; June
07; AR

North Carolina, Raleigh; North Carolina Mu-
seum of Art; Thomas Phifer; by Vernon
Mays; ph. ill.; p. 78-83; Apr 07; A

Ohio, Toledo; Glass Pavilion; Toledo Museum of
Art; SANAA and Kendall & Heaton; by Cliff-
ford A. Pearson; ph. pl. sec.; p. 78-82; Jan
07; AR

Washington, Seattle; Seattle Art Museum; Al-
lied Works Architecture, LMN and NBBJ; by
Jeff Yoders; ph. pl.; p. 30-33; Aug 07; BD&C

NATURAL HISTORY

California, Hemet; Water and Life Museum;
Gangi Architects and Lehrer Architects; by
Jay W. Schneider; ph.; p. 38-42; Aug 07;
BD&C

SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY

Illinois, Chicago; Museum of Science and In-
dustry Exhibit Hall Addition; Goettsch Par-
tners; by Russell Fortmeyer; ph. pl. sec. elev.;
p. 180-181; June 07; AR

Italy, Crotone; Museum of Pitagora; OBR
Architetti Associati; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl.;
p. 79; Dec 07; AR

Italy, Modena; Automotive Museum; Future
Systems; by Rob Gregory; ph. ill. m.; p. 38;
Jan 07; AR

Spain, Torrejon de la Calzada; Automotive
Museum; Mansilla & Tunon; by Catherine
Slessor; pl. ill. sec.; p. 36-37; Jan 07; AR

Wisconsin, Milwaukee; Discovery World at
Pier Wisconsin; Hammel, Green &
Abrahamson; by Jay W. Schneider; ph.;
p. 42-45; Apr 07; BD&C

See also CULTURAL CENTER; EXHIBITION;
EXHIBIT; UNIVERSITY/MUSEUM

MUSIC HALL

See ARTS CENTER; PERFORMING ARTS
CENTER; THEATER; UNIVERSITY

N

NATURAL HAZARDS

See HAZARDS

NEBRASKA

Lincoln; Housing; Liberty Village; by Pat Curry;
ph.; p. 108-114; July 07; B

Omaha; Interior Design; Profile of Designer; Tom
Allisma; by Murrye Bernard; ph.; p. 44; Dec 07;
AR

Omaha; Office Building/Interiors; Better Busi-
ness Bureau Heartland Office; AIA Honor
Award; Randy Brown; by Diane Lind; ph.; p.
139; May 07; AR

Omaha; Residence; Brown House; Randy
Brown; by Russell Fortmeyer; ph. pl. sec.; p.
112-119; Apr 07; AR

Omaha; Residence; House Addition; Randy
Brown; by Annie Block; ph.; p. 62-65; Dec 07;
ID

Omaha; Residential Development, Speculative
Housing/Spec Residence; Hidden Creek Resi-
dences; Randy Brown; by J. Michael Welton;
ph. elev.; p. 66-72; June 07; ID

NETHERLANDS

Almere; Arts Center, De Kunstlinie Arts Center;
SANAA; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pl. sec.;
p. 74-81; Oct 07; AR

Amsterdam West; Apartment Building; Andreas
Ensemble; Tony Fretton; Master Planning by
Geurst & Schulze; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl.; p.
78; Jan 07; AR

Amsterdam; Bridge; Nesciobrug; Wilkinson &
Eyre; Structural Design by Arup; by Suzanne
Stephens; ph. pl. sec.; p. 80; Aug 07; AR

Boxtel; School/Art School; Art Academy; FAT;
by Rob Gregory; ph. pl. elev. ill.; p. 68-73; Mar 07;
AR

Lelystad; Theater; Agora Theater; UNStudio; by
Maria Shollenbarger; ph. pl.; p. 286-293; Nov
07; ID

Ouderkerk aan de Amstel; Hotel; Lute Suites;
Marcel Wanters; by Rineke Van Duysen; ph.;
p. 228-232; Jan 07; ID

Rotterdam; Apartment Building/High Rise; Mon-
tevideo Tower; Mecanoo Architects; by
Penelope Dean; ph. pl. sec. det.; p. 150; Aug
07; AR

Rotterdam; Architecture; Profile of Firm; Design
Vanguard Award 2007; Kempe & Thill; by
Tracy Metz; ph. m.; p. 114-119; Dec 07; AR

Schagen; Boat; Ark van Noach; Johan Huibers;
by Charlotte Vaudrey; ph.; p. 68-72; Aug 07; ID

Soest; Studio; Light-Catcher Pavilion;
Roojakkers & Tomesen; by John Gendall; ph.
pl.; p. 80-82; Feb 07; AR
NETHERLANDS (cont’d)

Utrecht; Highway; Sound Barrier; Oosterhuis, Lenard; by Beth Broome; ph.; p. 53-54; Jan 07; AR

NEVADA

Lake Tahoe; Residence; Lake Tahoe House; Lake & Flato; by Stephen Sharpe; pl.; p. 202-204; Oct 07; AR

Las Vegas; Apartment Development, Multiple Building Group; C2 Lofts at Summerlin; by Jenny Sullivan; ph.; p. 122; Nov 07; B

Las Vegas; Restaurant; Stripsteak Restaurant; Super Potato; Lighting Design by Paul Steelman; by Kurt Handlbauer; ph.; pl.; p. 146-153; Feb 07; ID

Las Vegas; Sidewalk; Lewis Avenue Corridor; SWA Group; by Daniel Jost; ph.; pl. 122-131; May 07; LA

Las Vegas; Theater; Phantom of the Opera Chandelier; Rockwell Group; by Russell Fortmeyer; ph. ill.; cia. 119-124; Jan 07; AR

Reno; Residential Development, Speculative Housing/Marketing, Sales; Promotion for Fallen Leaf at Galena; by Rich Binsacca; ph.; p. 86; May 07; B

NEW HAMPSHIRE

Squam Lake; Library; Lakeside Library; Builder’s Choice Award; Albert, Righter & Tittmann; by Megan Lane Patrick; ph.; p. 168; Oct 07; B

NEW JERSEY

——; Office Building/Landscape; Tahari Courtyards; Voorsanger Architects; Landscape Design by Michael van Valkenburg; by Susan Hines; ph.; pl. 102-107; Sept 07; LA

Bridgeton; Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Bridgeton Hope VI; AIA Housing Award; Torti & Gallas; by Christopher Kieran; ph.; p. 204; July 07; AR

Maplewood; Kitchen; Kitchen and Bath Addition; StudioMDA; by Kevin Lerner; ph.; p. 191; July 07; AR

Princeton; University/Master Plan; Master Plan; Princeton University; Jon Hlafter; Master Planning by Beyer, Blinders & Bella; by Vernon Mays; ph. m.; p. 60-61; July 07; A

Trenton; Community Center; Jewish Community Center Bath House; Louis Kahn; by Paula Deitz; ph.; p. 63-64; June 07; AR

Willingsboro; Library; Willingsboro Master Plan and Library; Croxton Collaborative Architects; by Gideon Fink Shapiro; ph.; p. 48; June 07; A

NEW MEXICO

Albuquerque; Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Arbolera de Vida; Affordable Housing; by Pat Curry; ph.; p. 108-114; July 07; B

Santa Fe; Residence; Private Residence; Lake & Flato; by Meghan Drueing; ph.; pl. 72-75; Sept 07; RA

NEW YORK

——; Residential Development, Speculative Housing/Townhouse; Town House; Site; by Sheila Kim-Jamet; ph.; p. 398-399; Mar 07; ID

Battery Park City; Recreation/Park; Tear Drop Park; Michael van Valkenburg; Art by Ann Hamilton; by Susan Hines; ph. ill.; p. 94-103; Feb 07; LA

Battery Park City; Recreation/Park; Tear Drop Park Postoccupancy Study; Michael Van Valkenburg; by Robin C. Moore; ph. chart; p. 134-136; Dec 07; LA

Bedford Hills; Recreation/Playground; Correctional Facility MOTHER/CHILD Garden; by Daniel Winterbottom; ph. pl.; p. 38-47; Dec 07; LA

Bethel; Arts Center; Bethel Woods Center for the Arts; Westlake, Reed & Leskosky; Acoustical Design by Jaffe & Holden; by Jeff Yoders; ph.; p. 58-59; Apr 07; BD&C

Bridgehampton; Residence; Hampton House Renovation; Highland Associates; Interior Design by Betty Wasserman; by Raul Barrenchea; ph.; pl. p. 198-207; July 07; ID

Bridgehampton; Residence; House Renovation; Steven Harris and ReesRoberts Partners; Original Design by Norman Jaffe; by Alastair Gordon; ph.; p. 400-409; Mar 07; ID

Bronx; River, Waterway; Bronx River Restoration; Vollmer Associates; by Linda McIntyre; ph. ref. sec. pl.; p. 84-97; Oct 07; LA

Brooklyn; Apartment Building/Interiors; Brooklyn Loft; OIO Studio; by Amy Young; ph.; p. 201-204; Sept 07; ID

Brooklyn; Government Building; U.S. Post Office and Courthouse; Kliment & Haisband and Wank, Adams & Slavin; by James Murdoch; ph. pl. sec. ill.; p. 144-148; Mar 07; AR

Brooklyn; Recreation; Floating Pool; Jonathan Kirschenfield and C.R. Cushing; by Beth Broome; ph.; p. 81-82; Oct 07; AR

Brooklyn; Residential Development, Speculative Housing; 262 Bond Street Duplex; Coggan, Crawford & Schaut; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph.; pl. 74-77; Jan 07; RA

Brooklyn; Restaurant; Cheryl’s Global Soul Restaurant; Rickenbacker & Leung; by Annie Block; ph.; p. 86-88; June 07; ID

Canandaigua; Hospital/Emergency; F.F. Thompson Hospital Emergency Department; by Elizabeth A. Evitts; ph. pl. ill.; p. 72-77; Apr 07; A

Columbia County; Entrance; Stable House and Courtyard; Builder’s Choice Award; Albert, Righter & Tittmann; by Kathleen Stanley; ph.; p. 166; Oct 07; B

East Hampton; Residence; Lewing Residence; DiCicco Vinci Architects; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph.; p. 50-53; July 07; RA

East Hampton; Store/Clothing; Elle Tahari Store; Highland Associates; Interior Design by Lissoni Associati; by Alejandro Saralegui; ph.; pl. p. 302-311; Sept 07; ID

Greenwich Village; Religious Building; Christian Science Reading Room; Hanrahan & Meyers; by Amanda Kolson Hurley; ph. pl.; p. 62-63; June 07; A
NEW YORK (cont’d)

Hastings-On-Hudson; Housing; Hastings Housing; *Duo Dickinson*; by Jenny Sullivan; ph.; p. 99-106; July 07; B

Ithaca; Masonry; Africana Studies and Research Center; Cornell University; *Shapely, Bulfinch, Richardson & Abbott*; by Jay W. Schneider; ph.; p. 81-83; May 07; BD&C

Ithaca; University/Landscape; Landscape Art; Cornell University; *Patrick Dougherty*; by Suzanne VanDeMark; ph.; p. 22-23; Sept 07; LA

Lake George; Residence; Inverted Guest House; *Peter L. Gluck*; by Clifford A. Pearson; ph. pl. sec. map, p. 180-182; July 07; AR

Lake Mahopac; Residence; Petra Island House; *Frank Lloyd Wright*; by Jenny Sullivan; ph.; p. 40; Feb 07; B

Long Island City; Furniture, Furnishings; Profile of Lin/Weinberg, Vintage Design Dealers; by Craig Kellogg; ph.; p. 440-451; Mar 07; ID

Long Island; Bathroom; Bathroom; *De Vito Architects*; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph. pl.; p. 24; July 07; RA

Long Island; Kitchen; Kitchen; *De Vito Architects*; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph. pl.; p. 22-23; July 07; RA

Millbrook; Garden; Innisfree Garden; *Lester Collins*; by Tovah Martin; ph.; p. 72-77; Nov 07; LA

Montauk; Residence; Montauk Compound; *Pentagram*; by Jane F. Kolleeny; ph. pl. sec.; p. 190-193; Oct 07; AR

Mount Vernon; Office Building/Interiors; Donghia/Bergamo Fabrics; *Conant Architects*; by Stephen Treffinger; ph.; p. 146-154; Sept 07; ID

New Palz; Residence; House at the Shawangunks; AIHA Housing Award; *Bohlin, Cywinski & Jackson*; by Christopher Kieran; ph.; p. 202; July 07; AR

New York; Apartment Building/High Rise; 165 Charles Street; *Richard Meier*; by Sarah Amelar; ph. pl.; p. 218-221; May 07; AR

New York; Apartment Building/High Rise; Trump SoHo Condo Hotel Critique; *Handel Architects*; by Michael Sorkin; ph.; p. 51-52; Dec 07; AR

New York; Apartment Building/Interiors; 260 Park Avenue South Condominiums; *Shamir Shah*; by Deborah Wilk; ph.; p. 98-102; July 07; ID

New York; Apartment Building/Interiors; Apartment Kitchen and Bath; *Desai & Chia*; by Deborah Wilk; ph.; p. 104-105; Dec 07; ID

New York; Apartment Building/Interiors; Apartment Renovation; *RB/Architect*; Interior Design by *Robert Kaner*; by Craig Kellogg; ph.; p. 189-194; Sept 07; ID

New York; Apartment Building/Interiors; Apartment Renovation; *SPG Architects*; by Jane Margolies; ph. pl.; p. 284-293; Sept 07; ID

New York; Apartment Building/Interiors; Apartment Renovation; *Lubrano & Ciavarra*; Original Design by *Rouse & Sloan*; by Kimberly Goad; ph.; p. 55-58; Sept 07; ID

New York; Apartment Building/Interiors; Buccini Townhouse; *D'Aquino & Monaco*; by Dan Shaw; ph.; p. 172-179; Feb 07; ID

NEW YORK (cont’d)

New York; Apartment Building/Interiors; Levy Penthouse; SRA Architecture; Interior Design by *Arthur Casas*; by Raul Barreneche; ph.; p. 248-257; Sept 07; ID

New York; Apartment Building/Interiors; Loft Renovation; *NArchitects*; by Marc Kristal; ph.; p. 179-182; Sept 07; ID

New York; Apartment Building/Interiors; Loft Interior Renovation; *Ghislaine Vinas*; Original Design by *Gluckman & Mayner*; by Julie V. Lovine; ph. pl.; p. 178-189; Jan 07; ID

New York; Apartment Building/Interiors; Paul Rudolph Penthouse Renovation; *Della Valle & Bernheimer*; Original Design by *Paul Rudolph*; by Suzanne Stephens; ph. sec.; p. 116-121, 230; June 07; AR

New York; Apartment Building/Interiors; Penthouse Renovation; *Decorati*; Original Design by *Cesar Pelli*; by Charlotte Druckman; ph.; p. 211-216; Sept 07; ID

New York; Architecture; Profile of Architect; *Tina Manis*; by Diana Lind; ph. ill.; p. 51-52; Mar 07; AR

New York; Architecture; Profile of Architect; *David Yum*; by Ingrid Spencer; ph. m.; p. 57-58; Nov 07; AR

New York; Architecture; Profile of Firm; *Caliper Studio*; by Diana Lind; ph.; p. 55-56; June 07; AR

New York; Architecture; Profile of Firm; *ShoP*; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. 172-174; Nov 07; ID

New York; Architecture; Profile of Firm; *Studio ST*; by Ingrid Spencer; ph.; p. 51-52; Aug 07; AR

New York; Architecture; Profile of Firm; Design Vanguard Award 2007; *Levin & Betts*; by Joann Gonaer; ph. ill.; p. 74-77; Dec 07; AR

New York; Art; *H_Edge Installation; Cecil Balmond and Arup Advanced Geometry Unit*; by John Gendall; ph.; p. 102-106; Sept 07; AR

New York; Art; Stainless-Steel Tree Sculpture; *Roxy Paine*; by Howard Halle; ph.; p. 140-141; June 07; ID

New York; Bar; Campbell Apartment Bar; *Nina Campbell*; by Fred A. Bernstein; ph.; p. 462-467; Mar 07; ID

New York; Bar; Goldbar; *Robert McKinley*; by Dan Shaw; ph.; p. 186-187; Apr 07; ID

New York; City and Regional Planning; Legacy of Robert Moses; by Linda Hales; ph.; p. 139-143; May 07; A

New York; City and Regional Planning; Legacy of Robert Moses; by Michael Sorkin; ph.; p. 55-56; Mar 07; AR

New York; Exhibition, Exhibit; Automatic; *Karban & Flaubert*; by David Sokol; ph.; p. 199; Nov 07; AR

New York; Exhibition, Exhibit; Design Life Now Exhibit; by Amanda Kolson Hurley; ph. ill.; p. 66-71; Mar 07; A

New York; Exhibition, Exhibit; Design Life Now; National Design Triennial 2006; by Russell Fortmeyer; ph. ill.; p. 51-52; Feb 07; AR

New York; Exhibition, Exhibit; Keith Edmier 1991-2007; by Russell Fortmeyer; ph.; p. 47-48; Dec 07; AR
NEW YORK (cont'd)

New York; Exhibition, Exhibit; Piranesi as Designer; Giovanni Battista Piranesi; by Russell Fortmeyer; ph. ill.; p. 61-62; Nov 07; AR

New York; Exhibition, Exhibit; Richard Serra Sculpture: Forty Years; Richard Serra; by Sara Hart; ph.; p. 83-84; Sept 07; AR

New York; Exhibition, Exhibit; The Park at the Center of the World; by John Gendell; ph. ill.; p. 57-58; July 07; AR

New York; Government Building; Office of Emergency Management; Swanke, Hayden & Connell; by Joann Gonchar; ph. cea; p. 159-166; Oct 07; AR

New York; Health Care, Health Center; GoSmile Aesthetics; SPAN; by Annie Block; ph. ill.; p. 87-90; Feb 07; ID

New York; Health Care, Health Center; Harlem Children's Health Project; Guenther 5; by Jane Margulies; ph.; p. 92-94; Feb 07; ID

New York; Health Care, Health Center; Weill Greenberg Center; Polshek Partnership; Interior Design by Ballinger Design Studio; by Deborah Wilk; ph.; p. 108-109; Dec 07; ID

New York; Hotel; Royalton Lobby Demolition; Roman & Williams; Original Design by Philippe Starck; by Fred A. Bernstein; ph. ill.; p. 232-236; Sept 07; ID

New York; Landscape Architecture Research; Bryant Park Redesign; Hanna/Olin; by Laurie Olin; ph.; p. 138-140; Mar 07; LA

New York; Lighting, Battery Bosque; Weisz & Yoes and Saratoga Associates; Lighting Design by Tillett Lighting Design; by William Weathersby, Jr.; ph. pl.; p. 155-156; Feb 07; AR

New York; Lighting; City Lights Design Competition; Thomas Phifer; by Vernon Mays; ph. ill.; p. 80-81; Apr 07; A

New York; Memorial, Monument; Franklin D. Roosevelt Memorial; Louis Kahn and Mitchell & Giurgo; by James Murdoch; ph. ill.; p. 33; July 07; AR

New York; Museum/Art; Metropolitan Museum of Art; Greek and Roman Galleries; Kevin Roche; Original Design by McKim, Mead & White; by Beth Broom; ph.; p. 79-80; June 07; AR

New York; Observatory; Top of the Rock; AIA Honor Award; Gabellini & Sheppard and SLCE; by Diana Lind; ph.; p. 146; May 07; AR

New York; Office Building/High Rise; 7 World Trade Center, Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; by Russell Fortmeyer; ph. pl. sec. det.; p. 140-145; Aug 07; AR

New York; Office Building/Interiors; 7 World Trade Center; New York Academy of Sciences; Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; Interior Design by H3 Hardy; by Joseph Giovannini; ph.; p. 452-461; Mar 07; ID

New York; Office Building/Interiors; Alan Tanksley Offices; Alan Tanksley; by Mark McMenamin; ph.; p. 268-271; Sept 07; ID

New York; Office Building/Interiors; Bloomberg LP Headquarters; AIA Honor Award; Studios Architecture; by Diana Lind; ph.; p. 140; May 07; AR

NEW YORK (cont'd)

New York; Office Building/Interiors; Cohen Brothers Headquarters; Area Architecture; by Jen Renzi; ph.; p. 258-265; Sept 07; ID

New York; Office Building/Interiors; Corcoran Group Headquarters; A/V Environetics; by Liz Arnold; ph.; p. 94-96; May 07; ID

New York; Office Building/Interiors; Coly Offices; Ted Moudis; by Rineke Van Duyesen; ph.; p. 140-144; Sept 07; ID

New York; Office Building/Interiors; Creative Time Offices; WORKac; by Howard Halle; ph.; p. 118-122; Sept 07; ID

New York; Office Building/Interiors; Ginsler Offices; Ginsler Associates; by C. C. Sullivan; ph.; p. 312-321; Sept 07; ID

New York; Office Building/Interiors; Laura Bohn Offices; Laura Bohn; by Mark McMenamin; ph.; p. 272-175; Sept 07; ID

New York; Office Building/Interiors; Lever House Offices; TPG Architecture; Interior Design by Slade Architects; by Rineke Van Duyesen; ph.; p. 302-307; May 07; ID

New York; Office Building/Interiors; Mad River Offices; Kostow & Greenwood; by Judith Davidson; ph.; p. S44-S45; Sept 07; ID

New York; Office Building/Interiors; Offices of XE Capital Management; Milo Kleinberg; by Craig Kellogg; ph.; p. 114-118; May 07; ID

New York; Office Building/Interiors; Offices of MR Architecture; MR Architecture; by Mark McMenamin; ph.; p. 280-283; Sept 07; ID

New York; Office Building/Interiors; Offices of Direct Group N.A.; Ginsler Associates; by Craig Kellogg; ph.; p. 224-231; Aug 07; ID

New York; Office Building/Interiors; Theory Headquarters; Rogers & Marvel; Interior Design by Zeff Design; by Lisa Selin Davis; ph.; p. 216-224; Apr 07; ID

New York; Office Building/Interiors; Thomas Jayne Offices; Thomas Jayne; by Mark McMenamin; ph.; p. 276-279; Sept 07; ID

New York; Office Building; 505 Fifth Avenue Lobby and Lighting; Kohn, Pedersen & Fox; Art by James Turrell; by Edward Keegan; ph. elev. det.; p. 61-64; Oct 07; A

New York; Office Building; Hearst Tower; BW/AR Award; Foster & Partners, Ginsler Associates and Adamson Associates; by Christopher Kieran; ph.; p. 114; Nov 07; AR

New York; Office Building; IAC Headquarters; BW/AR Award; Frank Gehry; by Christopher Kieran; ph.; p. 98-99; Nov 07; AR

New York; Office Building; InterActiveCorp Building; Frank Gehry; Interior Design by Studios Architecture; by Clifford A. Pearson; ph. pl.; p. 112-119; Oct 07; AR

New York; Plaza; Columbus Circle; Olin Partnership; Lighting Design by L'Osservatorio Internazionale; by Linda McIntyre; ph. pl. iso. det. m. ill. sec.; p. 90-101; Jan 07; LA

New York; Recreation/Park; Hudson River Park; Clinton and Clinton South segments; Dattner Architects and MKW; by Alex Ullam; ph. pl. map; p. 88-99; Aug 07; LA
NEW YORK (cont'd)

New York; Recreation/Park; Nontraditional Funding for Waterfront Parks; by Timothy Williams; ill.; p. 132; Aug 07; LA

New York; Recreation/Park; Riverside Park South; Thomas Balsley; by Alex Ulam; ph. pl. sec.; p. 154-165; Oct 07; LA

New York; Recreation/Playground; McNair Park and Playground; Nancy Prince, Alex Hart and Susan Coker; by Linda McIntyre; ph.; p. 92-101; Sep 07; LA

New York; Religious Building/Temple; Temple Emanu-el Restoration; Beyer, Bender & Belle, James W. Rhodes and Bartelucci Architects; Original Design by Kohn, Butler & Stein; by Sara Hart; ph. pl. elev.; p. 150-153; June 07; AR

New York; Residence; Hymowitz Residence; Michael Zerreich; Interior Design by Julie Hillman; by Dan Shaw; ph.; p. 252-261; Oct 07; ID

New York; Residential Development, Speculative Housing/Townhouse; Town House; Steven Harris and Lucien Rees-Roberts; by Deborah Wilk; ph.; p. 50-51; Dec 07; ID

New York; Restaurant; Boqueria Restaurant; Meyer & Davis; by Marc Kristal; ph.; p. 68-70; Jan 07; ID

New York; Restaurant; Landmarc Restaurant; Pierpoint Architecture; Interior Design by Clodagh Design; by Craig Kellogg; ph.; p. 294-301; Sept 07; ID

New York; Restaurant; P'ong Restaurant; Arata Isozaki; Lighting Design by Lumen Architecture; by Dan Shaw; ph.; p. 66-68; July 07; ID

New York; Restaurant; STK Restaurant; I Crave Design; by Rebecca Flint Marx; ph.; p. 128-134; Sept 07; ID

New York; Restaurant; The Modern; AIA Honor Award; Bentel & Bentel; by Linda Lind; ph.; p. 142; May 07; AR

New York; Roof, Roofing; Manhattan Roof Terrace; Pierce & Allen; Landscape Design by Sawyer & Berson; by Susan Hines; ph. pl. elev.; p. 86-93; Nov 07; LA

New York; Roof, Roofing; Manhattan Roof Terrace; ASLA Award winner; Sawyer & Berson; by Paul Burkhardt; ph.; p. 118; July 07; LA

New York; School/Special; Reece School; Platt, Byard, Dollor & White; by David Sokol; ph. map pl. sec.; p. 140-144; July 07; AR

New York; Showroom; Davis & Warshaw Showroom; Ronnette Riley; by Mario Lopez-Cordero; ph.; p. 162-166; Oct 07; ID

New York; Showroom; Meltin' Pot American Headquarters and Showroom; Ellen Honigstock; Interior Design by Fabio Novembre; by Raul Barreneche; ph.; p. 226-231; Apr 07; ID

New York; Store/Clothing; Bill Blass Showroom; SPG Architects; by Bethany Lylte; ph.; p. 102-104; Apr 07; ID

New York; Store/Clothing; Miyake Madison; Gordon Kipping; by Suzanne Stephens; ph. pl.; p. 186-188; Mar 07; AR

NEW YORK (cont'd)

New York; Store/Clothing; Tibi Boutique; ArchLab; Lighting Design by William Armstrong; by Annie Block; ph.; p. 84-88; Apr 07; ID

New York; Store/Clothing; Tom Ford Store; Studio Sofield; by Annie Block; ph.; p. 70-71; Dec 07; ID

New York; Store/Clothing; Trina Turk Boutique; MR Architecture; Interior Design by Jonathan Adler; by Heather Hodson; ph.; p. 66-70; Apr 07; ID

New York; Store; Alessi Flagship Store; Asymptote; by Suzanne Stephens; ph. pl. axon.; p. 136-141; Sept 07; AR

New York; Store; Banchet Flowers; De-Spec; by Jeanne Rosenfeld; ph.; p. 111-114; Sept 07; ID

New York; Store; Moroso at Moss; Patricia Urquiola; by Stephen Treffinger; ph.; p. 258-265; July 07; ID

New York; Store; Taschen Bookstore; Starck Architecture; by Beatriz Milhazes; by Anic Chen; ph.; p. 188-193; Aug 07; ID

New York; Street; Financial District Streetscapes and Security; AIA Honor Award; Rogers & Marvel; by Diana Lind; ph. ill. map; p. 150; May 07; AR

New York; Transportation; Second Avenue Subway; DMJM Harris; Structural Design by Arup; by Sara Hart; ph. sec. ill. cea; p. 159-166; Aug 07; AR

New York; Waterfront Development; East River Waterfront Redevelopment; Richard Scaffido, SCAPE Studio and et al.; by Alex Ulam; ph. ill.; p. 38-43; Sept 07; LA

Sagaponack; Residence; East End Retreat; Michael Lomont; by Jenny Sullivan; ph. pl.; p. 106—107; Mar 07; B

Shelter Island; Residence; Free-Form House; Shigeru Ban; by Rob Gregory; pl. sec. m.; p. 71; Jan 07; AR

South Bronx; Recreation/Park; Barretto Point Park; Carol Qu; by Linda McIntyre; ph.; p. 84-97; Dec 07; LA

South Bronx; Recreation/Park; Hunts Point Riverside Park; George Bloomer, Nancy Prince and Aleksandra Szefke; by Linda McIntyre; ph.; pl.; p. 84-97; Dec 07; LA

Southampton; Residence; Compound; Shelton & Mindel; by Deborah Wilk; ph.; p. 42-45; Dec 07; ID

Upstate; Residence; Summer House;unsch Studio; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pl. sec.; p. 68-73; May 07; ARev

Upstate; Residence; Vila NM; UNSI studio; by Suzanne Stephens; ph. pl. sec. ill.; p. 98-105; Apr 07; AR

NIGHT CLUB

Singapore, —; The Clinic Night Club; Concrete Architectural; Lighting Design by AvoKinetix; by Ruth Altchek; ph.; p. 289-290; May 07; AR

See also BAR; CLUB; RECREATION; RESTAURANT
NORTH CAROLINA
Charlotte; Recreation/Park; U.S. National White- water Center; Liquid Design; Landscape Design by Cole/Jenest & Stone; by Tim Neville; ph. pl. sec.; p. 98-105; Sept 07; A
Greensboro; Garden; Callaway Garden; Callaway Associates; by Susan Hines; ph.; p. 104-111; June 07; LA
Lake Lure; Residential Development, Speculative Housing/Marketing; Sales; Grand Opening at Firefly Cove; by Rich Binsacca; ill.; p. 85; May 07; B
Raleigh; Museum/Art; North Carolina Museum of Art; Thomas Phifer; by Vernon Mays; ph. ill.; p. 78-83; Apr 07; A
Raleigh; Residence; Salter Residence; Jill Salter; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph. pl.; p. 54-57; June 07; RA

NORWAY
—; Architecture; National Tourist Routes Project; by David Sokol; ph.; p. 90-96; Oct 07; AR
Hemsedal; Residence; Ski Chalet Skarsnuten; Div.A; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph.; p. 54-57; July 07; RA
Oslo; City and Regional Planning; Tjuholmen Masterplan; Niels Torp; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pl. ill. m.; p. 74-75; Jan 07; AR
Oslo; Residence; Triangle House; AR Award; Jarmund & Vignes; by No author listed; ph. elev.; p. 87; May 07; ARev
Spitzbergen; Research Facility, Laboratory; Svalbard Science Center; Jarmund & Vignes; by No author listed; ph. 96-97; Oct 07; ARev

O

OBSERVATORY
Alabama, Perry County; Birding Tower; Rural Studio; by No author listed; ph.; p. 80; Nov 07; A
California, Hollywood Hills; Griffith Observatory Rehabilitation; Pfeiffer Partners and Levin & Associates; ph.; p. 37-38; Sept 07; BD&C
California, Los Angeles; Exhibition Design for Griffith Observatory; Pfeiffer Partners and Levin & Associates; Exhibition Design by C+G Partners; by Russell Fortmeyer; ph. elev.; p. 183; June 07; AR
California, Los Angeles; Griffith Observatory Restoration; Pfeiffer Partners and Levin & Associates; Original Design by Austin & Ashley; by Russell Fortmeyer; ph. pl. sec.; p. 154-158; June 07; AR
England, Brighton; Brighton Eye Observation Tower; Marks & Barfield; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl. ill.; p. 79; Jan 07; ARev
England, Greenwich; Royal Observatory; Allies & Morrison; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl. sec. ill.; p. 40-41; Sept 07; ARev
Germany, Hamburg; HafenCity View Point Tower; Renner, Hainke & Wirth; by Christopher Kieran; ph.; p. 91-92; May 07; AR

OBSERVATORY (cont'd)
New York, New York; Top of the Rock; AIA Honor Award; Gabellini & Sheppard and SLCE; by Diana Lind; ph.; p. 146; May 07; AR
Texas, Mission; World Birding Center; AIA Honor Award; Lake & Flato; by Diana Lind; ph.; p. 137; May 07; AR
See also UNIVERSITY

OFFICE BUILDING
Arkansas, Little Rock; Heifer International Headquarters; Polk, Stanley, Rowland, Curzon & Porter; by Gideon Fink Shapiro; ph.; p. 41; June 07; A
California, San Francisco; Federal Building; Morphosis and SmithGroup; by Brian Carter; ph. pl. sec.; p. 42-51; Apr 07; ARev
California, San Francisco; Offices of Sasaki Associates; Sasaki Associates; by Meghan Drueing; ph.; p. 88; Mar 07; RA
Colorado, Denver; EPA Regional Headquarters; Atrium daylight control system; R+D Award; Zimmer, Gunsul & Frasca; by Katie Gerfen; ph. ill.; p. 70-73; Sept 07; A
District of Columbia, Washington; 1110 Vermont Avenue; Low Rez Hi Fi Installation; MY Studio, Howeler & Yoon and Studios Architecture; by Charles Linn; ph.; p. 190-192; Nov 07; AR
England, Swindon; National Trust Headquarters; Lighting in the workplace; Fielden, Clegg & Bradley; Lighting Design by Max Fordham; by Max Fordham; ph. pl. dia.; p. 82-83; Apr 07; ARev
Germany, Frankfurt; Lufthansa Aviation Center; Ingenhoven Architects; Structural Design by Werner Sobek; by Peter Cachal Schmal; ph. sec. det. ill. pl.; p. 118-124; Aug 07; A
Illinois, Chicago; 111 South Wacker; Goetzsch Partners; by Ruth Lopez; ph.; p. 430-431; Mar 07; ID
Illinois, Chicago; Chicago Center for Green Technology; by David Barista; ph.; p. 30-32; Oct 07; BD&C
Illinois, Chicago; Chicago Transit Authority Headquarters; by David Barista; ph.; p. 40; Oct 07; BD&C
Illinois, Chicago; USG Headquarters; De Stefano & Partners; Interior Design by Environments Group; by Jay W. Schneider; ph.; p. 45; Oct 07; BD&C
Indiana, New Delhi; Office for South Asian Human Rights; Anagram Architects; by Rob Gregory; ph. ill.; p. 80; Dec 07; ARev
Inspiring Creativity with Office Design; by Jay W. Schneider; ph. pl.; p. 24-30; Mar 07; BD&C
Ireland, Kildare; Civic Offices; Heneghan & Peng and Arthur Gibney; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl. sec.; p. 52-57; Apr 07; ARev
OFFICE BUILDING (cont'd)

Italy, Milan; D&G Headquarters; Studio Piuarch; p. 200-207; Apr 07; ID

Japan, Mie Prefecture, Iga City; Ueno Gas Company; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl. sec.; p. 72-73; Dec 07; ARev

Japan, Tokyo; Offices of TBWA/Hakuhodo; Kleim & Dytham; by Rob Gregory; p. 78-81; Aug 07; ARev

Japan, Tokyo; Swatch Headquarters; Shigeru Ban; by Rob Gregory; ph. sec. ill. axon.; p. 52-53; Jan 07; ARev

Jordan, Amman; Airline Headquarters; Niels Torp; by Catherine Slessor; pl. ill. sec.; p. 42-43; Jan 07; ARev

Kazakhstan, Almaty; Business Center; Tabanilouli Architects; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pl. ill.; p. 44; Jan 07; ARev

Louisiana, New Orleans; Architect's Office; Wayne Troyer; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph.; p. 88; Aug 07; RA

Mississippi, Jackson; Mississippi Library Commission Headquarters; Duval & Decker; by Roy T. Decker and Anne Marie Duval Decker; ph. sec.; p. 93-100; Sept 07; JAE

New York, New York; 505 Fifth Avenue Lobby and Kitchen; Kohn, Pedersen & Fox; Art by James Turrell; by Edward Keegan; ph. elev. det.; p. 61-64; Oct 07; A

New York, New York; Hearst Tower; BWAR Award; Foster & Partners; Gensler Associates and Adamson Associates; by Christopher Kieran; ph.; p. 114; Nov 07; AR

New York, New York; IAC Headquarters; BWAR Award; Frank Gehry; by Christopher Kieran; ph.; p. 98-99; Nov 07; AR

New York, New York; InterActiveCorp Building; Frank Gehry; Interior Design by Studios Architecture; by Clifford A. Pearson; ph. pl.; p. 112-119; Oct 07; AR

Oklahoma, Tulsa; 200 East Brady Restoration; Seilser & Schaefer; by Kristin Foster; ph.; p. 61; Sept 07; BD&C

Rightsizing Your Business; Uphill battle for homebuilders; by Ethan Butterfield; ill.; p. 84-88; Dec 07; B

South Carolina, Greenville; Hubbell Lighting Headquarters; BWAR Award; McMillan & Smith; Lighting Design by Visual Terrain; by Christopher Kieran; ph.; p. 110-112; Nov 07; AR

Switzerland, Basel; Roche Tower; Herzog & de Meuron; by Rob Gregory; ph. ill.; p. 48-49; Jan 07; ARev

Washington, Seattle; 223 Yale at Alley24; NBBJ; by Randy Gragg; ph. pl.; p. 110-113; Jan 07; AR

Wyoming, Jackson; Architect's Office; Carney Architects; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph.; p. 80; July 07; RA

HIGH RISE

England, London; Leadenhall Building; Richard Rogers; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl. sec. dia.; p. 76-81; Apr 07; ARev

HIGH RISE (cont'd)

Illinois, Chicago; 155 North Wacker Drive; Goettsch Partners; by Robert Cassidy; ill.; p. 57-60; Oct 07; BD&C

Illinois, Chicago; 300 North LaSalle Street; Pickard & Chilton; by Robert Cassidy; ph.; p. 55-57; Oct 07; BD&C

New York, New York; 7 World Trade Center; Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; by Russell Fortmeyer; ph. pl. sec. det.; p. 140-145; Aug 07; AR

United Arab Emirates, Dubai; Burj Dubai Tower Spurs Development; by Boyce Thompson; ph. ill.; p. 140-148; Nov 07; B

INTERIORS

California, Beverly Hills; AOL Headquarters; HOK; Original Design by Gwathmey & Sieg; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. 194-201; Jan 07; ID

California, Beverly Hills; Endeavor Talent Agency; AIA Honor Award; NMDA; Interior Design by Interior Architects; by Diana Lind; ph.; p. 142; May 07; AR

California, Century City; Creative Artists Agency; Gensler Associates; by Annie Block; ph.; p. 24-25; Dec 07; ID

California, Los Angeles; Buck Headquarters; Mass Architecture & Design; by Kathryn Harris; ph.; p. 248-249; May 07; ID

California, Los Angeles; Creative Artists Agency; Gensler Associates; Lighting Design by Horton, Lees & Brogden; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. 252-261; May 07; ID

California, Los Angeles; Edmunds.com Headquarters; Studios Architecture; Lighting Design by Architecture & Light; by Edie Cohen; ph. pl.; p. 160-167; Jan 07; ID

California, Los Angeles; Edmunds.com; Studios Architecture; by Annie Block; ph.; p. 36-37; Dec 07; ID

California, Los Angeles; Maguire Properties; Clive Wilkinson; by Annie Block; ph.; p. 30-31; Dec 07; ID

California, Los Angeles; Peter Morton Offices; Callas & Shortridge; by Edie Cohen; ph. pl.; p. 270-275; Oct 07; ID

California, Los Angeles; Wong Doody Offices; Shubin & Donaldson; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. 88-94; Oct 07; ID

California, Pasadena; Disney Store Headquarters; Clive Wilkinson; Lighting Design by KGM Architectural Lighting; by Edie Cohen; ph. pl.; p. 262-271; May 07; ID

California, San Francisco; Offices of Clarium Capital Management; Architecture TM; by Laura Fisher Kaiser; ph.; p. 102-108; May 07; ID

California, San Francisco; Offices of KKR Financial; Huntsman Architectural Group; by Ron Nyren; ph.; p. 84-88; May 07; ID

California, San Francisco; Offices of Monitor Group; Sasaki Associates; by Jay W. Schneider; ph. pl.; p. 27-28; Mar 07; BD&C
OFFICE BUILDING (cont’d)

INTERIORS (cont’d)

California, Santa Monica; CCoop Office Interiors; Pugh & Scarpa; by Catherine Slesser; ph. pl. sec.; p. 84-85; Apr 07; AR

California, Santa Monica; Kanner Studio; Kanner Architects; by David Sokol; ph.; p. 183-185; Mar 07; AR

California, Santa Monica; Maguire Properties Headquarters; Moore, Ruble & Yudell; Interior Design by Clive Wilkinson; by Edie Cohen; ph. pl.; p. 154-161; Feb 07; ID

Canada, Ontario, Toronto; A1 Label Headquarters Lunchroom; Soma Studio; Original Design by Yabu & Pushelberg; by Mark Pupo; ph.; p. 92-94; July 07; ID

Canada, Ontario, Toronto; Offices of Grip Limited; Johnson Chou; by Jay W. Schneider; ph.; p. 24-26; Mar 07; BD&C

China, Shanghai; Italia Servizi Office Conversion; 3 Gatti Architecture; by Josephine Minutillo; ph. pl.; p. 246-247; Oct 07; ID

Connecticut, Westport; Offices of Roger Ferris & Partners; Roger Ferris; by John Peter Raduleski; ph.; p. 178-181; Mar 07; AR

District of Columbia, Washington; Green Building Council Headquarters; Perkins & Will; Graphic Design by Shaw-Jeilheh Design; by Laura Fisher Kaiser; ph.; p. 155-161; June 07; ID

District of Columbia, Washington; Recording Industry Association Headquarters; Envision Design; by Laura Fisher Kaiser; p. 318-327; Nov 07; ID

England, London; Offices of SJ Berwin; BW/AR Award; HOK; by Christopher Kieran; ph.; p. 106; Nov 07; AR

Florida, Coral Gables; Related Group Headquarters; Arquitectonica; by Beth Dunlop; ph.; p. 76-80; May 07; ID

Florida, Miami; DACRA Headquarters; K/R Architects; by Linda Lee; ph.; p. 272-279; May 07; ID

France, Paris; Mediaedge: CIA; Saguez & Partners; by Ian Phillips; ph.; p. 308-315; May 07; ID

Germany, Hamburg; Closed Headquarters; Carsten Roth; by Ian Phillips; ph. pl.; p. 186-193; Jan 07; ID

Germany, Hamburg; Spiegel Canteen; Verner Panton; by Sheila Kim-Jamet; ph.; p. 388-389; Mar 07; ID

Illinois, Chicago; AIA Chicago Office; HOK; by Kristin Foster; ph.; p. 64; Oct 07; BD&C

Illinois, Chicago; Exelon Headquarters; Epstein/IS; Lighting Design by Lighting Design Alliance; by No author listed; ph.; p. 59; Oct 07; BD&C

Illinois, Chicago; Seyfarth Shaw Headquarters; Gensler Associates; by Sheila Kim-Jamet; ph.; p. 180-182; May 07; ID

Iowa, Muscatine; HNI Corporation; Gensler Associates; by Annie Block; ph.; p. 56-57; Dec 07; ID

Massachusetts, West Newton; Offices of Continuum; Sasaki Associates; by Jay W. Schneider; ph.; p. 30; Mar 07; BD&C

OFFICE BUILDING (cont’d)

INTERIORS (cont’d)

Michigan, Detroit; Guardian Building; SmithGroup; Original Design by Smith, Hinchman & Grylls; by John Gallagher; ph.; p. 503; Mar 07; ID

Minnesota, Minneapolis; 20 Below Studio; 20 Below Studio; by Bradley Lincoln; ph.; p. 76-80; June 07; ID

Missouri, Kansas City; Offices of El Dorado Architects; El Dorado; by Meghan Druding; ph.; p. 88; June 07; RA

Nebraska, Omaha; Better Business Bureau Heartland Office; AIA Honor Award; Randy Brown; by Diana Lind; ph.; p. 139; May 07; AR

New York, Mount Vernon; Donghia/Bergamo Fabrics; Conant Architects; by Stephen Treffinger; ph.; p. 148-154; Sept 07; ID

New York, New York; 7 World Trade Center; New York Academy of Sciences; Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; Interior Design by H3 Hardy; by Joseph Giovannini; ph.; p. 452-461; Mar 07; ID

New York, New York; Alan Tanksley Offices; Alan Tanksley; by Mark McMenamin; ph.; p. 268-271; Sept 07; ID

New York, New York; Bloomberg LP Headquarters; AIA Honor Award; Studios Architecture; by Diana Lind; ph.; p. 140; May 07; AR

New York, New York; Cohen Brothers Headquarters; Area Architecture; by Jen Renzi; ph.; p. 258-265; Sept 07; ID

New York, New York; Corcoran Group Headquarters; A/R Environetics; by Liz Arnold; ph.; p. 94-96; May 07; ID

New York, New York; Coty Offices; Ted Moulds; by Rineke Van DuySEN; ph.; p. 140-144; Sept 07; ID

New York, New York; Creative Time Offices; WORKac; by Howard Halle; ph.; p. 116-122; Sept 07; ID

New York, New York; Gensler Offices; Gensler Associates; by C. C. Sullivan; ph.; p. 312-321; Sept 07; ID

New York, New York; Laura Bohn Offices; Laura Bohn; by Mark McMenamin; ph.; p. 272-175; Sept 07; ID

New York, New York; Lever House Offices; TPG Architecture; Interior Design by Slade Architects; by Rineke Van DuySEN; ph.; p. 302-307; May 07; ID

New York, New York; Mad River Offices; Kostow & Greenwood; by Judith Davidsen; ph.; p. S44-S48; Sept 07; ID

New York, New York; Meltin’ Pot American Headquarters and Showroom; Ellen Honigstock; Interior Design by Fabio Novembre; by Raul Barrenchea; ph. pl.; p. 226-231; Apr 07; ID

New York, New York; Offices of Direct Group N.A.; Gensler Associates; by Craig Kellogg; ph.; p. 224-231; Aug 07; ID

New York, New York; Offices of MR Architecture; MR Architecture; by Mark McMenamin; ph.; p. 280-283; Sept 07; ID
OFFICE BUILDING (cont'd)

INTERIORS (cont'd)

New York, New York; Offices of XE Capital Management; Milo Kleinberg; by Craig Kellogg; ph.; p. 114-118; May 07; ID

New York, New York; Theory Headquarters; Rogers & Marvel; Interior Design by Zeff Design; by Lisa Selin Davis; ph.; p. 216-224; Apr 07; ID

New York, New York; Thomas Jayne Offices; Thomas Jayne; by Mark McMenamin; ph.; p. 276-279; Sept 07; ID

Oregon, Portland; Offices of Wieden & Kennedy; Allied Works Architecture; Interior Design by Intelligent Design; by Jen Renzi; ph.; ill.; p. 182-187; Aug 07; ID

Texas, Carrollton; ImageNet; AIA Honor Award; Elliott & Associates; by Diana Lind; ph.; p. 141; May 07; AR

Virginia, Winchester; Offices of Reader & Swartz; Reader & Swartz; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph.; p. 88; Nov 07; RA

LANDSCAPE

Canada, British Columbia, Vancouver; Washington Mutual Center Roof Garden; ASLA Award winner; Phillips, Farevaag & Smallenberg; by Paul Burkhardt; ph.; p. 112; July 07; LA

Illinois, Chicago; One North Wacker Drive; ASLA Award winner; PWP Landscape Architecture; by Paul Burkhardt; ph.; p. 110-111; July 07; LA

Michigan, Troy; Kresge Foundation Headquarters; Valerio, Dewalt & Train and Farr Associates; Landscape Design by Conservation Design Forum; by Adam Regn Arvidson; ph. pl.; p. 22-31; Dec 07; LA

New Jersey, ---; Tahari Courtyards; Voorsoanger Architects; Landscape Design by Michael van Valkenburgh; by Susan Hines; ph. pl.; p. 102-107; Sept 07; LA

Oregon, Ashland; Fish & Wildlife Forensics Laboratory Landscape; Nevue & Ngen; by Michael Murphy and Laura Murphy; pl.; p. 48-52; Dec 07; LA

Taiwan, Taipei; Lite-On Headquarters; Arttech Inc.; Landscape Design by SWA Group; by Graham Johnstone; ph. pl.; p. 22-33; June 07; LA

LOW RISE

California, Culver City; Washington Building; Pali & Fekete; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph.; p. 144; May 07; RA

California, Los Angeles; California Endowment; Rios, Clementi Hale and House and Robertson; by Russell Fortney; ph. pl. sec.; p. 106-109; Jan 07; AR

Germany, Nuremberg; Office Building; Szyszukowitz & Kowalski; by Peter Blundell Jones; ph. pl. ill. sec.; p. 68-71; Apr 07; ARev

South Africa, Durban; Durban Office Building; Design Workshop; by Matthew Barac; ph. pl. sec. ill.; p. 66-68; June 07; ARev

OFFICE BUILDING (cont'd)

MIDDLE RISE

Maryland, Suitland; Census Bureau Headquarters; Skidmore, Owings & Merrill, HKS and Metropolitan Architects; by David Barista; ph. det. axon.; p. 66-74; May 07; BD&C

South Korea, Seoul; DMC B6/2 Building; Barkow & Leibinger; by Christian Bresning; ph. pl. sec.; p. 62-67; Apr 07; ARev

See also BANK; GOVERNMENT BUILDING; INDUSTRIAL BUILDING; LIGHTING; PLAZA; SHOWROOM; STUDIO; UNIVERSITY

OFFICE PRACTICE

3D Modeling and Project Management; Ghafari Associates and Stantec Consulting; by Jeff Yoders; ph. ill.; p. 52-60; Nov 07; BD&C

Archives; Preserving the design process; by Fred Bernstein; ph.; p. 29; Aug 07; A

Basics of Sales Strategies; by Pat Curry; ph.; p. 92-94; Aug 07; B

Benefits of Owning Your Building; by Cheryl Weber; ill.; p. 41-52; Apr 07; RA

Builder Warranty Services; by Pat Curry; ph.; p. 100-102; Aug 07; B

Building a Construction Team; by Steve Zurier; ph.; p. 96-98; Aug 07; B

Business Exit Strategies; by Joe Bousquin; ph.; p. 238-244; Feb 07; B

Carefully Crafted Contracts Minimize Litigation; by Fred Bernstein; ph.; p. 47; Mar 07; A

Creating Higher Options Sales; by Pat Curry; ill.; p. 78-80; Apr 07; B

Creating Sustainable Office Operations; by Joann Gonchar; ill.; p. 169; Mar 07; AR

Delivering Qualified Buyers Through the Web; by Steve Zurier; ph.; p. 75; Mar 07; B

Designing Your Firm Web Site; by Ingrid Spencer; ill.; p. 57-58; Feb 07; AR

Effects of Housing Downturn on Architects; by Cheryl Weber; ill.; p. 43-50; Jan 07; RA

Emerging Role of Sustainability Managers; by Russell Fortney; ph.; p. 73-74; Nov 07; AR

Errors and Omissions Insurance; by Fred Bernstein; ph.; p. 63; May 07; A

Evenflow Production Scheduling; by John Cauffield; ill.; p. 82-84; Apr 07; B

Expanding Business with Branch Offices; by Ernest Beck; ill. table; p. 56-59; Aug 07; A

Firm Succession Planning; by Andrew Pressman; ph. dia.; p. 56-64; Jan 07; AR

Gauging the Market for Homebuilders; by Joe Bousquin; ph.; p. 150-154; Jan 07; B

Home Builder Warranty Reserves; by John Cauffield; ill.; p. 47-48; July 07; B

Implementing a Quality Control and Risk Management Program; by Rich Binsacca; ill.; p. 164-168; Sept 07; B

Importance of Construction Management; by Fred A. Bernstein; ph.; p. 39; Sept 07; A

Integrated Practice in Perspective; Collaboration and information sharing; by Andrew Pressman; dia. graph; p. 116-120; May 07; AR
OFFICE PRACTICE (cont'd)
Integrated Project Delivery; Project alliancing agreements; by Chris Noble; dia.; p. 65-66; July 07; AR
Landscape Architecture Practice Question & Answer; by No author listed; ph.; p. 54-63; June 07; LA
Maintaining Staff During Economic Uncertainty; by John Caulfield; ill.; p. 49-50; Feb 07; B
Managing Internet Leads; by Pat Curry; ill.; p. 106-110; Apr 07; B
Managing Trade Agreements; by Deborah Leopold; ill.; p. 31-32; Apr 07; B
Negotiating Aesthetic Issues with the Client; by Cheryl Weber; ill.; p. 37-48; Nov 07; RA
Professional Liability Insurance; by Casius Pealer; chart; p. 59-60; Dec 07; AR
Recruiting and Maintaining Talent; by Steve Zurier; ph.; p. 88-90; Aug 07; B
Role of Leadership in Architectural Practice; by Andrew Pressman; ph.; p. 79-80; Sept 07; AR
Spicing up the Weekly Sales Meeting; by Pat Curry; ill.; p. 152-158; Nov 07; B
The Law and Independent Contractors; by Alec Appelbaum; ph.; p. 69-70; Apr 07; AR
The Nonprofit Work Experience; by Casius Pealer; ph.; p. 63-64; Aug 07; AR
Transferring from 2-D to 3-D Design; by Fred A. Berman; ph.; p. 31; Dec 07; A
Websites that Win Clients and Recruit Staff; by Matthew Pfair; ill.; p. 27-28; May 07; BD&C
See also ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN, THEORY; ARCHITECTURAL DRAWING; ARCHITECTURE; COMPUTER; INTERIOR DESIGN; LANDSCAPE DESIGN, TECHNIQUES; LAW; SPECIFICATIONS

OHIO
Cincinnati; Research Facility, Laboratory; Ethicon Endo-Surgery Research and Development Center; Hixson Architecture; by Jay W. Schneider; ph. ph. pl.; p. 28-30; Mar 07; BD&C
Cincinnati; University/Recreation; Lindner Athletics Center; Bernard Tschumi and Glaserworks; Exhibition Design by Perkins & Will; by Sarah Amelar; ph. pl. sec.; p. 72-76; Jan 07; AR
Cincinnati; University/Student Center; Student Union; Tangeman University; Gwathmey Siegel; by Jayne Merkel; ph. pl. sec.; p. 164-168; Nov 07; AR
Columbus; Recreation/Sports Facility; Carbon-Fiber Reinforced Polymers for Concrete Repair; by Michael Childress and David White; ph.; p. 94-98; Dec 07; TCS
Columbus; Religious Building/Chapel; St. Mary of the Springs; AIA Honor Award; Nagle, Hartry, Danker, Kagan, McKay & Penney; by Diana Lind; ph.; p. 143; May 07; AR
Gambier; University/Recreation; Kenyon Athletic Center; Kenyon College; Gund Partnership; by James Murdock; ph. pl. sec.; p. 154-159; Nov 07; AR

OHIO (cont'd)
Toledo; Museum/Art; Glass Pavilion; Toledo Museum of Art; SANAA and Kendall & Heaton; by Clifford A. Pearson; ph. pl. sec.; p. 78-82; Jan 07; AR
West Chester; Residential Development, Speculative Housing/Marketing, Sales; The Villages at River Bend; Oak Leaf Homes marketing strategy; by Rich Binsacca; ph.; p. 62; Aug 07; B

OKLAHOMA
Oklahoma City; Museum; Oklahoma Heritage Museum; Elliott & Associates; by Deborah Wilk; ph.; p. 112-115; Dec 07; ID
Oklahoma City; Recreation; Chesapeake Boat-house; Elliott & Associates; by Russell Fortmeyer; ph. pl.; p. 180-185; May 07; AR
Oklahoma City; Walkway; The Underground; Elliott & Associates; by Annie Block; ph.; p. 122-123; Dec 07; ID
Oklahoma City; Walkway; The Underground; Elliott & Associates; by Edie Cohen; ph. pl.; p. 194-203; Aug 07; ID
Tulsa; Office Building; 200 East Brady Restoration; Selser & Schaefer; by Kristin Foster; ph.; p. 61; Sept 07; BD&C

OREGON
Ashland; Office Building/Landscape; Fish & Wildlife Forensics Laboratory Landscape; Nevue & Nga; by Michael Murphy and Laura Murphy; pl.; p. 48-52; Dec 07; LA
Bend; Recreation/Recreation Center; Pronghorn Clubhouse; Builder's Choice Award; MAI Design Group; Landscape Design by J.A. Atkins; by Cheryl Weber; ph.; p. 146; Oct 07; B
Eugene; Government Building; Wayne L. Morse U.S. Courthouse; Morphosis and DLR Group; by Gideon Fink Shapiro; ph.; p. 46; June 07; A
Eugene; Government Building; Wayne Lyman Morse U.S. Courthouse; Morphosis and DLR Group; by Clifford A. Pearson; ph. pl. sec.; p. 94-101; Mar 07; AR
Lake Oswego; Residential Development, Speculative Housing/Marketing, Sales; Renaissance Homes Marketing Strategy; by Rich Binsacca; ph.; p. 61; Aug 07; B
Mt. Hood; Recreation/Park; Timberline Lodge Amphitheater Restoration; Bramale Landscape Architecture; by Richard J. Zita; ph. pl. det.; p. 68-73; June 07; LA
Parkdale; Bathroom; Kelly Bathroom; Liz Olberding; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph. pl. p.; p. 26; Nov 07; RA
Parkdale; Kitchen; Kelly Kitchen; Liz Olberding; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph. pl.; p. 24-25; Nov 07; RA
Portland; Garden; Mount Tabor Middle School Rain Garden; ASLA Award winner; Kevin Robert Perry; by Paul Burkhardt; ph.; p. 115; July 07; LA
Portland; Office Building/Interiors; Offices of Wieden & Kennedy; Allied Works Architecture; Interior Design by Intelligent Design; by Jen Renzi; ph. ill.; p. 182-187; Aug 07; ID
OREGON (cont’d)

Portland; Residential Development, Speculative Housing/Townhouse; Riverscape Townhomes; Leeb Architects; by Jenny Sullivan; ph.; p. 123; Nov 07; B

Portland; Stormwater Management; NE Siakiyou Green Street; ASLA Award winner; Kevin Robert Perry; by Paul Burkhart; ph.; p. 114-115; July 07; LA

Portland; Transportation; Portland Aerial Tram; Angelill, Graham; Pfenninger & Schott; by Randy Gragg; ph. pl. sec.; p. 126-131; Aug 07; AR

Powell Butte; Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Brasada Ranch; Builder’s Choice Award; CCY Architects; Interior Design by Ranch House Interiors; by Jenny Sullivan; ph.; pl.; p. 88-90; Oct 07; B

Salemt; Airport; McNary Field Modular Terminal; Mead & Hunt; by David Barista; pl. ill.; p. 76-77; Apr 07; B&D&C

Silverton; Garden; Oregon Garden; Mayer/Reed, Quatrefoil Inc. and et al.; by Adam Regn Arvidson; ph.; p. 32-42; Jan 07; LA

Steens Mountain; Landscape Restoration; Wildhorse Ranch; Native grass restoration; ASLA Award winner; DHM Design; by Paul Burkhart; ph.; p. 121; July 07; LA

Wilsonville; Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Villebois Community; Iverson Architects; by Kathleen Stanley; ph.; pl.; p. 82-83; Dec 07; B

P

PAINT, COATINGS

Design Flexibility and Energy Performance with Hybrid Glass Coatings; by Don McCann; pl. dia. table; p. 48-56; Mar 07; TCS

Interior Radiation Control Coatings; by Robert J. Aresty; ph. ref.; p. 14-16; Aug 07; TCS

Selecting Chemical Protection Systems; by Larry Hess and Bob McElmoyl; ph. table; p. 110-118; Mar 07; TCS

Self Cleaning, Mold Resistant Wall Finish; by Jeff Turner; ph.; p. 114; Nov 07; TCS

Understanding Metallic Paints; by Andy Joswiak; ph. ill. dia. ref.; p. 54-59; Jan 07; TCS

PARK

See GARDEN; RECREATION

PARKING, GARAGE

Evolution of the Parking Garage; by Elizabeth A. Evits; ph. ill.; p. 74-79; Oct 07; A

Front Loaded Garage Ideas; Archimania; by Todd Walker; pl. elev.; p. 77-78; May 07; B

Premature Pavement Performance Failures; by Bernard Tillery; ph.; p. 84-92; Nov 07; TCS

Virginia, Falls Church; Cherry Street Garage; Builder’s Choice Award; Moore Architects; Landscape Design by Jordan & Honeyman; by Kathleen Stanley; ph.; p. 164; Oct 07; B

PARKING, GARAGE (cont’d)

Washington, Bellevue; Roddy/Bale Garage; RA Design Award; Miller & Hull; Landscape Design by MEJ; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph. pl.; p. 94-95; May 07; RA

PAVEMENT

Heat Island Reduction Strategies; by Meg Calkins; ph. dia. table graph ref.; p. 54-61; Feb 07; LA

Porous Pavement and Stormwater Management; by Linda McIntyre; ph. ref.; p. 110-115; Mar 07; LA

Premature Pavement Performance Failures; by Bernard Tillery; ph.; p. 84-92; Nov 07; TCS

PENAL

See CORRECTIONAL FACILITY

PENNSYLVANIA

Residential Development, Speculative Housing/Marketing; Sales; Preferred Lender Program; by Rich Binsacca; ph.; p. 100; Feb 07; B

Bryn Mawr; Kitchen; Ragavan Residence; Kitchen; Building Award; Stephen Varenhorst and Bulthaup Studio; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph. pl.; p. 234; May 07; B

Chester County; Residential Development, Speculative Housing/Site Development; New Daleville Neotraditional Subdivision; Witold Rybczynski; by Linda McIntyre; ph. ill. ref.; p. 98-103; May 07; LA

Easton; Residential Development, Speculative Housing; The Highlands of Glenmoor; Feinberg & Associates; Landscape Design by Godwesky Landscape; by Kathleen Stanley; ph.; pl.; p. 98; Mar 07; B

Philadelphia; Art; Holiday Home Installation; UNStudio; by John Gendall; ph.; p. 102-106; Sept 07; AR

Philadelphia; Bank; Philadelphia Saving Fund Society; George Howe and William Lescaze; by Donald Albrecht and Thomas Mellins; ph.; p. 345-352; Mar 07; ID

Philadelphia; Exhibition, Exhibit; Poetic Landscape of Ireland; Philadelphia Flower Show Exhibit by Temple University; by Susan Hines; ph. pl. ill.; p. 36-49; May 07; LA

Philadelphia; Housing; Sheridan Street Housing; RA Design Award; Interface Studio; by Nigel F. Maynard; pl. ill.; p. 103; May 07; RA

Philadelphia; Landscape Architecture; Navy Yard Courtyard; D.I.R.T. Studio; by Russell Fortmeyer; ph. cea.; p. 149-157; July 07; AR

Philadelphia; Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Martin Luther King Plaza; Builder’s Choice Award; Torti & Gallas; Landscape Design by Brickman Group; by Pat Curry; ph.; p. 116; Oct 07; B

Philadelphia; University/Master Plan; Drexel University Master Plan; by Peter Fabris; ph. ill. ill.; p. 26-38; Nov 07; BD&C
PENNYSYLVANIA (cont’d)

Philadelphia; University/Master Plan; Penn Connects: A Vision for the Future; University of Pennsylvania; ASLA Award winner; Sasaki Associates; by Paul Burkhardt; ill.; p. 122; July 07; LA

Philadelphia; University/Research Facility, Laboratory; Skirkanich Hall; University of Pennsylvania; Williams & Tsien; by Suzanne Stephens; ph. pl. sec.; p. 128-133; Dec 07; AR

Philadelphia; Wall; Levine Hall; University of Pennsylvania; Lightweight facade system; R+D Architecture

PERFORMING ARTS CENTER (cont’d)

Taiwan, Kaohsiung; National Performing Arts Center; Mecanoo Architects; by Rob Gregory; ill. sec.; p. 31; May 07; ARev

Tennessee, Nashville; Schermerhorn Symphony Center; David M. Schwarz; by Dan Daley; ph. sec. dia. pl.; p. 76-83; Feb 07; A

Texas, Houston; Jesse H. Jones Hall for the Performing Arts; Travertine cladding repairs; by Alfredo Bustamante; ph. det. ref. ill.; p. 26-40; Sept 07; TCS

United Arab Emirates, Saadiyat Island; Abu Dhabi Cultural Center; Zaha Hadid, Frank Gehry and et al.; by Catherine Slessor; ill. m.; p. 30-31; Mar 07; ARev

See also ARTS CENTER; THEATER; UNIVERSITY/PERFORMING ARTS CENTER

PHOTOGRAPHY

Photographing Green Buildings; by Lance Hosey; ph.; p. 49-52; Oct 07; A

Profile of Photographer Ezra Stoller; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. 306-308; Mar 07; ID

PLANT SCAPE DESIGN, TECHNIQUES

Canada, Ontario, Toronto; Four Seasons Centre for the Performing Arts; Diamond & Schmitt; by Jay W. Schneider; ph.; p. 46-47; Aug 07; BD&C

Canada, Toronto; Four Seasons Centre for the Performing Arts; BW/AR Award; Diamond & Schmitt; by Christopher Kieran; ph.; p. 102-104; Nov 07; AR

Canada, Toronto; Young Centre for the Performing Arts; BW/AR Award; Kuwabara, Payne, McKenna & Blumberg; by Christopher Kieran; ph.; p. 92-95; Nov 07; AR

England, London; Roundhouse Restoration; John McAslan; Original Design by Robert Dockray; by Sarah Amelar; ph. pl. sec.; p. 122-127; June 07; AR

England, London; Royal Festival Hall Refurbishment; Allies & Morrison; by Dean Hawkes; ph. pl. sec. ill.; p. 58-67; Nov 07; ARev

England, London; Royal Festival Hall Renovation; Allies & Morrison; by Fred A. Bernstein; ph.; p. 168-169; Aug 07; ID

France, Aix-En-Provence; Contemporary Dance Center; Rudy Ricciotti; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pl. det.; p. 66-69; Feb 07; ARev

Illinois, Chicago; Jay Pritzker Pavillion; Millennium Park; Frank Gehry; Sculpture by Anish Kapoor; by Ruth Lopez; ph.; p. 436-439; Mar 07; ID

PLANTS

Grasses in the Landscape; by Rick Darke; ph.; p. 46-52; Feb 07; LA

Green roofs and Sustainable Plants; by Linda McIntyre; ph.; p. 64-71; Jan 07; LA

Hardy Native Trees; by Guy Sternberg; ph. ref.; p. 54-61; Apr 07; LA

Hardy Plants for Cool-Climate Gardens; by Carole Ottesen; ph.; p. 32-37; Dec 07; LA

Night-Blooming Plants; by Peter Loewer; ph. ref.; p. 54-67; Sept 07; LA

Retail Value of Trees; by Sally Augustin and Jean Marie Cackowski-Campbell; ill. ref.; p. 60; Aug 07; LA

TREES AND POWER LINE Conflicts; by Chuck Zinky and Bob Bell; ph. ill. ref.; p. 34-39; June 07; LA

Vegetation on Buildings; by Peter Cook; ph. ill.; p. 38; Oct 07; ARev

See also BOTANIC GARDEN; GARDEN; LANDSCAPE DESIGN, TECHNIQUES

PLAYGROUND

See RECREATION/PLAYGROUND
PLAZA

Arizona, Mesa; Brown Family Plaza; DWL Architects and BOORA; Landscape Design by Design Workshop; by Michael Bruce Dollin; ph. pl. ill.; p. 92-99; Mar 07; LA

Illinois, Chicago; Daley Plaza Sculpture; Pablo Picasso; by Ruth Lopez; ph.; p. 429-430; Mar 07; ID

Illinois, Chicago; Federal Center Plaza; Ludwig Miles Van Der Rohe; by Ruth Lopez; ph.; p. 422; Mar 07; ID

Lebanon, Beirut; Samir Kassir Square; Vladimir Djurovic; by No author listed; ph. pl.; p. 38-41; Nov 07; LA

Lebanon, Beirut; Samir Kassir Square; Aga Khan Award; Vladimir Djurovic; by Chris Abel; p. 74; Nov 07; AR

Massachusetts, Cambridge; Shapiro Family Plaza; Cynthia Smith; Art by Toshhiro Katayama; by Marty Carlock; ph. pl.; p. 26-30; Feb 07; LA

Minnesota, Minneapolis; U.S. Courthouse Plaza Renovations; Martha Schwartz; by Susan Hines; ph.; p. 20; Feb 07; LA

Nevada, Las Vegas; Lewis Avenue Corridor; SWA Group; by Daniel Jost; ph. pl.; p. 122-131; May 07; LA

New York, New York; Columbus Circle; Olin Partnership; Lighting Design by L’Observatoire International; by Linda McIntyre; ph. pl. ill.; m. ill. sec.; p. 90-101; Jan 07; LA

South Africa, Cape Town, Philippi; Public Space Project; Suzanne Du Toit and Jacques Theron; by Matthew Barac; ph. pl. sec.; p. 64-65; June 07; AR

South Africa, Soweto, Kliptown; Walter Sisulu Square of Dedication; StudioMAS; by Matthew Barac; ph. dia. pl. sec.; p. 40-47; June 07; AR

Washington, Bellevue; City Hall and Plaza; SRG Partnership; Landscape Design by Phillips, Farevaag & Smallenberg; by Mark Hinshaw; ph. pl. ill.; p. 32-36; Nov 07; LA

Washington, Everett; County Administrative Building and Plaza; NBBJ; Landscape Design by SiteWorkshop; by Mark Hinshaw; ph. pl. sec.; p. 44-51; Jan 07; LA

See also OFFICE BUILDING; UNIVERSITY/LANDSCAPE; URBAN DESIGN, MULTI-USE PROJECT

PLUMBING

Advantages of Plastic Waste Pipe; by Ted Cushman; ph.; p. 57-58; Aug 07; B

Carbon-Fiber Reinforced Polymer Liner for Repair of Large-Diameter Pressure Pipes; by Rasko P. Ojdrovic and Mehdi S. Zarghamee; ph. graph; p. 86-92; Dec 07; TCS

New Sensor and Manual Plumbing Products; by Jeff Watson; ph. ill. table; p. 98-108; Mar 07; TCS

Using PVC in Municipal Utilities; by David E. Beck; ph. ref. ill. dia. ill.; p. 58-67; July 07; TCS

See also HEATING, VENTILATING, AIR CONDITIONING; SOLAR

POLAND

Ruda Slaska; Residence; House with a Capsule; AR Award; KWK Promes; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl.; p. 84; May 07; AR

PORTUGAL

Coimbra; Bridge; Footbridge; Arup Advanced Geometry Unit; Structural Design by Antonio Adao da Fonseca; by Suzanne Stephens; ph. sec. pers.; p. 82; Aug 07; AR

Madeira; Arts Center; Casa das Mudas Centro das Artes; David Paulo; by David Cohn; ph. pl. sec.; p. 192-201; May 07; AR

Viera Do Minho; Residence; Valley House; AR Award; Guilherme Machado Vaz; by Rob Gregory; ph. sec.; p. 86; May 07; AR

PREFABRICATION

Finland, —; Prototypical Prefabricated House; Heikkinen & Komonen; by Catherine Slessor; ph. sec. elev. m.; p. 70; Jan 07; AR

Kansas, Kansas City; Modular 3 Residence; RA Design Award; Studio 804; by Meghan Druding; ph. pl.; p. 111; May 07; RA

Massachusetts, Lincoln; Carroll School Modular Classrooms; ARC/Architectural Resources; by David Barista; ph. ill.; p. 67-68, 75; Apr 07; BD&C

Upgraded Look of Modular Homes; by John Caulfield; ph. pl. ill.; p. 226-234; Feb 07; B

See also APARTMENT BUILDING; RESIDENCE; RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT, SPECULATIVE HOUSING

PUERTO RICO

San Juan; Residence; Casa Delpin; AR Award; Foster & Partners; by No author listed; ph. sec.; p. 80; May 07; AR

Q

QATAR

Doha; Hotel; Sports City Tower; AREP; Structural Design by Arup; by Sam Lubell; ph. pl. sec.; p. 146-149; Aug 07; AR
RECREATION (cont’d)

PARK (cont’d)

China, Xiamen; Park and New Town Upon the Fishponds; ASLA Award winner; Atelier DYG; by Paul Burkhardt; ill.; p. 121; July 07; LA

Colombia, Bucaramanga; Parque del Agua; Lorenzo Castro; Landscape Design by Leyva & Cascas; by Jimena Martignoni; ph. ill.; p. 114-121; May 07; LA

Colombia, Medellin; Barefoot Park; Felipe Uribe de Bedout; by Jimena Martignoni; ph. pl.; p. 102-108; Jan 07; LA

Colombia, Medellin; Park of Desires; Felipe Uribe de Bedout; by Jimena Martignoni; ph. pl.; p. 126-133; Apr 07; LA

Creating Open Space on Remnant Land; by Peter Gisolfi; ph. map; p. 74-76; Aug 07; LA

Denmark, Nordborg; Science Park and Exhibition Center; Jurgen Mayer H.; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pl.; p. 62-63; Dec 07; ARev

District of Columbia, Washington; Decline of the National Mall; by Marc Fisher; ph.; p. 135-136; Jan 07; LA

England, London; Jubilee Park Critique; Jacques Wirz; by Mark Hinshaw; ph.; p. 198-200; Oct 07; LA

Illinois, Chicago; Jay Pritzker Pavillon; Millennium Park; Frank Gehry; Sculpture by Anish Kapoor; by Ruth Lopez; ph.; p. 438-439; Mar 07; ID

Illinois, Chicago; Millennium Park Bicycle Station; Muller & Muller; by David Barista; ph.; p. 37-38; Oct 07; BD&C

Indiana, Indianapolis; Art and Nature Park; Indianapolis Museum of Art; Marlon Blackwell; Landscape Design by Landscape Studio; by Russell Fortmeyer; ph. cea ill. sec.; p. 149-157; July 07; AR

Louisiana, New Orleans; Role of Parks and Open Space in Rebuilt New Orleans; by Jennifer Zell; ill.; p. 100-103; Mar 07; LA

Mexico, Mexico City; Bosque de Chapultepec; Grupo de Diseño Urbano; by Brian Davis; ph.; p. 116-125; Apr 07; LA

Minnesota, Minneapolis; Grand Rounds; Joining history and ecological progress; Sanders, Wacker & Bergley; by Adam Regn Arvidson and Frank Edgerton Martin; ph. pl. ref.; p. 48-57; Nov 07; LA

New York, Battery Park City; Tear Drop Park; Michael van Valkenburgh; Art by Ann Hamilton; by Susan Hines; ph.; p. 94-103; Feb 07; LA

New York, Battery Park City; Teardrop Park Postoccupancy Study; Michael Van Valkenburgh; by Robin C. Moore; ph. pl. chart; p. 134-135; Dec 07; LA

New York, New York; Battery Bosque; Weisz & Yoes and Saratoga Associates; Lighting Design by Tillett Lighting Design; by William Weathersby, Jr.; ph. pl.; p. 155-156; Feb 07; AR

New York, New York; Bryant Park Redesign; Hanna/Olin; by Laurie Olin; ph.; p. 138-140; Mar 07; LA
RECREATION (cont'd)

PARK (cont'd)

New York, New York; Hudson River Park; Clinton and Clinton South segments; Dattner Architects and MKW; by Alex Ulam; ph. pl. map; p. 88-99; Aug 07; LA

New York, New York; Nontraditional Funding for Waterfront Parks; by Timothy Williams; ill.; p. 132; Aug 07; LA

New York, New York; Riverside Park South; Thomas Balsley; by Alex Ulam; ph. pl. sec.; p. 154-165; Oct 07; LA

New York, South Bronx; Barretto Point Park; Carol Qu; by Linda McIntyre; ph. pl.; p. 84-97; Dec 07; LA

North Carolina, Charlotte; U.S. National Whitewater Center; Liquid Design; Landscape Design by Cole/ Jenest & Stone; by Tim Neville; ph. pl. sec.; p. 98-105; Sept 07; A

Oregon, Mt. Hood; Timberline Lodge Amphitheater Restoration; Bramale Landscape Architecture; by Richard J. Zita; ph. det.; p. 68-73; June 07; LA

Parking Problems in City Parks; by Peter Harnik et al.; ill.; p. 162-164; July 07; LA

Proliferation of Green Spaces; by Jon Weinbach; ph. ill.; p. 80-85; Sept 07; LA

Texas, Houston; Sabine-to-Bagby Promenade; SWA Group; Lighting Design by L'Observatoire International; by David Sokol; ph.; p. 285-286; May 07; AR

Virginia, Blacksburg; Virginia Tech; by Stuart Silk; ph. ref. pl.; p. 355; Aug 07; LA

Washington, Seattle; Olympic Sculpture Park; Weiss/ Manfredi; Landscape Design by Charles Anderson; by Clifford A. Pearson; ph. pl. sec.; p. 110-117; July 07; AR

Washington, Seattle; Olympic Sculpture Park; Weiss/Manfredi; Landscape Design by Charles Anderson; by Clair Enlow; ph. ill.; p. 100-109; Aug 07; LA

Washington, Seattle; Olympic Sculpture Park; ASLA Award winner; Weiss/Manfredi; Landscape Design by Charles Anderson; by Paul Burkhardt; ph.; p. 114; July 07; LA

Wisconsin, Milwaukee; Historic Third Ward Riverwalk; AIA Honor Award; Engberg & Anderson; by Diana Lind; ph.; p. 149; May 07; AR

PLAYGROUND

New York, Bedford Hills; Correctional Facility Mother/Child Garden; by Daniel Winterbottom; ph. pl.; p. 38-47; Dec 07; LA

New York, New York; McNair Park and Playground; Nancy Prince, Alex Hart and Susan Coker; by Linda McIntyre; ph. pl.; p. 92-101; Sept 07; LA

RECREATION (cont'd)

PLAYGROUND (cont'd)

Thailand, Moo Baan Nua; Community Playground; Katherine Melcher; by Katherine Melcher; ph. ref. pl.; p. 40-53; June 07; LA

RECREATION CENTER

England, Formby; Public Swimming Pool Complex; Faidon, Clegg & Bradley; by No author listed; ph.; p. 104; Oct 07; ARev

Illinois, Chicago; Gary C. Comer Youth Center; John Ronan; by Lee Bey; ph. pl. ill. sec.; p. 80-85; Mar 07; A

Massachusetts, Plymouth; Stonebridge Club; Builder's Choice Award; SMOOK; by Cheryl Weber; ph.; p. 114; Oct 07; B

Oregon, Bend; Pronghorn Clubhouse; Builder's Choice Award; MAI Design Group; Landscape Design by J.A. Atkins; by Cheryl Weber; ph.; p. 146; Oct 07; B

SPORTS FACILITY

Alabama, Greensboro; Lions Park Baseball Field; Rural Studio; by No author listed; ph.; p. 79; Nov 07; A

California, San Diego; San Diego Padres Ballpark; BW/AR Award; Antoine Predock; by Christopher Kieran; ph.; p. 108; Nov 07; AR

China, Beijing; Water Cube; PTW and CSCEC; by Bob Gregory; ph. pl. sec.; p. 52-53; Dec 07; ARev

England, Scunthorpe; Scunthorpe Central Park Sports Academy; Andrew Wright; by Bob Gregory; pl. sec.; p. 65; Jan 07; ARev

Kuwait, Kuwait City; Kuwait Sports Shooting Club; Office da A; by Katie Gerfen; ph. pl. ill. sec.; p. 70-75; Jan 07; A

Louisiana, New Orleans; Rebuilding the Superdome Roof; Trahan Architects; by Robert L. Dye; ph. table ref.; p. 24-34; Oct 07; TCS

Ohio, Columbus; Carbon-Fiber Reinforced Polymers for Concrete Repair; by Michael Childress and David White; ph.; p. 94-98; Dec 07; TCS

Slovenia, Maribor; Football Stadium; Offs Architects; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pl. elev.; p. 59; Jan 07; ARev

Texas, —; Sophisticated Athletic Facilities for Schools; by Jeff Yoders; ph.; p. 36-40; May 07; BD&C

VISITOR CENTER

Texas, Helotes; Government Canyon Visitor Center; Lake & Flato; by Gideon Fink Shapiro; ph.; p. 48; June 07; A

Texas, Helotes; Government Canyon Visitor Center; Lake & Flato; by Russell Fortmeyer; ph. pl. cea; p. 149-157; July 07; AR

Texas, Mission; World Birding Center; AIA Honor Award; Lake & Flato; by Diana Lind; ph.; p. 137; May 07; AR

Virginia, Charlotteville, Near; Monticello Visitor Center; Ayers, Saint & Gross; by Thomas Fisher; ph. ill. sec. pl.; p. 37-40; Aug 07; A

See also COMMUNITY CENTER; GARDEN; HOTEL; NIGHT CLUB; PLAZA; SCHOOL; UNIVERSITY
RECYCLING
Illinois, Chicago; Chemical and Electronics Recycling Center; Harley Ellis Devereaux and GreenWorks Studio; by Jeff Yoders; ph.; p. 43; Oct 07; BD&C
Texas, Wichita Falls; Glass Manufacturing and Recycling; by Bradford McKee; ph.; p. 68-75; July 07; A
See also SUSTAINABLE ARCHITECTURE

REGIONAL PLANNING
See CITY AND REGIONAL PLANNING

RELIGIOUS BUILDING
England, London; St. Paul's Cathedral Kiosk; Make Architects; by Rob Gregory; ph. ill.; p. 34; Jan 07; ARev
Germany, Munich; Jewish Center; Wandel, Hoefer & Lorch; by No author listed; ph. sec. m. ill.; p. 90-93; Oct 07; ARev
Mexico, Mexico City; Meditation House; Pascal Arquitectos; by Deborah Wilk; ph.; p. 118-119; Dec 07; ID
New York, Greenwich Village; Christian Science Reading Room; Hanrahan & Meyers; by Amanda Kolson Hurley; ph. pl.; p. 62-63; June 07; A
Sudan, Khartoum; Meditation and Prayer Pavilion; Studio Tamassociati; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pl. sec.; p. 48-49; Dec 07; ARev
Switzerland, Heremence; Saint-Nicolas; Walter Forderer; by Mark McMenamin; ph.; p. 226-227; July 07; ID
Yemen, Rada; Restoration of Amiriya Complex; Aga Khan Award; Al-Radi & Al-Nasir; by Chris Abel; ph. pl.; p. 75; Nov 07; ARev

CATHEDRAL
Maryland, Baltimore; Basilica of the Assumption Renovation; John G. Waite; Original Design by Benjamin Henry Latrobe; by Bradford McKee; ph. pl. elev.; p. 62-67; Feb 07; A

CHAPEL
Finland, Turku; St. Henry's Ecumenical Art Chapel, Sanaksenaho Architects; by John Gendall; ph. pl.; p. 76-77; Feb 07; AR
Finland, Vantaa; Cemetery Chapel; Avanto Architects; by Catherine Slessor; ill. pl. elev. pers.; p. 54-55; Jan 07; ARev
France, Ronchamp; Notre-Dame-du-Haut; Le Corbusier; by Mark McMenamin; ph.; p. 224-225; July 07; ID

Germany, Mechnich; Bruder-Klaus-Feldkapelle; Atelier Zumthor; by Mark McMenamin; ph.; p. 220-221; July 07; ID
Japan, Osaka; White Chapel; Jun Aoki; by Naomi Pollock; ph. pl.; p. 84-85; July 07; AR
Mobile Chapel; Moorhead & Moorhead and Richard Moorhead; Art by Marjorie Schlossman; by David Sokol; ph.; p. 71-72; Aug 07; AR
Ohio, Columbus; St. Mary of the Springs; AIA Honor Award; Nagle, Hartrey, Danker, Kagan, McKay & Perney; by Diana Lind; ph.; p. 143; May 07; AR

RELIGIOUS BUILDING (cont'd)

CHURCH
France, Firminy; Eglise Saint-Pierre; Le Corbusier and Jose Oubrerie; by Sheila Kim-Jamet; ph.; p. 394-395; Mar 07; ID
France, Firminy; Saint-Pierre Church and Art Museum; Jose Oubrerie; Original Design by Le Corbusier; by Michael Webb; ph. pl. sec. ill.; p. 62-67; Mar 07; ARev
France, Firminy; Saint-Pierre Church; Le Corbusier and Jose Oubrerie; by Jeffrey Kipnis; ph. ill. pl. sec.; p. 108-115, 226; June 07; AR
Peru, Cruz de Asia; Community Church; Barclay & Crousse; by Catherine Slessor; ph. sec. m.; p. 57; Jan 07; ARev
Switzerland, Mogno; Chiesa di San Giovanni Battista; Mario Botta; by Mark McMenamin; pl.; p. 228-229; July 07; ID

MONASTERY
Czech Republic, Bohemia; Our Lady of Novy Dvur; John Pawson, Atelier Soukup and Benton, Corker & Marshall; by Joann Gonchar; ph. pl. sec.; p. 132—137; Sept 07; AR

TEMPLE
Chile, Santiago; Bahai Mother Temple for South America; PIA Award; Hariti Pontarini; by Katie Gerfen; ph. ill.; p. 76-77; Jan 07; A
Massachusetts, Springfield; Sinai Temple; Warren Platner; by Mark McMenamin; ph.; p. 218-219; July 07; ID
New York, New York; Temple Emanu-el Restoration; Beyer, Blinder & Belle, James W. Rhodes and Barteluce Architects; Original Design by Kohn, Butler & Stein; by Sara Hart; ph. pl. elev.; p. 150-153; June 07; AR
See also UNIVERSITY/RELIGIOUS BUILDING

REMODELING
See HISTORIC, PRESERVATION; Specific Building Type

RESEARCH
See ARCHITECTURAL RESEARCH; BEHAVIORAL STUDIES; RESEARCH FACILITY, LABORATORY; UNIVERSITY; Specific Subjects

RESEARCH FACILITY, LABORATORY
California, Pasadena; Honda Advanced Design Center; George Yu; by Sarah Amelar; ph. pl. ill.; p. 118-121; Sept 07; AR
California, Stanford; Global Ecology Research Center; EHDD; by Gideon Fink Shapiro; ph.; p. 44; June 07; A
Hawaii, Kailua-Kona; Hawaii Gateway Energy Center; Ferraro & Choi; by Gideon Fink Shapiro; ph.; p. 48; June 07; A
Norway, Spitzbergen; Svalbard Science Center; Jarmund & Vigsnes; by No author listed; ph.; p. 96-97; Oct 07; ARev
RESEARCH FACILITY, LABORATORY
(cont'd)
Ohio, Cincinnati; Ethicon Endo-Surgery Research and Development Center; Hixson Architecture; by Jay W. Schneider; ph. ph. pl.; p. 28-30; Mar 07; BD&C
Virginia, Leesburg; Janelia Farm Research Campus; Howard Hughes Medical Institute; Rafael Vinoly; by Suzanne Stephens; ph. pl. sec.; p. 116-125; Mar 07; AR
See also HOSPITAL; UNIVERSITY

RESIDENCE
ALABAMA
Greensboro; DESIGNhabitat 2 House; AIA Housing Award; Auburn School of Architecture; by Christopher Kieran; ph.; p. 206; July 07; AR

ARGENTINA
Parque Leleor; New Home; Martin Facundo; by Mario Lopez-Cordero; ph.; p. 68-72; Feb 07; ID

ARIZONA
—; Patio House; Rick Joy; by Catherine Slesor; pl. ill. sec.; p. 68; Jan 07; ARev

ARKANSAS
Johnson; Arkansas House; RA Design Award; Marlon Blackwell; Landscape Design by Landscape Studio; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph. pl.; p. 93; May 07; RA

AUSTRALIA
Brisbane, Queensland; Gully House; Bligh, Volier & Nield; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph. pl.; p. 61-63; Mar 07; RA
Perth; Dunedin Street Residence; AR Award; Iredale, Pedersen & Hook; by Rob Gregory; ph. sec.; p. 78; May 07; ARev

BAHAMAS
Elbow Cay; Beach House; SMP Architects; by Susan Maxman; ph.; p. 27-28; July 07; RA

CALIFORNIA
Bel Air; Osby Residence; RA Design Award; Pali & Fekete; Landscape Design by Blue Door Gardens; by Cheryl Weber; ph. pl.; p. 79; May 07; RA
Big Sur; Jackson Family Retreat; RA Design Award; Fougeron Architecture; Structural Design by Endres & Ware; by Cheryl Weber; ph. pl.; p. 109; May 07; RA
Hollywood Hills; Belzberg Residence; Belzberg Architects; by Edie Cohen; ph. pl.; p. 276-285; Nov 07; ID
Hollywood Hills; Residence Renovation; Lecture Office; by Edie Cohen; ph. pl.; p. S36-S42; Sept 07; ID
La Crescenta; Pittman Dowell Residence; P/A Award; Michael Maltzan; by Katie Gerfen; ph. m. pl.; p. 64-69; Jan 07; A
Los Angeles; Brentwood Residence; Builder's Choice Award; William Hefner; Landscape Design by Mia Lehrer; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph.; p. 140; Oct 07; B

RESIDENCE (cont'd)
CALIFORNIA (cont'd)
Los Angeles; Coconut House; Lee & Mundwiler; by Russell Fortmeyer; ph. pl.; p. 172-175; July 07; AR
Los Angeles; Glencoe Residence and Landscape; Marmol & Radziner; by Susan Hines; ph. pl.; p. 36-43; July 07; LA
Los Angeles; Horizon Residence and Landscape; Marmol & Radziner; by Susan Hines; ph. pl.; p. 36-43; July 07; LA
Los Angeles; House Renovation; Minarc; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. 162-169; June 07; ID
Los Angeles; House Renovation; Minarc; by Sheilla Kim-Jamet; ph.; p. 162-164; May 07; ID
Los Angeles; Kanye West House; Bonura Building Architects; Interior Design by Desiderata Design; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. 214-223; Aug 07; ID
Los Angeles; New Residence; Nicholas, Budd & Dutton; Interior Design by Kay Koller; by Edie Cohen; ph. pl.; p. 290-297; Oct 07; ID
Mill Valley; Sherman House; Lorcán O’Herlihy; by Michael Webb; ph. pl. sec.; p. 84-87; Feb 07; ARev
Palos Verdes Peninsula; Lunada Bay Residence; ASLA Award winner; Artecho Architecture; by Paul Burkhardt; ph.; p. 120-121; July 07; LA
Piedmont; Tsao Residence; Tsao & McKown and Finn & Laczkó; by Jen Renzi; ph. pl.; p. 145-153; June 07; ID
San Diego; Del Sur Ranch House; Builder’s Choice Award; Nick Fullerton; Interior Design by Design Line Interiors; by Sarah Whitman; ph.; p. 164; Oct 07; B
San Francisco; 1532 House; AIA Housing Award; Fougeron Architecture; by Christopher Kieran; ph.; p. 202; July 07; AR
San Francisco; Town House; Lundberg Design and Frost & Tsji; Landscape Design by Andrea Cochran; by Edie Cohen; ph. pl.; p. 180-189; Feb 07; ID
Santa Monica; 26 House; Livinghomes and Ray Kappe; by Gideon Fink Shapiro; ph.; p. 48; June 07; A
Santa Ynez; Wells House; Frederick Fisher; Interior Design by Brad Dunning; by Edie Cohen; ph. pl.; p. 250-257; July 07; ID
The Sea Ranch; Evans Residence; Tumbull, Griffin & Haesloop; by Lisa Findley; ph. pl. sec.; p. 194-196; Oct 07; AR
Venice; 1+3=1 House; Steffen Leisner, Ali Jeevanjee and Phillip Trigas; by Sam Lubell; ph. pl. ill.; p. 199-200; Oct 07; AR
Venice; Himmelhaus; Coop Himmelblau and Michael Hricak; Interior Design by Virginia Moede; by Michael Webb; ph. pl. sec.; p. 64-66; May 07; ARev
Venice; Umbrella House; AIA Honor Award; Pugh & Scarpa; by Diana Lind; p. 136; May 07; AR
Ventura; Mussel Shoals House; DesignARC; by Meghan Drueding; ph. pl.; p. 76-79; Sept 07; RA
RESIDENCE (cont'd)

CALIFORNIA (cont'd)

Woodside; Scoren Residence; Don Knorr; Interior Design by Alexander Girard; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. 468-477; Mar 07; ID

CANADA

Quebec, Saint-Edmond-de-Grantham; Les Abouts House; Pierre Thibault; by Jane F. Kolleeny; ph. ill. sec. pl.; p. 184-188; July 07; AR

Toronto; Home Remodel; Core Architects; Interior Design by Bryan Chartier; by Mark Pupo; ph.; p. S5-S8; Jan 07; ID

CHILE

Colilmo Peninsula; Casa Poli; Pezo & von Ellrichshausen; by Diana Lind; ph. pl. axon.; p. 120-127; Apr 07; AR

La Reserva, Colina; La Reserva House; AR Award; Sebastian Irrazaval; by No author listed; ph.; p. 81; May 07; AR

Santiago; Wall House; FAR; Frohn & Rojas; by Paul Finch; ph. pl. ill. sec.; p. 42-45; Dec 07; AR

COLORADO

Boulder; Boulder House; Thomas Phifer; by Vernon Mays; ph. pl. elev. m.; p. 84-85; Apr 07; A

Telluride; San Juan Ranch House; AIA Housing Award; Michael Shepherd; by Christpher Kieran; ph.; p. 202; July 07; AR

CONNECTICUT

New Canaan; Butman Barn; Builder's Choice Award; Agoos & Lovera; by Sarah Whitman; ph.; p. 130; Oct 07; B

New Canaan; Glass House Fundraiser; Merce Cunningham Dance Company; Philip Johnson; by Fred A. Bernstein; ph.; p. 204-213; Aug 07; ID

New Canaan; Glass House Public Opening; Philip Johnson; by Suzanne Stephens; ph.; p. 96-98; June 07; AR

Stamford; Mianus River Residence; RA Design Award; Kaehler & Moore; Landscape Design by Devore Associates; by Cheryl Weber; ph. pl.; p. 83; May 07; RA

Stonington; Stonington House; Builder's Choice Award; Estes & Twombly; Interior Design by Design Site; by Cheryl Weber; ph. pl. sec.; p. 92-93; Oct 07; B

Westport; Connecticut Country House; ASLA Award winner; Wesley Stout; by Paul Burkhardt; ph.; p. 120; July 07; LA

COSTA RICA

—; Seaside Residence; Gianni Botsford; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl. sec.; p. 80-83; Nov 07; AR

DENMARK

Joerlunde; Summerhouse; AR Award; Dorte Mandrup; by Rob Gregory; ph.; p. 86; May 07; AR

RESIDENCE (cont'd)

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

Washington; 2909 Remodel; Builder's Choice Award; Moore Architects; Landscape Design by Jordan & Hemonyan; by Kathleen Stanley; ph.; p. 138; Oct 07; B

Washington; House Renovation; David Jameson; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl. sec.; p. 60-61; Dec 07; AR

Washington; Q Place Residence; KUBE Architecture; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph.; p. 84-87; Sept 07; RA

Washington; Residence Remodel; Builder's Choice Award; Studio27; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph.; p. 162; Oct 07; B

Washington; Swiss Ambassador's Residence; Steven Holt; by Brian Carter; ph. pl. sec. ref.; p. 38-43; May 07; AR

ECUADOR

Quito; House 3; AR Award; Arquitectura X; by Rob Gregory; ph. sec.; p. 77; May 07; AR

ENGLAND

London; Christ Church Tower; Boyarsky & Murphy; Original Design by Christopher Wren; by Raymond Ryan and Sarah Amelar; ph. pl. sec.; p. 134-139; Apr 07; AR

London; House/Studio; AR Award; DSDHA; by No author listed; ph.; p. 85; May 07; AR

FINLAND

—; Prototypical Prefabricated House; Heikkinen & Komonen; by Catherine Slessor; ph. sec. elev. m.; p. 70; Jan 07; AR

FLORIDA

DeLand; Kinsley Place; Builder's Choice Award; Looney, Ricks & Kiss; Interior Design by Brooks Interior Design; by Jenny Sullivan; ph. pl.; p. 152; Oct 07; B

Miami; Riley and Bennett House; K/R Architects; by Michael Z. Wise; ph. ill. elev. m.; p. 47-50; Feb 07; A

Orlando; Builder 2007 Show Home; Morales & Keese; Interior Design by Saxon-Clark; by Jenny Sullivan; ph. pl.; p. 142-192; Feb 07; B

Orlando; New American Home 2007; Bloodgood, Sharp & Buster; Interior Design by Robb & Stucky; by Rich Binsacca; ph. sec. pl.; p. 118-144; Jan 07; B

Rosemary Beach; Laplante Residence; Builder's Choice Award; Looney, Ricks & Kiss; Landscape Design by JDP Design; by Jenny Sullivan; ph. pl.; p. 124; Oct 07; B

WaterSound; Tucker Bayou; Builder's Choice Award; Looney, Ricks & Kiss; by Jenny Sullivan; ph. pl.; p. 118; Oct 07; B

Windermere; Deco House, Lake Butler Sound; Deck railing; Builder's Choice Award; Mark Nasrallah; by Sola Ayeni-Blu; ph.; p. 166; Oct 07; B

FRANCE

Le Muy; Bernar Venet Residence and Gallery; Llamata & Berthier; by Lanie Goodman; ph.; p. 162-171; Feb 07; ID
RESIDENCE (cont'd)

GERMANY
Munich, near; Country House; Bernbe & Dellinger; by Otto Pohl; p. S45-S47; Apr 07; ID

HAWAII
Niuli; Ohana Guest House; Cutler & Anderson; by Robert Iy; ph. pl.; p. 128-133; Apr 07; AR

IDAHO
Julietta; Canyon House; Paul Hirzel; by Meghan Drueing; ph. pl.; p. 62-66; June 07; RA

ILLINOIS
Chicago; 1748 N. Winchester; RA Design Award; Studio Dwell; by Meghan Drueing; ph. pl.; p. 81; May 07; RA

Winnetta; House Makeover; Builder's Choice Award; Grunsfeld & Shaffer; Interior Design by Insight; by Pat Curry; ph. pl.; p. 100-101; Oct 07; B

INDIA
Ahmedabad, Gujarat; Patel Residence; AR Award; Matharoo Associates; by No author listed; ph. sec.; p. 82; May 07; ARev

INDONESIA
—; Winfred Hutabarat Residence; AR Award; Andramatini; by No author listed; ph.; p. 80; May 07; ARev

IOWA
Des Moines; Moen Pool and Guesthouse; RA Design Award; Herbert, Lewis, Kruse & Blunck; by Cheryl Weber; ph. pl. ill.; p. 98-99; May 07; RA

IRELAND
County Clare; Farmhouse; Jamie Fobert; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl. sec.; p. 50-55; May 07; ARev

JAPAN
Chiba; Coastal House; Sou Fujimoto; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl.; p. 56-57; Dec 07; ARev

Karuiizawa; Ring House; Takei & Nabeshima; by Naomi Pollock; ph. pl. elev.; p. 106-111; Apr 07; AR

Karuiizawa; Ring House; TNA; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl. sec.; p. 64-67; Dec 07; ARev

Nagano, near; Minami-Nagano Dental Clinic and Residence; Hiro Design Studio; by Sheila Kim-Jamet; ph.; p. 178-179; June 07; ID

Nagano; Residence; AR Award; Hideyuki Nakayama and Kenji Nawa; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl. sec.; p. 79; May 07; ARev

Osaka; Wakasa House; Workshop Hakomori Yuntrasast; by Michael Webb; ph. pl. ill. sec.; p. 56-59; May 07; ARev

Tateyama; O-House; Sou Fujimoto; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl. sec.; p. 56-61; Aug 07; ARev

Tokyo, Himonya; Mosaic House; TNA; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl. sec.; p. 62-65; Aug 07; ARev

Tokyo; Concrete House; Atelier Tekuto; by Kurt Handlbauer; ph.; p. S11-S14; Jan 07; ID

Tokyo; G House; Kamayachi & Harigai; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl. sec.; p. 74-75; Dec 07; ARev

RESIDENCE (cont'd)

JAPAN (cont'd)

Tokyo; Ghost House; Datar; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl. sec.; p. 71; Dec 07; ARev

Tokyo; Satos Residence; Atsushi Kitagawa; by Benjamin Budde; ph.; p. 85-88; July 07; ID

KANSAS
Douglas County; Kansas Longhouse; RA Design Award; Rockhill & Associates; by Meghan Drueing; ph. pl.; p. 77; May 07; RA

Kansas City; Modular 3 Residence; RA Design Award; Studio 804; by Meghan Drueing; ph. pl.; p. 111; May 07; RA

LEBANON
Faqua; Elie Saab Residence; ASLA Award winner; Vladimir Djurovic; by Paul Burkhardt; ph.; p. 116; July 07; LA

LUXEMBOURG
Dippach; Weber House/Workshop; AR Award; Steinmetz & De Meyer; by Rob Gregory; ph.; p. 84; May 07; ARev

MALAYSIA
Kuala Lumpur; Malaysian Villa; Small Projects; by Craig Kellogg; ph. pl.; p. 79-82; Oct 07; ID

MARYLAND
Baltimore; Frick Mansion Interior Renovation; Ames Studio and Hailey Design; Original Design by John Russell Pope; by Vernon Mays; ph. elev.; p. 130-132; Feb 07; ID

Bethesda; Residence; RA Design Award; David Jameson; by Cheryl Weber; ph.; p. 87; May 07; RA

Taylor's Island; Loblolly House; Kieran & Timberlake; by Clifford A. Pearson; ph. pl. ill. sec.; p. 140-146; Apr 07; AR

Taylor's Island; Loblolly House; AIA Housing Award; Kieran & Timberlake; by Christopher Kieran; ph.; p. 203; July 07; AR

Taylor's Island; Loblolly House; Lightweight facade system; R+D Award; Kieran & Timberlake; by Katie Gerfen; ph. ill.; p. 74-79; Sept 07; A

 MASSACHUSETTS
Lincoln; Farrat Pond residence; ASLA Award winner; Mikyoung Kim; by Paul Burkhardt; ph.; p. 119; July 07; LA

Nantucket; Vacation Home; Builder's Choice Award; Lilley & Dadagian; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph.; p. 150; Oct 07; B

Newton; Oxford House Adaptive Reuse; Builder's Choice Award; Khaleda Design; by Kathleen Stanley; ph.; p. 108; Oct 07; B

MEXICO
Malinalco; Malinalco House; ASLA Award winner; Grupo de Diseño Urbano; by Paul Burkhardt; ph.; p. 117; July 07; LA

Malinalco; Schjetnan Pueblo and Garden; Mario Schjetnan; ph.; p. 52-58; May 07; LA

MICHIGAN
Harbert; Holabird Weekend Home; Kuklinski & Rappe; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph. pl.; p. 56-61; June 07; RA
RESIDENCE (cont'd)

NEBRASKA
Omaha; Brown House; Randy Brown; by Russell Fortmeyer; ph. pl. sec.; p. 112-119; Apr 07; AR
Omaha; House Addition; Randy Brown; by Annie Block; ph.; p. 62-65; Dec 07; ID

NEVADA
Lake Tahoe; Lake Tahoe House; Lake & Flato; by Stephen Sharpe; pl.; p. 202-204; Oct 07; AR

NEW MEXICO
Santa Fe; Private Residence; Lake & Flato; by Meghan Drueding; ph. pl.; p. 72-75; Sept 07; RA

NEW YORK
Bridgehampton; Hampton House Renovation; Highland Associates; Interior Design by Betty Wasserman; by Raul Barreneche; ph. pl.; p. 198-207; July 07; ID
Bridgehampton; House Renovation; Steven Harris and ReesRoberts Partners; Original Design by Norman Jaffe; by Alastair Gordon; ph.; p. 400-409; Mar 07; ID
East Hampton; Lewing Residence; DiCicco Vinci Architects; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph.; p. 50-53; July 07; RA
Lake George; Inverted Guest House; Peter L. Gluck; by Clifford A. Pearson; ph. pl. sec.; p. 180-182; July 07; AR
Lake Mahopac; Petra Island House; Frank Lloyd Wright; by Jenny Sullivan; ph.; p. 40; Feb 07; B
Montauk; Montauk Compound; Pentagram; by Jane F. Kolleeny; ph. pl. sec.; p. 190-193; Oct 07; AR
New Paltz; House at the Shawangunks; AIA Housing Award; Bohlin, Cywinski & Jackson; by Christopher Kieran; ph.; p. 202; July 07; AR
New York; Hymowitz Residence; Michael Zenreich; Interior Design by Julie Hillman; by Dan Shaw; ph.; p. 252-261; Oct 07; ID
Sagaponack; East End Retreat; Michael Lomont; by Jenny Sullivan; ph. pl.; p. 106—107; Mar 07; B
Shelter Island; Free-Form House; Shigeru Ban; by Rob Gregory; ph. sec. m.; p. 71; Jan 07; AR
Southampton; Compound; Shelton & Mindel; by Deborah Wilk; ph.; p. 42-45; Dec 07; ID
Upstate; Summer House; UNStudio; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pl. sec.; p. 68-73; May 07; AR
Upstate; ViLLa NM; UNStudio; by Suzanne Stephens; ph. pl. sec. ill.; p. 98-105; Apr 07; AR

NORTH CAROLINA
Raleigh; Salter Residence; Jill Salter; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph. pl.; p. 54-57; June 07; RA

NORWAY
Hemsedal; Ski Chalet Skarsnuten; Div.A; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph.; p. 54-57; July 07; RA

RESIDENCE (cont'd)

NORWAY (cont'd)
Oslo; Triangle House; AR Award; Jamund & Vignes; by No author listed; ph. elev.; p. 87; May 07; AR

POLAND
Ruda Slaska; House with a Capsule; AR Award; KKW Promes; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl.; p. 84; May 07; AR

PORTUGAL
Lugar Das Carvalhinhas; Hillside Residence; Alvaro Leite Siza; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pl. sec.; p. 44-49; May 07; AR
Viera Do Minho; Valley House; AR Award; Guilherme Machado Vaz; by Rob Gregory; ph. sec.; p. 86; May 07; AR

PUERTO RICO
San Juan; Casa Delpin; AR Award; Fuster & Partners; by No author listed; ph. sec.; p. 80; May 07; AR

RHODE ISLAND
Jamesstown; Osprey House; Builder's Choice Award; Estes & Twombly; by Cheryl Weber; ph. pl.; p. 144; Oct 07; B

SOUTH AFRICA
Cape Town, Higgovale; Cape Town Residence; Van der Merwe Miezewski; Landscape Design by Tarna Kitzner; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl. sec.; p. 84-87; June 07; AR
East London, Idgoda River; Beach House; Design Workshop; by Matthew Barac; ph. sec.; p. 74-77; July 07; AR
Vaalwater, Limpopo; Lengau Lodge; DRY Design; by Meghan Drueding; pl.; p. 57-59; Mar 07; RA

SOUTH CAROLINA
Mount Pleasant; Low-Country Residence; Frank Harmon; Landscape Design by Judy Harmon; by Beth Broome; ph. sec. axon.; p. 176-179; July 07; AR

SOUTH KOREA
Heiry Art Valley; Loop House; AR Award; NL Architects; by Rob Gregory; ph. ill.; p. 83; May 07; AR

SPAIN
Ibeza Island; Vacation Home; Vicens & Ramos; by Mario Lopez-Cordero; ph.; p. S16-S20; Jan 07; ID
La Florida; House; Selgas & Cano; by Raul Barreneche; ph. pl.; p. 152-159; Jan 07; ID
Lanzarote; Fundacion Cesar Manrique; Cesar Manrique; by Sheila Kim-Janet; ph.; p. 392-393; Mar 07; ID
Llafrenc; Costa Brava Residence; U.D.A. Arquitectos; by Mario Lopez-Cordero; ph.; p. S16-S20; Apr 07; ID
Madrid; Atika Concept House; ACTXT; by Marisa Bartolucci; ph.; p. 100-104; Nov 07; ID
Salamanca; House of the Horizon; Jesus Aparicio; by Raul Barreneche; ph. pl.; p. 138-145; Feb 07; ID
RESIDENCE (cont'd)

SPAN (cont'd)
Zahora; Casa Guerrero; Alberto Campo Baeza; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pl. sec.; p. 60-63; May 07; AR

SWEDEN
Arjeng: Dragapelhuset; 24H Architecture; by Beth Broome; ph. pl. sec.; p. 132-135; Jan 07; AR

SWITZERLAND
Lugano; Rossinelli House; AR Award; Nicola Probst; by Rob Gregory; ph. sec.; p. 76; May 07; AR

TENNESSEE
Chattanooga; Williams Street Live/Work Studio; Hefferlin & Kronenberg; by Meghan Drueing; ph. pl.; p. 66-69; Jan 07; RA

HARBOR TOWN; Orange House; Archimania; by Jenny Sullivan; ph. pl.; p. 102-104; Mar 07; B

TEXAS
Austin; Niland Residence; Andersson & Wise; by Laura Fisher Kaiser; ph. pl.; p. 276-283; Oct 07; ID

Eulogy: Freezer Panel Walkout; RA Design Award; Shipley Architects; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph.; p. 89; May 07; RA

HICO; Guesthouse and Party Barn; RA Design Award; Shipley Architects; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph. pl.; p. 97; May 07; RA

WHITNEY; Hill Country Residence; Russell Buchanan; Interior Design by Kathleen Munoz; by Amy Prince; ph.; p. S35-S38; Apr 07; ID

TURKEY
Kaz Mountain; Lakeside House; AR Award; Boran Ekinci; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl.; p. 83; May 07; AR

UTAH
—; Nova House; Builder Award; Kwan & Henni; by Carolyn Weber; ph. pl.; p. 136; June 07; B

WASHINGTON
Bainbridge Island; Bainbridge Island Residence; Miles Yanick; by Jenny Sullivan; ph. pl.; p. 108-109; Mar 07; B

Camaro Island; Camaro Cabin; Vandeventer & Carlander; by Jane F. Kolleeny; ph. pl. sec. axon.; p. 136-138; Jan 07; AR

Mercer Island; Lake Washington Residence; Miller & Hull; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph. pl.; p. 53-55; Mar 07; RA

Orondo; Gaffney/Rankin Residence; SkB Architects; by Meghan Drueing; ph.; p. 58-61; July 07; RA

Seattle; Bradfield Residence; Brandt Design Group; by Lynne Meredith Schreiber; ph.; p. 47-48; June 07; B

Skykomish; Tye River Cabin; AIA Housing Award; Olson, Sundberg, Kundig & Allen; by Christopher Kieran; ph.; p. 203; July 07; AR

Winthrop; Delta Shelter; AIA Housing Award; Olson, Sundberg, Kundig & Allen; by Christopher Kieran; ph.; p. 203; July 07; AR

RESIDENCE (cont'd)

WISCONSIN
Green Lake; Camouflage House; Builder’s Choice Award; Johnsen & Schmaling; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph. pl.; p. 128; Oct 07; B

Green Lake; Camouflage House; RA Design Award; Johnsen & Schmaling; by Meghan Drueing; ph. pl. sec.; p. 44-47; May 07; RA

WYOMING
Pinedale; New Fork Social Club Residence; RA Design Award; Carney Architects; Landscape Design by Hershberger Design; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph. pl.; p. 85; May 07; RA

Wapiti Valley; Wapiti Valley Residence; RA Design Award; Ryker & Nave; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph. ill. m.; p. 101; May 07; RA

See also APARTMENT BUILDING; APARTMENT DEVELOPMENT, MULTIPLE BUILDING GROUP; BATHROOM; GARDEN; HISTORIC, PRESERVATION; INTERIOR DESIGN; KITCHEN; RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT, SPECULATIVE HOUSING

RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT, SPECULATIVE HOUSING

Arizona, Scottsdale; Casitas at Silverleaf; Builder Award; BBG Architects; by Carolyn Weber; ph. pl.; p. 125; June 07; B

California, Campbell; Park Town Place; Builder Award; Seidel & Holzman; by Carolyn Weber; ph. pl.; p. 132; June 07; B

California, Carlsbad; Mystic Point; Starck Architecture; Landscape Design by Howard & Associates; by Jenny Sullivan; ph. pl.; p. 121; Aug 07; B

California, Chula Vista; Atrium at EastLake Villas; R. Douglas Mansfield; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 97; Mar 07; B

California, Chula Vista; Saguaro at Windwalk; McKinley & Associates; Landscape Design by Gillespie, Moody & Patterson; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 124; May 07; B

California, La Mesa; Serramar at La Mesa; Newman, Garrison & Gilmour and Bassenian & Lagoni; by Pat Curry; ph. pl.; p. 53-56; Oct 07; B

California, Los Angeles; The Mercury Adaptive Reuse Project; Thomas P. Cox; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 138; Feb 07; B

California, Morgan Hill; Royal Court Affordable Housing; Builder’s Choice Award; KTGY Group; Landscape Design by Dillon Design; by Sarah Whitman; ph.; p. 104; Oct 07; B

California, Napa; Carneros Inn; AIA Honor Award; William Rawn, Caspar Mol and et al.; by Diana Lind; ph.; p. 156; May 07; AR

California, Palm Springs; Biltmore Colony; RA Design Award; DesignARC; Landscape Design by Michael Schneider; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph. pl.; p. 71; May 07; RA

California, Playa Vista; The Park Houses at Playa Vista; Builder’s Choice Award; B3 Architects; by Pat Curry; ph. pl.; p. 136; Oct 07; B
RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT, SPECULATIVE HOUSING (cont’d)

California, Redding; Parkview; New Urban Builders; Landscape Design by Alpine Landscaping; by Jenny Sullivan; ph. pl.; p. 118; Aug 07; B

California, Roseville; SOLARplus Communities; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph.; p. 44; Feb 07; B

California, San Diego; Sanctuary at The Estates at StoneBridge; Lim Chang & Rohling; Landscape Design by van Dyke Landscape; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 101; Sept 07; B

California, San Diego; Scripps Preserve at The Estates at StoneBridge; Case Group; Landscape Design by M.W. Peltz; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 83; Aug 07; B

California, San Francisco; Chattanoonga Street Duplex; Builder’s Choice Award; Zack & De Vito; by Megan Lane Patrick; ph. pl.; p. 98; Oct 07; B

California, Winchester; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 135; Feb 07; B

Florida, Boynton Beach; Green Cay Village; by Pat Curry; ph. pl.; p. 67-70; May 07; B

Florida, Lakeland; BridgeWater Development; by Pat Curry; ph.; p. 51-54; Nov 07; B

Georgia, Atlanta; Eastside Walk; Classical Concepts; by Pat Curry; ph. pl.; p. 45-48; Dec 07; B

Growth of High-Rise Apartment Building; by John Caulfield; ph. ill.; p. 186-194; Jan 07; B

Hawaii, Maui; Wailea Beach Villas; Scheurer Architects; Interior Design by Philipotts & Associates; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 202-203; Jan 07; B

Illinois, Champaign; Douglas Square; Builder’s Choice Award; Landon, Bone & Baker; Landscape Design by McKay Landscape; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph. pl.; p. 112; Oct 07; B

Illinois, Chicago; New Homes for South Chicago; Sam Marts and Landon, Bone & Baker; by Jenny Sullivan; ph.; p. 140-141; July 07; B

Illinois, Chicago; University Commons; Builder’s Choice Award; Pappageorge & Haymes; Landscape Design by Daniel Weinbach; by Cheryl Weber; ph.; p. 102-103; Oct 07; B

Increased Demand for Attached Homes; by John Caulfield; ph. ill. table; p. 144-154; June 07; B

Indiana, South Bend; Lafayette Falls; David Weiss; by Pat Curry; ph. pl. elev.; p. 49-52; Apr 07; B

Japan, Tokyo; Six Houses; Ryue Nishizawa; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl.; p. 40-45; Aug 07; AREv

Kansas, Junction City; The Village at Freedom Place; Deam & Deam; by Pat Curry; ph. pl.; p. 59-62; Sept 07; B

Maryland, Centreville; Symphony Village; Architectural Collaborative; Landscape Design by Denison Landscaping; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 204-206; Jan 07; B

Maryland, Laurel; Drees Homes at Central Park at Victoria Falls; Drees Homes; Interior Design by Design Environments; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 140; Feb 07; B

RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT, SPECULATIVE HOUSING (cont’d)

Massachusetts, Springfield; Forest Park; Ames Design; by Jenny Sullivan; ph.; p. 125; Nov 07; B

Michigan, Detroit; Woodbridge Estates; Builder’s Choice Award; Kadushin Associates; by Jenny Sullivan; ph. pl.; p. 158; Oct 07; B

Michigan, Fowlerville; Silver Springs; Prince Architecture; by Jenny Sullivan; ph.; p. 126; Nov 07; B

Michigan, Novi; Knightsbridge Gate; DJW; Landscape Design by Calvin Hall; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 84; Aug 07; B

Michigan, South Lyon; Charleston Park; TK Design; Interior Design by AK Designs; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 98; Mar 07; B

Missouri, St. Charles; Charlestowne Entry-Level Homes; Mitchell Wall & Associates; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 136; Feb 07; B

New Jersey, Bridgeton; Bridgeton Hope VLI; AIA Housing Award; Torti & Gallas; by Christopher Kieran; ph.; p. 204; July 07; AR

New Mexico, Albuquerque; Arbola de Vida; Affordable housing; by Pat Curry; ph.; p. 108-114; July 07; B

New York, Brooklyn; 262 Bond Street Duplex; Coggan, Crawford & Schaut; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph. pl.; p. 74-77; Jan 07; RA

Oregon, Powell Butte; Brasada Ranch; Builder’s Choice Award; CCY Architects; Interior Design by Ranch House Interiors; by Jenny Sullivan; ph. pl.; p. 88-90; Oct 07; B

Oregon, Wilsonville; Villebois Community; Iversen Architects; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 82-83; Dec 07; B

Pennsylvania, Easton; The Highlands of Glenmoor; Feinberg & Associates; Landscape Design by Godlewsky Landscape; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 98; Mar 07; B

Pennsylvania, Philadelphia; Martin Luther King Plaza; Builder’s Choice Award; Torti & Gallas; Landscape Design by Brickman Group; by Pat Curry; ph.; p. 116; Oct 07; B

South Carolina, Okatie; Oldfield at Lakeside Village; Builder’s Choice Award; Dominick Tringali; by Cheryl Weber; ph. ill.; p. 96-97; Oct 07; B

Texas, College Station; Southern Trace; Stylecraft Builders; Landscape Design by Robert Ruth; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 51-54; Aug 07; B

Texas, Houston; Prince Street Carriage Homes; Bensons Homes; by Jenny Sullivan; ph. pl.; p. 120; Aug 07; B

Texas, Houston; The 505; AIA Housing Award; Collaborative Designworks; by Christopher Kieran; ph.; p. 204; July 07; AR

Virginia, Norfolk; East Beach Community; East Beach Design Professionals Guild; Master Planning by Duany & Plater-Zyberk; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 80-81; Dec 07; B

Washington, Issaquah; The Harmony Collection at Dahlia Park; Weber & Thompson; by Jenny Sullivan; ph. pl.; p. 119; Aug 07; B
RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT, SPECULATIVE HOUSING (cont’d)

Washington, Kirkland; Danielson Grove; AIA Housing Award; Ross Chapin; by Christopher Kieran; ph.; p. 204; July 07; AR
Washington, Kirkland; Danielson Grove; RA Design Award; Ross Chapin; Landscape Design by Cottage Company; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph.; elev.; p. 73; May 07; RA
Washington, Seattle; High Point Community; AIA Housing Award; Mithun Partners; by Christopher Kieran; ph.; p. 204; July 07; AR
Washington, Seattle; High Point Community; AIA/HUD Award; Mithun Partners; by Christopher Kieran; ph.; p. 208; July 07; AR
Washington, Seattle; High Point; Builder Award; Mithun Partners; by Kathleen Stanley; ph.; p. 126-127; June 07; B

MARKETING, SALES
Aggressive Marketing Tools; by Deborah Leopold; ph.; p. 37-38; Feb 07; B
Branded Model Homes; by John Caufield; ph.; p. 79-80; Feb 07; B
Car Giveaway Sales Technique; by Rich Binsacca; ph.; p. 70; Jan 07; B
Colorado, Greenwood Village; Sales/Marketing Event; The Landmark mixed-use project; by Rich Binsacca; ph.; p. 100; Feb 07; B
Florida, Sunny Isles Beach; Regalia Tower Marketing; by Rich Binsacca; ph.; p. 86; May 07; B
Hiring Actors for Marketing; by Rich Binsacca; ph.; p. 69; Jan 07; B
John Laing Homes Advertising Strategy; by Rich Binsacca; ph.; p. 62; Aug 07; B
Michigan, Wyoming; The Villas at Riverton; Single floor homes; Epcon Communities and Coponen Architects; by Pat Curry; ph.; p. 65-66; Feb 07; B
Nevada, Reno; Promotion for Fallen Leaf at Galena; by Rich Binsacca; ph.; p. 86; May 07; B
North Carolina, Lake Lure; Grand Opening at Firefly Cove; by Rich Binsacca; ill.; p. 85; May 07; B
Ohio, West Chester; The Villages at River Bend; Oak Leaf Homes marketing strategy; by Rich Binsacca; ph.; p. 62; Aug 07; B
Oregon, Lake Oswego; Renaissance Homes Marketing Strategy; by Rich Binsacca; ph.; p. 61; Aug 07; B
Partnering wit Nonprofit Groups; by Rich Binsacca; Ill.; p. 70; Jan 07; B
Pennsylvania, —; Preferred Lender Program; by Rich Binsacca; ph.; p. 100; Feb 07; B
Texas, Missouri City; Home Finder Center at Sienna Plantation; Terry Productions; by Rich Binsacca; ph.; p. 99; Feb 07; B

SITE DEVELOPMENT
Community Land Trusts Lower Home Cost; by John Caufield; ill.; p. 42; Feb 07; B
Minnesota, Minneapolis; Heritage Park Neighborhood; Kestrel Design Group; Landscape Design by SRF Consulting Group; by Linda McIntyre; ph. pl. dia. ill.; p. 52-63; Jan 07; LA

RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT, SPECULATIVE HOUSING (cont’d)

SITE DEVELOPMENT (cont’d)
Mississippi, McHenry; Horizon Planned Community; by John Caufield; ill. map; p. 47-48; Mar 07; B
Pennsylvania, Chester County; New Daleville Neotraditional Subdivision; Wittold Rybczynski; by Linda McIntyre; ph. pl. ill. ref.; p. 98-103; May 07; LA
Washington, Tacoma; Salishan Neighborhood Revitalization; Builder’s Choice Award; Torti & Gallas; Landscape Design by Berger Partnership; by Pat Curry; ph.; p. 134; Oct 07; B

SPEC RESIDENCE
California, Los Angeles; Icon at Playa Vista - Plan 3; Builder Award; JZMK; by Jenny Sullivan; ph. pl.; p. 124; June 07; B
California, Los Angeles; Icon at Playa Vista - Plan 4; Builder’s Choice Award; JZMK; by Sarah Whitman; ph.; p. 160; Oct 07; B
California, Mountain House; Acacia - Plan 2; Builder Award; Dahlin Group; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 138; June 07; B
California, Newport Beach; SeaCrest - White Residence (Plan 2); Builder Award; ForestStudio and Ritter Group; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 130; June 07; B
Nebraska, Omaha; Hidden Creek Residences; Randy Brown; by J. Michael Welton; ph. elev.; p. 68-72; June 07; ID

TOWNHOUSE
California, Alison Viejo; Latitudes South at Vanits; Builder’s Choice Award; William Hezmalhalch; Landscape Design by Urban Arena; by Jenny Sullivan; ph. pl.; p. 120; Oct 07; B
California, Hercules; Victoria Green; BAR Architects; by Jenny Sullivan; ph. pl.; p. 135-136; July 07; B
California, Los Angeles; Icon at Playa Vista - Plan 1; Builder’s Choice Award; JZMK; by Sarah Whitman; ph.; p. 160; Oct 07; B
California, Mira Loma; Serafina Townhouses; KTG Group; by Pat Curry; ph. pl.; p. 59-62; July 07; B
California, Rancho Cucamonga; Three-65 at Victoria Gardens; Builder’s Choice Award; Bassanian & Lagoni; Landscape Design by Collaborative West; by Megan Lane Patrick; ph.; p. 110; Oct 07; B
Colorado, Denver; Sky Terrace; Builder Award; Woodley Architectural Group; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 128; June 07; B
Florida, Jacksonville; Providence Island at Queen’s Harbour; Evans Group; Landscape Design by Genesis Group; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 84; Aug 07; B
Illinois, Chicago; Chicago Town House Renovation; Florian Architects; by Jay Pridmore; ph.; p. 192-199; June 07; ID
Illinois, Chicago; Eastgate Village; Bauhs, Dring, Seglin & Main; Landscape Design by Daniel Weinbach; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 124; May 07; B
RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT, SPECULATIVE HOUSING (cont’d)

TOWNHOUSE (cont’d)

Illinois, Orland Park; Orland Park Crossing: Bloodgood, Sharp & Buster; Landscape Design by Pugsley & LaHaie; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 123; May 07; B

Massachusetts, Boston, Near; Clifton Street Condominiums; AR Award; UN Architect; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl.; p. 76; May 07; ARev

New York, —; Town House; Site; by Sheila Kim-Jamet; ph.; p. 398-399; Mar 07; ID

New York, New York; Town House; Steven Harris and Lucien Rees-Roberts; by Deborah Wilk; ph.; p. 50-51; Dec 07; ID

Oregon, Portland; Riverscape Townhomes; Leeb Architects; by Jenny Sullivan; ph.; p. 123; Nov 07; B

Rhode Island, Providence; Smith Hill Revitalization; Donald Powers; by Jenny Sullivan; ph. pl.; p. 138-139; July 07; B

Texas, Houston; The 505; RA Design Award; Collaborative Designworks; by Meghan Drueing; ph. pl.; p. 66-67; May 07; RA

See also APARTMENT DEVELOPMENT, MULTIPLE BUILDING GROUP; ELDERLY HOUSING; UNIVERSITY/RESIDENTIAL

RESORT

See HEALTH CARE, HEALTH CENTER; HOTEL; RECREATION

RESTAURANT

California, Los Angeles; Blue Velvet Restaurant-Lounge; Tag Front; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. 56-60; July 07; ID

California, Los Angeles; The Orchard; Johnston Marklee; Lighting Design by F.I.R.E. L.T.D.; by Russell Fortmeyer; ph. ill.; p. 202-203; Nov 07; AR

California, San Francisco; Wichcraft Restaurant; Bentel & Bentel and Mark Horton; by James Nestor; ph.; p. 102-106; Oct 07; ID

China, Beijing; Nishimura; CL3 Architects; by Deborah Wilk; ph.; p. 94-95; Dec 07; ID

China, Beijing; Shangri-La Hotel and Nishimura Restaurant; CL3 Architects; Lighting Design by Light Source International; by Andrew Yang; ph.; p. 219-226; June 07; ID

Chipotle Restaurants; by Amanda Kolson Hurley; ph.; p. 56-58; June 07; A

England, Littlehampton; East Beach Cafe; Thomas Heatherwick; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pl.; p. 50-51; Dec 07; ARev

England, Littlehampton; East Beach Cafe; Heatherwick Studio; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pl.; p. 20-21; Aug 07; ARev

France, Ilhaueheur; Auberje de l’Ill, Alsace; Silvio Rauseo; Interior Design by Patrick Jouin; by Ian Phillips; ph.; p. 208-215; July 07; ID

Illinois, Chicago; Blueprint Restaurant; VOA Associates; by Bradley Lincoln; ph. pl.; p. 284-289; Oct 07; ID

Illinois, Chicago; Tru Restaurant; Johnson Studio; by Ruth Lopez; ph.; p. 422-423; Mar 07; ID

RESTAURANT (cont’d)

Japan, Tokyo; Kimukatsu Restaurant; Hironaka Ogawa; Lighting Design by Matsushita Electric Works; by Sheila Kim-Jamet; ph.; p. 168-170; May 07; ID

Nevada, Las Vegas; Stripsteak Restaurant; Super Potato; Lighting Design by Paul Steelman; by Kurt Handlbauer; ph. pl.; p. 146-153; Feb 07; ID

New York, Brooklyn; Cherry's Global Soul Restaurant; Rickenbacker & Leung; by Annie Block; ph.; p. 86-88; June 07; ID

New York, New York; Boqueria Restaurant; Meyer & Davis; by Marc Kristal; ph.; p. 68-70; Jan 07; ID

New York, New York; Landmarc Restaurant; Pierpoint Architecture; Interior Design by Clodagh Design; by Craig Kellogg; ph.; p. 294-301; Sept 07; ID

New York, New York; P’ong Restaurant; Arata Isozaki; Lighting Design by Lumen Architecture; by Dan Shaw; ph.; p. 66-68; July 07; ID

New York, New York; STK Restaurant; iCrave Design; by Rebecca Flint Marx; ph.; p. 128-134; Sept 07; ID

New York, New York; The Modern; AIA Honor Award; Bentel & Bentel; by Diana Lind; ph.; p. 142; May 07; AR

Spain, Olot; Lodging Pavilions at Les Cols Restaurant; RCR; by Beth Broome; ph.; p. 79-80; Apr 07; ID

Taiwan, Taipei; Ecoh Canteen; Xiu Xiu Institute; Ho & Hou; Interior Design by E15 Design; by Craig Kellogg; ph.; p. S27-S30; Apr 07; ID

Texas, Dallas; W Dallas Victory Hotel and Residences; HKS; Interior Design by Bentel & Bentel; by David Dillon; ph. pl.; p. 146-149; Oct 07; AR

Vietnam, Binh Duong; Wind and Water Cafe; Vo Trong Nghia; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl. elev.; p. 81; Dec 07; ARev

See also CLUB; HOTEL; NIGHT CLUB; OFFICE BUILDING/INTERIORS

RESTORATION

See HISTORIC, PRESERVATION; LANDSCAPE RESTORATION; Specific Building Type

RETIREMENT HOUSING

See ELDERLY HOUSING; HOUSING; RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT, SPECULATIVE HOUSING

RHODE ISLAND

Jamestown; Residence; Osprey House; Builder’s Choice Award; Estes & Twombly; by Cheryl Weber; ph. pl.; p. 144; Oct 07; B

Providence; Library; Fleet Library Renovation; Rhode Island School of Design; Office dA; Original Design by York & Sawyer; by Clifford A. Pearson; ph. pl. ill.; p. 200-203; June 07; AR

Providence; Residential Development, Speculative Housing/Townhouse; Smith Hill Revitalization; Donald Powers; by Jenny Sullivan; ph. pl.; p. 138-139; July 07; B
ROOF, ROOFING (cont’d)

Ten Keys to Sustainable Roofing; by Thomas W. Hutchinson; ph. ref.; p. 46-56; June 07; TCS

Thermal Insulation and Cover Boards; by Bernie Oberreiner; ph. chart; p. 58-66; June 07; TCS

Through-Wall Flashing Failures; by Deborah Slaton and David S. Patterson; ph.; p. 106; Sept 07; TCS

Virginia, Falls Church; Yorketown Square; Green roof retrofit; Building Logics; Landscape Design by Emory Knoll Farms; by Linda McIntyre; ph. ill.; p. 60-65; Dec 07; LA

Washington, Seattle; Washington Mutual Bank; Conventional roof garden; NBBJ; Landscape Design by Phillips, Farevaag & Smallenberg; by Linda McIntyre; ph. elev.; p. 94-101; Nov 07; LA

Waterproofing Options for Green Roofs; by Gary W. Whitemore; ph. ref. ill. table; p. 84-94; Apr 07; TCS

Zinc in Architecture; by Layne Evans; ph. cea; p. 165-168; Dec 07; AR

RURAL DESIGN

California, Sonoma County; Sonoma Barn; Aidlin & Darling; by John King; ph. pl.; p. 82-83; July 07; AR

SAFETY

Blast Test Standards and Methods for Glazing; by Steven Samuels; ph. table ill.; p. 66-76; May 07; TCS

Designing for Pedestrian Safety; by Sally Augustin; ill.; p. 68-69; Dec 07; LA

Safety Concepts Influence Hospital Design; by Jay W. Schneider; ph. pl. ill.; p. 32-38; Jan 07; BD&C

Safety Standards for Lightning Protection; by Kim Loehr; ph. ill.; p. 70-78; July 07; TCS

See also FIRE PROTECTION; HAZARDS; SECURITY

SCHOOL

California, Silver Lake; Camino Nuevo High School; Daly & Genik; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl. ill.; p. 64; Jan 07; AREv

Connecticut, New Haven; School Overhaul in New Haven; Roberta Washington, Amen-ta/Emma and Pelli, Clarke & Pelli; by Jay W. Schneider; ph.; p. 43-46; May 07; BD&C

Converting Remnant Buildings Into Schools; by David Barista; ph. pl. ill.; p. 30-34; May 07; BD&C
SCHOOL (cont’d)
Massachusetts, Lincoln; Carroll School Modular Classrooms; ARC/Architectural Resources; by David Barista; ph. ill.; p. 67-68, 75; Apr 07; BD&C
South Africa, Cape Town, Du Noon; Inkwenkwezi Secondary School; Sonja Spamer and Noer & Wolff; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pl. sec.; p. 54-57; June 07; AR
South Africa, Cape Town, Khayelitsha; Usasazo Secondary School; Noer & Wolff; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pl. sec.; p. 58-59; June 07; AR
Texas, —; Sophisticated Athletic Facilities for Schools; by Jeff Yoders; ph.; p. 36-40; May 07; BD&C
ART SCHOOL
Netherlands, Boxtel; Art Academy; FA7; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl. elev. ill.; p. 68-73; Mar 07; AR
EARLY LEARNING CENTER
Italy, Treviso; Nursery/Pre-School; Alberto Campo Baeza; by Rob Gregory; ph. m.; p. 56; Jan 07; AR
South Africa, Johannesburg; Olifantsvlei Pre-School; /Studio 3; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pl. sec.; p. 76-78; Dec 07; AR
ELEMENTARY
Bangladesh, Rudrapur; Primary School; Aga Khan Award; Heringer & Roswag; by Chris Abel; ph.; p. 70; Nov 07; AR
California, Los Angeles; Science Center School; AIA Honor Award; Morphosis; by Diana Lind; ph.; p. 134; May 07; AR
Washington, Redmond; Rosa Parks Elementary School; Mahlum Architects; by Joann Gonchar; ph. pl.; p. 136-139; July 07; AR
HIGH
California, Los Angeles; Camino Nuevo High School; Daly & Genik; by Sam Lubell; ph. elev. sec. pl.; p. 130-135; July 07; AR
JUNIOR HIGH, MIDDLE
District of Columbia, Washington; Sidwell Friends Middle School; Kieran & Timberlake; by Gideon Fink Shapiro; ph.; p. 48; June 07; AR
District of Columbia, Washington; Sidwell Friends School Constructed Wetland; Kieran & Timberlake; Landscape Design by Andropogon Associates; by Russell Fortmeyer; ph. sec. dia. cca; p. 149-157; July 07; AR
KINDERGARTEN
Japan, Tokyo, Tachikawa; Fuji Kindergarten; Tezuka Architects; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl.; p. 46-47; Dec 07; AR
Japan, Tokyo, Tachikawa; Fuji Kindergarten; Takaharu & Yui Tezuka; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl. sec.; p. 32-39; Aug 07; AR
PRIVATE
California, San Francisco; Bay School of San Francisco; AIA Honor Award; Leddy, Maytum & Stacy; by Diana Lind; ph.; p. 144; May 07; AR
SCHOOL (cont’d)
SPECIAL
Australia, Melbourne; Children’s Activity Center; Phoezy Architects; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pl.; p. 82-83; Dec 07; AR
Canada, Ontario, Toronto; National Ballet School of Canada; Kuwabara, Payne, McKenna & Blumberg and Goldsmith & Borgal; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pl. sec. map; p. 36-43; July 07; AR
Canada, Ontario, Toronto; National Ballet School; AIA Honor Award; Kuwabara, Payne, McKenna & Blumberg and Goldsmith & Borgal; by Diana Lind; ph.; p. 135; May 07; AR
France, Paris; City of Fashion and Design; Jakob & MacFarlane; by Catherine Slessor; ill. sec. ph.; p. 30-31; Jan 07; AR
Haiti, Port-au-Prince; Campus of Hope; P/A Award; Studio Luz; by Katie Gerfen; ph. pl. ill. elev. m.; p. 80-81; Jan 07; A
Illinois, Chicago; Glass Facade; Spertus Institute of Jewish Studies; Kneuck & Sexton; Structural Design by Advanced Structures; by David Barista; ph. pl. dia.; p. 47-53; Mar 07; BD&C
Lebanon, North Tripoli; Bab Tebbaneh School for Working Children and Women; P/A Award; Hashim Sarkis; by Katie Gerfen; ph. pl. ill. elev. m.; p. 78-79; Jan 07; A
New York, New York; Reece School; Platt, Byard, Dowell & White; by David Sokol; ph. map pl. sec.; p. 140-144; July 07; AR
Taiwan, Taipei; Ecoh Canteen; Xiu Xiu Institute; Ho & Hour; Interior Design by E15 Design; by Craig Kellogg; ph.; p. S27-S30; Apr 07; ID
VOCATIONAL
Massachusetts, Worcester; Worcester Technical High School; Lamoureux & Pagano; by Jay W. Schneider; ph.; p. 61; Apr 07; BD&C
See also CHILD CARE CENTER; LEARNING, TRAINING CENTER; UNIVERSITY
SCULPTURE
See ART
SEALANT
Technical Review of Sealants; by Susan McClendon; ph. ill. ref.; p. 39-44; Feb 07; A
See also WATERPROOFING
SECURITY
Biometric Technology for Access Control; by Bashar Masad; ph.; p. 96-101; Apr 07; TCS
Blast Window Design; by Steve Fronk et al.; ph. ref.; p. 26-36; Nov 07; TCS
Controlling Access and Egress in High-Security Areas; by Bryan Sanderford; ph. pl.; p. 60-64; May 07; TCS
Illinois, Springfield; Illinois State Emergency Operations Center; DeStefano & Partners; by Joann Gonchar; ph. pl. csa; p. 159-166; Oct 07; AR
SECURITY (cont’d)
New York, New York; Office of Emergency Management; Swanke, Hayden & Connell; by Joann Gonchar; ph. cca; p. 159-166; Oct 07; AR
Security and Defensive Design; by Nicolai Ouroussoff; ph. ill.; p. 159-160; May 07; LA
Uruguay, Montevideo; Site Security at U.S. Embassy; Fernando Fabiano; by Jimena Martignoni; ph. m.; p. 40-45; Feb 07; LA
See also CORRECTIONAL FACILITY

SERVICE STATION
California, Los Angeles; United Oil Station; Kanner Architects; by Hannah McCann; ph. pl.; p. 45-48; Apr 07; A

SHELTER
Day Labor Station; Public Architecture; by Mimi Zeiger; ill.; p. 82; May 07; A
See also APARTMENT BUILDING; HOTEL

SHOPPING CENTER
California, San Jose; Santana Row Shopping Center; by Philip Nobel; ph.; p. 134,136; June 07; LA
Canada, British Columbia, Richmond; Aberdeen Center; Bing & Thom; by Trevor Boddy; ph. pl.; p. 132-134; Feb 07; AR
England, Manchester; Triangle Shopping Center; Benoy; Master Planning by EDAW; by Clifford A. Pearson; ph. pl.; p. 124-127; Feb 07; AR
Illinois, —; Green Exchange; by Kristin Foster; ill.; p. 46; Oct 07; BD&C
Illinois, Chicago; Merchandise Mart; by David Barista; ph.; p. 49-50; Oct 07; BD&C
Texas, Dallas; Galleria Dallas; SMWM and Omniplan; by David Dillon; ph. pl.; p. 128-131; Feb 07; AR
See also CITY AND REGIONAL PLANNING; STORE; URBAN DESIGN, MULTI-USE PROJECT

SHOWROOM
California, Los Angeles; Trina Turk Showroom; Bestor Architecture; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. 186-191; June 07; ID
Florida, Coral Gables; Snaidero; Giorgio Borruso; by Deborah Wilk; ph.; p. 82-83; Dec 07; ID
Germany, Bad Driburg; Leonardo Glass Cube; 3deluxe; by Andreas Tzortzis; ph. pl.; p. 260-267; Nov 07; ID
Illinois, Chicago; Haworth Chicago Showroom; AIA Honor Award; Perkins & Will and Eva Maddox; by Diana Lind; ph.; p. 140; May 07; AR
Japan, Tokyo; Vegetation Installation for FLEG Daikanyama Showroom; Takeko Shimohigoshi; by Paul Finch; ph. pl. sec.; p. 40-41; Dec 07; AR
New York, New York; Bill Blass Showroom; SPG Architects; by Bethany Lyttle; ph.; p. 102-104; Apr 07; ID
New York, New York; Davis & Warshow Showroom; Ronnette Riley; by Mario Lopez-Cordero; ph.; p. 162-166; Oct 07; ID

SHOWROOM (cont’d)
New York, New York; Meltin’ Pot American Headquarters and Showroom; Ellen Honigstock; Interior Design by Fabio Novembre; by Raul Barreneche; ph. pl.; p. 226-231; Apr 07; ID
See also STORE

SIDEWALK
Nevada, Las Vegas; Lewis Avenue Corridor; SWA Group; by Daniel Jost; ph. pl.; p. 122-131; May 07; LA

SIDING
See WALL

SINGAPORE
—; Apartment Building/High Rise; Moulmein Residential Tower; Aga Khan Award; WOHA Architects; by Chris Abel; ph. pl.; p. 74; Nov 07; AR

SLOVENIA
Maribor; Recreation/Sports Facility; Football Stadium; Ofis Architects; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pl. elev.; p. 59; Jan 07; AR

SOCIAL ISSUES
Black Women in Architecture; by Hannah McCann; ph.; p. 62-65; Mar 07; A
California, Yosemite National Park; Alternatives to Automobile Transportation in Yosemite; by Sally Augustin and Jean Marie Cackowska-Campbell; ill. ref.; p. 62-63; Aug 07; LA
China, Dongtang; Zero-Carbon City Model; Arup; by Sara Hart; ill. map; p. 162-164; Mar 07; AR
Congestion Pricing and Surveillance; by Michael Sorkin; ph.; p. 63-64; Sept 07; AR
Creating Walkable Communities; Dan Burden; by Susan Hines; ph. ref.; p. 92-101; Apr 07; LA
Decline of the Catholic Church; by Bradford McKee; ph.; p. 52-59; Dec 07; A
Ecuador, Yasuni National Park; Social and Environmental Impact of Oil Production in Ecuador; by Michael Sorkin; ph.; p. 59-60; June 07; AR
Eliminating Carbon Dioxide Emissions; Zero-energy buildings; by Russell Fortmeyer; ph. cca dia. m. ill.; p. 153-160; Mar 07; AR
Failure of Roadside Beautification Legislation; by Lawrence Wright; ill.; p. 112-115; Oct 07; LA
Ghana, —; Slave Castles and African Identity; by Coleman A. Jordan; map ph. pl. ref.; p. 48-59; May 07; JAE
Heat Island Reduction Strategies; by Meg Calkins; ph. dia. table graph ref.; p. 54-61; Feb 07; LA
SOCIAL ISSUES (cont’d)

New Regulations Limit Homeownership for Immigrants; by Steve Zurier; ill.; p. 51-52; May 07; B

New York, New York; Trump SoHo Condo Hotel Critique; Handel Architects; by Michael Sorkin; ph.; p. 51-52; Dec 07; AR

Parking Problems in City Parks; by Peter Harnik et al.; ill.; p. 162-164; July 07; LA

Preserving the Recent Past; by Kelli Shapiro; ph. ref.; p. 6-14; Nov 07; JAE

Security and Defensive Design; by Nicolai Ouroussoff; ill.; p. 159-160; May 07; LA

South Africa, —;; Challenges for Architects and Urban Designers in South Africa; by Matthew Barac; ref.; p. 36-39; June 07; ARev

South Africa, —;; Racial and Cultural Landscape of South Africa; by Lesley Lokko; ref.; p. 80-83; June 07; ARev

South Africa, —;; Urbanism in Post Apartheid South Africa; by Lindsay Brenner; ref.; p. 76-79; June 07; ARev

The Breakdown in Lending Standards; Part 1; by John Caulfield; ill. chart; p. 106-112; Aug 07; B

The Breakdown in Lending Standards; Part 2; by Steve Zurier; ill. table; p. 154-160; Sept 07; B

The Breakdown in Lending Standards; Part 3; by Ethan Butterfield; ph.; p. 186-191; Oct 07; B

Turkey, —;; The Place of Women in Modern Turkey; by Gulsum Baydar; ph. ref.; p. 3-11; Feb 07; JAE

SOLAR

California, Roseville; SOLARPlus Communities; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph.; p. 44; Feb 07; B

See also ENERGY

SOUTH AFRICA

—;; Architecture; Challenges for Architects and Urban Designers in South Africa; by Matthew Barac; ref.; p. 36-39; June 07; ARev

—;; Social Issues; Racial and Cultural Landscape of South Africa; by Lesley Lokko; ref.; p. 80-83; June 07; ARev

—;; Social Issues; Urbanism in Post Apartheid South Africa; by Lindsay Brenner; ref.; p. 76-79; June 07; ARev

Cape Town, Du Noon; School; Inkwenkwezi Secondary School; Sonja Spamer and Noero & Wolff; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pl. sec.; p. 54-57; June 07; ARev

Cape Town, Higgovale; Residence; Cape Town Residence; Van der Merwe Miszewski; Landscape Design by Tarna Kitzner; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl. sec.; p. 84-87; June 07; ARev

Cape Town, Khayelitsha; School; Usasazo Secondary School; Noero & Wolff; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pl. sec.; p. 58-59; June 07; ARev

Cape Town, Philippi; Plaza; Public Space Project; Suzanne Du Toit and Jacques Theron; by Matthew Barac; ph. pl. sec.; p. 64-65; June 07; ARev

SOUTH AFRICA (cont’d)

Cape Town; Government Building; Police Station; Makeka Design Lab; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pl. sec.; p. 60-63; June 07; ARev

Durban; Office Building/Low Rise; Durban Office Building; Design Workshop; by Matthew Barac; ph. pl. sec. ill.; p. 66-69; June 07; ARev

East London, Igoda River; Residence; Beach House; Design Workshop; by Matthew Barac; ph. pl. sec.; p. 74-77; July 07; ARev

Johannesburg; Museum; Memorial Museum; Kate Otten; by Hannah Le Roux; ph. pl. sec.; p. 48-53; June 07; ARev

Johannesburg; School/Early Learning Center; Olifantsvlei Pre-School; Studio 3; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pl. sec.; p. 76-78; Dec 07; ARev

Mpumalanga, Kruger National Park; Recreation; Singita Lebombo Safari Lodge; Design Workshop; by Matthew Barac; ph. pl. sec.; p. 70-75; June 07; ARev

Soweto, Kliptown; Plaza; Walter Sisulu Square of Dedication; StudioMAS; by Matthew Barac; ph. dia. pl. sec.; p. 40-47; June 07; ARev

Vaalwater, Limpopo; Residence; Lengau Lodge; Dry Design; by Meghan Drueing; pl.; p. 57-59; Mar 07; RA

SOUTH CAROLINA

Greenville; Office Building; Hubbell Lighting Headquarters; BV/AI Award; McMillan & Smith; Lighting Design by Visual Terrain; by Christopher Kieran; ph.; p. 110-112; Nov 07; ARev

Mount Pleasant; Residence; Low-Country Residence; Frank Harmon; Landscape Design by Judy Harmon; by Beth Broome; ph. pl. sec. axon.; p. 176-179; July 07; AR

Okatie; Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Oldfield at Lakeside Village; Builder’s Choice Award; Dominick Tingali; by Cheryl Weber; ph. ill.; p. 96-97; Oct 07; B

Spartanburg; University/Residential; Wofford College Housing Village; Builder’s Choice Award; McMillan & Smith; Landscape Design by Innocenti & Webel; by Pat Curry; ph.; p. 142; Oct 07; B

SOUTH KOREA

Heiry Art Valley; Residence; Loop House; AR Award; NL Architects; by Rob Gregory; ph. ill.; p. 83; May 07; ARev

Seoul; Office Building/Middle Rise; DMC B6/2 Building; Barkow & Leibinger; by Christian Brensing; ph. pl. sec.; p. 62-67; Apr 07; ARev

SPA

See RECREATION

SPAIN

Alicante; Transit Station; Sergio Cardell Streetscar Stop; Subarquitectura; by David Cohn; ph.; p. 63; Dec 07; ARev

Almeria; Theater; Vicar Theater; Carbajal & Solinas; by No author listed; ph.; p. 98-99; Oct 07; ARev
SPAIN (cont'd)

Barcelona; Government Building; City of Justice; David Chipperfield; by Rob Gregory; pl. ill.; p. 46-47; Jan 07; ARev

Barcelona; Store/Clothing; Julie Sohn Boutique; CCT Arquitectos; by David Sokol; ph. pl. sec.; p. 208-210; June 07; AR

Cartagena; Museum; Roman Theatre Museum; Rafael Moneo; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pl. sec. m.; p. 39; Jan 07; ARev

Haro, Rioja; Winery, Vineyard; Wine-Tasting Pavilion; Lopez de Heredia Winery; Zaha Hadid and Arquitectura IOA; by David Cohn; ph. pl. sec.; p. 116-119; Feb 07; AR

Ibeza Island; Residence; Vacation Home; Vicens & Ramos; by Mario Lopez-Cordero; ph.; p. S16-S20; Jan 07; ID

La Cornu; Cultural Center; Caixa Galicia Foundation; Grimshaw Architects; by David Cohn; ph. pl. sec.; p. 120-125; Oct 07; AR

La Florida; Residence; House; Selgas & Cano; by Raul Barreneche; ph. pl.; p. 152-159; Jan 07; ID

Lanzarote; Residence; Fundacion Cesar Manrique; Cesar Manrique; by Sheila Kim-Jamet; ph.; p. 392-393; Mar 07; ID

Llafrranc; Museum; Casa Albeita Island; by Raul Barreneche; ph. pl.; p. 27-28; June 07; AR

Madrid; Architecture; Profile of Firm; Design Vanguard Award 2007; Estudio.entresitio; by David Cohn; ph. ill.; m.; p. 78-81; Dec 07; AR

Madrid; Housing; Social Housing; Del Sol; by Catherine Slessor; pl. ill. elev.; p. 66-67; Jan 07; ARev

Madrid; Memorial, Monument; Atocha Train Station Memorial; FAM Arquitectos; by Catherine Slessor; ph. sec.; p. 54-55; Dec 07; ARev

Madrid; Residence; Atika Concept House; ACX7; by Marisa Bartolucci; ph.; p. 100-104; Nov 07; ID

Nijar; Theater; Theater; MGM; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pl. sec.; p. 66-69; July 07; ARev

Olot; Restaurant; Lodging Pavilions at Les Cols Restaurant; RCR; by Beth Broome; ph.; p. 79-80; Apr 07; AR

Salamanca; Residence; House of the Horizon; Jesus Aparicio; by Raul Barreneche; ph. pl.; p. 138-145; Feb 07; ID

Torrejon de la Calzada; Museum/Science, Technology; Automotive Museum; Mansilla & Tuor; by Catherine Slessor; pl. ill. sec.; p. 36-37; Jan 07; ARev

Valencia; Arts Center; Reina Sofia Palace of the Arts; Santiago Calatrava; by Luis Fernandez-Galiano; ph. pl.; p. 102-109; July 07; AR

Zahora; Residence; Casa Guerrero; Alberto Campo Baeza; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pl. sec.; p. 60-63; May 07; ARev

Zaragoza; Museum; Espacio Goya Museum; Herzog & de Meuron; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl. sec.; p. 32-33; Jan 07; ARev

SPECIFICATIONS

Assessment of Master Format 2004; by Charles E. Gulledge; ph.; p. 16-17; Nov 07; TCS

Bidding Earthwork; by Doug Brinley; ph.; p. 28-34; Jan 07; TCS

Clarity and Accuracy in Contracts; by Werner Sabo and James Zahn; ph. ref.; p. 18-19; Feb 07; TCS

Lifecycle Models; by David J. Wyatt; ph.; p. 22-24; Jan 07; TCS

Non-Conforming Work; by John Bunzick; ph. ref.; p. 16-17; Feb 07; TCS

Specifications and Risk Management; by Ralph W. Liebing; ph. ref.; p. 16-20; June 07; TCS

Specifications for LEED Requirements; by Valerie Walsh; ill.; p. 55; Sept 07; A

Specifying Existing Conditions; by Doug Brinley; ph.; p. 82-87; Sept 07; TCS

Submittal Review; by John Bunzick; ph.; p. 20-21; Dec 07; TCS

See also LAW; OFFICE PRACTICE; Specific Topics

SPORTS FACILITY

See RECREATION/SPORTS FACILITY; UNIVERSITY/RECREATION

STAIRWAY

Czech Republic, Prague; Institute of Molecular Genetics Stairway; Studio P-H-A; by David Sokol; ph. sec.; p. 164-165; Sept 07; AR

STEEL

See STRUCTURAL/STEEL

STONE

Dimension Stone Risk Assessment; by Deborah Slaton and Michael J. Scheffler; ph.; p. 170; June 07; TCS

Specifying Granite; by Bill Ruoff; ph. det. ref.; p. 32-39; Feb 07; TCS

Stone and the Freeze-Thaw Cycle; by Deborah Slaton and David Patterson; ph.; p. 122; May 07; TCS

Texas, Houston; Jesse H. Jones Hall for the Performing Arts; Travertine cladding repairs; by Alfredo Bustamante; ph. det. ref. ill.; p. 28-40; Sept 07; TCS

See also MASONRY

STORE

Canada, Ontario, Toronto; Capezio Shoe Boutique; William R. Dawson; Interior Design by Burditi/lek; by Mark Pupo; ph.; p. 80-84; Nov 07; ID

Canada, Ontario, Toronto; Eko Jewelry Boutique; Dialogue 38; by Tim McKeeough; ph.; p. 76-78; Apr 07; ID

Central Market Stores; by Amanda Kolson Hurley; ph.; p. 60; June 07; A

England, London; Konditor & Cook Cake Shop; Jamie Forbert; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl.; p. 76-79; Nov 07; ARev
STORE (cont'd)
France, Paris; Van Cleef & Arpels Boutique; Patrick Jouin; by Ian Phillips; ph.: p. 208-215; Apr 07; ID
France, Paris; Van Cleef & Arpels; Patrick Jouin; by Deborah Wilk; ph.: p. 76-77; Dec 07; ID
Germany, Stuttgart; Kastner Optik; Ippolito & Fie1tz; by Mauri Beautyman; ph.; p. 60-64; Jan 07; ID
Japan, Chiba, Nagareyama; Jin’s Global Standard Eyeglass Boutique; Ryuji Nakamura; by Naomi Pollock; ph.; p. 112-117; Sept 07; AR
Massachusetts, Boston; Fanzone Store; Rotating wall displays; Icon Architecture; Interior Design by Partners by Design; by Jeff Yoders; ph. ill.; p. 46-47; Feb 07; BD&C
New York, New York; Alessi Flagship Store; Asymptote; by Suzanne Stephens; ph. pl. axon.; p. 138-141; Sept 07; AR
New York, New York; Banchet Flowers; De-Spec; by Jeanie Rosenfeld; ph.; p. 111-114; Sept 07; ID
New York, New York; Moroso at Moss; Patricia Urquida; by Stephen Treffinger; ph.; p. 258-265; July 07; ID
New York, New York; Taschen Bookstore; Starck Architecture; Art by Beatriz Milhazes; by Aric Chen; ph.; p. 188-193; Aug 07; ID
CLOTHING
Canada, British Columbia, Vancouver; Holt Renfrew Store; IBI Group; Interior Design by Janson & Goldstein; by Robyn Roehm Cannon; ph.; p. 298-307; Oct 07; ID
England, London, Mayfair; John Rocha Store; Three Moon Design; by Catherine Slessor; p. 82-85; Oct 07; AREV
France, Paris; Episode Store; David Ling; by Judy Fayard; ph.; p. 170-175; June 07; ID
Georgia, Atlanta; Wish Store; RB Architect; Interior Design by Established; by Georgia Dzurica; ph. sec.; p. 249-253; Apr 07; ID
Hong Kong,—; Louis Vuitton Landmark; AIA Honor Award; Peter Marino and Dcmstudios; by Diana Lind; ph.; p. 138; May 07; AR
Italy, Milan; Luisa Beccaria Boutique; Nathalie Jean; by Ian Phillips; ph. pl.; p. 240-247; Apr 07; ID
Italy, Rome; Fornarina Store; Giorgio Borruso; by Sheila Kim-Jamet; p. 174-176; May 07; ID
Japan, Nagoya; Louis Vuitton Boutique; Nagashita Architecture and Higo Design; Interior Design by Eric Carlson; by Christine Schwartz Hartley; ph.; p. 232-239; Apr 07; ID
Japan, Tokyo; Hysteric Glamour Store; Wonderland; by Aric Chen; ph.; p. 254-259; Apr 07; ID
Japan, Tokyo; Marni Boutique; GGA; Interior Design by Sybarite UK; by Benjamin Budde; ph.; p. 262-269; Oct 07; ID
Japan, Tokyo; Stussy Boutique; Archtype; by Benjamin Budde; ph.; p. 94-96; Apr 07; ID
New York, East Hampton; Elie Tahari Store; Highland Associates; Interior Design by Lissoni Associati; by Alejandro Saralegui; ph. pl.; p. 302-311; Sept 07; ID
STORE (cont’d)
CLOTHING (cont’d)
New York, New York; Bill Blass Showroom; SPG Architects; by Bethany Lyttle; ph.; p. 102-104; Apr 07; ID
New York, New York; Miyake Madison; Gordon Kipping; by Suzanne Stephens; ph. pl.; p. 186-186; Mar 07; AR
New York, New York; Tibi Boutique; ArchLab; Lighting Design by William Armstrong; by Annie Block; ph.; p. 84-88; Apr 07; ID
New York, New York; Tom Ford Store; Studio Sofield; by Annie Block; ph.; p. 70-71; Dec 07; ID
New York, New York; Trina Turk Boutique; MR Architecture; Interior Design by Jonathan Adler; by Heather Hodson; ph.; p. 66-70; Apr 07; ID
Spain, Barcelona; Julie Sohn Boutique; CFT Arquitectos; by David Sokol; ph. pl. sec.; p. 208-210; June 07; AR
Taiwan, Ian; Gallery More; X-LineDesign; by Andrew Yang; ph. pl.; p. 192-199; Apr 07; ID
See also ART GALLERY; OFFICE BUILDING; SHOPPING CENTER; SHOWROOM; URBAN DESIGN; MULTI-USE PROJECT
STORMWATER MANAGEMENT
Bioretention in an Urban Context; by Michael J. Coyle and Kevin M. Selger; ph. ref. sec. table; p. 120-128; Aug 07; TCS
District of Columbia, Washington; Benefits of Trees and Greenroofs in Washington D.C; ASLA Award winner; Casey Trees Endowment Fund; by Paul Burkhardt; map; p. 124; July 07; LA
Georgia, Canton; Hydrologic Management at Herman Miller Furniture Factory; Sco<in & Elam; Landscape Design by Michael van Valkenburgh; by Vernon Mays; ph. sec. pl. dia. ill.; p. 24-31; Jan 07; LA
Green Roofs and Sustainable Plants; by Linda Mcintyre; ph.; p. 64-71; Jan 07; LA
Illinois, Chicago; Green Alley Program; by Annie Hartman; ph.; p. 37; Oct 07; BD&C
Minnesota, Minneapolis; Heritage Park Neighborhood; Kestrel Design Group; Landscape Design by SRF Consulting Group; by Linda Mcintyre; ph. pl. dia. ill.; p. 52-63; Jan 07; LA
Oregon, Portland; Mount Tabor Middle School Rain Garden; ASLA Award winner; Kevin Robert Perry; by Paul Burkhardt; ph.; p. 115; July 07; LA
Oregon, Portland; NE Siskiyou Green Street; ASLA Award winner; Kevin Robert Perry; by Paul Burkhardt; ph.; p. 114-115; July 07; LA
Porous Pavement and Stormwater Management; by Linda McIntyre; ph. ref.; p. 110-115; Mar 07; LA
Stormwater Regulations Encourage Sprawl; by Lisa Nisenson; ph.; p. 122-124; Nov 07; LA
Tools for Stormwater Management; by Sally Augustin; ill.; p. 66-68; Dec 07; LA
Washington, Seattle; Natural Stormwater Drainage Systems; by Lisa Owens Viani; ph.; p. 100-111; Oct 07; LA
STREET
Designing for Pedestrian Safety; by Sally Augustin; ill.; p. 68-69; Dec 07; LA
Ecoboulevard; Ecosistema Urbano Arquitectos; by Paul Finch; ph. dia. ill.; p. 36-39; Dec 07; AR
Illinois, Chicago; Green Alley Program; by Anne Hartman; ph.; p. 37; Oct 07; BD&C
Landscape Improves Road Safety; by Sally Augustin and Jean Marie Cackowski-Campbell; ill. ref.; p. 62; Aug 07; LA
Michigan, Detroit; Ferry Street Restoration; by Lynne Meredith Schreiber; ph.; p. 87-88; Feb 07; B
Missouri, Kansas City; Tulips on Troost Avenue; Tim Duggan; by Joshua Gray; ph.; p. 22; Aug 07; LA
New York, New York; Financial District Streetscapes and Security; AIA Honor Award; Rogers & Marvel; by Diana Lind; ph. ill. map; p. 150; May 07; AR
See also HIGHWAY; URBAN DESIGN; MULTI-USE PROJECT

STRUCTURAL
Cold-Formed Steel-Framed Shear Wall Assemblies; by Jeff Ellis; ph. ref. dia. ill.; p. 44-54; Apr 07; TCS
Role of Structure in Architecture; by David Dunster; ph. ref.; p. 38-39; Feb 07; AR
Structural Engineering and Architectural Form; by Matthew Wells; ph.; p. 82-83; Feb 07; AR

CONCRETE
Creative Forming and Finishing of Tilt-Up Concrete; by Ed Sauter; ph.; p. 22-32; Aug 07; TCS

EARTHQUAKE
California, San Francisco; One Rincon Hill; Solomon, Cordwell & Buenz; by No author listed; ill.; p. 64; Jan 07; BD&C

STEEL
Aesthetic and Structural Characteristics of Stainless Steel; by Catherine Houska and Kirk Wilson; ph. ref. table graph; p. 28-42; Apr 07; TCS
Avoiding Corrosion Failures with Metal; by Catherine Houska; ph. map table ref.; p. 54-66; Nov 07; TCS
Manufacturing Process for Steel Beams; by Bradford McKee; ph.; p. 86-93; Mar 07; A

WOOD
Improved Framing Operations Through Collaboration Software; by Steve Zurier; ph. ill.; p. 86-88; Apr 07; B
Maintaining Heavy Timber-Framed Structures; by Richard Matri; ph.; p. 96-102; Aug 07; TCS
Resisting Uplift and Lateral Forces in Wood-Frame Multi-Story Buildings; by Randy Shackelford and Steve Pryor; ph. ref. ill. dia.; p. 82-94; Aug 07; TCS
See also CONCRETE; EARTHQUAKE; WALL; WOOD

STUDIO
California, Marin County; Daylight Photography Studio and Workshop; Kennerly Architecture; by Jane F. Kolleeny; ph. pl.; p. 78-79; Feb 07; AR
California, San Diego; Artist Bridge Studio Addition; RA Design Award; Safdie & Rabines; Landscape Design by Leslie Ryan; by Meghan Drueeding; ph. pl.; p. 91; May 07; RA
California, San Diego; Artist Bridge Studio; Safdie & Rabines; by Jane F. Kolleeny; ph. pl. sec.; p. 144-146; Jan 07; AR
California, San Francisco; Live/Work Studio; Sheahan & Quandt; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph.; p. 104; Jan 07; RA
California, Venice; Glen Irani Studio; Glen Irani; by Meghan Drueeding; ph.; p. 120; Sept 07; RA
England, London; Dance Studio; Sarah Wigglesworth; by Peter Blundell Jones; ph. pl. sec.; p. 44-51; July 07; AR
England, London; House/Studio; AR Award; DSDHA; by No author listed; pl.; p. 85; May 07; AR
Minnesota, Minneapolis; 20 Below Studio; 20 Below Studio; by Bradley Lincoln; ph.; p. 76-80; June 07; ID
Netherlands, Soest; Light-Catcher Pavilion; Roofjakkers & Tomesen; by John Gendall; ph. pl.; p. 80-82; Feb 07; AR
Tennessee, Chattanooga; Williams Street Live/Work Studio; Heffterin & Kronenberg; by Meghan Drueeding; ph.; pl. 86-89; Jan 07; RA
Tennessee, Memphis; Architect's Studio; Archimania; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph.; p. 112; Apr 07; RA
Texas, Austin; E. 12th Street Studios; Alfard & Young; by Ingrid Spencer; ph. pl.; p. 86-88; July 07; AR
Washington, Seattle; Artist's Studio; RA Design Award; Olson, Sundberg, Kundig & Allen; by Cheryl Weber; ph. iso.; p. 104-105; May 07; RA
Washington, Seattle; Skb Studio; Skb Architects; by Lawrence W. Cheek; ph. pl.; p. 316-322; May 07; ID
Washington, Seattle; Skinner Studio; Thomas Kundig; by Nate Lippens; ph. iso.; p. 204-206; June 07; AR
See also APARTMENT BUILDING; OFFICE BUILDING; RESIDENCE; UNIVERSITY

SUDAN
Khartoum; Religious Building; Meditation and Prayer Pavilion; Studio Tamassociati; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pl. sec.; p. 48-49; Dec 07; AR

SUSTAINABLE ARCHITECTURE
Building Information Modeling and Sustainable Design; by Erin Rae Hoffer; ph. ill. ref.; p. 114-119; Aug 07; TCS
Contradictions in Green Building Programs; by Cheryl Weber; ph.; p. 52-62; Mar 07; RA
District of Columbia, Washington; Greening the White House; by Ted Shelton; ph. chart m. ref.; p. 31-38; May 07; JAE
SUSTAINABLE ARCHITECTURE
(cont'd)

EIFS and Sustainable Design; by Dale D. Kerr and Tom Remmle; ph. ref. table chart ill.; p. 68-80; Aug 07; TCS
Eliminating Carbon Dioxide Emissions; Zero-energy buildings; by Russell Fortmeyer; ph. cca dia. m. ill.; p. 153-160; Mar 07; AR
Emerging Role of Sustainability Managers; by Russell Fortmeyer; ph.; p. 73-74; Nov 07; AR
Environmental Architecture and Sustainability; by Vincent Canizaro and Kim Tanzer; ph. ill. ref.; p. 4-14; May 07; JAE
France, —; Francois Cointeraux and the School of Agriculture; by Paula Lee; ill. elev. pl. ref.; p. 39-46; May 07; JAE
Fundamentals of Green Walls; by Randy Sharp; ph. ref.; p. 83-87; July 07; BD&C
Green Building Programs for Residents; by Cheryl Weber; ill.; p. 41-50; Mar 07; RA
Green Laws and Regulations; by David A. Blake and Leah A. Rochwarg; ph. map; p. 22-24; Nov 07; TCS
Greening the Retail Sector; by Jerry Yudelson; ph. p. 89-90; July 07; BD&C
Meeting Residential Green Building Standards; by Steven Winter; ph.; p. 37-38; Mar 07; RA
Passive Ventilation Strategies; by Russell Fortmeyer; ph. dia. chart ill. cca; p. 241-248; May 07; AR
Restriction of Hazardous Substances Directive; by Jon Melchin; ph.; p. 76-82; Nov 07; TCS
Revisions to LEED for Existing Buildings; by Peter Fabris; ph.; p. 77-81; July 07; BD&C
Sustainability and Aesthetics; by Lance Hosey; ph.; p. 43; Apr 07; A
Sustainable Architecture and the Pluralist Imagination; by Simon Guy and Steven A. Moore; ref.; p. 15-23; May 07; JAE
The Next Industrial Revolution; Interview with William McDonough; William McDonough; by Andrea Dean; ph.; p. 82-88; Mar 07; AR
Theories of Sustainability; by Kiel Moe; table ill. dia. ref.; p. 24-30; May 07; JAE
U.S. Green Building Council; by Christopher Swope; ill.; p. 134-137; May 07; A
Uniting Technology with Green Design; by Blaine E. Brownell; ph. sec.; p. 31-32; Sept 07; RA
Using Heliostats as Light and Energy Sources; by Michael Dumiak; ph.; p. 251-252; May 07; AR
Windows and Sustainability; by Barbara A. Nadel; ph. ill. table; p. 257-261; May 07; AR
See also CONSERVATION; ENERGY; ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT

SWEDEN (cont'd)

Stockholm; Library; Six Proposals for City Library Expansion; by Rasmus Waern; ph. m.; p. 32-33; Apr 07; AR
Stoten; Kitchen; Swedish Kitchen and Bath; Jordens Arkitektur; by Rineke Van Duysen; ph.; p. S7-S10; Apr 07; ID

SWIMMING POOL
See RECREATION/SPORTS FACILITY

SWITZERLAND

Arosa; Health Care, Health Center; Tschuggen Grand Hotel Spa; Fanznur; Interior Design by Mario Botta; by Fred A. Bernstein; ph.; p. 268-276; Apr 07; ID
Basel; Office Building; Roche Tower; Herzog & de Meuron; by Rob Gregory; ph. ill.; p. 48-49; Jan 07; AR
Heremence; Religious Building; Saint-Nicolas; Walter Forrer; by Mark McMenamin; ph.; p. 226-227; July 07; ID
Lucerne; Apartment Building/Interiors; Glacier Loft; Gus Wustemann; by Diana Lind; ph. ill.; p. 128-131; Sept 07; AR
Lugano; Residence; Rossinelli House; AR Award; Nicola Probst; by Bob Gregory; ph. sec.; p. 76; May 07; AR
Mogno; Religious Building/Church; Chiesa di San Giovanni Battista; Mario Botta; by Mark McMenamin; ph.; p. 228-229; July 07; ID
Zermatt; Hotel; Omnia Hotel; Parallel Design; Interior Design by WCR Innenausbau; by Fred A. Bernstein; ph.; p. 168-177; Jan 07; ID
Zermatt; Hotel; Omnia; Parallel Design; by Annie Block; ph.; p. 86-89; Dec 07; ID

T

TAIWAN

Ilan; Store/Clothing; Gallery More; X-LineDesign; by Andrew Yang; ph.; p. 192-199; Apr 07; ID
Kaohsiung; Performing Arts Center; National Performing Arts Center; Mecano Architects; by Rob Gregory; ill. sec.; p. 31; May 07; AR
Taipei; Architecture; Profile of Firm; CJ Studio; by Annie Block; p. 178-182; Nov 07; ID
Taipei; Office Building/Landscape; Lite-On Headquarters; Artech Inc.; Landscape Design by SWA Group; by Graham Johnstone; ph. pl.; p. 22-33; June 07; LA
Taipei; School/Special; Ecoh Canteen; Xiu Xiu Institute; Ho & Hou; Interior Design by E15 Design; by Craig Kellogg; ph.; p. S27-S30; Apr 07; ID

TELEVISION, VIDEO
See AUDIO-VISUAL

TENNESSEE

Chattanooga; Studio; Williams Street Live/Work Studio; Heffelri & Kronenberg; by Meghan Drueing; ph. pl.; p. 66-69; Jan 07; RA
**TENNESSEE (cont'd)**

Franklin; Garden; Carnton Garden Restoration; by Robert Garza; ph.; p. 20; Dec 07; LA

Harbor Town; Residence; Orange House; Archimania; by Jenny Sullivan; ph. pl.; p. 102-104; Mar 07; B

Memphis; Studio; Architect's Studio; Archimania; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph.; p. 112; Apr 07; RA

Nashville; Performing Arts Center; Schermerhorn Symphony Center; David M. Schwarz; by Dan Daley; ph. sec. dia.; p. 76-83; Feb 07; A

Nashville; Urban Design, Multi-Use Project; Mercury View Lofts; Manuel Zeitlin; Landscape Design by Hawkins Partners; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 100-101; Apr 07; B

**TEXAS**

—; Architecture; Architecture in Texas; by David Dillon; ph. ill.; p. 100-108; May 07; AR

—; Recreation/Sports Facility; Sophisticated Athletic Facilities for School; by Jeff Yoders; ph.; p. 36-40; May 07; BD&C

Austin; Apartment Building; Austin City Lofts; Page, Southerland & Page; by Robert Cassidy; ph.; p. 65; Jan 07; BD&C

Austin; Architecture; Profile of Firm; KRDB; by Ingrid Spencer; ph. ill.; p. 43-44; Dec 07; AR

Austin; Housing; Mueller Housing; by Steve Zurier; ph.; p. 116-122; July 07; B

Austin; Residence; Niland Residence; Andersson & Wise; by Laura Fisher Kaiser; ph. pl.; p. 276-283; Oct 07; ID

Austin; Studio; E. 12th Street Studios; Alford & Young; by Ingrid Spencer; ph. pl.; p. 86-88; July 07; AR

Austin; University/Church; Chapel; St. Edward's University; Rick Joy; by Catherine Slessor; pl. ill. elev. sec.; p. 60-61; Jan 07; AR

Carrollton; Office Building/Interiors; ImageNet; AIA Honor Award; Elliott & Associates; by Diana Lind; ph. p. 141; May 07; AR

College Station; Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Southern Trace; Stylecraft Builders; Landscape Design by Robert Ruth; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 51-54; Aug 07; B

Dallas; City and Regional Planning; Trinity River Corridor; AIA Honor Award; Chan, Krieger & Sieniewicz; by Diana Lind; ill. sec. dia.; p. 152; May 07; AR

Dallas; Exhibition, Exhibit; Square of Circles; Ultimate tree houses; Jay Smith; by Beth Broome; ph.; p. 77-78; Mar 07; AR

Dallas; Hotel; W Dallas Victory Hotel and Residences; HK5; Interior Design by Bentel & Bentel; by David Dillon; ph. pl.; p. 146-149; Oct 07; AR

Dallas; Shopping Center; Galleria Dallas; SMWM and Omnian; by David Dillon; ph. pl.; p. 128-131; Feb 07; AR

Eulogy; Residence; Freezer Panel Walkout; RA Design Award; Shipley Architects; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph.; p. 89; May 07; RA

**TENNESSEE (cont'd)**

Helotes; Recreation/Visitor Center; Government Canyon Visitor Center; Lake & Flato; by Gideon Fink Shapiro; ph.; p. 46; June 07; A

Helotes; Recreation/Visitor Center; Government Canyon Visitor Center; Lake & Flato; by Russell Fortmeyer; ph. pl. cea; p. 149-157; July 07; AR

Hico; Residence; Guesthouse and Party Barn; RA Design Award; Shipley Architects; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph. pl.; p. 97; May 07; RA

Highland Park; Garden; Turtle Creek Pump House; ASLA Award winner; D. J. R. T. Studio; by Paul Burkhardt; ph.; p. 118; July 07; LA

Houston; Apartment Building; Gables Upper Kirby Lofts; Builder's Choice Award; Looney, Ricks & Kiss; by Jenny Sullivan; ph. pl.; p. 156; Oct 07; B

Houston; Exhibition, Exhibit; Rip Curl Canyon; Museum of Fine Arts; Ball & Nogues; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. 126-127; Dec 07; ID

Houston; Lighting; Sabine-to-Bagby Promenade; SWA Group; Lighting Design by L'Observatoire International; by David Sokol; ph.; p. 285-286; May 07; AR

Houston; Residential Development, Speculative Housing/Townhouse; The 505; RA Design Award; Collaborative Designworks; by Meghan Druding; ph. pl.; p. 66-67; May 07; RA

Houston; Residential Development, Speculative Housing; The 505; AIA Housing Award; Collaborative Designworks; by Christopher Kieran; ph. pl.; p. 204; July 07; AR

Houston; Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Prince Street Carriage Homes; Bensons Homes; by Jenny Sullivan; ph. pl.; p. 120; Aug 07; B

Houston; Stone; Jesse H. Jones Hall for the Performing Arts; Traversein cladding repairs; by Alfredo Bustamante; ph. det. ref. ill.; p. 26-40; Sept 07; TCS

Mission; Recreation/Visitor Center; World Birding Center; AIA Honor Award; Lake & Flato; by Diana Lind; ph.; p. 137; May 07; AR

Missouri City; Residential Development, Speculative Housing/Marketing, Sales; Home Finder Center at Sienna Plantation; Terry Productions; by Rich Binsacca; ph.; p. 99; Feb 07; B

San Antonio; Health Care, Health Center; Center for the Intrepid; SmithGroup; by Jeff Yoders; ph. pl.; p. 48-52; Apr 07; BD&C

San Antonio; Landscape Architecture; Profile of Designer; John S. Troy; by Susan Hines; ph.; p. 86-91; Sept 07; LA

Whitney; Residence; Hill Country Residence; Russell Buchanan; Interior Design by Kathleen Munoz; by Amy Prince; ph.; p. S35-S38; Apr 07; ID

Wichita Falls; Glass; Glass Manufacturing and Recycling; by Bradford McKee; ph.; p. 68-75; July 07; A

**THAILAND**

Moo Ban Nua; Recreation/Playground; Community Playground; Katherine Melcher; by Katherine Melcher; ph. ref. pl.; p. 40-53; June 07; LA
THEATER

Brazil, Niterói; Teatro Popular; Oscar Niemeyer; by Till Wohler; ph.; p. 31; Dec 07; ARev
California, Los Angeles; Billy Wilder Theater; Michael Malzan; Lighting Design by LAM Partners; by Sarah Amelar; ph.; p. 188-189; Nov 07; AR
Canada, Toronto; Young Centre for the Performing Arts; BIWAR Award; Kuwabara, Payne, McKenna & Blumberg; by Christopher Kieran; ph. pl.; p. 92-95; Nov 07; AR
England, London; Unicorn Theater; Keith Williams; by No author listed; ph.; p. 102-103; Oct 07; ARev
England, London; Young Vic Theater; Haworth & Tompkins; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl. sec.; p. 60-65; July 07; ARev
Illinois, Chicago; Biograph Theater Restoration; Daniel P. Coffey; by Anne Hartman; ph.; p. 57; Sept 07; BD&C
Italy, Venice; Venetian, Atmospheric Theater; Tobias Putth; by Paula Deitz; ph. ill.; p. 67-68; Oct 07; AR
Netherlands, Lelystad; Agora Theater; UNStudio; by Maria Shollenberger; ph. pl.; p. 286-293; Nov 07; ID
Nevada, Las Vegas; Tahitian Moon Theater; by Russell Fortmeyer; ph. ill.; p. 119-124; Jan 07; AR
Oregon, Mt. Hood; Timberline Lodge Amphitheater Restoration; Bramale Landscape Architecture; by Richard J. Zika; ph. pl. det.; p. 68-73; June 07; LA
Spain, Almeria; Vicar Theatre; Carbajal & Solinas; by No author listed; ph.; p. 98-99; Oct 07; ARev
Spain, Nijar; Theater; MGM; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pl. sec.; p. 66-69; July 07; ARev
Trends in Theater Design; by Kristin Foster; ph.; p. 44-46; Aug 07; BD&C
See also ARTS CENTER; CULTURAL CENTER; PERFORMING ARTS CENTER; RECREATION; SCHOOL; UNIVERSITY

TRAINING FACILITY
See LEARNING, TRAINING CENTER; SCHOOL; UNIVERSITY

TRANSIT STATION

Australia, Melbourne; Southern Cross Train Station; Grimshaw Architects and Jackson Architecture; Structural Design by Winward Structures; by Rebecca Roke; ph. pl. sec.; p. 52-59; Feb 07; ARev
Georgia, Athens; Athens Multimodal Transportation Center; Niles Bolton; by Jeff Yoder; ph.; p. 50-52; Dec 07; BD&C
Spain, Alicante; Sergio Cardell Streetcar Stop; Subarquitectura; by David Cohn; ph.; p. 63; Dec 07; AR
See also TRANSPORTATION

TRANSPORTATION

California, Yosemite National Park; Alternatives to Automobile Transportation in Yosemite; by Sally Augustin and Jean Marie Cackowski-Campbell; ill. ref.; p. 62-63; Aug 07; LA
City Car Prototype; by William J. Mitchell; ph.; p. 55-56; Aug 07; AR
Computer Modeling and Public Transportation; by Tian Feng et al.; ph. map ill. dia. table; p. 70-84; Dec 07; TCS
Congestion Pricing and Surveillance; by Michael Sorkin; ph.; p. 63-64; Sept 07; AR
New York, New York; Second Avenue Subway; DMJM Harris; Structural Design by Arup; by Sara Hart; ph. sec. ill. cea; p. 159-166; Aug 07; AR
Oregon, Portland; Portland Aerial Tram; Angell, Graham, Penninger & Scholl; by Randy Gragg; ph. pl. sec.; p. 126-131; Aug 07; AR
See also AIRPORT; CITY AND REGIONAL PLANNING; HIGHWAY; TRANSIT STATION; URBAN DESIGN, MULTI-USE PROJECT; Specific Building Type

TURKEY

—; Social Issues; The Place of Women in Modern Turkey; by Gulsum Baydar; ph. ref.; p. 3-11; Feb 07; JAE
Belek; Hotel; Adam & Eve Hotel; Eren Tatlı; by Leslie Yudell; ph. pl. sec.; p. 150-152; Oct 07; AR
Kaz Mountain; Residence; Lakeside House; AR Award; Boran Ekinçi; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl.; p. 83; May 07; ARev

UNITED ARAB EMIRATES

Dubai; Office Building/High Rise; Burj Dubai Tower Spurs Development; by Boyce Thompson; ph. ill.; p. 140-148; Nov 07; B
Dubai; Urban Design, Multi-Use Project; Burj Dubai; Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; by Dan Halpern; ph. ill.; p. 127-133; May 07; A
Saadiyat Island; Cultural Center; Abu Dhabi Cultural Center; Zaha Hadid, Frank Gehry and et al.; by Catherine Slessor; ill. m.; p. 30-31; Mar 07; ARev

UNIVERSITY

California, San Francisco; Child Development Center; City College; MKThink; by David Barista; ill. p. 75; Apr 07; BD&C
Connecticut, New Haven; Art Gallery Renovation; Yale University; Polshek Partnership; Original Design by Louis Kahn; by Paula Deitz; ph. pl. ill.; p. 50-55; Mar 07; ARev
UNIVERSITY (cont'd)

ARBORETUM
Massachusetts, Boston; Leventritt Garden at the Arnold Arboretum; Harvard University; ASLA Award winner; Reed & Hilderbrand; by Paul Burkhardt; ph.; p. 110; July 07; LA

Wisconsin, Madison; Visitor's Garden and Prairie Restoration; University of Wisconsin; Darrel Morrison; by Mary Myers; ph. pl.; p. 76-85; Feb 07; LA

ART SCHOOL
Connecticut, New Haven; Art Gallery Restoration; Yale University; Polshek Partnership; Original Design by Louis Kahn; by Joann Gonchar; ph. pl. sec.; p. 144-149; June 07; AR

Iowa, Iowa City; School of Art and Art History; AIA Honor Award; Steven Holl; by Diana Lind; ph.; p. 134; May 07; AR

Iowa, Iowa City; School of Art and Art History; University of Iowa; Steven Holl and Herbert Lewis, Kruse & Blundck; by Blair Kamin; ph. pl. sec.; p. 92-99; Jan 07; AR

ARTS CENTER
Art Gallery; Yale University; Polshek Partnership; Original Design by Louis Kahn; by Amanda Kolson Hurley; ph. pl. elev. det.; p. 66-71; Apr 07; A

Connecticut, New Haven; Sculpture Building and Gallery; Yale University; Lightweight facade system; R+D Award; Kieran & Timberlake; by Katie Gerfen; ph. ill.; p. 74-79; Oct 07; A

Connecticut, New Haven; Sculpture Building; Yale University; Kieran & Timberlake; Mechanical Design by BVH Integrated Services; by Jay W. Schneider; ph.; p. 49-50; Nov 07; BD&C

Minnesota, St. Joseph; Benedicta Arts Center; College of Saint Benedict; Hammel, Green & Abrahamson; by Vernon Mays; ph. pl. ill.; p. 60-69; Aug 07; A

Missouri, St. Louis; Sam Fox Arts Center; Washington University; Fumihiko Maki and Shah & Kawasaki; by Robert Ivy; ph. pl.; p. 104-111; Oct 07; AR

BUSINESS SCHOOL
Illinois, Chicago; Graduate School of Business; University of Chicago; Rafael Vinoly; by Ruth Lopez; ph.; p. 436-437; Mar 07; ID

CAMPUS
California, San Diego; Campus Development; University of California, San Diego; M. Boone Hallmann; by Vernon Mays; ph.; p. 66-67; July 07; A

Louisiana, New Orleans; Campus Reorganization; Tulane University; Collette Crepelli; by Vernon Mays; ph.; p. 62-63; June 07; A

Malaysia, Bandar Seri Iskandar; University of Technology Petronas; Aga Khan Award; Foster & Partners and GDP Architects; by Chris Abel; ph. pl.; p. 72; Nov 07; A

UNIVERSITY (cont'd)

CHURCH
Texas, Austin; Chapel; St. Edward's University; Rick Joy; by Catherine Slesser; pl. ill. elev. sec.; p. 60-61; Jan 07; AR

CLASSROOM
California, Hayward; Management Case Study Room; California State University; VBN and Charles M. Salter; by Katie Gerfen; ph. ill.; p. 37-38; Nov 07; A

Canada, Ontario, Toronto; Pharmacy Building; University of Toronto; Foster & Partners; Lighting Design by Claude R. Engle; by Tim McKeough; ph.; p. 278-280; May 07; A

COMPUTER CENTER
Pennsylvania, Philadelphia; Levine Hall; University of Pennsylvania; Lightweight facade system; R+D Award; Kieran & Timberlake; by Katie Gerfen; ph. ill.; p. 74-79; Sept 07; A

DINING HALL
Germany, Karlsruhe; Cafeteria; Universitat Karlsruhe; Junger Mayer H. and Ulrich Wiesler; by Gisela Williams-Kramer; ph. pl. sec.; p. 294-301; May 07; ID

LANDSCAPE
California, Berkeley; Dormitory Landscaping; EHDD; Landscape Design by GLS Landscape; by Alex Uram; ph. pl.; p. 104-109; Feb 07; LA

Campus Heritage Initiative for Landscape Preservation; by Frank Edgerton Martin; ph. ref.; p. 82-91; July 07; A

China, Shenyang City; Shenyang Architectural University Landscape; Turenscape; by Catherine Slesser; ph. pl.; p. 58-59; Dec 07; A

Massachusetts, Cambridge; Harvard Graduate Student Housing; ASLA Award winner; Richard Burck, Jonathan Levi and Bergmeyer Associates; by Paul Burkhardt; ph.; p. 114; July 07; LA

Minnesota, Duluth; Swenson Science Building Landscape; University of Minnesota; ASLA Award winner; Oslund Associates; by Paul Burkhardt; ph.; p. 113; July 07; A

New York, Ithaca; Landscape Art; Cornell University; Patrick Dougherty; by Suzanne VanDeMark; ph.; p. 22-29; Sept 07; LA

LIBRARY
Italy, Rome; Library Extension and Reading Room; Pontifical Lateran University; King & Rosselli; by Paul Bennett; ph. pl. sec.; p. 126-131; Oct 07; A

Japan, Tokyo; Library; Tama Art University; Toyo Itto; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl. sec. map; p. 46-55; Aug 07; A

Japan, Tokyo; Library; Seikei University; Shigeru Ban; by Michael Webb; ph. pl. sec.; p. 60-64; Feb 07; A

Rhode Island, Providence; Fleet Library Renovation; Rhode Island School of Design; Office dA; by David Barista; ph.; p. 63-64; Sept 07; BD&C
UNIVERSITY (cont'd)

MUSIC

MUSEUM

MEDICAL

MASTER PLAN

Arizona, Tucson; Campus Development; University of Arizona; Robert R. Smith; Master Planning by Ayers, Saint & Gross; by Vernon Mays; ph.; p. 64-65; July 07; A

Lubonan, Al Koura, Tripoli; University of Balamand; ASLA Award winner; Sasaki Associates; by Paul Burkhardt; map; p. 122-123; July 07; LA

New Jersey, Princeton; Master Plan; Princeton University; Jon Hlafter; Master Planning by Beyer, Blinder & Belle; by Vernon Mays; ph. m.; p. 60-61; July 07; A

Pennsylvania, Philadelphia; Drexel University Master Plan; by Peter Fabris; ph. ill.; p. 26-38; Nov 07; BD&C

Pennsylvania, Philadelphia; Penn Connects: A Vision for the Future; University of Pennsylvania; ASLA Award winner; Sasaki Associates; by Paul Burkhardt; ill.; p. 122; July 07; LA

MEDICAL CENTER

Arizona, Phoenix; College of Medicine Restora- tion; University of Arizona; SmithGroup; by Jay W. Schneider; ph.; p. 53; Sept 07; BD&C

Florida, Miami; Center for Research in Medical Education; University of Miami; Perkins & Will; by Sheila Kim-Jamet; ph.; p. 180-181; June 07; ID

Massachusetts, Worcester; Living and Learning Center; Massachusetts College of Pharmacy & Health Sciences; Perkins & Will; by David Barista; ph.; p. 55; Sept 07; BD&C

MUSEUM

Alaska, Fairbanks; Museum of the North; University of Alaska; GDM and Hammel, Green & Abrahamson; Original Design by HOK; by Weld Royal; ph. pl. sec.; p. 66-71; Jan 07; AR

Michigan, East Lansing; Broad Art Museum Competition; Coop Himmelblau, Zaha Hadid and et al.; by Joseph Giovannini; ph. ill.; p. 246-248; Nov 07; ID

MUSIC BUILDING

Canada, Quebec, Montreal; New Music Building; McGill University; Saucier & Perrotte; Acoustical Design by ARTEC; by Sarah Amelar; ph. pl. sec.; p. 118-123; July 07; AR

PARKING, GARAGE

Michigan, East Lansing; Parking Garage; Michigan State University; Fisherbeck, Thompson, Carr & Huber; by David Barista; ph.; p. 75-77; Oct 07; BD&C

RECREATION

Ohio, Cincinnati; Lindner Athletics Center; Bernard Tschumi and Glaserworks; Exhibition Design by Perkins & Will; by Sarah Amelar; ph. pl. sec.; p. 72-76; Jan 07; AR

Ohio, Gambier; Kenyon Athletic Center; Kenyon College; Gund Partnership; by James Murdock; ph. pl. sec.; p. 154-159; Nov 07; AR

UNIVERSITY (cont'd)

RELIGIOUS BUILDING

Canada, Toronto; Multifaith Centre for Spiritual Study; University of Toronto; Moriyama & Teshima; by Jenna M. McKnight; ph.; p. 194-195; Nov 07; AR

Massachusetts, Cambridge; Chapel; Massa- chusetts Institute of Technology; Eero Saarinne; by Mark McMenamin; ph.; p. 222-223; July 07; ID

RESEARCH FACILITY, LABORATORY

Arizona, Tucson; Meinel Optical Sciences Expan- sion; University of Arizona; Richard & Bauer; by Suzanne Stephens; ph. pl. sec. ill.; p. 202-207; May 07; AR

Arizona, Tucson; Meinel Optical Sciences Expan- sion; University of Arizona; AIA Honor Award; Richard & Bauer; by Diana Lind; ph.; p. 130; May 07; AR

California, San Diego; Calit2; University of California, San Diego; NBBJ; by Joseph Giovannini; ph. pl.; p. 134-138; Dec 07; AR

Chile, Santiago; Centro Tecnológico; Pontificia Universidad Catolica; Aravena, Murray, Montero & Torrejon; by Jeanette Palt; ph. pl. sec. det.; p. 122-127; Dec 07; AR

Massachusetts, Cambridge; Stata Center; Massachusetts Institute of Technology; Frank Gehry; by Robert Campbell; ph.; p. 71-72; May 07; AR

Michigan, Ann Arbor; Biomedical Science Research Building; AIA Honor Award; Polshek Partnership; by Diana Lind; ph.; p. 133; May 07; AR

New York, Ithaca; Africana Studies and Re- search Center; Cornell University; Shepley, Bulfinch, Richardson & Abbott; by Jay W. Schneider; ph.; p. 81-83; May 07; BD&C

Pennsylvania, Philadelphia; Skirkanich Hall; University of Pennsylvania; Williams & Tsien; by Suzanne Stephens; ph. pl. sec.; p. 128-133; Dec 07; AR

RESIDENTIAL

California, Los Angeles; UCLA Southwest Campus Housing; Builder's Choice Award; van Tilburg, Banvard & Soderbergh; Land- scape Design by LRM; by Jenny Sullivan; ph. pl.; p. 122; Oct 07; B

Connecticut, New Haven; Piersin and Daven- port Colleges; Yale University; AIA Honor Award; Kieran & Timberlake; by Diana Lind; ph.; p. 146; May 07; AR

South Carolina, Spartanburg; Wofford Col- lege Housing Village; Builder's Choice Award; McMillan & Smith; Landscape Design by Innocenti & Weibel; by Pat Curry; ph.; p. 142; Oct 07; B

STUDENT CENTER

California, La Jolla; Student Center Expansion; University of California, San Diego; Public Architecture; by Ann Jarmusch; ph. pl. III.; p. 160-163; Nov 07; AR

Ohio, Cincinnati; Student Union; Tangeman University; Gwathmey & Siegel; by Jayne Mkerkel; ph. pl. sec.; p. 164-168; Nov 07; AR
URBAN DESIGN, MULTI-USE PROJECT (cont'd)

California, Culver City: Washington Building; Pali & Fekete; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph.; p. 144; May 07; RA

California, Los Angeles; Kim Sing Theater Renovation; XTEN Architects; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. 230-237; July 07; ID

California, San Diego; R3 Mixed-Use; RA Design Award; Lloyd Russell; by Cheryl Weber; ph.; p. 75; May 07; RA

California, San Diego; The Lofts; Public Architecture; by Meghan Drueing; pl. ill.; p. 24; Jan 07; RA

California, San Diego; The Q; Mixed-use development; Jonathan Segal; by Cheryl Weber; pl. m.; p. 22; Sept 07; RA

California, San Diego; The Union; AIA Housing Award; Jonathan Segal; by Christopher Kieran; ph.; p. 205; July 07; AR

California, Santa Barbara; Club Casa Mina; 83 Architects; by Kathleen Stanley; pl. ph.; p. 98-99; Apr 07; B

China, Shenzhen; Vanke Center; Steven Holl; by Rob Gregory; pl. ill. sec. m.; p. 76; Jan 07; ARev

Colorado, Greenwood Village; Sales/Marketing Event; The Landmark mixed-use project; by Rich Binsacca; ph.; p. 100; Feb 07; B

District of Columbia, Washington; 1247 Wisconsin Avenue; AIA Housing Award; McInturf Architects; by Christopher Kieran; ph.; p. 204; July 07; AR

England, London; Brunswick Center Renovation; Patrick Hodgkinson and Levitt & Bernstein; by Clare Melhuish; ph. pl. sec.; p. 42-48; Mar 07; ARev

England, London; Brunswick Center Restoration; Patrick Hodgkinson; by Patrick Hodgkinson; ph.; p. 40-41; Mar 07; ARev

Florida, Rosemary Beach; The Mercado; Builder's Choice Award; Looney, Ricks & Kiss; Master Planning by DPZ; by Jenny Sullivan; ph. pl.; p. 84-86; Oct 07; B

FRANCE, Paris; City of Fashion and Design; Jakob & MacFarlane; by Catherine Slesser; ill. sec. ph.; p. 30-31; Jan 07; ARev

Illinois, Chicago; Aqua Mixed-Use Tower; Studio Gang; by Jeff Yoders; ph. pl.; p. 69-71; Jan 07; BD&C

Illinois, Chicago; Eco18 Mixed-Use Project; Wright & Company; by Robert Cassidy; ill.; p. 55; Oct 07; BD&C

Illinois, Chicago; Lexington Park; VOA Associates; by Robert Cassidy; ill.; p. 54-55; Oct 07; BD&C

Illinois, Glenview; The Glen Town Center; Builder's Choice Award; Pappageorge Haymes; Landscape Design by Douglas Hoerr; by Cheryl Weber; ph. pl.; p. 126; Oct 07; B

Japan, Tokyo; 21_21 Design Sight; Tadao Ando and Nikken Sekkei; by Naomi R. Pollock; pl. ill. sec. ill.; p. 130-135; Nov 07; AR

Japan, Tokyo; Tokyo Midtown; Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; Landscape Design by EDAW; by Naomi R. Pollock; ph. pl.; p. 122-129; Nov 07; AR

Maryland, Gaithersburg; Crown Properties; Ehrnkrantz, Eckland & Kuhn; by Diana Lind; ill.; p. 150; May 07; AR

Maryland, Hyattsville; University Town Center; RTKL and WDG Architects; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. ill.; p. 102-103; Apr 07; B

Massachusetts, Boston; Smart Growth Corridor; AIA Honor Award; Goody & Clancy; by Dana Lind; ill.; p. 152; May 07; AR

Mixed Use and Transit-Oriented Developments; by Robert Cassidy; ill.; p. 62-63; Jan 07; BD&C

Pennsylvania, Pittsburgh; Pittsburgh River Park; Behnisch Architects; by Rob Gregory; pl. ill. sec.; p. 77; Jan 07; ARev

Tennessee, Nashville; Mercury View Lofts; Manuel Zeitlin; Landscape Design by Hawkins Partners; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 100-101; Apr 07; B

United Arab Emirates, Dubai; Burj Dubai; Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; by Dan Halpern; ph. ill.; p. 127-133; May 07; A

Virginia, Fort Belvoir; Herryford Village; Builder's Choice Award; Torti & Gallas; Landscape Design by Parker & Rodriguez; by Pat Curry; ph.; p. 148; Oct 07; B

Virginia, Herndon; Woodland Park Landscape Master Plan; EDAW; by Dennis Carmichael; ph. pl. ill.; p. 54-59; Dec 07; LA

Washington, Seattle; Alley24 Mixed-Use Block; NBBJ; by Justin Henderson; ph. pl.; p. 238-249; July 07; ID

Washington, Seattle; Mambo Palazzo; Pretiss Architects; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph. pl.; p. 70-73; Jan 07; RA

Wyoming, Jackson; Shervin Mixed-Use Building; RA Design Award; Ward & Blake; Landscape Design by Weaver David; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph. pl.; p. 62-63; May 07; RA
URBAN DESIGN, MULTI-USE PROJECT (cont'd)
See also APARTMENT DEVELOPMENT, MULTIPLE BUILDING GROUP; CITY AND REGIONAL PLANNING; RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT, SPECULATIVE HOUSING; SHOPPING CENTER; UNIVERSITY; WATERFRONT DEVELOPMENT

URUGUAY
Montevideo; Security; Site Security at U.S. Embassy; Fernando Fabiano; by Jimena Martignoni; ph. m.; p. 40-45; Feb 07; LA

UTAH
—; Residence; Nova House; Builder Award; Kwan & Henmi; by Carolyn Weber; ph. pl.; p. 136; June 07; B

V

VENTILATION
See HEATING, VENTILATING, AIR CONDITIONING

VERMONT
Norwich; Recreation/Park; Montshire Museum and Science Park; Childs, Bertman & Tseckares; Landscape Design by Copley Wolff Design Group; by Susan Hines; ph. pl.; p. 74-83; Oct 07; LA

VERNACULAR ARCHITECTURE
Mass Housing; Hassan Fathy and Doxiadis Associates; by Panayiota I. Pyla; ph. dia. pl. ref.; p. 28-39; Feb 07; JAE

Nuances of Vernacular Architecture; Burr & McCallum; by Ann McCallum; ph.; p. 31-32; Nov 07; RA

VIDEO
See AUDIO-VISUAL

VIETNAM
Binh Duong; Restaurant; Wind and Water Cafe; Vo Trong Nghia; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl. elev.; p. 81; Dec 07; ARev

VIRGINIA (cont'd)
Falls Church; Apartment Building; Yorketown Square; Green roof retrofit; Building Logics; Landscape Design by Emory Knoll Farms; by Linda McIntyre; ph. ill.; p. 60-65; Dec 07; LA
Falls Church; Parking, Garage; Cherry Street Garage; Builder's Choice Award; Moore Architects; Landscape Design by Jordan & Honeyman; by Kathleen Stanley; ph.; p. 164; Oct 07; B
Fort Belvoir; Urban Design, Multi-Use Project; Henryford Village; Builder's Choice Award; Torti & Gallas; Landscape Design by Parker & Rodriguez; by Pat Curry; ph.; p. 148; Oct 07; B
Herndon; Urban Design, Multi-Use Project; Woodland Park Landscape Master Plan; EDAW; by Dennis Carmichael; ph. pl. ill.; p. 54-59; Dec 07; LA
Leesberg; Research Facility, Laboratory; Janelia Farm Research Campus; Howard Hughes Medical Institute; Rafael Vinoly; by Suzanne Stephens; ph. pl. sec.; p. 116-125; Mar 07; AR
McLean; Bathroom; Old Dominion Showhouse Bathroom; Builder Award; Harrison Design Associates and David H. Mitchell Partnership; by Jenny Sullivan; ph. pl.; p. 228-229; May 07; B
Norfolk; Residential Development, Speculative Housing; East Beach Community; East Beach Design Professionals Guild; Master Planning by Duany & Plater-Zyberk; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 80-81; Dec 07; B
Richmond; Government Building; Virginia State Capitol Renovation and Addition; Hillier Architecture; Original Design by Thomas Jefferson; by Nancy B. Solomon; ph. pl. ill. axon. cca; p. 167-174; June 07; AR
Richmond; Government Building; Virginia State Capitol Restoration; RMJM and Hillier Architecture; Original Design by Thomas Jefferson; by Barbara Horwitz-Bennett; ph.; p. 40-41; Sept 07; BD&C
Winchester; Office Building/Interiors; Offices of Reader & Swartz; Reader & Swartz; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph.; p. 88; Nov 07; RA

VISITOR CENTER
See RECREATION

W

WALKWAY
Oklahoma, Oklahoma City; The Underground; Elliott & Associates; by Annie Block; ph.; p. 122-123; Dec 07; ID
Oklahoma, Oklahoma City; The Underground; Elliott & Associates; by Edie Cohen; ph. pl.; p. 194-203; Aug 07; ID
Pedestrian Environmental Data Scan; Environmental audit for nonmotorized transportation; by Sally Augustin and Jean Marie Cackowski-Campbell; ill. ref.; p. 116-118; Oct 07; LA
Wisconsin, Milwaukee; Historic Third Ward Riverwalk; AIA Honor Award; Engberg & Anderson; by Diana Lind; ph.; p. 149; May 07; AR
WALL (cont’d)

Self Cleaning, Mold Resistant Wall Finish; by Jeff Turner; ph.; p. 114; Nov 07; TCS
Specialty Gypsum Board Products; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph.; p. 71-72; Aug 07; RA
Stretched-Fabric Wall Systems; by Craig Lanuza et al.; ph. elev.; p. 71-79; Feb 07; TCS
Supports for Glazed Curtain Walls; by Karol Kazmierczak and Dan Neeb; ph. det.; p. 70-80; Sept 07; TCS
Testing Curtain Wall Durability; by Charles Chang et al.; ph. elev. ref.; p. 70-79; Jan 07; TCS
Tips for Designing Interior Glass Walls; by Anne Hartman; ph.; p. 57; Aug 07; BD&C
Unconventional Cladding Materials; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph.; p. 87-88; Apr 07; RA
Using Gypsum for Fire Walls; by Michael Gardner; ph. sec.; p. 72-78; Oct 07; TCS
See also INSULATION; STRUCTURAL

WAREHOUSE

See INDUSTRIAL BUILDING; OFFICE BUILDING

WASHINGTON

Bainbridge Island; Residence; Bainbridge Island Residence; Miles Yanick; by Jenny Sullivan; ph. pl.; p. 108-109; Mar 07; B
Bellevue; Parking, Garage; Roddy/Bale Garage; RA Design Award; Miller & Hull; Landscape Design by MEJ; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph. pl.; p. 94-95; May 07; RA
Bellevue; Plaza; City Hall and Plaza; SRG Partners; Landscape Design by Phillips, Farevaag & Smollenberg; by Mark Hinshaw; ph. ill.; p. 32-36; Nov 07; LA
Camano Island; Residence; Camano Cabin; Vandeventer & Carlander; by Jane F. Kolleeny; ph. pl. sec. axon.; p. 136-138; Jan 07; AR
Everett; Plaza; County Administrative Building and Plaza; NBBJ; Landscape Design by SiteWorkshop; by Mark Hinshaw; ph. ill. sec.; p. 44-51; Jan 07; LA
Issaquah; Residential Development, Speculative Housing; The Harmony Collection at Dahlia Park; Weber & Thompson; by Jenny Sullivan; ph. pl.; p. 119; Aug 07; B
Kirkland; Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Danielson Grove; RA Design Award; Ross Chapin; Landscape Design by Cottage Company; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph. pl. elev.; p. 73; May 07; RA
Kirkland; Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Danielson Grove; AIA Housing Award; Ross Chapin; by Christopher Kieran; ph.; p. 204; July 07; AR
Mercer Island; Residence; Lake Washington Residence; Miller & Hull; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph. pl.; p. 53-55; Mar 07; RA
North Bend; Learning, Training Center; Cedar River Watershed Education Center; Jones & Jones; by Lisa Owens Viani; ph. pl. map; p. 24-39; Aug 07; LA
WASHINGTON (cont'd)

Orondo; Residence; Gaffney/Rankin Residence; Skb Architects; by Meghan Drueing; ph.; p. 58-61; July 07; RA

Redmond; Government Building; Redmond City Hall; Mulvanny G2; by Randy Gragg; ph. pl.; p. 136-139; Mar 07; AR

Redmond; School/Elementary; Rosa Parks Elementary School; Mahlum Architects; by Joann Gonchar; ph. pl.; p. 136-139; July 07; AR

Seattle; Bank; Washington Mutual Bank; Conventional roof garden; NBBJ; Landscape Design by Phillips, Farevaag & Smallenberg; by Linda McIntyre; ph. elev.; p. 94-101; Nov 07; LA

Seattle; Bathroom; Bathroom Design; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph. pl.; p. 32; Mar 07; RA

Seattle; City and Regional Planning; Open Space Seattle 2100; ASLA Award winner; University of Washington Department of Landscape A and Open Space Seattle 2100 Coalition; by Paul Burkhardt; ill.; p. 123; July 07; LA

Seattle; Housing; Shirley Bridge Bungalows; AIA Housing Award; Ron Wright; by Christopher Kieran; ph.; p. 206; July 07; AR

Seattle; Kitchen; Open Kitchen; 360 Design Studio; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph. pl.; p. 30-31; Mar 07; RA

Seattle; Landscape Architecture; Profile of Designer; Richard Haag; by Linda McIntyre; ph. ref.; p. 58-61; Nov 07; LA

Seattle; Learning, Training Center; TAF Community Learning Center; Miller & Hull and Public Architecture; by Mimi Zeiger; il.; p. 84; May 07; A

Seattle; Museum/Art; Seattle Art Museum; Allied Works Architecture; LMN and NBBJ; by Jeff Yoders; ph. pl.; p. 30-33; Aug 07; BD&C

Seattle; Office Building; 223 Yale at Alley24; NBBJ; by Randy Gragg; ph. pl.; p. 110-113; Jan 07; AR

Seattle; Recreation/Park; Olympic Sculpture Park; Weiss/Manfredi; Landscape Design by Charles Anderson; by Clifford A. Pearson; ph. pl. sec.; p. 110-117; July 07; AR

Seattle; Recreation/Park; Olympic Sculpture Park; ASLA Award winner; Weiss/Manfredi; Landscape Design by Charles Anderson; by Paul Burkhardt; ph.; p. 114; July 07; LA

Seattle; Recreation/Park; Olympic Sculpture Park; Weiss/Manfredi; Landscape Design by Charles Anderson; by Clair Enlow; ph. ill. pl.; p. 100-109; Aug 07; LA

Seattle; Residence; Bradfield Residence; Brandt Design Group; by Lynne Meredith Schreiber; ph.; p. 47-48; June 07; B

Seattle; Residential Development, Speculative Housing; High Point Community; AIA Housing Award; Mithun Partners; by Christopher Kieran; ph.; p. 204; July 07; AR

Seattle; Residential Development, Speculative Housing; High Point; Builder Award; Mithun Partners; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 126-127; June 07; B

WASHINGTON (cont'd)

Seattle; Residential Development, Speculative Housing; High Point Community; AIA/HUD Award; Mithun Partners; by Christopher Kieran; ph.; p. 208; July 07; AR

Seattle; Stormwater Management; Natural Stormwater Drainage Systems; by Lisa Owens Viani; ph.; p. 100-111; Oct 07; LA

Seattle; Studio; Artist's Studio; RA Design Award; Olson, Sundberg, Kundig & Allen; by Cheryl Weber; ph. iso.; p. 104-105; May 07; RA

Seattle; Studio; Skb Studio; Skb Architects; by Lawrence W. Cheek; ph. pl.; p. 316-322; May 07; ID

Seattle; Studio; Skinner Studio; Thomas Kundig; by Nate Lippens; ph. iso.; p. 204-206; June 07; AR

Seattle; Urban Design, Multi-Use Project; Mambo Palazzo; Prentiss Architects; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph. pl.; p. 70-73; Jan 07; RA

Seattle; Urban Design, Multi-Use Project; Alley24 Mixed-Use Block; NBBJ; by Justin Henderson; ph. pl.; p. 238-249; July 07; ID

Skykomish; Residence; Tye River Cabin; AIA Housing Award; Olson, Sundberg, Kundig & Allen; by Christopher Kieran; ph.; p. 203; July 07; AR

Tacoma; Housing; Salishan Neighborhood Revitalization; AIA/HUD Award; Torti & Gallas; by Christopher Kieran; ph.; p. 208; July 07; AR

Tacoma; Housing; Salishan Neighborhood Revitalization; AIA Housing Award; Torti & Gallas; by Christopher Kieran; ph.; p. 205; July 07; AR

Tacoma; Residential Development, Speculative Housing/Site Development; Salishan Neighborhood Revitalization; Builder's Choice Award; Torti & Gallas; Landscape Design by Berger Partnership; by Pat Curry; ph.; p. 134; Oct 07; B

Winthrop; Residence; Delta Shelter; AIA Housing Award; Olson, Sundberg, Kundig & Allen; by Christopher Kieran; ph.; p. 203; July 07; AR

WASTE DISPOSAL

Alternative Methods for Dealing with Construction Debris; by Nigel F. Maynard; ill. table; p. 90-94; Apr 07; B

WATER

Floating Islands, Microbes and Water Quality; by Bruce Kania; ph.; p. 92-99; July 07; LA

See also RIVER, WATERWAY, STORMWATER MANAGEMENT

WATER TREATMENT

Connecticut, New Haven; Whitney Water Purification Facility; Steven Holl; by Gideon Fink Shapiro; ph.; p. 44; June 07; A

District of Columbia, Washington; Sidwell Friends School Constructed Wetland; Kieran & Timberlake; Landscape Design by Andropogon Associates; by Russell Fortmeyer; ph. sec. dia. cea; p. 149-157; July 07; AR

Texas, Helotes; Government Canyon Visitor Center; Lake & Flato; by Russell Fortmeyer; ph. pl. cea; p. 149-157; July 07; AR
WATERFRONT DEVELOPMENT

Austria, Rohner Port; Multifunctional Building; Baumschlager & Eberle; by Rob Gregory; pl. ill. m.; p. 58; Jan 07; ARev

New York, New York; East River Waterfront Redevelopment; Richard Scofidio, SCAPE Studio and et al.; by Alex Ulam; ph. ill.; p. 38-43; Sept 07; LA

See also CITY AND REGIONAL PLANNING; RECREATION; RIVER, WATERWAY; URBAN DESIGN, MULTI-USE PROJECT

WATERPROOFING

Below-Grade Waterproofing; Fluid-applied aliphatic modified polyurethane; by Steve S. Mishra et al.; ph. chart table; p. 42-49; July 07; TCS

Waterproofing Options for Green Roofs; by Gary W. Whitttemore; ph. ref. ill. table; p. 84-94; Apr 07; TCS

See also ROOF, ROOFING; WALL

WATERSHED

Kentucky, Clark County; Lower Howard's Creek Corridor; ASLA Award winner; Parsons & Brinkerhoff; Landscape Design by Ned Crenshaw; by Paul Burkhardt; map; p. 123; July 07; LA

New York, Bronx; Bronx River Restoration; Vollmer Associates; by Linda McIntyre; ph. ref. sec. pl.; p. 84-97; Oct 07; LA

Pennsylvania, Pittsburgh; Nine Mile Run Restoration; Biohabitats and CDM; Landscape Design by Andropogon Associates; by Peter Harnik; ph. map; p. 62-71; Nov 07; LA

Washington, North Bend; Cedar River Watershed Education Center; Jones & Jones; by Lisa Owens Viani; ph. pl. map; p. 24-39; Aug 07; LA

Zoning Effects on Watershed Management; by Jean Marie Cackowski-Campbell and Sally Augustin; ill. ref.; p. 88-89; Feb 07; LA

WETLANDS

District of Columbia, Washington; Sidwell Friends School Constructed Wetland; Kieran & Timberlake; Landscape Design by Andropogon Associates; by Russell Fortmeyer; ph. sec. dia. cea; p. 149-157; July 07; AR

See also ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT

WIND

California, San Francisco; One Rincon Hill; Solomon, Cordwell & Buenz; by No author listed; ill.; p. 64; Jan 07; BD&C

Designing Brick Walls for High-Wind Regions; by No author listed; ph. ill. table; p. 55-59; Mar 07; BD&C

Wind Effects on High-Rise Buildings; by Kit Miyamoto and Amir Gilani; ph. ref. dia. table graph m. map; p. 134-148; June 07; TCS

WINDOW

Benefits of Fiberglass Fenestration Products; by Barbara A. Nadel and Terry Zeimetz; ph. chart ref. ill. det.; p. 30-41; July 07; TCS

Blast Window Design; by Steve Fronek et al.; ph. ref.; p. 26-36; Nov 07; TCS

Condensation Risk Assessment in Glazing Design; by Karol Kazmierczak; ph. ill. dia. det.; p. 94-108; Nov 07; TCS

Eleven Rules of Window Installation; by Rod Clark and Jay DeKalb; ph. ill. cea; p. 126-129; May 07; RA

Eleven Theories of Window Installation; by Rod Clark and Jay DeKalb; ph. ill. cea; p. 150-153; May 07; A

Guide to Motorized Window Coverings; by Terry Coffey; ph. dia. ill. ref.; p. 110-116; June 07; TCS

Resurgence of Wood Windows; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph.; p. 74; Nov 07; B

Role of Windows; by Hansy Better Barraza; ph.; p. 37-38; Jan 07; RA

Steel Window Repairs; by Deborah Slaton and David S. Patterson; ph.; p. 98; Oct 07; TCS

Window and Curtain Wall Weep Holes; by Peter Slatin and David S. Patterson; p. 90; Feb 07; TCS

Windows and Doors for Traditional Residential Design; by Angela Sarkis; ph. cea; p. 84-86; Jan 07; A

Windows and Sustainability; by Barbara A. Nadel; ph. ill. table; p. 257-261; May 07; AR

See also GLASS; WALL

WINERY, VINEYARD

California, Glen Ellen; Sonoma Vineyard; ASLA Award winner; Marta Fry; by Paul Burkhardt; ph.; p. 118-119; July 07; LA

California, Sonoma County; Sonoma Barn; Aidlin & Darling; by John King; ph. pl.; p. 82-83; July 07; AR

Spain, Haro, Rioja; Wine-Tasting Pavilion; Lopez de Heredia Winery; Zaha Hadid and Arquitectura IOA; by David Cohn; ph. sec.; p. 116-119; Feb 07; AR

WISCONSIN

Green Lake; Health Care, Health Center; Ewensong Spa; Testani Design Troupe; by Bradley Lincoln; ph.; p. 61-64; Jan 07; ID

Green Lake; Residence; Camouflage House; Builder's Choice Award; Johnsen & Schmaling; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph. pl.; p. 128; Oct 07; B

Green Lake; Residence; Camouflage House; RA Design Award; Johnsen & Schmaling; by Meghan Druebing; ph. pl. sec.; p. 44-47; May 07; RA
WISCONSIN (cont'd)

Madison; Landscape Restoration; Visitor's Garden and Prairie Restoration; University of Wisconsin; Darrel Morrison; by Mary Myers; ph. pl.; p. 76-85; Feb 07; LA

Milwaukee; Museum/Science, Technology; Discovery World at Pier Wisconsin; Hammel, Green & Abrahamson; by Jay W. Schneider; ph.; p. 42-45; Apr 07; BD&C

Milwaukee; Recreation/Park; Historic Third Ward Riverwalk; AIA Honor Award; Engberg & Anderson; by Diana Lind; ph.; p. 149; May 07; AR

WOOD

Fire-Retardant-Treated Wood; by Huck DeVenzio; ph. ref.; p. 80-86; Feb 07; TCS

Resisting Uplift and Lateral Forces in Wood-Frame Multi-Story Buildings; by Randy Shackelford and Steve Pryor; ph. ref. ill. dia.; p. 82-94; Aug 07; TCS

Ways to Cut Framing Costs; by Ted Cushman; ph. dia. ill.; p. 248-254; Feb 07; B
See also STRUCTURAL/WOOD

WORKING DRAWING

See ARCHITECTURAL DRAWING; COMPUTER; INTERIOR DESIGN; OFFICE PRACTICE

WYOMING

Jackson; Office Building; Architect's Office; Carney Architects; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph.; p. 80; July 07; RA

Jackson; Urban Design, Multi-Use Project; Shervin Mixed-Use Building; RA Design Award; Ward & Blake; Landscape Design by Weaver David; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph. pl.; p. 62-63; May 07; RA

Pinedale; Residence; New Fork Social Club Residence; RA Design Award; Carney Architects; Landscape Design by Hershberger Design; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph. pl.; p. 85; May 07; RA

Wapiti Valley; Residence; Wapiti Valley Residence; RA Design Award; Ryker & Nave; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph. ill. m.; p. 101; May 07; RA

See also RECREATION

Y

YEMEN

Rada; Religious Building; Restoration of Amiriya Complex; Aga Khan Award; Al-Radi & Al-Nasiri; by Chris Abel; ph. pl.; p. 75; Nov 07; AR

Shibam; City and Regional Planning; Shibam Urban Development Project; Aga Khan Award; GTZ Technical Office and GOPHSC; by Chris Abel; map; p. 71; Nov 07; AR

Z

ZONING

New York, New York; Trump SoHo Condo Hotel Critique; Handel Architects; by Michael Sorkin; ph.; p. 51-52; Dec 07; AR

Zoning Effects on Watershed Management; by Jean Marie Cackowski-Campbell and Sally Augustin; ill. ref.; p. 88-89; Feb 07; LA
See also CITY AND REGIONAL PLANNING; LAW

ZOO

District of Columbia, Washington; National Zoo Asia Trail; Chatelain Architects; Landscape Design by Nelson, Byrd & Waltz; by Linda McIntyre; ph. sec. ill. pl.; p. 126-137; July 07; LA

See also RECREATION
SUMMARY OF HEADINGS

A
ACCESSIBILITY
See HANDICAPPED DESIGN
ACOUSTICS
AIR CONDITIONING
See ENERGY; HEATING, VENTILATING, AIR CONDITIONING
AIRPORT
ALABAMA
ALASKA
ANIMAL SHELTER
APARTMENT
See RESIDENCE
APARTMENT BUILDING
APARTMENT DEVELOPMENT, MULTIPLE BUILDING GROUP
AQUARIUM
ARBORETUM
ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER
ARCHITECTURAL COMPETITIONS
ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN, THEORY
ARCHITECTURAL DRAWING
ARCHITECTURAL EDUCATION
ARCHITECTURAL MODEL
ARCHITECTURAL RESEARCH
ARCHITECTURE
ARGENTINA
ARIZONA
ARKANSAS
ART
ART GALLERY
ARTS CENTER
AUDIO-VISUAL
AUSTRALIA
AUSTRIA
AUTOMOBILE

B
BAHAMAS
BANGLADESH
BANK
BAR
BARN
See RURAL DESIGN
BATHROOM
BEAUTY SALON
See STORE
BEHAVIORAL STUDIES
BELGIUM
BOAT
BOOK
BOTANIC GARDEN
BRAZIL
BRIDGE
BUILDING CODE
BUILDING PRODUCTS
BUILDING SYSTEMS

BURKINA FASO

C
CALIFORNIA
CANADA
CANARY ISLANDS
CARPET
CAYMAN ISLANDS
CEILING
CEMETERY
CERAMIC TILE
CHILD CARE CENTER
CHILE
CHINA
CITY AND REGIONAL PLANNING
CLUB
COATINGS
See PAINT, COATINGS
CO-HOUSING
COLOMBIA
COLORADO
COMMUNITY CENTER
COMPUTER
CONCERT HALL
See ARTS CENTER; PERFORMING ARTS CENTER; THEATER; UNIVERSITY
CONCRETE
CONNECTICUT
CONSERVATION
CONSERVATORY
See BOTANIC GARDEN; RECREATION
CONVENTION CENTER
CORRECTIONAL FACILITY
COSTA RICA
CULTURAL CENTER
CURTAIN WALL
See WALL
CYPRUS
CZECH REPUBLIC

D
DECK
DENMARK
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
DOMINICAN REPUBLIC
DOOR

E
EARTHQUAKE
ECOLOGY
ECONOMIC ANALYSIS
ECUADOR
EDUCATION
See ARCHITECTURAL EDUCATION; LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE EDUCATION; LEARNING, TRAINING CENTER; SCHOOL; UNIVERSITY
ELDERLY HOUSING
ELECTRICAL
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ELEVATOR</th>
<th>INDIANA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ENERGY</td>
<td>INDONESIA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ENGLAND</td>
<td>INDUSTRIAL BUILDING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ENTRANCE</td>
<td>INDUSTRIAL DESIGN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT</td>
<td>INDUSTRIALIZED BUILDING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ERITREA</td>
<td>See PREFABRICATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESCALATOR</td>
<td>INFRASTRUCTURE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESTONIA</td>
<td>See HIGHWAY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ETHIOPIA</td>
<td>INSULATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EVALUATION</td>
<td>INSURANCE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>See LAW; OFFICE PRACTICE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>INTERIOR DESIGN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>INTERNET</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>See COMPUTER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>IOWA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>IRELAND</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ISRAEL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ITALY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>JAPAN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>JEWELRY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>JORDAN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>KANSAS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>KAZAKHSTAN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>KENTUCKY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>KIOSK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>KITCHEN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>KOREA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>KUWAIT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LABORATORY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>See RESEARCH FACILITY, LABORATORY; UNIVERSITY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE EDUCATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE RESEARCH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LANDSCAPE DESIGN, TECHNIQUES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LANDSCAPE MANAGEMENT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LANDSCAPE RESTORATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LATVIA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LAW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LEARNING, TRAINING CENTER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LEBANON</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LEGAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>See LAW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LIBRARY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LIBYA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LIGHTING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LOUISIANA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LUXEMBOURG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MALL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>See PLAZA; SHOPPING CENTER; URBAN DESIGN, MULTI-USE PROJECT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>IDAHO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ILLINOIS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>INDIA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
SUMMARY OF HEADINGS (cont’d)

MANUFACTURED HOUSING
  See PREFABRICATION
MARKET
MARKETING
  See OFFICE PRACTICE
MARYLAND
MASSACHUSETTS
  MATERIALS, PRODUCTS
MAUSOLEUM
  See CEMETERY
MECHANICAL SYSTEM
  See HEATING, VENTILATING, AIR CONDITIONING; SOLAR
MEMORIAL, MONUMENT
METALWORK
MEXICO
MICHIGAN
MINNESOTA
MISSISSIPPI
MISSOURI
MOISTUREPROOFING
MOLD
  See HAZARDS
MONUMENT
  See MEMORIAL, MONUMENT
MOROCCO
MOTEL
  See HOTEL
MOVIES
MULTI-USE BUILDING
  See URBAN DESIGN, MULTI-USE PROJECT
MUSEUM
MUSIC HALL
  See ARTS CENTER; PERFORMING ARTS CENTER; THEATER; UNIVERSITY
N
NATURAL HAZARDS
  See HAZARDS
NEBRASKA
NETHERLANDS
NEVADA
NEW HAMPSHIRE
NEW JERSEY
NEW MEXICO
NEW YORK
NIGHT CLUB
NORTH CAROLINA
NORWAY
O

OBSERVATORY
OFFICE BUILDING
OFFICE PRACTICE
OHIO
OKLAHOMA
OREGON

PAINT, COATINGS

PARK
  See GARDEN; RECREATION
PARKING, GARAGE
PAVEMENT
PENAL
  See CORRECTIONAL FACILITY
PENNSYLVANIA
PERFORMING ARTS CENTER
PERU
PHOTOGRAPHY
PLANETARIUM
PLANTS
PLAYGROUND
  See RECREATION/PLAYGROUND
PLAZA
PLUMBING
POLAND
PORTUGAL
PREFABRICATION
PUERTO RICO
Q
QATAR
R
RECLAMATION
  See CONSERVATION; LANDSCAPE RESTORATION
RECREATION
RECYCLING
REGIONAL PLANNING
  See CITY AND REGIONAL PLANNING
RELIGIOUS BUILDING
REMODELING
  See HISTORIC, PRESERVATION; Specific Building Type
RESEARCH
  See ARCHITECTURAL RESEARCH; BEHAVIORAL STUDIES; RESEARCH FACILITY, LABORATORY; UNIVERSITY; Specific Subjects
RESEARCH FACILITY, LABORATORY
RESIDENCE
RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT, SPECULATIVE HOUSING
RESORT
  See HEALTH CARE, HEALTH CENTER; HOTEL; RECREATION
RESTAURANT
RESTORATION
  See HISTORIC, PRESERVATION; LANDSCAPE RESTORATION; Specific Building Type
RETIREMENT HOUSING
  See ELDERLY HOUSING; HOUSING; RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT, SPECULATIVE HOUSING
RHODE ISLAND
RIVER, WATERWAY
ROOF, ROOFING
RURAL DESIGN
SUMMARY OF HEADINGS (cont'd)

S
SAFETY
SCHOOL
SCULPTURE
See ART
SEALANT
SECURITY
SERVICE STATION
SHELTER
SHOPPING CENTER
SHOWROOM
SIDEWALK
SIDING
See WALL
SINGAPORE
SLOVENIA
SOCIAL ISSUES
SOLAR
SOUTH AFRICA
SOUTH CAROLINA
SOUTH KOREA
SPA
See RECREATION
SPAIN
SPECIFICATIONS
SPORTS FACILITY
See RECREATION/SPORTS FACILITY;
UNIVERSITY/RECREATION
STAIRWAY
STEEL
See STRUCTURAL/STEEL
STONE
STORE
STORMWATER MANAGEMENT
STREET
STRUCTURAL
STUDIO
SUDAN
SUSTAINABLE ARCHITECTURE
SWEDEN
SWIMMING POOL
See RECREATION/SPORTS FACILITY
SWITZERLAND

T
TAIWAN
TELEVISION, VIDEO
See AUDIO-VISUAL
TENNESSEE
TEXAS
THAILAND
THEATER
TRAINING FACILITY
See LEARNING, TRAINING CENTER;
SCHOOL; UNIVERSITY

TRANSIT STATION
TRANSPORTATION
TURKEY

U
UNITED ARAB EMIRATES
UNIVERSITY
URBAN DESIGN, MULTI-USE PROJECT
URUGUAY
UTAH

V
VENTILATION
See HEATING, VENTILATING, AIR CONDITIONING
VERMONT
VERNACULAR ARCHITECTURE
VIDEO
See AUDIO-VISUAL
VIETNAM
VIRGINIA
VISITOR CENTER
See RECREATION

W
WALKWAY
WALL
WAREHOUSE
See INDUSTRIAL BUILDING; OFFICE BUILDING
WASHINGTON
WASTE DISPOSAL
WATER
WATER TREATMENT
WATERFRONT DEVELOPMENT
WATERPROOFING
WATERSHED
WETLANDS
WIND
WINDOW
WINERY, VINEYARD
WISCONSIN
WOOD
WORKING DRAWING
See ARCHITECTURAL DRAWING; COMPUTER; INTERIOR DESIGN; OFFICE PRACTICE
WYOMING

X
Y
YEMEN

Z
ZOO